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Abstract

This paper reviews the available literature on computational modelling in two areas of bone biomechanics: fracture

and healing. Bone is a complex material, with a multiphasic, heterogeneous and anisotropic microstructure. The

processes of fracture and healing can only be understood in terms of the underlying bone structure and its mechanical

role.

Bone fracture analysis attempts to predict the failure of musculoskeletal structures by several possible mechanisms

under different loading conditions. However, as opposed to structurally inert materials, bone is a living tissue that can

repair itself. An exciting new field of research is being developed to better comprehend these mechanisms and the

mechanical behaviour of bone tissue.

One of the main goals of this work is to demonstrate, after a review of computational models, the main similarities

and differences between normal engineering materials and bone tissue from a structural point of view. We also underline

the importance of computational simulations in biomechanics due to the difficulty of obtaining experimental or clinical

results.

� 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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nclature

elastic modulus

Poisson�s ratio

compression strength

tension strength
apparent ash density

ash fraction

bone volume fraction

true tissue density

bone apparent density

bone porosity

directional bone porosity defined in Eq. (10)

symmetric traceless tensor that describes the porosity distribution
the crack length

the average spacing of bone cement lines

range of cyclic stress density [115]

unidimensional damage variable

number of cycles

number of cycles to failure

principal stresses

stress components
tensors that define Tsai–Wu quadratic failure criterion

fabric tensor that takes account the bone mass distribution

jkm tensors used by Cowin [18] in order to define the Tsai–Wu failure criterion

ultimate strength in tension along the principal direction i
ultimate strength in compression along the principal direction i
stress deviatoric tensor

number of cells for each cell type i (where subscripts �s�, �b�, �f� and �c� indicate stem cells,

osteoblasts, fibroblasts and chondrocytes respectively)
cell concentration for each cell type i
boundary growth rate

time that cells need to differentiate (maturation time)

mechanical stimulus that controls the evolution of the different cellular events

ationðx;wÞ function that defines the number of stem cells that proliferate and cause the callus

growth



fproliferationðcs; x;wÞ function that defines the number of stem cells that proliferate causing an increase

of the concentration
fmigrationðcs; xÞ function that defines how stem cells migrate

fdifferentiationðx;w; tmÞ function that characterizes how stem cells differentiate into specialized cells

ggrowthðx;w;tmÞ function that quantifies the change of volume that chondrocytes experiment by swelling

hdifferentiationðw; tmÞ function that determines the evolution of osteoblast population produced by in-

tramembranous ossification

hremodellingðwÞ function that estimates the rate of osteoblast population by endochondral ossification

pi proportion in volume of each component i (where each subscript means mi: mineral, cI:

collagen type I, cII: collagen type II, cIII: collagen type III, gs: ground substance)
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1. Introduction

The main role of the musculoskeletal system is to transmit forces from one part of the body to another

under controlled strain and to protect vital organs (e.g. lungs, brain). It also performs other important

functions such as serving as mineral reservoir.

Several skeletal tissues participate in this mechanical objective of transmission and protection: bone,

cartilage, tendons, ligaments and muscles. Bone mainly determines global structural stiffness and strength,

whereas other tissues transmit loads between bones. The mechanical properties of bone are a result of
a compromise between the need for a certain stiffness (to reduce strain and achieve a more efficient kine-

matics), and the need for enough ductility to absorb impacts (to reduce the risk of fracture and minimize

skeletal weight).

As a result of this compromise, thousands of years of evolution have produced a complex, multiphasic,

heterogeneous, anisotropic microstructure. In the first section of this paper we present the main aspects of

bone biology in terms of its mechanical properties and constitutive behaviour. Another important aspect of

bone behaviour is its self-adaptive capacity, modifying its microstructure and properties according to the

specific mechanical environment. Bone is not like inert engineering materials. It undergoes substantial
changes in structure, shape and composition according to the mechanical and physiological environment,

an adaptive process known as bone remodelling. A brief explanation of the basic aspects of bone re-

modelling is included in Section 2.

Bone adaptability allows for efficient repair, which in turn helps to prevent fractures. However, fractures

are still quite common, usually caused by the sudden appearance of a load that exceeds bone strength, or

the cyclic activity of loads (well below bone strength) that gradually accumulate damage at a rate that

cannot be repaired. The stiffness and strength of the bone are reduced until a failure of the first type occurs

under a much lower load. Predicting and preventing bone fractures is an important topic in orthopaedics
due to their high frequency, surgical complications and socio-economic impact. For example, the number

of hip fractures world-wide was estimated to be 1.66 million in 1990 and expected to increase to 6.26 million

by 2050 [1]. In the third section of this paper we review the main studies and models developed to predict

bone fractures.

Once a fracture occurs, the basic healing process is auto-activated naturally to repair the site. Healing

involves the differentiation of several tissues (cartilage, bone, granulation, etc.), with different patterns that

are directly influenced by the mechanical environment, which is in turn governed by the load applied and

the stability of the fracture site. In fact, not all fractures are completely repaired. Sometimes there are non-
unions or delayed fractures depending on specific geometric, mechanical and biological factors, justifying

the many different kinds of fixations used to improve fracture stabilisation. In Section 4 we review the

fracture healing process and the different computer simulation models.
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Finally, the last section includes important conclusions on modelling bone fracture and fracture healing,

indicating the main new trends.
2. Basic concepts of bone biology

Bone tissue has very interesting structural properties. This is essentially due to the composite structure of

bone, composed by hydroxyapatite, collagen, small amounts of proteoglycans, noncollagenous proteins

and water [2–5]. Inorganic components are mainly responsible for the compression strength and stiffness,
while organic components provide the corresponding tension properties. This composition varies with

species, age, sex, the specific bone and whether or not the bone is affected by a disease [6]. Another im-

portant aspect that also characterizes this peculiar mechanical behaviour of bone is its hierarchical orga-

nization. Weiner and Wagner [2] described this, starting from the nanometric level and ending at the

macroscopic levels, relating the latter to the mechanical properties.

From a macroscopic point of view, bone tissue is non-homogeneous, porous and anisotropic. Although

porosity can vary continuously from 5 to 95%, most bone tissues have either very low or very high porosity.

Accordingly, we usually distinguish between two types of bone tissue (see Fig. 1). The first type is trabecular
or cancellous bone with 50–95% porosity, usually found in cuboidal bones, flat bones and at the ends of

long bones. The pores are interconnected and filled with marrow (a tissue composed of blood vessels, nerves

and various types of cells, whose main function is to produce the basic blood cells), while the bone matrix

has the form of plates and struts called trabeculae, with a thickness of about 200 lm and a variable

arrangement [7].

The second type is cortical or compact bone with 5–10% porosity and different types of pores [9].

Vascular porosity is the largest (50 lm diameter), formed by the Haversian canals (aligned with the long

axis of the bone) and Volkmanns�s canals (transverse canals connecting Haversian canals) with capillaries
and nerves. Other porosities are associated with lacunae (cavities connected through small canals known as

canaliculi) and with the space between collagen and hydroxyapatite (very small, around 10 nm). Cortical

bone consists of cylindrical structures known as osteons or Haversian systems (see Fig. 2), with a diameter

of about 200 lm formed by cylindrical lamellae surrounding the Haversian canal. The boundary between

the osteon and the surrounding bone is know as the cement line.
Fig. 1. Bone section showing cortical and trabecular bone (From [8] with permission).



Fig. 2. Microscopical structure of cortical bone. (a) 3D sketch of cortical bone, (b) cut of a Haversian system, (c) photomicrograph of

a Haversian system (From [11] with permission).
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Cortical bone is usually found in the shafts of long bones and surrounding the trabecular bone forming

the external shell of flat bones. This combination of trabecular and cortical bone forms a ‘‘sandwich-type’’

structure, well known in engineering for its optimal structural properties [10].

Throughout their useful life, both types of bone are formed by two different tissues: woven and lamellar

bone. The skeletal embryo consists of woven bone, which is later replaced by lamellar bone. Normally there

is no woven bone in the skeleton after four or five years but it reappears during the healing process after
fracture. The two types of bone have many differences in composition, organization, growth and me-

chanical properties. Woven bone is quickly formed and poorly organized with a more or less random

arrangement of collagen fibers and mineral crystals. Lamellar bone is slowly formed, highly organized and

has parallel layers or lamellae that make it stronger than woven bone.

Bones can grow, modify their shape (external remodelling or modelling), self-repair when fractured

(fracture healing) and continuously renew themselves by internal remodelling. All these processes are

governed by mechanical, hormonal and physiological patterns. Growth and modelling mostly occur during

childhood, fracture healing only occurs during fracture repair and internal remodelling occurs throughout
our lifetime, playing a fundamental role in the evolution of the bone microstructure and, consequently, in

the adaptation of structural properties and microdamage repair.

Bone remodelling only occurs on the internal surfaces of the bone matrix (trabecular surfaces of

cancellous bone and Haversian systems of cortical bone). Bone can only be added or removed by bone

cells on these surfaces. There are four types of bone cells, which can be classified according to their

functions.
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Osteoblasts are the differentiated mesenchymal cells that produce bone. They are created at the peri-

osteum layer or stromal tissue of bone marrow.

Osteoclasts remove bone, demineralizing it with acid and dissolving collagen with enzymes. These cells

originate from the bone marrow.
Bone lining cells are inactive osteoblasts that are not buried in new bone. They remain on the surface

when bone formation stops and can be reactivated in response to chemical and/or mechanical stimuli [12].

Like bone lining cells, osteocytes are former osteoblasts that are buried in the bone matrix. They are

located in lacunae [9] and communicate with the rest of cells via canaliculi. Many authors [13–16] suggest

that osteocytes are the mechanosensor cells that control bone remodelling, but this has not been proven yet.

Furthermore, it is quite reasonable to assume that osteocytes, the only cells embedded in the bone matrix,

are affected by processes that damage the bone matrix. Matrix disruption may be expected to directly injure

osteocytes, disrupting their attachments to bone matrix, interrupting their communication through cana-
licular or altering their metabolic exchange. Fatigue microdamage may therefore create a situation re-

sembling disuse at the level of the osteocyte cell body and lead to bone remodelling starting with osteoclast

recruitment.

The remodelling process is not performed individually by each cell, but by groups of cells functioning as

organized units, which Frost named ‘‘basic multicellular units’’ (BMUs) [17]. They operate on bone peri-

osteum, endosteum, trabecular surfaces and cortical bone, replacing old bone by new bone in discrete
Fig. 3. A–R–F sequence in cortical bone (a) and in trabecular bone (b) (From [11] with permission).
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packets. The BMUs always follow a well-defined sequence of processes, normally known as the A–R–F

sequence: activation–resorption–formation (Fig. 3).

Bone is also anisotropic. Cortical bone has a very low porosity and its anisotropy is mainly controlled by

lamellar and osteonal orientation. On the contrary, trabecular bone has a higher porosity and its anisotropy
is determined by trabecular orientation. It is difficult to quantify anisotropy experimentally. In fact, only

recently have several measures of bone mass directional distribution been proposed for trabecular bone.

Cowin [18] defines bone anisotropy by means of the so-called fabric tensor: a second order tensor that

defines the principal values and directions of the bone mass distribution (for different ways of measuring the

fabric tensor see also [19–22]).

In fact, structural anisotropy has a direct influence on stiffness properties as well as strength. For

example, the average strength of a compact human bone in Reilly and Burstein [23] was 105 MPa in a

longitudinal compression test, and 131 MPa in a transversal compression test. The average longitudinal
strength in tension in the same experiment was 53 MPa.
3. Bone mechanical properties

As shown in Section 2, the mechanical properties of bone depend on composition and structure.

However, composition is not constant in living tissues. It changes permanently in terms of the mechanical

environment, ageing, disease, nutrition and other factors. Many reports try to correlate mechanical

properties with composition [24–29]. Vose and Kubala [30] were possibly the first to quantify how much

mechanical properties depend on composition, obtaining a correlation between ultimate bending strength

and mineral content. One of the most cited works is Carter and Hayes [24], who found that elastic modulus

and the strength of trabecular and cortical bone are closely related to the cube and square of the apparent

wet bone density, respectively.
Although these preliminary models only took into account the apparent density, several authors [10,31–

34] have shown that the mechanical properties of cortical and cancellous bone depend on apparent density

and mineral content. The most representative compositional variable is the ash density with the following

correlation:
E ðMPaÞ ¼ 10500 � q2:57�0:04
a rc ðMPaÞ ¼ 117 � q1:93�0:04

a ð1Þ
where qa is ash density. This expression explains over 96% of the statistical variation in the mechanical
behaviour of combined vertebral and femoral data over the range of ash density (0.03–1.22 g cm�3).

Keyak et al. [35] also studied the relationship between mechanical properties and ash density for

trabecular bone, obtaining the following expressions with 92% correlation:
E ðMPaÞ ¼ 33900 � q2:2
a if qa6 0:27 g cm�3

rc ðMPaÞ ¼ 137 � q1:88
a if qa6 0:317 g cm�3

�
ð2Þ
One limitation of these models is that they do not separate the influence of bone volume fraction from the

ash fraction. So, Hern�andez et al. [36] express the apparent density as a function of the bone volume

fraction (bone volume/total volume) and the ash fraction (a):
q ¼ BV

TV
qt ¼

BV

TV
ð1:41þ 1:29aÞ ð3Þ
where qt is the true tissue density of the bone, that is linearly related to the ash fraction a. They determined

the elastic modulus and compressive strength, independently of bone volume fraction and ash fraction, with
a 97% correlation:
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E ðMPaÞ ¼ 84370 BV
TV

� �2:58�0:02
a2:74�0:13

rc ðMPaÞ ¼ 749:33 BV
TV

� �1:92�0:02
a2:79�0:09

(
ð4Þ
In these expressions, the exponent related to ash fraction is larger than that associated with bone volume
fraction, suggesting that a change in mineral content will produce a larger change in mechanical properties.

We have focused on compression strength because the ultimate tension strength of bone tissue is usually

established as a percentage of the compression strength. Different values have been used for this ratio, from

0.33 to 0.7 in bovine trabecular bone [37,38], to 0.5 to 0.7 for human cortical bone, depending on the test

direction [23]. Keyak and Rossi [39] performed a FE analysis on the influence of this parameter and found

that the best agreement was between 0.7 and 1. However, they considered that the parameter was constant,

even though it should also depend on structural variables, as suggested by Keaveny et al. [37,40].

Although all these correlations can predict the main mechanical properties, they do not consider the
influence of structural and microstructural features or the different behaviours in each direction. This aspect

was first considered by Lotz et al. [41]. They determined the Young�s modulus and the compressive strength

of cortical and trabecular femoral bone in the axial and transversal directions using the apparent density as

a control variable. The elastic modulus and the compressive strength for cortical femoral bone in the axial

direction was approximated by
E ðMPaÞ ¼ 2065 � q3:09 rc ðMPaÞ ¼ 72:4 � q1:88 ð5Þ

and in the transversal direction by the correlation
E ðMPaÞ ¼ 2314 � q1:57 rc ðMPaÞ ¼ 37 � q1:51 ð6Þ

Similarly, the compressive strength for trabecular bone was defined as,
E ðMPaÞ ¼ 1904 � q1:64 ðaxial directionÞ
1157 � q1:78 ðtransversal directionÞ

�
ð7Þ

rc ðMPaÞ ¼ 40:8 � q1:89 ðaxial directionÞ
21:4 � q1:37 ðtransversal directionÞ

�
ð8Þ
A different idea was suggested by Pietruszczak et al. [42], who included the directional dependence of

strength using the expression:
rcðlÞ ¼ rc0

1� nðlÞ
1� n0

� �c

ð9Þ
where n0, rc0 are reference properties (the first is the average porosity, and the second the corresponding

strength for this level of porosity), c a constant in the interval ð1; 2Þ, and �nðlÞ is the directional porosity that

can be approximated as
nðlÞ � nð1þ XijliljÞ ð10Þ
being n the average porosity, li the orientation relative to a fixed Cartesian coordinate system and Xij

a symmetric traceless tensor, which describes the distribution of voids.

These mathematical relationships have been used to predict proximal femoral fractures with finite ele-

ments. The 3D finite element model is generated from a geometrical model usually recovered from a CT

scan of the specific organ. It is also calibrated in terms of K2HPO4 equivalent density. Then apparent

density, porosity or apparent ash density are estimated using different correlations to model the hetero-

genous distribution of mechanical properties. Most models consider isotropic behaviour, since it is not
possible to quantify the whole anisotropic structure of a bone organ with current techniques. Only [42]

includes this effect in femoral fracture simulations, but with a spatially constant anisotropy ratio, even
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though it changes widely in the femur at different locations [21,43]. One way to overcome this limitation is

to employ anisotropic internal bone remodelling models [44–48] that can predict density and anisotropy

distribution, and some of them with sufficient accuracy.

Another assumption of most FE analyses in the literature is the linearity of the constitutive behaviour of
bone tissue. This is usually accurate enough, but some authors obtain more accurate results by considering

nonlinear material properties for cortical and trabecular bone [49,50].

An additional limitation is the lack of analyses on fracture initiation and growth until complete failure.

Most studies obtain a stress distribution and a possible fracture load. The extension of the principles of

Fracture Mechanics to bone fracture analysis is clearly underdeveloped, although it will probably be an

important research field in the near future.
4. Mechanisms of bone fracture

The first mechanism of bone fracture appears when an accidental load exceeds the physiological range,

inducing stresses over the strength that bone tissue has achieved after adaptation during growth and de-

velopment (traumatic fracture). Following the clinical literature [51–53], there are two main causes for this

type of fracture: an external impact produced, for example, by a fall, or fractures that occur ‘‘spontane-

ously’’ by a muscular contraction without trauma (see Fig. 4). The latter are quite common in elderly

people with osteoporosis. Several authors suggest that the main cause of hip fracture is contraction of the

iliopsoas muscle and gluteus medius [53,54].

This kind of fracture is often produced by normal loads acting on a bone that has been weakened by
disease or age [55]. This type of fracture is normally called pathologic. Most are provoked by osteoporosis

in the elderly and are more frequent in women than men. Another important cause of pathologic fractures

are bone tumours, which modify bone mechanical properties and produce stress concentrators. Removing

the tumour usually increases the risk of fracture. In fact, the higher risk of bone fracture in the elderly is not

only due to the progressive reduction of bone consistency (osteoporosis), and therefore strength, but also to

additional factors such as the inability of soft tissues to absorb the energy generated in a fall and the change
Fig. 4. Scheme of two usual mechanisms of bone fracture.
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of the kinematic variables of the gait. Lotz and Hayes [56] report that only a small amount of energy is

needed to break a bone (i.e. 5% of the energy available in a fall), what is due to the energy absorbing action

of soft tissues that are deformed in the impact.

The second type of fracture is produced by creep or fatigue. Bones often support more or less constant
loads for prolonged periods of time and cyclic loads that may produce microdamage. If the accumulation of

microdamage is faster than repair by remodelling, microcracks (or other kinds of microdamage) can

multiply to produce macrocracks and complete fracture. Clinically, this is called a stress fracture. It nor-

mally occurs in individuals who have increased repetitive-type physical activities such as soldiers, ballet

dancers, joggers, athletes and racehorses [7,57–59]. It also occurs at lower activity levels in bones weakened

by osteoporosis, especially at advanced ages when bone remodelling is almost inactive.

Many experimental [60–64] and theoretical [58,59,65–71] works have suggested that bone tissue can

repair microdamage by remodelling. Indeed, some authors consider that the accumulation of microdamage
is the mechanical stimulus for remodelling [66,69,70,120,121].

However, the prevention of stress fractures does not only depend on repair by remodelling. It is also

controlled by the specific process of crack initiation and propagation. The microstructure of cortical bone is

similar to fiber-reinforced composite materials. Osteons are analogous to fibers, interstitial bone tissue is

analogous to the composite matrix and the cement line acts as a weak interface where cracks may initiate

[72]. Many authors have tried to explain the mechanical behaviour of cortical bone tissue through com-

posite models. Katz [73] considers the anisotropy of cortical moduli using a hierarchical composite model

of osteons made of hollow, right circular cylinders of concentric lamellae. Crolet et al. [74] applied
homogenization techniques to develop a hierarchical osteonal cortical bone model with several levels of

microstructure: osteons, interstitial bone, and layers of lamellae with collagen fibers and hydroxyapatite.

The results obtained agree well with the experimental data. Other authors suggest that osteons increase the

toughness and fatigue resistance of cortical bone [71,75–79]. For example, Corondan and Haworth [79]

found that crack propagation in bone is inhibited by more or larger osteons. Prendergast and Huiskes [80]

also employed microstructural finite element analysis (FEA) to explore the relationship between damage

formation and local strain of osteocyte containing lacunae for various types of damage. The high local

strain around lacuna formed stress bands between lacunae, providing sites for crack nucleation and paths
for crack growth, effectively unloading the lacunae adjacent to the damaged region.

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LFM) have also been used widely to characterize bone resistance to

fracture [76,81–87] by measuring the fracture toughness of cortical bone under various loading modes (see

Table 1). However, changes in fracture toughness with age, microstructure and composition are not always

the same in different species or bone locations in the same species, as shown by Yeni and Norman [88]. Only

a few studies have addressed the fracture mechanics of microcracks in osteonal cortical bone [77,89,90]

by analysing the interaction between microcracks and the distribution and type of osteon.

In general, fractures are caused by two main mechanisms: when the damage rate exceeds the remodel-
ling/repair rate (excess damage) or when a normal damage rate is not repaired properly due to a defective

remodelling/repair mechanism (deficient repair).

Damage accumulation in bone is similar to artificial structural materials. Schaffler et al. [93,94] showed

that fatigue damage is similar in vitro and in vivo. The microdamage (related to the load and number of

cycles), may appear in different ways at the microstructural level: debonding of the collagen–hydroxiapatite

composite [95], slipping of lamellae along cement lines [96], cracking along cement lines or lacunae [97,98],

shear cracking in cross-hatched patterns [99] and progressive failure of the weakest trabeculae [100]. At the

macroscopic level damage is hardly visible before there is a large crack and global failure, even though the
mechanical functionality may have altered substantially in earlier stages. In general, the evolution of mi-

crodamage during cyclic loading can be quantified in four ways [101] by measuring: (1) defects at microscale

(number/density of cracks), (2) changes in different properties (material density, acoustic emission re-

cordings, electrical resistivity, ultrasonic waves, microhardness measurements, etc.), (3) the remaining life to



Table 1

Experimental measures of Kc and Gc for cortical bone (from [7,10])

Bone type Kc (MPa m1=2) Gc (J m�2)

Mode I: Transverse fracture

Bovine femur [81] 5.49 3100–5500

Bovine tibia [82] 2.2–4.6 780–1120

Equine metacarpus [83] 7.5 2340–2680

Human tibia [84] 2.2–5.7 350–900

Mode I: Longitudinal fracture

Bovine femur [81] 3.21 1388–2557

Bovine femur [91] 2.4–5.2 920–2780

Bovine tibia [85] 2.8–6.3 630–2238

Human femur [84] 2.2–5.7 350–900

Human tibia [76] 4.32–4.05 897–595

Human tibia [92] 3.7 360

Mode II

Human tibia [84] 2.2–2.7 365
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failure, and (4) variations of macromechanical behaviour (changes in elastic, plastic or viscoplastic prop-
erties). The last measurement is often used to quantify fatigue cycling by a macroscopic analysis of stiffness,

strength and creep relaxation [93,94,102–110], in addition to other methods [103,109–114].

Taylor and Prendergast [115] express the crack growth rate in terms of the cyclic stress intensity and

crack length, concluding that the crack growth rate decreases rapidly with increasing length. This behaviour

is typical of short-crack fatigue in many materials and can be interpreted in terms of microstructural

barriers to growth. They propose the following equation for compact bone:
da
dN
¼ fCðDK � DKthÞng þ C0DKn0 d � a

d

� �m� �
ð11Þ
where symbols {} means
fAg ¼ A for A P 0
0 for A < 0

�
ð12Þ
and a is the crack length, d the average spacing of cement lines, DK is the range of cyclic stress density and

the rest of parameters are constants determined by Prendergast and Taylor [115]. The first term describes

the behaviour of cracks when they are long, and the second one is used for short cracks.

Carter and Caler [109,110,116] propose a damage variable, D, between 0 and 1, that increases at a rate

inversely proportional to the number of cycles to failure Nf :
dD
dN
¼ 1

Nf

ð13Þ
that is, a remaining lifetime criterion that identifies the damage level with proximity to failure. One of the

main disadvantages is that it does not account for the current damage state or stress history.

Several years later, Zioupos et al. [117] and Pattin et al. [118] defined damage as the ratio between the

elastic modulus in the current and the initial state:
D ¼ 1� E
E0

ð14Þ
depending on the stress history and the mechanical properties of the material. In fact, the accumulated

damage at each stress level is a non-linear function of the number of cycles [117,118].
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Many theoretical models have been developed in order to predict the accumulation of microdamage in

bone. Recently Davy and Jepsen [119] have performed a detailed revision of the most important contri-

bution in this field.

It is important to understand that fatigue failure is not only prevented by lamellar structure but also by
remodelling. Several theories have been developed to explain how bone remodelling is activated by damage

and mechanical load. The models hypothesise that bone tries to optimise strength and stiffness by regu-

lating porosity and local damage generated by fatigue or creep.

Martin and co-workers have proposed several models where bone remodelling is activated by damage

produced by fatigue or creep [66,70,120]. In their last work [66], a more realistic theory is proposed that

includes the most important mechanical and biological processes. It assumes that bone remodelling is

controlled by packets of cells, so-called BMUs. The BMUs act in a sequence of events that require three to

four months based on measurements from biopsies. The events control the remodelling response and de-
pend on the mechanical environment, microdamage accumulation and the surface available for remodel-

ling.

Prendergast and Taylor [69] proposed a full bone internal remodelling model where damage occurs as a

microcrack distribution even in the equilibrium situation. The stimulus that controls repair is the difference

between the actual damage and the damage in the equilibrium situation. Ramtani and Zidi [121] also

propose a model to explain the physiological process of couple damaged-bone remodelling, following the

general framework of continuum thermodynamics.

Skeletal biomechanics is more and more focused on how skeletal tissues are produced, maintained and
adapted as an active response to biophysical stimuli in their environment, currently known as mechano-

biology [122]. Now that the human genome has been sequenced, it is apparent that the genetic code is only

the beginning. It provides few answers about how skeletal tissues are generated and maintained. This

emphasises the importance of understanding the role of environmental influence, especially mechanical

factors. The development of mechanobiology will bring great benefits to tissue engineering and to the

treatment and prevention of different skeletal problems, such as congenital deformities, osteoporosis,

osteoarthritis and bone fractures.
5. Bone fracture criteria

Different fracture criteria have been proposed for bone tissue and many experiments have been per-

formed to validate them [37,40,123–127]. Many reports use FE models to evaluate fracture patterns and
loads in terms of fracture criteria, especially in the proximal femur [39,125,128–131]. Here we review the

most important criteria and their limitations.

The Von Mises–Hencky formula is an isotropic criterion traditionally used to predict yielding of ductile

materials like metals. It assumes equal strength (ultimate stress) in tension and compression, which is not

very realistic in bone tissue. Failure results when the equivalent Von Mises–Hencky stress equals the

ultimate strength of the material
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðr2 � r3Þ2 þ ðr3 � r1Þ2 þ ðr1 � r2Þ2

q
¼ rc ð15Þ
with ri principal stresses and rc the ultimate strength in compression (or tension).

Although this criterion is not very realistic, it has been widely used for estimating proximal femoral

fracture load and assessing hip fracture risk [39,126,128,129,132]. In fact, Keyak et al. [39] analysed that,

when isotropic material properties are used, the Von Mises–Hencky criterion may be the most accurate for

predicting fracture location, even after accounting for differences in the tensile and compressive strength
of bone.
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However, the experimental results obtained by Fenech and Keaveny [123] for bovine trabecular bone

indicated that the Von Mises–Hencky criterion was not a good predictor of fracture load in trabecular

bone, particularly when the stress state was dominated by shear.

Hoffman (1967) [164] proposed a fracture criterion for brittle materials that also takes into account the
different strength in tension and compression. Nevertheless, it assumes the same behaviour in all directions:
C1ðr2 � r3Þ2 þ C2ðr3 � r1Þ2 þ C3ðr1 � r2Þ2 þ C4r1 þ C5r2 þ C6r3 ¼ 1 ð16Þ
where ri are the principal stresses, Ci material parameters defined as C1 ¼ C2 ¼ C3 ¼ 1
2rtrc

; C4 ¼ C5 ¼ C6 ¼
1
rt
� 1

rc
, and rc, rt are the ultimate strengths in compression and in tension, respectively. In expression (16),

the linear terms represent the difference between tension and compression. The Hoffman criterion is

equivalent to the Von Mises–Hencky criterion when rc ¼ rt.

This criterion has been also used to predict load and pattern of proximal femoral fractures [39,132]

obtaining results slightly worse than the Von Mises–Hencky criterion.
The maximum stress criterion (Rankine criterion) was initially introduced to predict failure of brittle

materials. It assumes that failure takes places when the highest principal stress exceeds the ultimate strength

in tension or compression. Keyak and Rossi [39] used it to predict the ultimate fracture load of bone tissue

with less than 30% error in all cases. The parallel criterion in strains (Saint–Venant criterion) is even more

correlated with the experimental data (less than 20% error), which is also a well-known situation in brittle

materials. Fenech and Keaveny [123] were able to predict the failure of trabecular bone reasonably well

using the principal strain criterion.

Keyak and Rossi [39] also obtained reasonably accurate results with the maximum shear stress (also
known as the Tresca theory) and the maximum shear strain criteria.

The Mohr–Coulomb criterion is commonly used for materials with different behaviour in tension and

compression, such as soils [133]. It is an isotropic criterion that is expressed as follows for non-cohesive

materials, in the space of principal stresses:
r1

rt

� r3

rc

¼ 1 ð17Þ
where r1 P r2 P r3 are the principal stresses and rc, rt the ultimate strengths in compression and tension

(rt ¼ arc), respectively. Keyak and Rossi [39] used this criterion to predict the ultimate fracture load of

bone tissue. It agreed well with the experimental data when coefficient a tended to one. For smaller values,

the results are on the safety side, that is, the predicted fracture load is always lower than the experimental

one [128].

The modified Mohr–Coulomb criterion solves some of the original problems [133]. It is expressed as
rt

r1
¼ 1 when r1

r3
6 � 1

rc�rt

rcrt
� r1 � r3

rc
¼ 1 otherwise

�
ð18Þ
This criterion was used to predict fracture load due to a fall [39]. The results were better than the standard
Mohr–Coulomb when coefficient a was low, but worse when a was above 0.5.

Other authors have tried to validate experimental tests using cellular solid multiaxial criteria [123,127].

These models are better than their predecessors but very difficult to implement in a general way for FE

analyses of whole bones. They could be very useful to validate other more phenomenological criteria.

The Tsai–Wu quadratic criterion [134] is an obvious candidate for a multiaxial anisotropic failure cri-

terion since it accounts for strength asymmetry (different tensile and compressive strengths) and anisotropy,

as well as interactions between strengths under different loading conditions. Tsai and Wu [134] expressed

this criterion in terms of the stress tensor and two material dependent tensors. The basic hypothesis is the
existence of a failure surface in the stress space of the following form:
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f ðrkÞ ¼ Firi þ Fijrirj ¼ 1 for i; j; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 6 ð19Þ
being Fi and Fij tensors of material dependent constants of second and fourth rank respectively and ri the

principal stresses. The interaction terms must verify:
FiiFjj � F 2
ij P 0 ð20Þ
which implies that all the diagonal terms of Fij must be positive. The inequality guarantees that each

principal stress axis intersects with the fracture surface. The linear terms in (19) take into account the

difference between positive and negative ultimate stresses. Finally, it is interesting to remark that the Von

Mises–Hencky and Hoffman criteria are particular cases of the Tsai–Wu criterion. The main disadvantage

of the latter is the high number of constants that have to be determined by multiple experimental tests and

the subsequent correlation procedure. For instance, for orthotropic material this number goes up to 12 and
for a heterogeneous anisotropic material the correlation is almost impossible. However, the Tsai–Wu

criterion has been used as the point of departure for simplified criteria [18,123], which strongly reduces the

number of constants. Fenech and Keaveny [123] used a simplified Tsai–Wu criterion to predict the fracture

load on trabecular bovine femurs with less than 20% error. Keaveny et al. [127] estimated the Tsai–Wu

coefficients as a functions of apparent density, using uniaxial strength-density data from 139 bovine tibial

specimens and multiaxial data from 9 similar specimens. So they predicted the failure criterion at different

apparent densities indicating that the orientation of this surface depended on apparent density and was

relatively well aligned with the principal material directions (see Fig. 5). This Tsai–Wu criterion has been
also applied with varying degrees of success to cortical bone [135–137], and has been formulated in terms

of the fabric tensor [18], as will be shown below.

Cowin [18] proposed a fracture criterion useful for porous materials and/or composites, based on the

properties of the homogenized microstructure. The fracture criterion is a function f of the stress state, the

porosity n and the fabric tensor A as follows:
f ðA; r; nÞ ¼ f ðQAQT;QrQT; nÞ ¼ 1; 8Q orthogonal tensor ð21Þ
Cowin [18] considers that a quadratic function obtains a good compromise between reliability and com-

putational cost, with the criterion expressed as
Gijrij þ Fijkmrijrkm ¼ 1 ð22Þ
where rij are the stress components and Gij, Fijkm functions of A, n.

Eq. (22) may be simplified by working in the space of principal stresses and considering a symmetrical

criterion with respect to the principal axes. It then depends on only three constants Gii and six Fiikk of the

material as follows:
Tsai–Wu failure criterion for general triaxial normal loading for an apparent density of 0.6 g/cc. (From [127] with permission).
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G11r11 þ G22r22 þ G33r33 þ F1111r
2
11 þ F2222r

2
22 þ F3333r

2
33 þ 2F1122r11r22 þ 2F1133r11r33

þ 2F2233r22r33 ¼ 1 ð23Þ
Cowin [18] gives some indications to determine the constants from the ultimate strengths of the material

in the different directions and orientations. Thus
Gii ¼
1

rþi
� 1

r�i
Fiiii ¼

1

rþi r�i
ð24Þ
Fiijj ¼
1

2

1

rþi r�i

 
þ 1

rþj r�j
� 1

2r2
ij

!
� gðAÞ ð25Þ
where rþi , r�i , rij are the ultimate strengths in tension, compression and in shear, respectively, along each

direction and plane and gðAÞ is a function of the fabric tensor. The main innovation with respect to Tsai–

Wu is the assumption that the tensors Fijkm, Gij are functions of the porosity and the fabric tensor, that is,

of the properties of the homogenized microstructure of the material.

Although this criterion has been cited by several authors [42,138], it has not been used in computational

simulations due to the difficulty of determining all the parameters involved. Only Gomez et al. [131] cor-
related the different directional parameters of the Cowin criterion with the apparent density and the fabric

tensor, that were obtained after simulating the anisotropic bone remodelling and computing the density and

fabric tensor distribution on femoral bone. The approach was used to predict hip fractures and the results

were in accordance with the experimental work of Yang et al. [53].

Pietruszczak formulated a theory to explain fractures in concrete [139]. It has also been applied to

frictional materials [140] and bone tissue [42], with behave differently in terms of tension and compression.

This criterion takes into account the stress state rij, the fabric tensor Aij and the porosity n that defines the

failure criterion:
F ¼ b1

�r
gðhÞ � rc

 !
þ b2

�r
gðhÞ � rc

 !2

� b3

�
þ I

rc

�
¼ 0 ð26Þ
where I ¼ �rii is the (negative) trace of the stress tensor (negative first stress invariant); �r ¼ sijsij

2

� �1=2
(re-

lated to the second stress invariant) being sij the stress deviatoric tensor, h ¼ sen�1
ffiffiffi
3
p

sijsjkskl=2�r3
� �

=3

(related to the third stress invariant), b1, b2, b3 are adimensional material constants and rc the ultimate

uniaxial compression strength. The g function of the third invariant is expressed as
gðhÞ ¼ ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ b
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� b
p

ÞK
K

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ b
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� b
p

þ ð1� KÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ b � sin 3h
p ð27Þ
with b a constant close to 1, K a material dependent constant that represents the ratio between the ultimate
value of �r in compression and in tension. This criterion was used by Pietruszcak et al. [42] to determine the

risk of fracture in human femurs, simulating the fracture produced by a fall. G�omez et al. [131] obtained

similar results when they compared this criterion with Cowin�s criterion.

Finally, we can observe that there is a lack of agreement between different studies. Several authors

[37,125] suggest that strain-based failure theories are better than stress-based ones, but others indicate the

opposite [39]. For example, Keyak and several collaborators [39,49,129] mostly use distortion energy

theories (Von Mises–Hencky or Tresca criterion) to represent femoral bone fracture. But Fenech and

Keaveny [123], prefer maximum normal strain criterion in their study of trabecular bovine bone for uni-
axial tensile or compressive loading along the principal trabecular direction combined with torsional

loading about the same direction.
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There may be several causes for this discrepancy. Most computational simulations do not differentiate

between cortical and trabecular bone (only in porosity), but their structure is completely different, which

could affect their failure mechanisms. Also, most of the criteria assume isotropic behaviour, which is un-

realistic. All this controversy suggests that we are still far from getting a mechanobiologically based failure
criterion for bone and that more experimental, analytical and simulation works should be performed in

order to determine the appropriate bone failure theory. Some of the available results on the simulation of

bone fractures according to the previously explained criteria are shown in Section 6.
6. Modelling traumatic and pathologic fractures

The importance and high cost of treating bone fractures has promoted the development of non-invasive

methods of assessing fracture risk and prevention. The methods usually involve radiographic techniques to

measure bone mineral density, such as dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) or quantitative compu-

ted tomography (QCT) [56,141–147]. The methodology has been somewhat successful but it is still lim-

ited by a more precise estimation of fracture load and the identification of subjects with a high risk of

fracture. It does not take into account different loading conditions, the distribution of bone material within

the entire structure and the properties of the distributed bone material [148]. In order to solve some of

these limitations, FEA have been widely used to predict and prevent the occurrence of hip fractures
[39,42,49,50,126,128,129,132,138,149–151]. FEA helps to identify the most probable fracture mecha-

nisms, the regions where the fracture initially appears and the forces and orientations needed to produce

them.

All these models have similarities and differences that must be analysed in order to perform a com-

parative analysis that highlights their main limitations and the ideal properties that should be verified in

future developments.

Lotz et al. [132] studied the stress distributions in the proximal femur during a one-legged stance and for

a fall to the lateral greater trochanter. In the first case, the peak stresses were in the subcapital region. For
the simulated fall, the peak stresses appeared in the intertrochanteric region. Cheal et al. [138] studied the

fracture strength of the proximal femur with a lesion in the femoral neck due to a tumor. They considered

four loading conditions corresponding to level gait and stair climbing. Lotz et al. [151] also examined the

evolution of stress distribution in the proximal femur during the three phases of the gait cycle, but they did

not compute fracture loads. Ford et al. [126] analyzed the effect of internal/external rotations on femoral

strength for loading that represented impact from a fall onto the hip. Sabick and Goel [150] compared the

failure loads for a posterolateral impact on the greater trochanter with a fall onto the buttocks, but they did

not study other load directions. Keyak et al. [129] analysed the ability of finite element models to predict the
fracture location and/or type for two different loading conditions: one similar to joint loading during single-

limb stance and one simulating impact from a fall (the same fall that was simulated by Lotz et al. [132]). In

the first condition, the FE models predicted that only cervical fractures occurred (72% agreement with

experimental results). In the second case they predicted trochanteric and cervical fractures, obtaining a 79%

agreement with laboratory tests. Keyak et al. [152] also determined the force directions associated with the

lowest fracture loads for two types of loading: one simulating the impact from a fall and the other cor-

responding to joint loading during daily activities (atraumatic condition). For the fall, the force direction

with lowest fracture load was an impact onto the greater trochanter at an angle of 60� or 70� respect to the
shaft. For atraumatic loading, the lowest fracture load was determined in conditions very similar to

standing on one leg or climbing stairs.

Gomez et al. [131] reproduced the experimental work performed by Yang et al. [53] using FEA. A

computational simulation was developed to characterize the heterogenous structural distribution in the



Fig. 6. (a) Factor of risk to fracture in the case of iliopsoas contraction; (b) X-ray of neck fracture (From [53] with permission).
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femur and determine porosity and anisotropic properties. They were able to use the Cowin criterion as a

function of the porosity and fabric tensor [18], obtaining promising results that will be below reviewed.

They examined hip fracture patterns due to two possible contractions: iliopsoas and gluteus medius

muscle, in order to obtain a risk factor that is defined by the ratio between the Cowin equivalent stress and

the considered ultimate stress.

In the case of psoas-iliac contraction, a high risk factor is obtained in the neck area (Figs. 6 and 7). The
results obtained indicate that a neck fracture probably occurs since the risk factor is over the limit value 1 in

this area, in a similar way that happened in Yang�s experiments for which all the seven femurs supporting

this type of load broke along the neck zone.

They [131] also studied hip fracture patterns due to contractions of the gluteus medius muscle and were

able to predict different subtrochanteric or intertrochanteric fractures (Figs. 8 and 9). It appears that

subtrochanteric fracture (or fracture in region D) is the most probable, although neck and trochanteric

fracture can also occur. Similar results were obtained in the Yang�s tests [53], where three femurs suffered

intertrochanteric fracture and four of them were subtrochanteric.
7. Bone fracture healing

Bone is a living material that is routinely exposed to mechanical environments that challenge its

structural integrity. As explained above, there are several causes of bone fractures. However, in contrast

with inert materials, bone can regenerate to form new osseous tissue where it is damaged or missing. In fact,

the healing of a fracture is one of the most remarkable of all the biological processes in the body.
Understanding tissue regeneration is also essential to explain similar biological processes such as skeletal

embriogenesis and growth.

Bone ossification in the embryo and the growing child can occur in different forms: endochondral, in-

tramembranous or appositional ossification. In the first, cartilage is formed, calcified and replaced by bone.



Fig. 7. (a) Regions of proximal femur; (b) volume percentage of factor of risk for different femoral regions in the case of iliopsoas

contraction.

Fig. 8. (a) Factor of risk to fracture due to contractions of the gluteus medius muscle; (b) X-ray of intertrochanteric fracture (From [53]

with permission).
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Fig. 9. Factor of risk in different regions in the case of gluteus medium contraction.
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In the second, bone is formed directly by osteoblasts (flat bones like skull or pelvis). In the third, ossifi-

cation is adjacent to membrane layers of mesenchymal cells that differentiate into osteoblasts. When
osteoblasts are not part of a membrane (i.e., endosteal, trabecular or Haversian canal surface) ossification

is called appositional. The last type of ossification is normally the only one found in healthy adults but

the two types can be activated during the fracture healing process. Therefore, this process is important to

understand tissue repair as well as tissue generation.

Fracture healing is a natural process that can reconstitute injured tissue and recover its original function

and form. It is a very complex process that involves the coordinated participation of immigration, differ-

entiation and proliferation of inflammatory cells, angioblasts, fibroblasts, chondroblasts and osteoblasts

which synthesize and release bioactive substances of extracellular matrix components (e.g., different types
of collagen and growth factors).

We can differentiate between primary or secondary fracture healing. Primary healing occurs in cases of

extreme stability and negligible gap size, involving a direct attempt by the bone to form itself directly [153].

Secondary healing occurs when there is not enough stabilisation and gap size is moderate. In this case,

healing activates responses within the periosteum and external soft tissues that form an external callus,

which reduces the initial movement by increasing stiffness. Most fractures are repaired by secondary

healing, which does a more thorough job of replacing old and damaged bone.

Secondary fracture healing has a series of sequential stages than can overlap to a certain extent, in-
cluding inflammation, callus differentiation, ossification and remodelling.

The first stage begins after bone fracture. Blood emanates from the ruptured vessels and a hemorrhage

quickly fills the fracture gap space. Macrophages remove the dead tissue and generate initial granulation

tissue for the migration of undifferentiated mesenchymal cells, originating an initial stabilizing callus. These

cells proliferate and migrate from the surrounding soft tissue [153–156].

In the next stage, mesenchymal cells may differentiate into chondrocytes, osteoblasts or fibroblasts (Fig.

10), depending on the biological and mechanical conditions. These differentiated cells begin to synthesize

the extracellular matrix of their corresponding tissue. Intramembranous woven bone is produced by direct
differentiation of the stem cells into osteoblasts and appears adjacent to each side of the gap site, advancing

to the center of the callus. At the same time, at the center of the callus, cartilage is formed by chondro-

genesis, except right beside the gap where the stability is still very small and high relative displacement

prevents the differentiation of mesenchymal cells (Fig. 11).

Once the callus is filled (mainly by cartilage), endochondral ossification begins following a complex

sequence of cellular events including cartilage maturation and degradation, vascularity and osteogenesis.



Fig. 10. The mesengenic process (From [157] with permission).

Fig. 11. Callus at day 9 after fracture showing more mature bone under the periosteum (intramembranous ossification) and an

abundance of chondroid tissue adjacent to the fracture site (chondrogenesis) (From [153] with permission).
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The ossification continues until all the cartilage has been replaced by bone and a bony bridge surrounds the

fracture gap, achieving a good stabilization and sufficient stiffness. When the fracture is completely sta-

bilized, mesenchymal cells begin to invade the gap (Fig. 11). Once the gap has ossified, remodelling of the

fracture site begins gradually in order to restore the original internal structure and shape (internal and



Fig. 12. Pauwels� concept of tissue differentiation (From [158] with permission).
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external bone remodelling). The last stage is much longer than the previous one (1 year compared to several

weeks, depending on the animal species).

This summarizes the most important stages of bone fracture healing, although the evolution depends on

many factors such as mechanical, type of fracture, gap size, blood supply, hormones, growth factors, etc.

Fracture healing is an important topic of research in biomechanics. During the last years, many theories

and simulation models have been proposed to develop a comprehensive view of the mechanisms that

control bone morphogenesis. Pauwels [158] was one of the first authors to propose a theory of tissue

differentiation in response to local mechanical stress and strain (Fig. 12). He assumed that deviatoric
stresses are the specific stimulus for the formation of fibrous connective tissue or bone, whereas hydrostatic

stresses control the formation of cartilaginous tissue.

Perren and Cordey [159,160] proposed that tissue differentiation is controlled by the resistance of various

tissues to strain. Their main idea is that a tissue that ruptures or fails at a certain strain level cannot

be formed in a region experiencing strains greater than this level. This theory is normally know as ‘‘the

interfragmentary strain theory’’ [161].

Carter et al. [162,163] developed a new tissue differentiation theory, which correlates new tissue for-

mation with the local stress/strain history. They described qualitatively the relationship between the ossi-
fication pattern and the loading history, using finite elements to quantify the local stress/strain level,

assuming that the tissue in the callus is formed by a single solid phase. They proposed several interesting

differentiation rules that are graphically summarized in Fig. 13. In this figure there are two lines that

separate the different tissue regions. On the contrary, to the left of the pressure line, the tissue is supporting

a high hydrostatic pressure, which serves as stimulus for the production of cartilaginous matrix, to the right



Fig. 13. Relationship between mechanical stimuli and tissue differentiation (From [162] with permission).
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of this line the hydrostatic pressure is very low, causing the production of bone matrix. There is a limit from

which this tissue is not differentiated, this one is limited by the boundary line of the right. When the tissue is

subjected to high tensile strains (above the tension line) fibrous matrix is produced with cartilage or bone

depending on the hydrostatic pressure level.

Many authors have also used computational models (mainly based on finite elements), to estimate local

strains and stresses during the different stages of fracture healing [161–163,165–168], since there is experi-

mental evidence [156,169] that tissue differentiation is mechanically dependent.
Kuiper et al. [170–172] developed a differentiation tissue theory using the tissue shear strain and fluid

shear stress as the mechanical stimuli regulating tissue differentiation and the strain energy as the me-

chanical stimulus regulating bone resorption. They used an axisymmetric biphasic model of finite elements

of a fracture and applied movements on the cortical bone in an attempt to predict typical healing patterns

including callus growth. The results were that larger movements increased callus size and delayed bone

healing.

Lacroix et al. [161,173,174] used the differentiation rules proposed by Prendergast et al. [175] (see Fig. 14)

in combination with FEA to predict different fracture healing patterns depending on the origin of the
stem cells. The model can predict the callus resorption produced in the last stage of the fracture healing

process, but cannot predict callus growth during the initial reparative phase (assuming a determined callus

size).

Ament and Hofer [176] proposed a tissue regulation model based on a set of fuzzy logic rules derived

from medical experiments, using the strain energy density as the mechanical stimulus that controls the

process of cell differentiation.
Fig. 14. Tissue differentiation law based on mechanical strain and fluid flow (From [174] with permission).
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Bailon-Plaza and Van der Meulen [177] studied the fracture healing process produced by growth factors.

They used the finite differences method to simulate the sequential tissue regulation and the different cellular

events, studying the evolution of the several cells that exists in the callus.

More recently, Garc�ıa et al. [178] developed a continuum mathematical model that simulates the process
of tissue regulation and callus growth, taking into account different cellular events (i.e., mesenchymal cell

migration, mesenchymal cell, chondrocyte, fibroblast and osteoblast proliferation, differentiation and

dead), and matrix synthesis, degradation, damage, calcification and remodelling over time. They also

analysed the evolution of the main components that form the matrix of the different tissues (i.e., different

collagen types, proteoglycans, mineral and water) to determine mechanical properties and permeability

according to this composition.

In order to define all these processes, the fundamental variables were the number of cells N and the

concentration c of each cell type (independent variables), with subscripts �s�, �b�, �f� and �c� indicating stem
cells, osteoblasts, fibroblasts and chondrocytes respectively. They used the second invariant of the devia-

toric strain tensor w as the mechanical stimulus that controls the differentiation process, which also depends

on location and time. The rate of change of the number of cells in a control volume V of tissue at a point is

defined via the continuity equation to take into account changes in concentration and boundary growth v
along the surface normal:
1 In

osteob
_Ni ¼
ociðx; tÞ

ot

�
þ grad ðciÞvþ ciðx; tÞdivðvÞ

�
V ð28Þ
where they assume that each term evolves differently for each cell type, influenced by mechanical condi-

tions. When no growth occurs, cell concentration only changes by proliferation, migration, differentiation

or cell death. However, stem cells proliferate so much that a saturation concentration csat can be reached.
In that case, the boundary has to move to give space for the extra cells, which is described as
divðvÞ ¼
0 if cs < csat
�fproliferationðx;wÞ

csat
if cs ¼ csat

(
ð29Þ

ocsðx; tÞ
ot

¼ fproliferationðcs; x;wÞ þ fmigrationðcs; xÞ � fdifferentiationðx;w; tmÞ ð30Þ
being tm the maturation time. Growth also occurs when cartilage cells (chondrocytes) swell. In that case, the

number of cells in the volume does not change, but their concentration decreases:
divðvÞ ¼ � 1

ccðx; tÞ
occðx; tÞ

ot
ð31Þ

1

ccðx; tÞ
¼ ggrowthðx;w;tmÞ ð32Þ
During osteoblast and fibroblast differentiation we assume a constant volume. The evolution of number

of osteoblasts depends on whether intramembranous or endochondral ossification 1 is produced:
_Nb ¼
hdifferentiationðw; tmÞ intramembranous ossification

hremodellingðwÞ endochondral ossification

�
ð33Þ
intramembranous ossification osteoblasts appear directly by differentiation from stem cells, while in endochondral ossification

lasts appear as consequence of calcification of cartilage and replacement by bone.
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The different functions fproliferation, fmigration, fdifferentiation, ggrowth, hdifferentiation and hremodelling have to be defined

according to specific physiological features [178]. The underlying assumption in this work is that the level

of mechanical deviatoric strains in different regions of the callus is the main factor determining differen-

tiation of mesenchymal cells and consequently the process of tissue regeneration. It is very interesting
that the hypothesis used by Garc�ıa et al. [178] agrees with the experimental work by Bishop et al. [179],

who concluded that deviatoric strains may stimulate ossification more than volumetric strains.

Garc�ıa et al. [178] also characterized the composition and density of the extracellular matrix, assuming

that composition is independent of density and the main components are water, minerals, ground sub-

stances and different types of collagen. With these hypotheses and assuming all tissues are isotropic and

linear elastic, they evaluated the mechanical properties of the tissues using the next mixture rule depending

on the proportion of each component pi:
E ðMPaÞ ¼ 20000pmi þ 430pcI þ 200pcII þ 100pcIII þ 0:7pgs

m ¼ 0:33pmi þ 0:48pcoll þ 0:49pgs

�
ð34Þ
However the mechanical properties in the lamellar bone are computed using the following structural rule

where each subscript means mi: mineral, cI: collagen type I, cII: collagen type II, cIII: collagen type III, gs:
ground substance:
E ¼ 2014q2:5; m ¼ 0:2 if q6 1:2 g cm�3

E ¼ 1763q3:2; m ¼ 0:32 if q P 1:2 g cm�3

�
ð35Þ
The rate of matrix production and degradation depends directly on the cell population, except for the

lamellar bone that is controlled by bone remodelling.

This model has been implemented in a finite element code Marc. It correctly predicts tissue differenti-

ation and callus shape during fracture healing and quantifies the regulatory role of mechanical influences.

For example, Fig. 15 summarizes the evolution of the bone cells predicted by the model (human tibia with a

2 mm fracture), after applying a typical pattern of fracture movement. The model also predicts the damage

that is generated in soft tissues during fracture healing, which allows the study of pathological conditions

such as non-unions.
Although the model is a good predictor of qualitative tissue differentiation and callus growth, it still

involves many simplifications that must be improved in the future. One example is the combination of

mechanical and growth factors and the role of vascularisation [170–172,180] and macrophages [181].

Most of the models analyze the course of differentiation tissue from a known interfragmentary move-

ment, which seems to be the main stimuli under sufficient vascularity [167,170–172,182–184]. However, this

movement depends on the applied load and the stability of the fixation used in the treatment. The load

sharing mechanism between the fractured bone and stiffness of the fixation should also be considered. Most

fracture healing models only analyze fractures under compression, while there are some important situa-
tions (distraction osteogenesis) where tension is the main acting load.

Anisotropy should also be included in computational models, distinguishing between woven (more

isotropic) and lamellar bone (more anisotropic).

From a purely numerical point of view, mesh evolution should also be treated correctly, including

remeshing, rezoning and smoothing approaches. More recently, meshless methods that are less sensitive,

such as natural elements, have been used on similar problems [185].

Several authors [122,186] have also remarked that computer models evaluate mechanical stimuli from a

macroscopic (homogenized) continuum level. However, physiological cellular mechanisms are not yet well
understood and it is not clear whether the continuum approach is completely valid.



Fig. 15. Bone cell population: (a) initial condition, (b) 8 days, (c) 2 weeks, (d) 4 weeks, (e) 6 weeks and (f) 8 weeks after fracture.
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8. Conclusions

More and more departments of Continuum Mechanics are becoming involved in orthopaedic research,

especially in the analysis of mechanical behaviour of living tissues (bone, ligaments and tendons) and the

design of implants. Both areas require in depth understanding of the behaviour of bone as a structural

material, especially the mechanisms of bone failure under different loading conditions and how the

mechanical factors affect bone fracture treatment.

It is very important to develop clinical and research tools to assess bone failure and healing in order to

improve the treatment and diagnoses of skeletal diseases. At the same time this helps to unravel the
interaction between mechanical and biochemical regulatory pathways.

Many experiments on skeletal failure and repair have been performed in the last century that include a

range of factors (biological, mechanical, hormonal, sex, age, etc.). Despite this effort, there are still many

unanswered questions. Some of the challenges arise from the difficulty of performing in vivo experiments

and interpreting their results, which are very difficult to compare across species, ages, patients, geometries,

bones, loading conditions and so on. All these facts indicate the complexity of the biological problems and

have stimulated the development of computational models that can analyze the influence of all factors and

make predictions under different conditions. These models must also be validated with experimental work.
However, in many cases the computational models cannot be validated directly because some mea-

surements cannot be performed in vivo. Despite this, indirect validations can be performed if the con-

clusions of the computer simulations are similar to the experimental or clinical results. Indeed, simulations
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of fracture healing are one of the clearest examples of this situation since it is impossible to measure the

stress or strain level in each tissue during differentiation. But most computational works reviewed here has

been helpful to study the influence of mechanical factors in this complex process.

Despite the limitations of computer models (e.g., lack of validation and biological information) much
progress has been made on a clinical level, for example:

• Many designs of joint replacement prostheses have been studied using finite element models, either by

the manufacturer or by university institutes [187].

• Automated patient-specific finite element models have been useful in the assessment of femur and spine

fracture risk [188].

• Well-constructed computer models of bones have been used to investigate the effects of regional differ-

ences in age-related bone loss under different loading conditions [188].

Nevertheless, it is very difficult to obtain quantitative conclusions from computer simulations because of

anthropometric and metabolical differences between patients and animal species. Thus, research groups

should make an effort to quantify the range of variability of physiological parameters between individuals

and animals species.

Moreover, most computational models make important simplifications, especially in terms of the

characterization of material and boundary/loading conditions. Many computer analyses proceed without a

precise determination of material behaviour. So, we believe that the critical task for biomechanics is to
determine constitutive laws for living tissues. In particular, biomechanical models can be most improved by

including time-dependent mechanical properties, damage and repair of living tissues. In this paper, we have

focused on comparing the current theories of bone fracture and healing, indicating the fundamental con-

siderations to take into account for future improvements.

In the near future, it will be important to focus research on the integration of simulations, experiments

and theoretical aspects [122].

Use of computational simulations for the parametric examination of factors that are difficult or im-

possible to examine experimentally will contribute to the advance of biomechanics, as other authors have
also indicated [187,189].

All these facts suggest that future research programs in bone biomechanics will probably use more

complex and realistic computer simulations to reduce animal experimentation and clinical trials, with

important economic benefits. Perhaps it will be possible to develop computer analysis as a methodology to

perform realistic preoperative mechanical analysis of musculoskeletal disruptions, their prevention and

clinical treatment.
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Abstract

A new model for internal bone remodelling is presented based on the principles of Damage Mechanics. A
remodelling tensor, analogous to the standard damage tensor, is proposed which completely characterises the
state of the homogenised bone microstructure and, therefore, its stiffness. This tensor is defined in terms of the
apparent density and the “fabric tensor” associated with porosity and directionality of the trabeculae,
respectively. Contrary to standard Damage Mechanics, its variation may be negative to allow for material
“repair”. The different elements that compose the theory are then established, such as the mechanical stimulus
which, as is common in Continuum Damage Mechanics, was chosen as the tensor that is thermodynamically
associated to the remodelling one. The resorption and apposition criteria (similar to the damage criterion) were
also expressed in terms of this mechanical stimulus and, finally, the evolution law, to define the change rate of
the remodelling tensor. An associated flow rule is proposed that fulfils a principle of minimum mechanical
dissipation for convex remodelling criteria (the case in question here). Some other important experimental
features are deduced naturally from the model, such as the coincidence of the principal directions of the fabric
tensor with those of the elasticity tensor, or the fact that the principal directions of the fabric tensor tend to align with
the principal directions of stress. This model is applied to the study of the remodelling evolution of the proximal
extremity of the femur, obtaining results very similar to experimental data.

Keywords: Anisotropic internal bone remodelling, Bone remodelling simulation, Fabric tensor, Damage
Mechanics, Finite elements
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Introduction

Bone tissue, like most biological material, has very interesting structural properties. While its

traction strength is similar to that of steel, it is three times lighter and ten times more flexible,

essentially due to its special heterogeneous microstructure. In addition, bone tissue is under

permanent change in response to different signals such as external loads, hormonal influence, etc.

This process of microstructural change is known as bone remodelling and can be further

distinguished as either internal remodelling, where only the change in the distribution of the

material properties is considered, or external remodelling which analyses changes in the external

geometry.

It was Wolff (Wolff,1892) who first observed the relationship between bone structure and

applied loads. This effect is mainly associated with the evolution of apparent density. Most models

use this variable to represent the remodelling state, but, depending on the model, the mechanical

stimulus responsible for change may differ. Many diverse stimuli have been defined as a function of
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strain, stress or strain energy (Rodrigues et al.,1998; Fernandes et al.,1998; Jacobs et al.,1997;

Mikic and Carter,1995; Prendergast and Taylor,1994; Carter,1987; Huiskes et al.,1987;

Cowin,1986, 1992).

Besides the change in apparent density, bone is clearly anisotropic in behaviour where both

stiffness principal values and directions change, not only point to point, but also in time as a result

of the remodelling process. Despite this, most available models consider bone mass to be uniformly

distributed in all directions, resulting in isotropic behaviour when starting from an initial isotropic

state (e.g., Weinans et al.,1992; Beaupré et al.,1990a, 1990b; Huiskes et al.,1987).

This has mainly been due to the scarcity of experimental quantitative results concerning the

anisotropic microstructure of bone tissue. In fact, only recently have several measures of bone mass

directional distribution been proposed. Cowin (1986) defines bone anisotropy by means of the so-

called fabric tensor: a second order tensor that defines the principal values and directions of bone

mass distribution (for different measures also see Karlsson and Cruz-Orive, 1993; Odgaard et al.,

1990; Harrigan and Mann, 1984; Whitehouse, 1974). All of these are equivalent to some degree and

lead to similar conclusions from a mechanical point of view. One of the most important is that the

principal directions of the fabric tensor are coincident with the principal orthotropic directions of

the elasticity tensor (Van Rietbergen et al.,1996; Odgaard et al.,1997).

Several reports have been published in an attempt to reproduce the effect of anisotropic

remodelling (Rodrigues et al.,1998; Fernandes et al.,1998; Jacobs et al.,1997; Pettermann et

al.,1997; Carter et al.,1989). For instance, the model of Jacobs et al., briefly described in the next

section and based on previous work by Beaupré et al.(1990a, 1990b), assumes an anisotropic

evolution of the elasticity tensor, but the predicted results for the proximal femur do not adequately

reproduce the experimental ones.

We propose a new bone-remodelling model based on a combined theory of damage-repair, and

grounded in the well-known theory of Continuum Damage Mechanics (Lemaitre, 1985; Cordebois

and Sideroff, 1982; Kachanov, 1958). This approach is not connected with previous works of

several researchers (Prendergast and Taylor, 1994) which consider that damage in the form of

microcracks in the bone is correlated with cell activation. On the contrary, we only propose that the

evolution of the internal variables of the bone microstructure and its incidence on the modification

of the elastic constitutive parameters may be formulated following the exact principles of

Continuum Damage Mechanics with no reference to actual internal damage.
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Bone resorption is presented as a cumulative damage process, following the idea of Jacobs et al.

(1997). However, contrary to these authors who use the apparent density and the components of the

elasticity tensor as internal variables, we use the same apparent density and the fabric tensor, that is,

magnitudes directly associated to the internal microstructure. A second important difference is the

choice of the remodelling evolution law, which, while considering an associative model as in Jacobs

et al., also uses a completely different damage criterion and mechanical stimulus to accommodate

most available experimental results. For instance, the alignment of the principal directions of the

fabric tensor with those of the elasticity tensor, the tendency of these principal directions to align

with those of the stress tensor (Wolff’s law) or the ratio between the principal values of the

elasticity tensor which resemble experimental data.

A third aspect emphasised is the extension of the standard Damage Theory to consider the

possibility of damage reduction (“repair”), as occurs in the case of bone formation. This generalised

Damage-Repair theory has interesting thermodynamical corollaries that will be briefly reviewed

below.

In the next section, the model proposed by Jacobs et al. is briefly reviewed in order to introduce

some useful concepts and expressions and to compare with the proposed rate-dependent damage-

repair model is described in detail. In the same section, the main components of the model, such as

the damage internal variables, the remodelling criteria for both resorption and apposition, the

evolution law and the associated “hardening” criterion are all defined and some important

thermodynamical aspects are also discussed. We end the paper with the presentation of some results

and conclusions concerning the global performance of the model.

Material and methods

The model here introduced was motivated by earlier works developed at the University of

Stanford (Jacobs,1994; Beaupre,1990a,b; Carter et al.,1989) which, in its first version, was

presented as an isotropic remodelling model where the mechanical stimulus was identified with the

so-called daily tissue stress level, ψt, a scalar quantity similar to the one defined by Carter (1987)

but generalised to include several load cases
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with iσ defined by

EUi 2  =σ (3)

being E the elasticity modulus and U the internal strain energy, and

)n( −= 1ρρ � (4)

the apparent density with n the porosity (ratio between the volume of voids and the total volume of

the specimen) and ρ�  the density of the ideal bone tissue with null porosity, which is about 2100

Kg/m3.

The next step corresponds to the establishment of the evolution law for the density as a function

of this external stimulus. Bone resorption and apposition occur on internal surfaces, so the

mechanical stimulus is directly related the surface remodelling rate, r� , which quantifies the bone

volume formed or eliminated over the available surface per time unit. Following this idea, and as an

approximation to experimental curves, Jacobs et al. (1997) proposed the curve shown in Fig. 1
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where ci are the slopes of the two straight lines of apposition and resorption respectively, *
tψ  a

reference value of the tissue stress level and 2w the width of the so-called dead-zone or equilibrium

zone (the central part of the curve where the slope of the experimental curve is very small, null in

the simplified Jacobs’ curve).

The evolution law for the apparent density is expressed as

ρρ ˆ Srk v    �� = (5)

where the added or removed bone is assumed to be completely mineralised, that is, at maximum

density ρ̂ , Sv is the specific surface (internal surface per unit volume) that depends on the apparent

density and can be approximated accurately enough by a fifth order polynomial of the apparent

density (Martin, 1984), and k is the ratio between the available surface for remodelling and the total

internal surface (the Jacobs’ model considers that the whole existing surface is active, that is, k=1,

which leads to excessively fast remodelling process).

The elasticity modulus and the Poisson ratio are finally obtained by the following experimental

correlation (Jacobs, 1994):
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or, more generally,
)( )( ρβρρ BE =     (6b)

Jacobs et al. presented an extension of the above model to the anisotropic case in 1997. In this

model, the apparent density ρ and the elasticity tensor C are considered the internal independent

variables of the problem1.

The model assumes that the bone structure adapts by minimising or maximising a certain

“efficiency” defined as to the difference between the external power rate and the variation of the

internal energy, constrained by the condition of remaining inside the dead-zone. This is a

constrained optimisation problem that is solved by optimising the associated Lagrangian, getting

finally (Jacobs et al.,1997)

                                                          
1 Which is somewhat surprising since both variables are actually coupled as is clearly stated in (7).
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where we note that the evolution of the elasticity tensor is directly coupled to the evolution of the

density. This constitutive anisotropic relation reduces to the previous isotropic formulation when

bone is permanently loaded by a spherical stress state.

This approach is closely related (and in fact inspired as the authors claim) to the principles of

Continuum Damage Mechanics (Simo and Ju, 1987; Lemaitre, 1985; Cordebois and Sideroff, 1982;

Kachanov, 1958), which proposes the modification of the elasticity properties according to the

value of certain internal variable, the so-called damage parameter, d , related to the effective

density of cracks or cavities at each point (for the isotropic case) or at each point and each direction

(anisotropic case), that is, to the current microstructure.

This is usually normalised in such a way that the value d=0 corresponds to the undamaged

material, while d=1 represents the local rupture state or local failure of the mechanical component.

Based on the principle of equivalent strain (Kachanov, 1958) and the concept of effective stress σ~

(Lemaitre, 1985), the relation between the constitutive tensor and the damage parameter for linear

isotropic elastic materials is written as
0 1  CC  - d)(= (8)

with C being the elasticity tensor of the damaged material and 0C  the same tensor for the intact

(undamaged) material. Therefore,

0 - CC d�� = (9)

similar to (7).

However, the anisotropic Stanford’s model presents several drawbacks when compared to the

generalised Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM). First of all, the stimulus is defined as a global

optimisation function and not, as is usual in the standard theory, as a local variable (Resende and

Martin, 1984; Rice and Tracey, 1969; McClintock, 1968). Also, the damage variable is not defined

explicitly and the two internal variables considered are not independent but coupled, as clearly seen

in (7).

To save these difficulties, we propose a new remodelling model that, after identifying the
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“internal variables” associated to the bone microstructure, follows the steps of the extension of the

CDM for the anisotropic case introduced by Cordebois and Sideroff (1982). These authors  extend

the idea of damage parameter to a tensorial magnitude D, and define the effective stress (stress

which would lead to the same strains that appear in the damaged solid but acting on the undamaged

state) in the symmetry conserving form

2121  /-/- ) - ( ) - (~ D1D1 ==

====

==σσσσσσσσ = (10)

also establishing the constitutive equation for the damage tensor by the energy identification

( ) ( )σσσσσσσσ ~  , 0ψψ =D (11)

Both expressions, as proved by Cordebois and Sideroff, lead to a locally orthotropic constitutive

tensor whose principal directions of orthotropy are aligned with the principal axes of the damage

tensor D.

In our case, “damage” can be understood as a measure of the void volume inside the bone tissue,

while directionality follows the idea suggested by Cowin for the fabric tensor. We therefore

consider the undamaged material as the ideal situation of bone with null porosity and perfectly

isotropic.

The process of bone resorption thus corresponds directly with the classical damage concept,

since it increases the void ratio, while bone apposition produces damage reduction or bone repair

that has to be adequately considered in this extended damage theory. This implies that, on the

contrary to the standard case in which damage always has a positive evolution as a direct corollary

of the second law of thermodynamics, in a “damage-repair” theory the damage evolution may also

be negative (during the repairing process) due to the provision of metabolic energy not considered

in a purely mechanical model.

Finally, it is also important to note that the bone resorption process is different from the standard

Mechanical Damage problem for non-living materials. For the latter, damage increases in a certain

region due to the appearance of a stress level higher than a predefined value, while in bone

resorption this additional damage production occurs when the stress level is below a certain

threshold. This difference will imply important thermodynamic differences, as will be shown later.

We define the damage tensor by the expression
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with ρ the apparent density, ρ̂  the maximum density of the ideal bone with null porosity, 1 the

identity second order tensor, β the experimental parameter which relates the elastic modulus and the

apparent density as in (6), A an adjusting parameter that is obtained by particularising the general

anisotropic model to the isotropic case, obtaining2 (see, García, 1999 for the proof)

)ˆ()-(ˆ 
)ˆB(
)B(  )(A ρβρβρ

ρ
ρρ = (13)

and Ĥ  the fabric tensor, which we shall consider normalised such that det Ĥ =13. This damage

tensor thereby includes not only the microdirectionality of the bone structure through the fabric

tensor, but also the porosity by means of ρ . In addition, and contrary to the Jacobs et al. (1997)

model described previously, both variables are independent due to the normalisation condition for

Ĥ . The expression (12) also fulfils the requirements of a damage variable, that is, D=0 for ρρ ˆ=

and 1H   =ˆ  which corresponds to the defined undamaged state, and D=1 for ρ===0 and any value of

Ĥ , which means complete absence of bone mass.

In order to simplify the formulation we have used the intermediate tensor H as the model's

internal variable. This we will call the remodelling tensor and it is directly related to the damage

tensor D and includes both physical variables ρ and Ĥ . The expression for the effective stress (10),

may now be immediately rewritten as
-1-1      HH σσσσσσσσ =~ (14)

which leads to a constitutive tensor, as was previously pointed out, whose orthotropy directions

coincide with those of the principal axes of the damage tensor D and therefore of H and Ĥ . We can

now compute the elasticity tensor in the principal axes of the “fabric tensor”, Ĥ as (see Cordebois

& Sideroff, 1982)

                                                          
2 It is easy to notice that for ( ) 1A and ˆB ,ˆ === Bρρρ .
3

It is interesting to note that other authors (Zysset et al., 1998; Odgaard et al., 1997; Cowin et al., 1992) also  normalise the fabric tensor. For
instance Zysset et al., use a normalisation of the type tr(H)=3. We also tried this different normalisation after reformulating the whole model and
obtained practically the same results.
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and similarly for the other two principal directions. In (15), ν̂,Ê  are the elastic modulus and the

Poisson ratio of the isotropic undamaged material, respectively.

Once the internal damage variable has been defined, the next step is to define the external

mechanical stimulus of the problem. In analogy to Plasticity (Simo and Hughes, 1998), the stimulus

is identified with the variable thermodynamically associated with the damage tensor or, even better,

to the remodelling tensor H.

However, in order to establish this stimulus, we have to define the mechanical variable (strain or

stress) that externally “drives” the process. We have used the strain as the “external driving force”,

although exactly the same results can be obtained if stress is considered as earlier proposed by

Wolff (1892) (see Remark  1). With this, the stimulus is defined as:

ctε
),(

=∂
∂

∂
∂=

∂
∂=      

HH
HY σσσσ

σσσσ
εεεε ψψ (16)

with ψ  being the free energy function and where the constancy of εεεε in the evaluation of the partial

derivative has been made explicit.

If we now use (14), Y is immediately obtained in terms of the external independent variable

(strain) and the internal variable (remodelling tensor) as

[ ][ [ ] ]  )  tr(ˆ ) ( )  ( ˆ2 2  2 εεεεεεεεεεεεεεεε  HHHHHY symsymG λ+= (17)

with Ĝ , λ̂  the Lame parameters of the ideal compact bone with null porosity (see proof in A.1).

Remark 1. As was previously pointed out, if we take the stress as the independent variable
instead of strain, we obtain

Yσ = -Y (18)

leading, therefore, to the same model (see A.2).�

We now need to establish the damage criteria, that is, the domain of the stimulus Y for which

damage is not modified (the dead zone in the usual nomenclature of bone remodelling) both for
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resorption and apposition. We propose two criteria:
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where J is a new tensor and a function of the stimulus that quantifies the relative influence of the

spherical and deviatory parts of the stimulus in the damage criterion, defined as

Y1YY1YJ    
3
1) tr()2 -(1  )dev(    

3
1 ) tr(-(1   ωωωω +=+= ) (20)

with [ ]10,∈ω  being a scalar parameter such that when ω=0 the model is solely dependent on the

spherical component of the stimulus and, therefore, to a purely isotropic evolution model. For ω =1

we have the highest degree of anisotropy which corresponds to J=dev(Y)4.

Remark 2. Although it is not assured that the inverse of J exists in the resorption criterion (19),
the values of Y for which J is singular are, for typical values of ω, far from the dead zone and are
usually not relevant.�

Remark 3. Observe that both criteria in (19) are convex functions of the mechanical stimulus Y.
This will be important in some of the properties of the model presented below.�

In our model we have considered an associated damage evolution law, so we may write the flow

rule as

YY
 H

∂
∂+

∂
∂=

fr gg    fr µµ� (21)

fulfilling the joined consistency condition (see Koiter, 1953, approach for multisurface plasticity):

0  and  0 0 f ==≤≥  gµgµ,gg;, ffrrfrr µµ (22)

Deriving the damage criterion directly, we get the explicit evolution equation for the remodelling

tensor in resorption and apposition respectively

�
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(23)

                                                          
4 In fact, ω is usually between 0 and 0.3 in our examples.
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I11    
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=ωωωω̂ (24)

and rα , fα  two scalars, expressed as (see A.3)
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If we now take into consideration that bone remodelling is a time-dependent damage problem,

the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (22) should be substituted by a constitutive equation for the

consistency parameter µ as a function of the apparent density. In order to formulate such a relation,

using the density evolution (5) proposed by Beaupré et al. (1990a) for the isotropic case, it is

possible to determine the value of this consistency parameter that now may be expressed as
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Finally, the evolution law for the remodelling tensor H is written as (see A.4)
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Remark 4. It is important to point out that r� is obtained from the remodelling criterion that is
currently active, having
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It is easy to verify that this fulfils the consistency condition rµ >0 since r�<0 and rα <0. For bone
apposition, the proof is similar, also fulfilling fµ >0. �
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The properties that characterise the proposed model should be analysed for its ability to

reproduce the known experimental features of bone remodelling and to compare with other models.

Property 1. Clearly the term that quantifies damage hardening in the damage criteria (19) depends

directly on the apparent density ρ=and the parameter β and tends toward a limit value for the value

β=3.2 from which the hardening value does not increase. This is easy to proof with no more than

particularising the equation (19) for β=3.2=16/5, we observe that the hardening term reaches its

maximum value and remains constant for increasing apparent density values. It is also well-known

from experimental tests that β changes approximately between the bounds 2.5 and 3.2. Therefore, in

this model the upper bound of β is interpreted as the limit value of a saturation process of the bone

tissue with respect to the damage criterion. This value is thereby interpreted as a direct consequence

of the model and not as an external experimental parameter.

Property 2. If we consider the general model ( 0 ≠ω ) applied to an initially isotropic bone loaded

by a spherical stress state, the resulting damage criteria and the evolution process is identical to

Stanford’s model up to a multiplying factor 1-ω. This is immediate (García, 1999) if we remember

that, in the isotropic case, the fabric tensor is the identity tensor ( 1H  ˆ = ) and the process of

calibration of the different parameters was precisely the reproduction of the Stanford’s model in the

isotropic case for ω=0.

Property 3. For bone apposition with a “fabric tensor” initially isotropic 1H   =ˆ , and for ω=0.5, the

remodelling tensor H starts its evolution proportionally to the strain energy along each of the

principal stress directions (or strain, since the material is initially isotropic and therefore both

principal systems coincide). In this same situation in resorption, the remodelling tensor changes

inversely with the cube of the strain energy along each principal direction of stress (see A.5)

Property 4. If the remodelling tensor H is aligned (coincident eigenvectors) with the stress tensor

(and with the strain tensor since, in this case, all the principal directions are the same: stress, strain,

fabric, damage and constitutive tensors), the rate of the eigenvector matrix of the “fabric tensor”,

ĤΛ
� vanishes. In this situation, we arrive at an equilibrium state with respect to the principal

reference system, with all the different tensors ("fabric tensor Ĥ ", remodelling tensor H, elasticity

tensor C, strain tensor εεεε and stress tensor σσσσ) remaining aligned (see A.6), as experimentally shown,

for instance, by Odgaard et al. (1997).
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Property 5. Assuming that the remodelling surface (multisurface in the Y space representing the

combined resorption-apposition remodelling criteria) is convex (recall Remark 3), the minimum

mechanical dissipation (energy dissipation without taking into account the provided metabolic

energy) principle is fulfilled (see A.7). This is the opposite condition usually considered for non-

living materials and normally used in Classical Damage Mechanics which assumes the fulfilment of

the principle of maximum dissipation (Simo and Ju, 1987). This is an essential difference between

the behaviour of non-living (inert) and biologic (adaptive) materials. From a mechanical point of

view, this different thermodynamic behaviour comes from the different damage behaviour in both

cases: in non-living materials the energy dissipation is produced by the appearance of microcracks

after reaching a certain stress level, while resorption in living materials appears in the region of low

stress. In the case of bone formation, the dissipation is negative and a certain amount of metabolic

energy is necessary.

In Fig. 2 the dead zone and the regions of activation of both apposition and resorption are shown

for different values of the anisotropy parameter ω in the Y plane for a plane stress case, while Figs.

3 and 4 show the variation of the criteria for the same plane stress case in the σσσσ plane, for different

values of this parameter ω, and for a different ratio HI/HII.

To visualise the evolution of the remodelling criteria in different load situations, we considered

different plane stress cases and represented the remodelling criteria (resorption and apposition) in

the principal stress plane Iσ - IIσ . All these processes start from the same situation: an ideal

isotropic state with an apparent density of ρ=0.5 g/cm3 and a unit fabric tensor 1H   =ˆ .

In the first case we consider a spherical stress state acting on a point with value

�
��
�

�
=

0.90.
0.0.9

  σσσσ  MPa

Fig. 5a shows how the dead zone increases its size along the loading process, since both the

remodelling surfaces (resorption and apposition) also expand. Of course, as expected, the criteria

remain isotropic, independently of the value of ω used, which (in this case) only affects the

respective sizes of the remodelling surfaces.

If we start again from the same initial situation but modify the stress state, considering now a

uniaxial load with value
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0.1.6

  σσσσ  MPa

and use a null value for ω, the remodelling criteria remains isotropic despite the strong anisotropic

character of the load. In contrast, if we slightly modify the ω value, taking ω=0.1, the evolution of

the criteria is strongly anisotropic as is easily noticed in Fig. 5b, with a higher “hardening” along

the loading direction I. Finally, starting again from the same isotropic state but with a high apparent

density of ρ=1.92 g/cm3, near to that of the ideal compact bone, and apply a small enough load to

produce resorption

��
�

��
�

�
=

0.10.
0.0.4

  σσσσ  MPa

close to uniaxial, the remodelling surface evolves as shown in Fig. 5c for a value of ω=0.3, which

produces the expected situation of increasing anisotropy and decreasing size of the remodelling

surfaces.

From expression (27), it is clear that the resorption behaviour depends on J-3, while bone

formation depends only on J. This implies that the latter process is slower than the former with

respect to the evolution of the anisotropic character of the constitutive tensor, which is in

agreement with the higher resorption velocity for the apparent density, as has been also

commented on by different authors (Fridez, 1996) and is clearly observed in Fig. 5.

Once the remodelling model has been formulated and characterised from a qualitative point of

view, we need only to check its ability to achieve quantitative results close to the ones obtained in

experimental tests of actual bone tissues. This is accomplished in the next section in which the

model is applied to the study of the remodelling behaviour of the proximal femur.

Results

In this section, we consider the potential of our model to predict the microstructure evolution

and constitutive properties of bone tissue under different load histories and compare its

performance with other methods, especially the anisotropic model of Jacobs et al. (1997).
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As a first example, we present a two-dimensional model to compare our results with the

Stanford model. We solved the same problem presented in Jacobs (1994) and also solved by other

authors (Huiskes et al.,1987; Carter et al.,1989,1987; Beaupre et al.,1990b). The aim was to predict

the bone structure and its evolution from an initial ideal situation (isotropic material with uniform

density distribution) when loaded by forces that characterise the walking movement. Neither this

problem nor the starting situation were "real" problems, therefore, the remodelling rate is not

relevant, especially for the earlier stages. However, it is very important to get an accurate

indication of the general trend of the final density distribution, the stiffness and the principal values

and directions. Figure 6a shows a section of the proximal extremity of a healthy femur where the

global distribution of bone mass is related to the grey scale of the picture. The internal void

medullar channel surrounded by dense compact bone forms the diaphysis and the more uniform

structure of the epiphysis is also easily observed.

The 2-D discretisation used in this section is shown in Fig. 6b. It is composed of 1700 bilinear

quadrilateral elements (40 mm thick) and 1822 nodes. The lower part of the femur is restrained

along the vertical direction at all nodes and along the vertical and horizontal directions at only one

node, to avoid rigid body movements. A clear limitation of this two-dimensional model is the lack

of connection between the two cortical layers of the diaphysis. Several authors include an

additional plate joining both layers to solve this problem (Jacobs, 1994; Beaupré et al., 1990b;

Huiskes et al., 1987).

The lateral plate varies in thickness and resembles the gradual increment in thickness in the

cortical layer from the methaphysis to the diaphysis (see Fig. 6b). Its mechanical properties are like

compact bone but its remodelling capacity is constrained, with its properties unchanged. Finally, it

is only connected to the cortical layers at the lateral nodes.

Following the same scheme as Jacobs (Jacobs, 1994), we considered the remodelling behaviour

under the action of three simultaneous (consecutive in the application to the model) load cases that

characterise the global load time history. Each of them was composed of a set of loads acting on

the femoral head plus the reaction forces induced by these loads in the abductor muscle (see Table

1). The first load represents the moment when the foot touches the floor when walking, while the

other two represent the two alternative moments of abduction and adduction (Jacobs, 1994;

Huiskes et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1987). Load application is assumed to be sequential, acting in

blocks of 10000 cycles but with different frequency for each one, as shown graphically in Figure 7.
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Table 1.  Moduli and orientation of the resultant forces for the three load cases considered
(orientations are referred to the vertical direction)

Case Cycles/day Load value at

the head (N)

Load direction

(º)

Reac. value

(N)

Reac. direction at the

abductor (º)

1 6000 2317 24 703 28

2 2000 1158 -15 351 -8

3 2000 1548 56 468 35

As explained, we always simulated the different situations and models starting from an isotropic

homogeneous state with an initial density of ρ= 0.5 g/cm3. We then obtained and discussed the

distribution of densities, the method convergence and the directional behaviour of the anisotropic

models.

The parameters that define the Stanford isotropic model are (Jacobs, 1994):
*ψ = 50 MPa/day (reference stimulus)

m = 4 (exponent of the daily stress stimulus)

c = 0.02 ( day/mµ ) (constant remodelling velocity both for resorption and apposition)

w = 25% (half-width of the dead zone)

∆t = 1 day

k = 100 (percentage of active surface)

As observed in Fig. 8, the results are quite similar to reality in morphological terms. Note the

formation of the two high density external cortical layers along the diaphysis, the very low density

medullar channel inside the diaphysis and the complex distribution of densities of the femoral

epiphysis including two higher density regions in the femoral neck and head surrounded by two

lower density zones.

We also reproduced the convergence results presented by Jacobs (Jacobs, 1994) by studying

two different convergence estimators. The first one checks the maximum density difference at each

time step (Figure 9a), while the second measures the average variation in the whole volume in the

form:

VOL

dV
error =

ρ�
(28)
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with VOL the total volume of the solid under remodelling. The time evolution of this parameter is

shown in Figure 9b.

In both cases the trend is strongly convergent at the beginning, ending in a state of quasi

equilibrium with a small remaining oscillation. Recall that the actual remodelling rate is not

reproduced in this numerical experiment since the process was accelerated by using a much higher

percentage of active surface value than the actual one.

We now apply this model to the same problem (same mesh, restraints and load state) using the

same parameters as the previous situation but including the anisotropic behaviour, that is, the so-

called as anisotropic Stanford’s model:

*ψ = 50 MPa/day (reference stimulus)

m = 4 (exponent of the daily stress stimulus)

c = 0.02 ( day/mµ ) (constant remodelling velocity both for remodelling and apposition)

w = 25% (half of the dead zone width)

∆t = 1 day

k = 100 (percentage of active surface)

We now obtain the density distribution after 300 days (Figure 10a). The results are very similar

to the actual ones and those predicted by the previous purely isotropic model.

The directional character of the constitutive behaviour in Fig. 10b represents the spatial variation

of the elastic moduli as a function of the direction, usually known as surface of stress coefficients

after Lekhnitskii (1981). The resulting anisotropy is clearly excessive when compared to actual

bone tissue (e.g., Ashman et al., 1984; Yoon and Katz, 1976; Reilly and Burstein, 1974, 1975),

both in the compact region of the diaphysis and in the spongy zone of the epiphysis. Typical ratios

between the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the elasticity tensor are near 1.5, when this

model predicts ratios from five to seven. The computed stiffness values were also very low

compared to the real ones.

The last simulation corresponds to the same problem of remodelling of the proximal femur, but

now using the anisotropic model here introduced. We have not considered the isotropic model in

this case since it is the same as the isotropic Stanford model (with the same results). The following
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results correspond therefore to a certain degree of anisotropy with the following parameters:

*ψ = 50 MPa/day (reference stimulus)

m = 4 (exponent of the daily stress stimulus)

c = 0.02 ( day/mµ ) (constant remodelling velocity  both for remodelling and apposition)

w = 25% (half of the dead zone width)

∆t = 1 day

k = 100 (percentage of active surface)

ω= 0.1 (parameter weighing the isotropic and deviatoric parts of the mechanical stimulus in the

damage criterion)

Again, the overall picture of the density distribution is very close to reality and to previous

models (Figure 11a). In contrast, if we represent the anisotropic behaviour by the stress surfaces

(Fig. 11b), the anisotropy of the cortical layers are much less than Jacobs’ model and much closer

to the actual experimental values. For instance, the values obtained for the elastic modulus in this

region is about 18 MPa along the longitudinal direction and 12 MPa along the transverse one, very

similar to the experimental results. Also, in the neck and head we get a preferentially longitudinal

orientation but with a very low degree of anisotropy, as in reality, while the rest of the epiphysis is

almost isotropic. These results are similar to those presented by Jacobs (1994) obtained by using

other method that he calls “principal stress based approach “. However, this is a heuristic approach

which evaluates the bone anisotropy as a function of a certain function of the deviator component

of the stress state with no relation with any consistent mechanical model. The results for this latter

model show a similar anisotropic behaviour in the cortical region when compared to the

experimental results, while in the femoral head (trabecular region) the obtained anisotropicity is

higher than the actual one.

Discussion

In the first two sections of this paper we briefly reviewed the existing models of bone internal

remodelling, focusing on the isotropic model of Carter, Beaupre Jacobs et al (Stanford’s model).

This formulation has been taken as the basis for the present work for several reasons:

 It provides a very accurate prediction of the density distribution inside the organ.

 It easily includes important effects like cyclic loads, available specific surface, etc.
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 It has a good and stable convergence.

Its major drawback is the isotropic character of the model, which does not include the directional

properties of the trabeculae and the corresponding tendency to align the principal directions of the

bone mass with those of the external stress (as discovered by Wolff at the end of the last century).

Although Jacobs et al. (1997), and other authors have also proposed models that solve this initial

drawback, no one has yet obtained a thermodynamically consistent model that accurately

reproduces the experimental results both from a qualitative and quantitative point of view. For

instance, Jacobs uses the apparent density and the constitutive elasticity tensor as internal variables,

that are not independent, and obtains results with excessive anisotropy.

In the present work we propose a different approach, establishing a new model based on the

principles of Damage Mechanics. The model identifies the bone voids with the cavities or

microcracks of other material damage models, but changes some of the standard assumptions in this

theory to adapt it to the special requirements of living adaptive materials, especially the possibility

of decreasing the damage level (repair) by providing the required metabolic energy. It also

considers the different behaviour with respect to damage criteria where damage increases in low

stress regions instead of the standard case in inert materials where damage is generated by a high

stress level.

The independent internal damage variables are those that define the internal microstructure of the

bone, i.e., the apparent density and the fabric tensor which measure bone mass distribution and the

directionality of the microstructure, respectively. It also includes a model parameter that weights

the relative influence in the damage criterion of the spherical and deviatory parts of the

stimulus, which is here defined as the variable thermodynamically associated with the

“remodelling tensor” (an intermediate second order tensor that combines the fabric tensor and

the density).

We have also proved some important properties of the model, for example, that the principle

of minimum mechanical dissipation in apposition and resorption processes is fulfilled for an

associated law and convex damage criteria (the case considered here). The case of nonliving

materials is opposite and usually fulfils the principle of maximum dissipation.

The model also properly represents the limiting effect in density values close to that of

compact bone, establishing a limit value for the hardening exponent in complete agreement with

experimental results.
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Other qualitative corollaries of the model that agree with experimental tests are that the

"fabric tensor" is aligned (equal principal directions) with the elasticity tensor, and that the

material tends to align its principal directions with the ones of the stress tensor, reaching a

directional equilibrium when the stress is aligned with the fabric tensor, although the density

value can still change. Furthermore, resorption implies a faster evolution of the anisotropic

character of the constitutive tensor than apposition. Finally, it is shown that the computed

density and stiffness distributions both in average and directional are very close to reality when

applied to the proximal femur.
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Appendix. Proofs of different propositions

A.1. Proof of eq. (17)

From equation (16) we compute Y as
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The derivative of the stress tensor with respect to the remodelling tensor H is obtained by writing explecitily the
expression (11) in terms of H, εεεε taking into
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Deriving this expression with respect to H, we immediately get (17).�

A.2. Proof of Remark.1

Defining the stimulus in the same manner than in (16) but now using the stress as the independent variable, we get
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with ψ̂  the complementary free energy expressed as a function of the stresses. We also have to take into account the
equivalent to (14) that defines the effective strain from the equivalent stress principle complementary to the
equivalent strain principle already stated.
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The proof of this expression follows the same path as the one above. But
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so, deriving with respect to H we have
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and recalling the stress definition 
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∂
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ψ , we finally obtain

Y = -Yσ

leading, therefore, to the same model.�
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A.3. Proof of equation (25)

The derivative of the damage criterion associated with the resorption process with respect to Y is expressed as
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After some algebra, we get
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that is, combining (21) and (23), (25) is achieved. For bone apposition the proof is completely similar. �

A.4. Proof of equation (27)

Imposing the normalisation condition Ĥdet =1 we have immediately:
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Substituting the value of H�  (23), it is possible to compute rµ . �

A.5. Proof of property 3. The strain energy may be written, working in principal axes, as:
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and similarly for the other two directions II and III. For the case of bone formation, and ω=0.5,  it is easy to observe
from (27) that the ratio between the two first components of the rate of the remodelling tensor results in:
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where, for the isotropic case,
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Taking into account that, in the isotropic case, from (15) we have that νν ˆ  = , it is clear that:
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In the case of bone resorption, and following the same arguments, it is very easy to prove that the relation
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A.6. Proof of Property 4

Since the velocity of the remodelling tensor H� is proportional to the tensor J or J-3 (27) and J is defined in terms of
the spherical and deviatoric components of the tensor Y (20), it is clear that H�  and H�̂ are aligned with Y. If the
stress tensor σσσσ  is aligned with the microstructural tensor Ĥ  it is immediately proven that the tensor Y is also
aligned with Ĥ  (since the eigenvectors of a tensor are the same as its inverse and the product of two tensors that
have the same eigenvectors results in another tensor with the same eigenvectors). Therefore, we conclude that all the
different tensors are aligned in this situation and reach a state of directional equilibrium.
Notice that this “directional” equilibrium of the fabric tensor Ĥ  does not imply that it does not change, since the
eigenvalues keep changing. We can quantify this evolution.  Since
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Using the definition of 2H in (12), and deriving again we get the evolution law for the “fabric tensor” as
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It is interesting to notice that for HH   ∝� , we immediately obtain 0  ˆ =H� . This happens, for instance when the stress
tensor fulfils 3  H∝σσσσ for which, the tensor HY ∝ and YJ = .
This is however an unusual state since, for instance, in uniaxial loading, the stress tensor cannot fulfil 3  H∝σσσσ , as
this would imply that the “fabric tensor” would have only one non-null eigenvalue in the direction of the non-null
principal stress, which is not physically possible.�
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A.7. Proof of Property 5

In order to evaluate the mechanical dissipation, the rate of free energy has to be computed, having:

HYCH �����   :  :: 
2
1  : ),( +=+= =
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= εεεεσσσσεεεεεεεεεεεεσσσσεεεεψ

so, the mechanical dissipation is written as
0 -    :    ≥=+−= H Y ��� εεεεσσσσψMD

noticing that, in this case, the minimum dissipation principle is fulfilled for convex damage surfaces, following the
classical proof procedure in Plasticity (Simo and Hughes, 1998).
Similarly, in the apposition state the bone mechanical dissipation is negative and additional metabolic energy
provision is required. In any case, if the remodelling surface is convex the fulfilment of the principle of minimum
mechanical dissipation is also ensured.�
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Fig. 1.  Simplified relation for the surface-remodelling rate as a function of the stimulus at the
 tissue level.
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Fig. 2. Representation of the apposition (continuous lines) and resorption (discontinuous lines)
criteria in the Y plane for a plane stress problem, different values of ω=and a fixed
value ρ =1.0 g/cm3
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Fig. 3. Representation of the apposition and resorption criteria respectively criteria in the σσσσ=plane
for a plane stress problem for different values of ω=and a fixed value ρ =1.0 g/cm3
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Fig. 4. Representation of the apposition and resorption criteria respectively criteria in the σσσσ plane
for a plane stress problem for different values of the ratio III H/H , a fixed value ρ =1.0
g/cm3 and a value of ω=0.1.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Evolution of the remodelling criteria for different load cases
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(a)  (b)

Fig. 6. Radiograph and two-dimensional mesh of the proximal femur
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Fig. 7. Sequential scheme of the external loads
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Fig. 8. Distribution of densities obtained by the Stanford’s isotropic model: I) 100 days, II) 300
days, III) 1000 days and IV) 3000 days (the time step is one day)
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the two convergence parameter for a time step of one day work.
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(a)  (b)

Fig. 10. Density and stress surface distribution after 300 days (anisotropic Stanford’s model)

(a)           (b)

Fig. 11. Density and stress surface distribution after 300 days (anisotropic damage-repair

model)
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Application of an anisotropic bone-remodelling model based on a damage-repair
theory to the analysis of the proximal femur before and after total hip replacement

M. Doblaré*, J.M. García
Structural Mechanics Division – Mechanical Engineering Department. Centro Politécnico Superior. University of Zaragoza

María de Luna, 3, 50015 Zaragoza, Spain

Abstract

In this work, a new model for internal anisotropic bone remodelling is applied to the study of the remodelling behaviour
of the proximal femur before and after total hip replacement (THR). This model considers bone remodelling under the scope
of a general damage-repair theory following the principles of Continuum Damage Mechanics. A “damage-repair” tensor is
defined in terms of the apparent density and Cowin’s “fabric tensor”, respectively associated with porosity and directionality
of the trabeculae. The different elements of a thermodynamically consistent damage theory are established, including
resorption and apposition criteria, evolution law and rate of remodelling. All of these elements were introduced and
discussed in detail in a previous paper (Doblaré and García, in press), including the definition of the proposed mechanical
stimulus and the qualitative properties of the model. In this paper, the fundamentals of the proposed model are briefly
reviewed and the computational aspects of its implementation are discussed. This model is then applied to the analysis of the
remodelling behaviour of the intact femur obtaining densities and mass principal values and directions very close to the
experimental data. The second application involved the proximal femoral extremity after total hip replacement and the
inclusion of an Exeter prosthesis. As result of the simulation process, some well-known features previously detected in
medical clinics were recovered, such as the stress yielding effect in the proximal part of the implant or the enlargement of
the cortical layer at the distal part of the implant. With respect to the anisotropic properties, bone microstructure and local
stiffness are known to tend to align with the stress principal directions. This experimental fact is mathematically proved in
the framework of this remodelling model and clearly shown in the results corresponding to the intact femur. After THR the
degree of anisotropy decreases tending, specifically in the proximal femur, to a more isotropic behaviour.

Keywords: Anisotropic internal bone remodelling, Bone remodelling simulation, Fabric tensor, Damage Mechanics, Finite
elements, Exeter prosthesis, Bone implants
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Introduction

Bone tissue, like most biological material, has very interesting structural properties. This is

essentially due to its heterogeneous microstructure, composed of an organic part (mainly collagen,

which provides traction capacity) and a mineral part (which provides strength and stiffness under

compression). Bone tissue is a living material under constant change in response to external and

internal signals such as external loads, immobilisation, hormonal influences, etc. The process of

microstructural change is called internal bone remodelling. This phenomenon may be used to

predict bone morphogenesis as well as alterations induced by prosthetic implants that may produce

osteoporosis, implant instabilities, etc.

The adaptive capacity of bone tissue was first described more than a century ago by Wolff

(1892, 1986), who noted the relationship between bone structure and applied loads. Bone porosity

is the most important variable affected by the remodelling process. This is why most models use

porosity or, equivalently, the apparent density to identify the remodelling state (Jacobs, 1994;

Weinans et al, 1992; Beaupré et al., 1990a, b; Carter et al, 1989, 1987; Huiskes et al, 1987).
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However, apart from the change in apparent density, bone clearly behaves anisotropically. Both

local principal values and orthotropy directions change from point to point (global anisotropic

behaviour) and during the remodelling process. A complete remodelling model has to be able to

reproduce this directional evolution.

Only recently have several measures of bone mass directional distribution been proposed. Cowin

(1986) defines bone anisotropy by means of the so-called fabric tensor: a positive-definite second

order tensor that establishes the principal values and directions of bone mass distribution. This

tensor has been quantitatively determined by different approaches with similar conclusions

(Karlsson and Cruz-Orive, 1993; Odgaard et al., 1997, 1990; Harrigan and Mann, 1984;

Whitehouse, 1974; Van Rietbergen et al., 1996). One of the most important conclusions is that the

principal directions of the “fabric tensor” coincide with those of elastic tensor orthotropy (Van

Rietbergen et al., 1996; Odgaard et al., 1997).

Several attempts have been made to reproduce this anisotropic remodelling effect (Rodrigues et

al., 1998; Fernandes et al., 1998; Jacobs et al., 1997; Pettermann et al., 1997; Carter et al., 1989),

but none has obtained results close enough to the experimental data.

In a first paper (Doblaré and García, in press), we presented a new bone-remodelling model

based on a new combined Continuum Damage-Repair theory. The resorption evolution process

was presented as a cumulative damage process, following the ideas introduced for porous materials

by Kachanov (1958), Lemaitre (1985) or Cordebois and Sideroff (1982) among others. It has to be

noticed that this model does not consider actual damage as the driving variable of the process as

proposed by other authors (i.e. Prendergast and Taylor, 1994). On the contrary, the concept of

damage here used is identified with porosity not implying any kind of actual microcracking or

metabolic damage. However, the fundamentals and concepts of Continuum Damage Mechanics are

intensively used identifying the different components of this theory with the ones of the

remodelling problem getting interesting results and physical conclusions.

This idea was previously suggested by Jacobs et al. (1997), although some of their results were

in clear disagreement with the experimental ones (i.e. stiffness of the cortical bone and ratio

between the principal values of the anisotropic elasticity tensor). Jacobs et al. (1997) use the

apparent density and the components of the elasticity tensor as internal variables when, in fact,

they are not independent. In our model, on the contrary, we used the same apparent density and the

fabric tensor, that is, magnitudes directly associated to the internal microstructure. A second

important difference is the choice of the remodelling evolution law. Ours follows an associative
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model like in Jacobs et al. (1997) but uses a completely different damage criterion. The obtained

results agree with most of the experimental ones: the principal directions of the fabric tensor

coincide with those of the elasticity tensor and tend to follow those of the stress tensor (Wolff’s

law, 1892) and the ratio between the principal values of the elasticity tensor (e.g., elastic moduli)

are close to the experimental data. Finally, a local optimisation principle of minimum mechanical

dissipation is proved to be fulfilled by the bone tissue. This contrasts with the well-known

principle of maximum dissipation in non-living materials.

After briefly reviewing the fundamentals of this remodelling model, we comment some

computational aspects regarding the model implementation. After this, we discuss its application to

the remodelling behaviour of the proximal extremity of the femur considering the natural state

(intact bone) as well as the modifications induced by a cemented prosthesis (Exeter implant)

introduced to replace arthritic joints or after a fracture of the femoral neck with total hip

replacement. Both the two and three-dimensional cases are considered.

Material and methods

As has been explained in the Introduction, in the here proposed damage-based remodelling

model, damage is understood as a measure of bone tissue porosity and directional mass distribution,

as suggested by Cowin (1986, 1992) for the fabric tensor. The undamaged state is the ideal situation

of null porosity and perfectly isotropic. Bone resorption corresponds therefore to the classical

damage concept of an increase in void ratio, while bone apposition leads to a decrease in porosity

and equivalently to a damage reduction (repair). Contrary to inert materials where damage always

evolves positively as a direct corollary of the second law of thermodynamics, in this “damage-

repair” theory, damage evolution may also be negative during repair (bone formation) due to

metabolic energy supply (not present in a purely mechanical model).

From this initial assumption, we constructed a complete damage-repair model following the

anisotropic continuum damage theory of Cordebois and Sideroff (1982). The details of this model

are extensively explained in Doblaré and García (in press), so the mathematical bases are skip out in

this paper, focussing essentially on actual applications. Anyhow, it is interesting to remark the most

important qualitative properties that were stated and proved in the referenced paper:

•  If the remodelling tensor is aligned (coincident eigenvectors) with the stress tensor and the

strain tensor (in this case, all the principal directions: stress, strain, fabric, damage and

constitutive tensors are the same), the rate of the eigenvector matrix of the “fabric tensor”,
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vanishes. In this situation, we arrive to a directional equilibrium state with respect to the

principal system, while all the different tensors ("fabric tensor", remodelling tensor, elasticity

tensor, strain tensor and stress tensor) remain aligned, as experimentally shown, for instance, by

Odgaard et al. (1997).

•  The constitutive tensor is locally orthotropic and its principal directions of orthotropy are

aligned with the principal axes of the damage tensor (or equivalently of the remodelling tensor).

This has also been proved experimentally by Van Rietbergen et al. (1996), Odgaard et al. (1997)

and Zysset et al. (1998).

•  The minimum mechanical dissipation (energy dissipation without accounting for the metabolic

energy provided) principle is fulfilled. This is opposite to the condition usually considered for

inert materials and usually used in Classical Damage Mechanics, which follows the principle of

maximum dissipation (Simo and Ju, 1987).

The above formulation was implemented into an “in house” finite element program called

MYDAS and as a “user material” subroutine in the commercial code ABAQUS (Hibbit, Karlsson

and Sorensen, 1998).

Due to the relatively slow response of bone tissue compared to the characteristic period of the

loads (Jacobs, 1994; Harrigan and Hamilton, 1993) an explicit time integrator (forward Euler)

(Levenston, 1997) has been used to provide accurate results even with "not very small" time steps.

We chose this explicit scheme with a 1 day time increment and compared with the Stanford model

with the same time step (Jacobs, 1994).

Jacobs et al. (1995) proved that the Stanford model has numerical problems (checkerboard

effects) for long time periods, when the density is computed directly at the Gauss points from the

stimulus values computed at the same Gauss points. These authors recommend a nodal approach

where the stimulus is projected to the nodes and the density is obtained using a smoothing

procedure after computation at the Gauss points.

We followed this last approach and projected the density after computation (in fact not only the

density, but also the fabric tensor was projected to the nodes in the anisotropic model). The

projection method here used has been the one proposed by Zienkiewiz and Zhu (1992), with minor

modifications to solve some singularities that appear in very regular meshes (for more details see

García, 1999; Zhang, 1996).
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Figure 1 shows the block-diagram of the computational approach established for this new bone

remodelling theory.

Four examples of application of the previous described model to the prediction of the evolution

of the microstructure and constitutive properties of bone tissue have been solved and discussed in

the following sections.

The first one corresponds to a two-dimensional simulation of the proximal extremity of the

femur. This problem was also solved by other authors (Jacobs, 1994; Huiskes et al.,1987; Carter et

al.,1989,1987; Beaupre et al.,1990b). The aim is to predict the bone structure and its evolution

from an initial ideal situation (isotropic material with uniform density distribution) when loaded by

forces that characterise the walking movement. Neither this problem (i.e. there are some other

types of loads acting in the femur) nor the starting situation were "real" problems. Therefore, the

remodelling rate is not relevant, especially for the earlier stages. However, it is very important to

get an accurate indication of the general trend of the final density distribution, the stiffness and the

principal values and directions. Figure 2a (Jacobs, 1994) shows a section of the proximal extremity

of a healthy femur where the global distribution of bone mass is related to the grey scale of the

picture. The internal void medullar channel surrounded by dense compact bone forms the diaphysis

and the more uniform structure of the epiphysis is easily observed.

The 2-D discretisation used in this section is shown in Fig. 2b. It is composed of 1700 bilinear

quadrilateral elements (40 mm thick) and 1822 nodes. A clear limitation of this two-dimensional

model is the lack of connection between the two cortical layers of the diaphysis. For this reason we

include an additional plate joining both layers as proposed by other authors (Jacobs, 1994; Beaupré

et al., 1990b; Huiskes et al., 1987).

Three simultaneous (consecutive in the model application) load cases and their corresponding

reactions have been considered in order to simulate the walking movement (time when the foot

touches the floor and the other two alternative moments of abduction and adduction respectively)

(Jacobs, 1994; Huiskes et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1987) (Figure 2b). Load application is assumed to

be sequential, acting in blocks of 10000 cycles.

As previously commented, the initial situation corresponds to an isotropic homogeneous state

with an initial density of ρ= 0.5 g/cm3, and we used the following parameters (Jacobs et al., 1997;

Beaupré et al., 1990b):
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*ψ = 50 MPa/day (reference stimulus)

m = 4 (exponent of the daily stress stimulus)

c = 0.02 ( day/mµ ) (constant remodelling velocity  both for remodelling and apposition)

w = 25% (half of the dead zone width)

∆t = 1 day

k = 1 (percentage of active surface)

ω= 0.1 (parameter weighing the isotropic and deviatoric parts of the mechanical stimulus in the

damage criterion) (Doblaré and García, in press)

This same problem has also been solved in the 3D case. Here, we have used a 3D mesh after a

geometry reconstruction process using a series of tomographies from a specific patient. The

resulting mesh with 6452 hexaedric elements and 7260 nodes, is shown in Fig. 3. We again have

considered the proximal extremity restrained at about the half length of the diaphysis in order to

compare with the 2D situation. Similarly, we have used the same material parameters and the same

loads as before but extended to three dimensions, following available data (Pedersen et al., 1997;

Verdonschot and Huiskes, 1997; Bergmann et al., 1993; Goldberg et al., 1988) (see Table 1)

Table 1: Values and orientations of the three load cases used in the 3D case.
Orientations are referred to the frontal (FP) and sagittal planes (SP)

Load case Cycles per day Force acting on the head
Value          Orientation
   (N)          (ºFP)     (ºSP)

Reaction on the abductor
Value            Orientation
   (N)           (ºFP)         (ºSP)

1 6000 2317 24 6 703 28 15
2 2000 1158 -15 35 351 -8 9
3 2000 1548 56 -20 468 35 16

Finally, and starting from these values, we accomplish the problem of remodelling of the

proximal femur after treatment with an Exeter prosthesis (Ling, 1997; Fowler et al., 1988). This is

a common cemented implant used for those cases in which total hip resection is recommended.

The whole process was simulated in two and three dimensions. In both situations, we assumed a

perfect union at the interface between cement and prosthesis and between cement and bone. As a

first step we considered the cement to be purely elastic, even when the viscoelastic character of this

type of acrylic cements is well-known (Chang et al., 1998; Verdonschot and Huiskes, 1997).

In Figure 4, the 2-D mesh with 4579 nodes and 5386 elements is shown. A lateral plate of

compact bone with varying thickness and no remodelling behaviour was again used to join the two

lateral compact bone layers of the diaphysis. The prosthesis is also clearly distinguished from the

cement layer.
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We started with the same remodelling process, that is, an initial homogeneous isotropic state

with a density of ρ=0.5 g/cm3 followed by 300 of remodelling under the same reference loads used

in the initial example, in order to obtain the actual density distribution of the intact femur. Three

hundred days is the time period needed to get convergent results as is explained in Doblaré and

García (Doblaré and García, in press), where the convergence performance of the model is studied

in detail. In fact, 100 days are usually enough to get appropriate results as it is shown in Fig. 5a.

 After this first step, the upper part of the femur was removed and the prosthesis and cement

included by simply changing the material properties of the elements at the respective locations

(Fig. 4). We considered the whole bone to have zero initial strain and stress. A second remodelling

step was solved under this new situation with the material densities and stiffness parameters

obtained at the end of the first stage. We also assumed the same load cases (values and

orientations), even though the different geometry of the prosthesis modifies these values with

respect to the healthy femur. However, this allowed us to detect the effect of material alteration

inside the bone without interfering with the additional effect of different loads.

The same problem was also solved in the 3D case, using a mesh composed by 7529 elements,

979 elements and 865 elements corresponding to the femoral bone, the prosthesis and the cement

respectively. This mesh is shown in Fig. 3. The same procedure that was followed in the 2D case

was also accomplished, that is, a first step with the sane femur to get the initial situation of

densities and fabric tensor (convergence is also achieved in about 100 days as is shown in Fig. 5b)

and, after removing the hip and including the cement and implant, a second load stage with the

same load values was solved.

The results corresponding to these four examples are shown and discussed in the following

section.

4. Results

In this section, the previous described model, under the conditions explained in the above

paragraphs, is applied to the prediction of the evolution of the microstructure and constitutive

properties of bone tissue after a total hip replacement and later implantation of a cemented Exeter

prosthesis. Similar simulation studies have been performed by different authors, using other type of

prostheses (Kerner et al., 1999; Fernandes et al., 1998; Stülpner et al., 1997; Kuiper and Huiskes,

1997; Jacobs et al., 1997; Rakotomanana et al., 1996; Huiskes et al., 1987).
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First of all, the potential of the model to predict the density and fabric tensor distribution in the

sane femur, starting from a fictitious situation characterised by a homogeneous density distribution

and isotropic behaviour is checked. Therefore, the first example described above corresponds to

the two-dimensional simulation of the proximal extremity of the femur.

The overall picture of the density distribution is shown in Fig. 6a, resulting very close to reality

(Figure 2a) and to previous results obtained by other authors (Jacobs, 1994). Note the formation of

the two high density external cortical layers along the diaphysis, the very low density medullar

channel inside the diaphysis and the complex distribution of densities of the femoral epiphysis

including two higher density regions in the femoral neck and head surrounded by two lower

density zones.

Futhermore, if we represent the anisotropic behaviour by the stress surfaces (Lekhnitskii, 1981),

that is, the graphical representation of the value of elasticity modulus along each direction (Fig.

6b), the anisotropy of the cortical layers is clearly observed to be much less than in the Jacobs’

results (Jacobs et al., 1997) and much closer to the actual experimental ones (Ashman et al., 1984;

Reilly and Burstein, 1994, 1995). For instance, the values obtained for the elastic modulus in this

region is about 18 GPa along the longitudinal direction and 12 GPa along the transverse one, very

similar to the experimental results. Also, in the neck and head we get a preferentially longitudinal

orientation but with a very low degree of anisotropy, as happens in the real case, while the rest of

the epiphysis is almost isotropic.

The density distribution for the 3D model (second example) is shown in Figs. 7a, b. These

results are very similar to those of the 2-D case. For instance, the cortical layer is effectively

predicted, an effect that, for instance, is not completely reproduced in Stülpner (1997) probably

due to inadequate loads.

More important is the anisotropic character of the bone mass distribution, which is represented

by the stress surfaces shown in Fig. 7c. The directional alignment of the bone mass along the

diaphysis produces an almost transversely isotropic behaviour (which could not be detected in the

2D case) also aligned with the stress principal directions. Finally, the sizes of the surface stress,

representative of the density value, and the axes lengths clearly show the differences in density and

level of anisotropy among different parts of the femur.

As pointed out in the Introduction, one especially important field for bone remodelling is the

prediction of bone alterations after fracturing and prosthesis treatment (Kuiper and Huiskes, 1997;
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Toni et al., 1996; Harrigan et al., 1996). Bone remodelling is therefore an important tool to

improve prosthesis design and simulate how the bone structure is affected by the prosthesis shape

and location, the inclusion of a cement layer, the altering of the external loads transmitted by the

implant, the properties of the prosthesis surface, etc. This process also reduces the cost and number

of prototypes and experimental tests.

We consider now whether an excessive and unnatural resorption or bone formation can affect

the biomechanical behaviour of the femur when a THR is performed and how this agrees with

clinical results. Our model was applied to the proximal extremity of the femur with a hip prosthesis

known as the Exeter implant.

Figure 8a shows the initial density distribution after the first load step (300 days), which is

almost identical to Fig. 3a despite being different meshes. The final density distribution is shown in

Fig. 8b, where the cortical layer is slightly enlarged, especially distally, due to the well-known

point effect at the end of the prosthesis (this effect has been observed in many types of prosthesis

but is smaller in the Exeter implant, as has been repeatedly reported in clinical works). For a better

view of this effect, a graph of density versus cross-sectional distance in a distal section is shown in

the Figure 9.

There is also a clear resorption around the prosthesis stem, reported in Kuiper and Huiskes

(1997) and Kerner et al. (1999) for other implants, appearing more important at the proximal part

of the prosthesis. Finally, there is a certain density reduction around the greater and lesser

trochanters. Effects very similar to those predicted here have been detected in many patients after a

certain time period.

Figures 10 show the anisotropy before and after the hip replacement. Important conclusions

may be obtained from these figures, like the reduction of the degree of anisotropy with time when

the prosthesis is implanted. This is due to the changes in load transmission: initially the load acting

on the femoral head is transmitted directly along the cortical layer, while when the prosthesis is

working the load transmission is produced in a different way, with a important part running along

the stem and the cement layer modifying completely the stress state in the cortical layer, being

much less directional. In fact, the anisotropy factor change in average in the cortical bone from 1.5

in the intact case to 1.1 (approximately 18 GPa in the longitudinal direction and 16 GPa in the

transversal direction) after 300 days of the prosthesis has been implanted. However the anisotropy

direction remains constant, not changing very much.
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Finally, Fig. 11a shows the same distribution in the 3D case after 100 days of the prosthesis

treatment (Fig. 8a) with clear resorption at the greater trochanter compared to the healthy case.

This can also be observed in the lesser trochanter but on a lower scale. Similar results to the ones

obtained in the 2D case are presented in the plane cut shown in Fig. 11b.  In the distal part, a

slightly increase of the cortical layer thick is also produced. In a similar way to the 2-D case, a

graph of the density versus cross-sectional distance is shown in the Fig. 12.

In the 3-D case, the anisotropy changes are much smaller than in the 2-D model (Fig. 11c). In

our opinion, this effect is due to the different widths of the diaphyses: 36 mm. in the 2-D model

and 26 mm. in the 3-D one. To check this, we have performed a new analysis of the 2-D femur

using the same loads, boundary conditions and dimensions, except for the width of the diaphysis,

that has been reduced from 36 mm. to 26 mm. Similar results to the 3-D ones were then obtained in

the cortical layer (see Fig. 13), that is, a smaller increase in the anisotropy degree. We can

conclude therefore, that the anisotropy changes in the cortical layer, after a THR, directly depend

on the size of the diaphysis.  The explanation of this effect is that the bending stiffness increases

faster than the shear area with the diaphysis width, diminishing the ratio between normal and

tangential stresses reducing the anisotropy.

4. Conclusions

In the first two sections of this paper we briefly reviewed the fundamentals of a new

remodelling model based on the principles of Damage Mechanics (Doblaré and García, in press)

and recalled its most important properties. This model uses the Damage Theory as a mathematical

tool to explain the bone remodelling capacity, using the damage variable as a measure of the

porosity, but not as a quantification of the internal real damage that suffers the material as

proposed by other authors (Prendergast and Taylor, 1994).

This new remodelling model is not only thermodynamically consistent, but also predicts

important physical effects, which have been shown in the different results here obtained.

Many experimental works have shown how the trabecular alignment of the cancellous bone is

oriented in a different way in animals that perform different activities, due mainly to the fact that

trajectories of the loading patterns are different in their bones. Mechanical models can accurately

predict the trabecular distribution in the bone, as has been shown in the different examples

performed in this work and by other authors (Huiskes et al., 1987; Beaupré et al., 1990b; Jacobs et

al., 1997; Rodrigues et al., 1998). In fact, the model referred in this work, has been employed to
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predict the non-homogeneous and anisotropic bone behaviour in a simplified 2-D femoral model

earlier solved by several authors (Beaupré et al., 1990b; Jacobs, 1994; Jacobs et al. 1997),

achieving results very similar to reality and improving those obtained by these authors, for

example in the anisotropic case.

This model has been extended to the 3D case, obtaining again a density distribution similar to a

sane femur. In this case, the anisotropic distribution predicted by the model show that the bone

presents a behaviour approximately transversely isotropic, which is in accordance to the

experimental observations performed by several authors (Williams and Lewis, 1982; Van

Rietbergen et al., 1996; Odgaard et al., 1997; Zysset et al., 1998).

  The remodelling model predicts quite well the anisotropy in the cortical bone, due to the

choice of an anisotropic remodelling criterion in contrast to other models that employ isotropic

remodelling criteria. This anisotropic effect is mainly dependent on the stress state, the model

parameter ω and the previous value of the apparent density and the “fabric tensor”. The rest of

parameters are the same that those employed by Jacobs et al. (1997), which influence mainly the

evolution of the apparent density, achieving a non-homogeneous distribution very similar to that of

a sane femur. However, we think that the excessive degree of anisotropy obtained by this model

(Jacobs et al., 1997) is due to the choice of an isotropic criteria and a non correct evaluation of the

rate-of-change of the stiffness tensor.

Finally, we have also included some examples to study bone remodelling effect after fracture

and inclusion of an artificial element, using finite element models in 2-D and 3-D. These make it

possible to predict the alterations in bone density and directional distributions in stiffness induced

by the modification of the normal working state of the organ under study. We specifically

considered a total hip resection and the addition of an Exeter type prosthesis. It was possible to

reproduce the slight enlargement of the cortical layer at the distal extremity of the prosthesis due to

the well-known point effect, as well as the bone resorption surrounding the prosthesis, especially

around the proximal region, effect clinically known as stress-shielding.

With respect to anisotropy, an important aspect, not validated experimentally, is the slight

modification of the degree of anisotropy in the cortical layer induced by the implant tends due to

the change in the pattern of stresses acting on the bone. This modification also depends on the size

of the diaphysis, due to the dependency of the ratio between normal and tangential stresses on the

width of the diaphysis. When the diaphysis is bigger, the bending stiffness is also bigger, normal

stresses reduce in comparison to tangential stresses and the anisotropy factor decreases.
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Obviously, this model still has some limitations that must be improved in future works, such as:

•  The load definition should reflect most of the usual loads throughout bone life, the

modification of these loads when an implant is inserted and those due to the age, weight or sex

of the patient.

•  A more accurate behavioural model of the bone-implant interface (contact models, viscoelastic

behaviour of the cement for cemented prostheses) should be considered.

•  We should also include ligaments and muscles and the corresponding effect in the

transmission of the external loads and reactions.

•  It is unclear how metabolic activity may be affected by fracture and implantation, which

sometimes strongly modify the vascularisation of the bone tissue and, therefore, its

remodelling behaviour.

•  This model can be used to predict the trabecular distribution in the cancellous bone for

different bone organs, studying the influence of the parameter ω in the remodelling criteria,

and different loading conditions.

•  The remodelling rate, specially the influence of the parameter that controls the percentage of

active surface, must be calibrated experimentally.

•  The anisotropic evolution of the bone tissue after a hip replacement must also be validated

clinically, starting the simulation with the initial values of apparent density and anisotropy of

the specific patient.

•  The size of the diaphysis depends on the value of loads so, in order to get more realistic

results, it would be interesting to simulate the anisotropy changes with several femurs of

different size, considering also the associated loads. In fact, the evaluation of the loading

conditions acting on each individual femur is nowadays an important research field.

Despite all of these limitations, we consider that the proposed model is a significant step

forward in understanding the mechanical-metabolic coupling behaviour of bone tissue known as

adaptive remodelling, incorporating new aspects concerning the changes in the femoral bone when

an artificial system is implanted.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Radiography and two-dimensional mesh of the proximal extremity of the femur (Fig. 2a has

been copied from Jacobs et al, 1997) (permission to reproduce it has to be obtained)

(a)  (b)  (c)

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional mesh of the proximal extremity of the femur before (a) and after hip

replacement (b). Detail of the mesh of the Exeter prosthesis and the cement layer (c).
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Fig. 4: Mesh of the bone, prosthesis and cement layer
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Fig. 5. Convergence behaviour of the simulation conducted with one day-step: (a) 2-D model and

(b) 3-D model.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Density and stress surfaces distribution after 300 days

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Density distribution after 100 days. Perspective and an intermediate frontal cut
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Density distribution for the sane femur (after 300 days) and after resection and inclusion of

the prosthesis (100, 200 and 300 days after resection).

Section A
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Anisotropy distribution for the sane femur (diaphyisis width=36 mm.)  (a) and after 300

days of the resection and inclusion of the prosthesis (b).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. Density distribution after 100 days of resection and prosthesis inclusion

Section B
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(a)  (b)

Fig. 13. Anisotropy distribution for the sane femur (diaphyisis width=26 mm.)  (a) and after of

300 days of the resection and inclusion of the prosthesis (b).
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Abstract Bone as most of living tissues is able, during its entire lifetime,

to adapt its internal microstructure and subsequently its associated me-

chanical properties to its specific mechanical and physiological environment

in a process commonly known as bone remodelling. Bone is therefore con-
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removed minimizing the risk of fracture. Nevertheless, bone is not always

able to repair itself completely. Actually, if bone repairing capacity is slower
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than microdamage accumulation it can finally drives to a type of bone frac-

ture, usually known as a ”stress fracture”. In this paper, we propose a new

continuous model of bone remodelling in order to simulate the growth and

repair of microdamage in a coupled way and able to predict the occurrence

of ”stress fractures”. The biological bone remodelling process is modelled

in terms of equations that describe the basic multicellular units (BMUs)

activity. The predicted results show a good correspondence with experi-

mental and clinical data. For example, in disuse, bone porosity increases

until an equilibrium situation is achieved. In overloading, bone porosity de-

creases unless the damage rate is so high that causes resorption or a ”stress

fracture”.

1 Introduction

Bone’s ability to adapt its internal microstructure and external shape to

the surrounding mechanical and physiological environment has been a sub-

ject of research and discussion for more than a century. In 1892, Julius

Wolff enunciated its famous assumption that directly related bone’s archi-

tecture to the directions of principal stresses, which is nowadays known as

Wolff’s Law [1]. Although this ”law” has been considered the fundamen-

tal underpinning of bone adaptability during decades, it has caused much

controversy [2]. Bone remodelling is the term that describes the relation-

ship between internal bone tissue structure and the mechanical loads that it

supports. Whereas, bone modelling refers to the laws that defines external
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shape changes as function of the mechanical usage. In this work, we mainly

focus on bone remodelling.

Regarding this aspect and especially in the last twenty years, many ana-

lytical and computational models have been proposed [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,

12]. Perhaps the first complete consistent model was the theory of adaptive

elasticity of Cowin and Hegedus [13]. The fundamental assumption under-

lying that theory was that trabecular bone’s apparent density is controlled

by mechanical macroscopic variables, such as, stress or strain and local elas-

tic isotropic constants are only dependent on this apparent density. These

assumptions were used by different groups [14,3,4,5,15,16] to establish sev-

eral other models, finite element implementations and different applications.

Bone however is elastically anisotropic. Some extensions to anisotropic be-

havior have been also stated in theoretical [17,18] and computational models

[8,9,10,11,12]. More recently, other approaches with different assumptions,

such as, remodelling is activated by microdamage with the aim of repairing

it, have also been presented [6,7,19,20]. A deeper insight into these models

can be obtained in several relevant reviews [21,22].

Most of these models are of phenomenological or mechanical nature

and explain the net change of bone apparent density by the coordinated

and simultaneous activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts. However, more

biologically-based models are needed to consider both biological and me-

chanical factors and to include current knowledge about bone cell activity.
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In this direction some attempts have been recently developed [23,24,25,26,

27,28].

Here, we present a more complete approach for the simulation of bone

remodelling and prediction of bone stress fractures, merging concepts from

previous models [24,25,26,6,7,19,20] and extending them. In fact, those

models that consider microdamage accumulation as the activation stimulus,

do not take into account the actual biology of the process, well developed

for instance in [6,19,20]. A different approach proposed by Hazelwood et al.

[24] assumes that bone remodelling is activated by disuse and microdam-

age, including some biological effects due to BMU activity. These authors

quantify damage accumulation as the difference between growth and repair.

Other authors [25,26,29] have proposed a model that includes biologic and

metabolic influences on bone adaptation. They analyzed the effect of bi-

ological factors directly related to BMU activity, such as, mineralization

period, focal bone balance, activation frequency, and so on. But, however,

all these last works do not take into account the degradation that damage

induces in the mechanical properties of bone and the consequences that

this fact cause. This makes them incomplete for a fully understanding of

the coupling mechanism between damage accumulation (purely mechani-

cal) and biological bone response. In fact, the determination of the rate of

damage accumulation and repair is crucial to prevent stress fractures and

to control bone mass, because this damage level determines the loss of bone
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stiffness causing a stress/strain redistribution that conditions not only the

occurrence of a stress fracture, but also the biological bone response.

Therefore, we have focused here on exploring the coupling effect between

fatigue damage removal-growth and the main biological events that occur in

bone remodelling. With this aim we have formulated a continuum damage

theory able to predict damage growth and the subsequent degradation of the

elastic modulus of bone under cyclic loading. This theory has been coupled

with a bone remodelling approach based on previous existent biological

formulations [25,26,29,24]. This combined theory has been used to analyze

the influence of the different mechano-biological factors in a coupled way,

obtaining relevant conclusions of their role in bone remodelling and that

had not been obtained previously with other theoretical models.

2 Bone remodelling theory

The model proposed in this work formulates the adaptation of the internal

structure of bone in terms of bone volume fraction, damage level and min-

eralization degree, that evolve as response to the mechanical environment

and damage state (Figure 1).

In the following subsections, each component of the model is explained

in detail. We firstly introduce the internal scalar variables that character-

ize bone tissue as a structural material. Next, the time evolution of these

variables will be determined as functions of the different mechanical and

biological factors.
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the bone remodelling algorithm proposed.

2.1 Definition of internal scalar variables

Bone is a composite of tissue matrix and pores, mainly filled with marrow,

blood vessels, and nerves. However, the mechanical influence of these latter

is negligible with respect to the much stiffer matrix. From the structural

point of view, bone properties can be quantified through the subdivision

VT = VB + VV , where VB and VV refer to the bone matrix tissue and void
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or pore subvolumes, respectively. VT denotes the total reference volume of

analysis. The tissue matrix is composed of inorganic (mineral) and organic

(mainly collagen) parts, represented by the volume measures VM and VO,

respectively. Furthermore, we assume a certain volume of tissue to be dam-

aged (VD) (this volume is a measure of the density of microcracks that we

consider randomly and isotropically distributed causing a reduction of the

mechanical properties), such that

VT = VB + VV = VM + VO + VD + VV (1)

The establishment of the time evolution of these subvolumes is the main

objective of an isotropic bone remodelling theory. With this objective, as

most other models, we introduce the independent variable bone volume frac-

tion vb, as

vb =
VB

VT
(2)

which can be measured experimentally and has a significant impact on the

overall mechanical behaviour [30]. Porosity p can be directly expressed as

p =
VV

VT
= 1− vb (3)

The second independent variable that we employ in order to characterize

the degree of mineralization is the ash fraction α ([25,30]). It is defined

as the ratio between the mineral mass mM (also termed ash mass, since it

results after the organic constituents have been evaporated in a furnace) and

the dry mass, which is the sum of mineral and organic mass, md = mM+mO.
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Hence,

α =
mM

mM + mO
=

ρMVM

ρMVM + ρOVO
(4)

where ρM and ρO refer to the densities of the mineral and organic compo-

nents, respectively.

A third independent variable is necessary in order to quantify the dam-

age state. Damage intensity can be evaluated by macroscopic mechanical

property degradation or by microscopic measure of the distribution den-

sity of microcracks. Both variables are physically related and it has been

determined experimentally in bone tissue that a 1:1 correspondence does

not exist, but other type of relationship has been found [31]. Nevertheless,

we have to keep in mind that currently there is not a full quantitative de-

scription of relationships between physical damage and degradation state

[32]. To the best of our model we distinguish between these two variables.

So, first, we define a dimensionless variable h that quantify the microcrack

density in the reference volume

h =
VD

VT
(5)

Next, we introduce the variable d as that is experimentally related to

the loss of stiffness by means of this expression

d = 1− E

E0
(6)

where E0 corresponds to a reference value associated to an ideal undam-

aged material [32,33,34,35,31]. This variable corresponds to the continuum
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damage variable usually proposed by the theory of Continuum Damage Me-

chanics [36,37,33], which is thereby restricted to the interval [0, 1].

As it has been previously indicated the relationship between microcrack

density h and degradation d is not fully understood and may depend on

many factors, such as, load state, porosity, type of bone and so on. Only

particular correlations have been determined, as for example, one performed

by Burr et al. [31] that indicated that the relationship between stiffness loss

and crack area was linear for intact canine femurs subjected to bending.

Therefore, following the result of this work [31] as a first approach, we

assume a linear relationship between damage h and degradation d by means

of

h = f(d) = kd (7)

with k a constant that has to be experimentally determined.

Note that the apparent density ρ, the basic variable in most bone re-

modelling models [15,5,4,3,8,16,11,12], can be related to the bone volume

fraction by ρ = ρt(vb−h), where ρt is the real tissue density, i.e., the density

of bone with null porosity ρt = ρM VM+ρOVO

VM+VO
. This tissue density depends

on the degree of mineralization. A linear approximation relating tissue den-

sity and ash fraction, and in good correlation with experimental data, was

given by Hernandez et al [25,30] as ρt = 1.41+1.29α (in g/cm3). In fact, in

several experimental outcomes [25,30,38], bone elastic properties showed a
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better correlation with the bone volume fraction vb and ash fraction α than

with the apparent density ρ.

The bone material stiffness is determined in the isotropic case by the

Young’s modulus E and Poisson ration ν. We have used the relation pro-

posed by Hernandez et al. [25,30], but taking into account the loss of stiffness

due to damage, such that

E = 84370v2.58
b α2.74(1− d) = Êvβ

b (1− d) MPa (8)

being Ê the elastic modulus of bone with null porosity and undamaged for

an α ash fraction. Additionally, we have assumed that the Poisson ratio is

set to a constant value of ν = 0.3, since its variation is not very important

[39].

2.2 Mathematical description of BMU activity

It is commonly accepted that bone remodelling is carried out by the so-called

basic multicellular units (BMU) composed by tissue-resorbing osteoclasts

and tissue-forming osteoblasts working in a coupled way. These cell units

proceed in a strict order at a fixed point: after being activated, they first

resorb bone tissue for a time interval named resorption period (TR), and,

after a reversal time (TI), the formation period (TF ) starts. This sequence

has been originally termed as A-R-F sequence (activation, resorption, for-

mation) by Frost [40]. The lifespan of a BMU is denoted by σL and refers

to the time during which the first appearing osteoclasts are active. This is a
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useful definition, since σL is directly related to the maximum distance that a

BMU travels (for example, the average length of an osteon) by means of its

progression speed vBMU , the so-called BMU-rate. Note that these measures

belong to a three-dimensional histomorphometry and therefore consider the

spatial and time progression in a three-dimensional space.

Both processes of resorption and formation are not only coupled but

also take place permanently, even in remodelling equilibrium. The main

goals are considered to be microdamage removal and calcium provision other

than mechanical adaptation. The rate of change of bone volume fraction is

expressed as:

v̇b = v̇F − v̇R (9)

where v̇F and v̇R are the rates of variation of volume due to formation and

resorption, respectively. In remodelling equilibrium v̇b = 0, so formed and

resorbed tissue rates become equal.

These changes in bone volume fraction are functions of the number of

BMUs currently active that will be represented by the BMU-density NBMU ,

defined as the number of BMUs per reference volume (BMUs/mm3). Once

activated, a BMU moves through a distance LBMU = σLvBMU . Each of

these rates of bone volume fraction can therefore be expressed as

v̇(t) =
∫ LBMU

0

(∫ t′

t′−σL

ṄBMU (t′′)dt′′
)

Ȧ(x)dx (10)

where dx is measured along the direction of progression of a BMU,
∫

Ȧ(x)dx

is the rate of variation of volume per unit length at a specific coordinate x
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along the progression path, and
∫ t′

t′−σL
ṄBMU (t′′)dt′′ determines the number

of active BMUs at the considered time t′.

We assume that the rate of remodelling through the transverse direction,

i.e. normal to the main direction of progression, is constant and independent

of the spatial variable x. Distinguishing between resorption and formation,

this transverse remodelling rate will be expressed as

Ȧ(x)dt =





ABMU

TR
fc if resorption

ABMU

TF
fb if formation

(11)

with TR and TF the resorption and formation periods, respectively, fb and fc

normalized variables between 0 and 1 that represent the level of osteoblast

and osteoclast activity, and finally, ABMU the total cross-sectional area of

a BMU. Since the cross section geometry of a cortical and cancellous BMU

is completely different, we consider different ABMU for each type of tissue

(see Figure 2).

Furthermore, dx is directly expressed in terms of the rate of progression

of a BMU by dx = vBMU dt. If we combine equations (10) to (11), the

volume of removed/refilled bone can be written as

v̇F (t) =
∫ t−TR−TI

t−TR−TI−TF

(∫ t′

t′−σL

ṄBMU (t′′)dt′′
)

ABMU

TF
fb(t′)vBMUdt′

(12a)

v̇R(t) =
∫ t−TR

t

(∫ t′

t′−σL

ṄBMU (t′′)dt′′
)

ABMU

TR
fc(t′)vBMUdt′ (12b)

Equations (12) describe the changes in bone volume fraction at time t in

terms of the changes in BMU-density which took place in the recent history.
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Figure 2 A model of the tissue volume unit that a single BMU remodels in

cortical (left) and cancellous (right) bone tissue per time unit (adapted from

Hernandez [25]).

The other factor that controls the amount of bone tissue removed or

formed is the balance between osteoblast and osteoclast activity, fbb =

(fb/fc), normally known as focal bone balance [25,26]. We assume this bal-

ance is directly related to the mechanical stimulus ξ [41,23,8,11] and to the

age [42,39]. In this work, the mechanical influence is defined in terms of a

scalar quantity following the idea proposed by Mikic and Carter [43], which

represents the daily strain history and, therefore, depends on the strain level

and the number of cycles for each load case i

ξ =

(∑

i

Niε̄
m
i

)1/m

(13)

where Ni denotes the number of load cycles, ε̄i the level of the applied

strain for each load case i and m the stress exponent that weights the

relative importance of the strain magnitude and the number of load cycles

in the mechanical stimulus. Typically, m = 4, which was determined from
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experimental data for cortical and cancellous bone [44]. The used strain

functional has been defined as

ε̄ =

√
2U

E
(14)

with U = 1
2ε : C : ε the strain energy density.

Besides, we propose a piece-wise linear model to relate fbb with the un-

balanced stimulus ξ − ξ∗ [15,3,8,45] (figure 3). As in many other models

[46,3,15,8,45,11,47], we assume the existence of a dead zone, i.e., a cer-

tain interval around the reference stimulus ξ∗ in which fbb maintains its

equilibrium value fbb = 1. The half-width of this dead zone is denoted by

w. Furthermore, fbb tends linearly to its maximum (or minimum value) in

the region ξ − ξ∗ ∈ (w,w + v) (ξ − ξ∗ ∈ (−w,−w − v)), such as to any

value of ξ greater than ξ + w + v (smaller than ξ − w − v) will be assigned

fbb = fbb,max (fbb,min). In this sense, a stimulus ξ > ξ∗ + w causes fbb > 1,

so the amount of tissue formed is greater than the resorbed. Equivalently,

ξ < ξ∗ − w causes more resorption than formation, fbb < 1. As shown in

figure 3, we assume the cell activity to be limited, such that a high stimulus

ξ > ξ∗ + w + v does not result in an excessive bone volume change which is

outside experimental validation. In fact, the effect of the focal bone balance

is not considered in cortical bone during bone formation due to insufficient

space for bone refilling, i.e., fbb = 1.0 for any ξ > ξ∗ + w.

The reference stimulus ξ∗ typically has a value of ξ∗ = 2.5×10−3 (equiv-

alent to a tissue level stress of 50MPa in cortical bone, cf. Beaupré et al.

[15]). But this value seems to be only applicable to weight-bearing bones
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Figure 3 Model for the focal bone balance.

(e.g., femur, tibia), whereas fewer charged bones (e.g. protective flat bones

such as cranium or scapula) cannot be subjected to such a high value. These

different values in different types of bones could be explained by assuming

that the reference stimulus ξ∗ is not constant, but dependent on the load

history, modifying its value in an adaptative way. This idea is similar to

the concept of cellular accommodation proposed by Turner [48]. We there-

fore assume that the reference stimulus ξ∗ adapts to the applied stimulus

ξ, using this asymptotic function

ξ∗(ξ, t) = ξ − (ξ − ξ∗0)e−ϕt (15)

where ξ∗0 denotes the initial reference stimulus and the parameter ϕ controls

the velocity of adaptation. The main consequence of (15) is that a perma-

nently low or high stimulus value does not yield excessive remodelling. This

also allows us to extend the applicability of our computational method to a

variety of bone types, which has not been incorporated in other computa-

tional models.
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2.3 Balance of bone mass

In order to understand the bone mass remodelling we consider the local

statement of balance of mass for the porous matrix in the initial configura-

tion:

∂ρ

∂t
=

∂ρt

∂t
(vb − h) + ρt ∂vb

∂t
− ρt ∂h

∂t
= Πb (16)

where Πb is the rate at which mass per unit volume is added to or

removed from the bone volume matrix. Each term of this expression deter-

mines how the bone mass is adapting. In fact, the first term describes how

the deposited osteoid is mineralized, the second one define the evolution

caused by bone mass matrix deposition or resorption due to BMU activity

and the third term defines the effect of damage evolution.

To a better comprehension of the evolution of all these variables is ad-

equate to analyze the events that the bone senses: damage growth, bone

resorption and bone formation.

Next, each of these processes are explained and described by means of the

corresponding equations that define the evolution of all internal variables.

2.3.1 Damage growth

Bone tissue is often subject of cyclic or fluctuating loads that causes

an accumulation of microstructural damage, which may culminate in the

formation and growth of cracks. During this process the production of bone

mass is completely null (πb = 0.0) and the real tissue density does not
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change (∂ρt

∂t = 0). Therefore, from the balance of bone mass equation (16)

we can see how the damage growth leads to an increase of the bone volume

fraction:

∂h

∂t
=

∂vb

∂t
(17)

Now, the aim is to determine its evolution law, consistent with in vitro

experimental results, for later combine it with its impact on bone remod-

elling. But, normally, the fatigue behaviour of bone subjected to cyclic load-

ing has been intensively studied [34,32,31,49,50] through the measure of

elastic modulus degradation (d). Therefore, the evolution of the microcrack

density (h) is completely determined by means of the relationship (7) and

the evolution of d :

∂h

∂t
=

∂f(d)
∂t

= a
∂d

∂t
(18)

Although in the outcome of bone fatigue experiments underlies a great

statistical variety, a common pattern can be detected and fatigue damage

growth can be formulated as

∂d

∂N
= G(d, ε̄) (19)

As damage accumulation is completely different in tension and compres-

sion [34], we have defined two different evolution laws, such as:
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∂dc

∂N
= Gc(d, ε̄) =

C1

γ1
eγ1dε̄δ1 in compression

(20a)

∂dt

∂N
= Gt(d, ε̄) =

C2

C3γ2
(1− d)1−γ2e−C3(1−d)γ2

ε̄δ2 in tension

(20b)

with Cj , γj and δj parameters that depend on the applied strain level ε̄

defined previously on equation ([?]). Integration of (20) yields

dc = − 1
γ1

[ln(1− C1ε̄
δ1N)] (21a)

dt = 1− γ2

√
1
C3

ln(eC3 − C2ε̄δ2N) (21b)

On the other hand, fatigue life expectation is typically of the form

Nf = Cε̄δ (22)

Setting now d = 1 in one of the equations (21) and solving for N = Nf ,

results in a comparable structure to that of equations (20). We have deter-

mined the different parameters by correlating (21)(22) with experimental

results obtained by Pattin et al [34], getting

Nf =
9.333 1040

E
E∗ ε̄

10.3
in compression (23a)

Nf =
1.445 1053

E
E∗ ε̄

14.1
in tension (23b)

with E∗ the reference modulus of elasticity used to perform the fatigue

tests and E the current Young’s modulus of the bone specimen supporting

ε̄.
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Figure 4 Qualitative shape of bone damage d is a function of the relative cycle

number N/Nf in compression (top) and tension (bottom) for different levels of

compression: 4000, 4500 and 6100 µε, and tension: 3200, 3550 and 4100 µε

.

This results in the following approximate values

δ1 = 10.3; γ1 = −5.238(
E

E∗ ε̄− 6100)10−3 + 7; C1 =
1− e−γ1

9.333 1040

(24a)

δ2 = 14.1; γ2 = −0.018(
E

E∗ ε̄− 4100) + 12; C2 =
eC3 − 1

1.445 1053
; C3 = −20.;

(24b)

for compression and tension, respectively. The qualitative shapes of these

functions for different levels of strain are shown in figure 4 in a normalized

diagram, that represents the elastic modulus reduction.
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Moreover, we assume that in the case of cortical bone the quotient E
E∗

is equal to 1, because all experiments performed by Pattin et al [34] used

cortical bone. However, in the case of trabecular bone, we have used the

equation (8) and E∗ = E(vb = 0.95; d = 0.0; α = 0.69).

2.3.2 Bone resorption and damage repair

All previous expressions only correspond to damage accumulation, but

bone can repair itself. In this sense, the main assumption we have used

is that the damaged subvolume VD is uniformly distributed in the bone

volume, VB . So, damage d decreases in resorption, since both damaged and

removed bone volume decrease proportionally due to that assumption.

Therefore, the rate of change of the crack density h due to remodelling

would be

∂h

∂t
= −v̇R

h

vb
(25)

where v̇R is the bone volume that has been digested by osteoclasts in

the active BMUs, therefore ∂vb

∂t = −v̇R.

As during bone resorption the real tissue density does not change (∂ρt

∂t =

0), the total subtracted bone (πb) can be determined using equation of mass

equilibrium (16):

πb = −ρtv̇R(1 +
h

vb
) (26)

2.3.3 Bone formation and mineralization

When bone tissue is deposited, the newly formed tissue is primarily

collagen. As time proceeds this tissue calcifies and the volume of osteoid is
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converted into mineral. Over the first few days of mineralization, crystals

appear throughout the mineralized bone, occupying the space of water. This

transformation process happens rapidly at the beginning and retards like a

saturation process. It is generally divided into two phases, the fast primary

phase which proceeds within a few days [51] yields at about 60 % of the

maximum mineral content, while the slow secondary phase takes years. In

this work, we have assumed that the primary phase occurs immediately. For

the secondary phase and employing the ash fraction α as the measure of

the degree of mineralization, we propose the model

α(t) = αmax + (α0 − αmax)e−κt (27)

where α0 denotes the ash fraction resulting from the primary phase and

αmax its maximum physiological value. The constant κ determines the ve-

locity of this process (Figure 5).

As the degree of mineralization is not correlated with the bone volume

fraction, an averaged ash fraction ᾱ is introduced, that takes into account

the different mineralization stages of the adapted bone

ᾱ(t) =
(vb,0 − h0)α(t) +

∫ t

0
((v̇F (τ)− h(τ))α(t− τ)− (v̇R(τ)− h(τ))ᾱ(τ)) dτ

vb(t)− h(t)

(28)

This averaged ash fraction thus consists of the evolution of the mineral

content of the initial bone volume fraction vb,0, the contribution of the newly

formed tissue (convolution integral) and an approximation of the reduction
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Figure 5 The evolution of the ash fraction in time. κ has been chosen such that

50% of the second mineralization is achieved after 6 years.

by resorption (since it is not known which ash fraction the resorbed tissue

possessed, the average ᾱ is used). In order to reduce the numerical effort,

an approximate expression for the averaged ash fraction at time t + ∆t is

established as

ᾱ(t + ∆t) =
ᾱ(t)((vb(t)− h(t))e−κ∆t −∆vR) + ∆vF α0

vb(t + ∆t)− h(t + ∆t)

+
αmax(1− e−κ∆t)(vb(t)− h(t))

vb(t + ∆t)− h(t + ∆t)

+
(1− e−κ∆t)

∫ t

0
(v̇R − ḣ)(αmax − ᾱ(τ))dτ

vb(t + ∆t)− h(t + ∆t)

(29)

where ∆vF and ∆vR approximate the amounts of tissue formed and re-

sorbed, respectively, in the time interval [t, t+∆t]. Except for the remaining

integral, which has to be stored separately, all values in (29) are known at

each time increment.

Therefore in this case we define the average real tissue density through

the average mineralization degree using the expression ρ̄t = 1.41 + 1.29ᾱ.
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And thus, the total mass production in this case would be:

πb = [vb(t + ∆t)− h(t + ∆t)]ρ̄t(t + ∆t)− [vb(t)− h(t)]ρ̄t(t) (30)

2.4 Balance of BMUs

Changes in the BMU-density NBMU , i.e. changes in the number of BMUs

currently active, result either from exceeding their life span σL in form of

a decrease in number, or from the origination of new BMUs in form of

an increase. Whereas the former event (also referred to as apoptosis) takes

place ”automatically”, the latter is controlled by the origination frequency

for (or birthrate) and the available surface area per reference bone volume

Sv in such a way that

∂NBMU

∂t
(
NBMUS

mm3day
) = ΠBMU = forSv (31)

The dependence of the BMU birthrate on the surface density, Sv indi-

cates that bone remodelling only occurs on tissue surfaces. The available

surface directly depends on porosity. Martin, for example, correlated both

by a quintic polynomial [52].

The second factor that determines the occurrence of new BMUs is the

origination frequency, which is controlled by different metabolical and me-

chanical factors. It is known, for instance, from experimental results [41,53,

54,55,56] that bone volume fraction decreases in a state of disuse, while has
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been suggested that microdamage caused by fatigue or overloading activates

remodelling in order to repair those damaged regions [57,58,59,60,61].

Here, we follow the inhibitory theory proposed by Martin [62]. In this

theory, it is assumed that bone lining cells are inclined to activate BMU

activity and therefore bone remodelling, except when they receive an in-

hibitory signal from the osteocytic network. Therefore, we propose

for = fbio(1− s) (32)

where fbio is a certain biological factor and s the normalized level (between

0 and 1) of the inhibitory signal.

This signal is generated by the strain that osteocytes sense due to load.

Any perturbation in the reception of such signal causes a certain degree

of activation. This alteration may be due either to a low strain level or

to its anomalous transmission through the cellular network, for example

due to the existence of microcracks that disrupt the network connectivity.

Therefore we propose that this inhibitory signal s is dependent on a variable

characteristic of the mechanical usage ξ and the damage level d by means

of:

s(ξ, d) =
ξ

ξ + c
(1− d)a (33)

with c and a model parameters that define the transduction role of these

purely mechanical variables, ξ and damage d (see Figure 6). This expression

fulfils all the necessary requirements, such as, s(0, d) = 0 for any d, i.e.,

no signal will be generated in the pathological case of total disuse, and

s(ξ, 1) = 0 for any ξ, i.e., in a state of full damage, transmission is not
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possible. Finally, limξ→∞s(ξ, 0) = 1, since the signal is normalized to the

interval [0, 1].
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Figure 6 Normalized signal level as a function of the strain-based stimulus ξ

and the damage state d (Equation (33) with c = 0.0025 and k = 5). Top: three-

dimensional plot of the scalar field s(ξ, d). Bottom: curves s(ξ, 0) and s(∞, d).
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3 Results

In this section we initially perform a parametric analysis in order to deter-

mine the influence of each variable in the global bone response.

Next this same theory is applied to study a common problem in biome-

chanics as the bone adaptation consequence of a hip implant replacement.

3.1 Validation of the model

To illustrate the biophysical significance of the remodelling model just out-

lined we consider initially an one-dimensional test. In this simple problem,

the influence and interaction among the main biological and mechanical

variables is analyzed by means of a sensitivity analysis under different con-

ditions of constant stress and strain. The parameters used are given in table

1. All test calculations simulated the behaviour in 3000 days. The initial

state was assumed to be in equilibrium, i.e., with a constant birthrate and

a focal bone balance fbb = 1.0. In fact, the initial values were chosen as if a

stimulus of ξ = ξ∗0 had been applied before the beginning of the calculation,

for time t < 0. Therefore, the initial number of BMUs NBMU0 is uniquely

determined by the expression:

NBMU0 = fbio(1− s(ξ∗0 , d0))SV (ρ0) (34)

where ρ0 is the initial apparent density and d0 the initial damage.

A time step of 1 day was chosen for the analysis in order to reduce the

computational cost of all simulations.
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Parameter: Nominal value Values examined in this work

general parameters:

N number of daily load cycles: 10, 000 5, 000 – 20, 000

m weighting exponent: 4

ξ∗0 initial equilibrium stimulus: 0.0025

w half-width of the dead zone: 0.2ξ∗0

v linear transition zone: 0.2ξ∗0

fbb,max maximal bone focal balance: 1.0 1.2 – 1.5

fbb,min minimal bone focal balance: 1.0 0.8 – 0.5

ϕ accommodation velocity parameter: 0.002 days−1 0.0 – 0.000001 – 0.02

c strain activation curve parameter: ξ∗0 0.000001ξ∗0 – 0.1ξ∗0 – 10.ξ∗0 – 1000000.ξ∗0

a damage activation exponent: 10 0 – 50

k relates microcrack density and

elastic modulus reduction: 0.00034

fbio biological frequency factor: 0.03 0.001 – 0.5 – 0.01 – 0.05 – 0.1 – 0.2

d0 initial damage 0.0

mineralization:

αini initial ash fraction: 0.6

α0 minimal ash fraction: 0.45

αmax maximal ash fraction: 0.7

κ secondary mineralization period: 6 years 1 – 9 – 16

time spans and BMU-geometry :

TR resorption period: 60 days

TI reversal period: 56 days

TF formation period: 175 days

σL BMU lifespan: 100 days

do osteonal diameter: 0.076 mm

dH Haversian diameter: 0.0145 mm

de erosion depth: 0.0491 mm

dBMU BMU width: 0.152 mm

vBMU BMU rate: 0.01 mm/day

Table 1 Values assigned to the different parameters of the model. Nominal values

refer to the parameters chosen for the femur model.
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state variables:

vb bone volume fraction d continuum damage variable

ᾱ averaged ash fraction ξ∗ reference stimulus

ṄBMU BMU density

intermediate variables :

ε̄ strain measure d̃ auxiliary damage variable

ξ applied stimulus for origination frequency

Sv available tissue surface s norm. signal level

v̇R change due to resorption v̇F change due to formation

Table 2 Variables that control the model and are updated at each time step.

Note that ṄBMU is stored with its history.

3.1.1 Influence of elastic modulus degradation

As we have presented in the Introduction section, this model is able to

predict both bone remodelling and stress fractures. Next we show a simple

example in which we study the significance of considering the degradation of

elastic modulus when microdamage is produced (d > 0) (see equation (8)).

If we apply a high constant stress level of 34 MPa on cortical bone with

an initial density of 2.05 g/cm3 we can observe how the model response is

completely different depending on the consideration or not of elastic mod-

ulus deterioration (see Figure 7). In fact, the consideration of the elastic

modulus reduction allows us to predict the appearance of a stress fracture.

It is a direct consequence of bone remodelling repairs bone slower than dam-

age increases. On the contrary, in the case of not considering the effect of
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microdamage on the elastic modulus, the model predicts that bone is able

to repair itself and no fracture is predicted.

Therefore, we show in this work with this simple example, that the

addition of this hypothesis is very important for studying and understanding

the combining process of growth and repair of microdamage.

3.1.2 Influence of the strain level

In figure 8, the evolution of the bone volume fraction is presented for

different initial densities (2.05, 1.0 and 0.5 g/cm3) under constant strain cor-

responding to states of different strain level: equilibrium (ξ = ξ∗0), overload

(ξ = 2ξ∗0), high overload (ξ = 7ξ∗0) and disuse (ξ = 0). A fixed number of

cycles per day (10,000 cycles/day) has been applied in all the cases. For cor-

tical bone (initial density of 2.05 g/cm3) the model responds with a slight

increase in the bone volume fraction for overload, with a small decrease

in the case of high overload due to the microdamage accumulation and a

higher reduction in case of disuse. For cancellous bone (initial density of

1.0 or 0.5 g/cm3) a slight increase in bone volume fraction is also produced

under overload and high overload. This increase is higher for greater loads.

In the case of disuse, bone volume fraction decreases. In all the situations

analyzed, a stable equilibrium situation is achieved. Since the applied strain

was held constant —and therefore the applied stimulus–, convergence was

attained when the reference stimulus ξ∗ becomes (cf. equation (15)) close

enough to the applied stimulus, i.e., |ξ− ξ∗| < w, being w the half-width of

the dead zone. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the remodelling increments
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Figure 7 Influence of the consideration or not of the elastic modulus degradation

in function of the damage level: (a) Evolution of the bone volume fraction for

cortical bone (ρ0 = 2.05g/cm3 under a high overload of constant stress of 34

MPa. (b) Evolution of damage level under the same loading conditions.
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∆vF and ∆vR due to formation and resorption, respectively. In equilibrium,

these values evidently coincide to a constant non-zero value.

As it has been previously remarked, microdamage accumulation is pro-

duced under high overload causing bone resorption, especially in cortical

bone. In Figure 9(a) we can observe how damage accumulation is clearly

non-linear with respect to the number of cycles, since damage is continu-

ously being repaired. On the contrary, in trabecular bone, damage is very

low therefore remodelling is basically not activated (see Figure 9(b)) and

damage remains practically unrepaired.

3.1.3 Effect of parameter c that controls the influence of mechanical stimulus

ξ on the inhibitory signal s

The model proposed in this work clearly depends on the load history

that bone tissue has experienced, by means of ξ (see equation (13)). In

fact, the inhibitory signal s is the variable that actually controls the bone

adaptative response and this variable is mainly determined by the load

history through ξ and the damage level d (see equation (33)). But, at the

same time, the influences of these variables is modulated through parameters

c and a respectively.

In this section we have analyzed the influence of parameter c in the final

bone response, fixing the initial apparent density (ρ0 = 2.05 g/cm3) and

initial damage (d0 = 0.0) under two different loading conditions: disuse and

high overloading under constant strain. We have performed a parametric

analysis, using different values of c (0.000001-0.1-1.-10.-1000000. ξ∗0). From
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Figure 8 (a) Evolution of the bone volume fraction for different initial densities,

ρ0 = 2.05, 1.0, and 0.5 g/cm3 (all with reference to an initial ash fraction of 0.6),

and for states of equilibrium ξ = ξ∗0 , overload ξ = 2ξ∗0 , high overload ξ = 7ξ∗0 and

disuse ξ = 0. (b) Evolution of the remodelling increments ∆vR and ∆vF for an

initial density of 1.0 g/cm3.
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Figure 9 Microdamage accumulation under high overload in bones with different

initial densities: (a)ρ0 = 2.05 and (b)ρ0 = 1.0 g/cm3.

Figure 10(a) we can conclude that under disuse, a high value of this param-

eter c delays bone resorption, whereas for increasing c the resorbed bone

volume fraction becomes lower. For strong overloading we observe that, ex-

cept for a non-physiological and unusually high values of c, bone resorption
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is always obtained (Figure 10(b)). For c > 1 we get maximum bone resorp-

tion, while for c < 1 bone resorption becomes higher for lower values of c.

Moreover, for very low values of c, initial bone formation is never produced.

3.1.4 Impact of parameter a that controls the influence of damage level in

the inhibitory signal s

The stimulus that controls bone response is dependent through (33)

on both the load history and the damage level. How damage influences the

disruption to the osteocytes of the inhibitory transmitted signal is currently

one of the most active research fields in this area [63,64,57,65]. In this work,

the parameter that controls the influence of damage in this disruption is a,

so, we have analyzed in Figure 11 the influence of this parameter in cortical

bone (ρ0 = 2.05g/cm3) under high constant strain overload (ξ = 7ξ∗0). For

high a values a small damage level is able to activate remodelling, causing

resorption and an appropriate damage repairing. Lower a values reduce bone

resorption and consequently damage repairing. Indeed, in the particular case

of a = 0.0, damage does not activate remodelling, so damage repairing would

be much slower.

3.1.5 Influence of the number of loading cycles

The number of loading cycles applied have also a strong influence on

the transmitted signal s, through the mechanical stimulus and damage. We

have checked the influence of the number of cycles on the damage evolution

and consequently on the bone response, keeping constant the mechanical
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stimulus (strain) ε = 7ξ∗0
N1/m = 7ξ∗0

100001/4 = 0.7ξ∗0 . In Figure 12 we see that

a greater number of cycles implies higher damage accumulation and conse-

quently higher bone resorption, as expected.

3.1.6 Influence of the rate of the equilibrium stimulus adaptation

Two different rates of accommodation have been studied defined by the

parameter ϕ in (15) (0.0 and 0.002 days−1) under disuse conditions and

with different focal bone balance parameters (fbb,max = 1.0 and fbb,min =

{1.0; 0.8; 0.5}) (see Figure 13). From these figures we can clearly see how

in the case of neutral focal bone balance (fbb,max = fbb,min = 1.0) the

influence of the rate of accommodation of the equilibrium stimulus is null,

which occurs usually for normal adult bone. This fact could justify why

most models that try to simulate bone remodelling of adult bone do not

take account the equilibrium stimulus adaptation. However, in the case of

growing or old bone, where positive and negative focal bone balance may

occur, respectively, the effect of equilibrium stimulus is very important, as

already was suggested by Turner [48]. Actually, in the case of disuse with

null rate of accommodation (ξ∗ = ξ∗0) and non-neutral focal bone balance,

the asymptotic bone resorption response is reached very slowly as we can

see in Figure 13(b). Obviously, the tendency of adaptation is preserved in

all cases, whereas it remains a question of time when the dead zone is

reached getting remodelling equilibrium. Since there are no experimental

results available on cell accommodation, a reasonable value can be chosen

by relating the time of convergence of the bone volume fraction with clinical
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or experimental results. For example, Jaworski and Uhthoff [56] analyzed

the effect of long-term immobilization in young dogs, achieving bone volume

equilibrium at 480 days, while Li et al [54] determined this equilibrium for

rats at about 210 days. From Figures 13 and 14 we can conclude that for

constant equilibrium stimulus, it is impossible to achieve an asymptotic

bone resorption, such as obtained in the experimental works, previously

mentioned. On the contrary, when this parameter increases the equilibrium

situation is achieved before, reducing the amount of bone loss in disuse (see

Figure 14). From these results, we can conclude that the rate of equilibrium

stimulus adaptation is the parameter with stronger influence in the time that

bone needs to achieve the equilibrium state, and that focal bone balance is

less important when equilibrium stimulus is not kept constant.

3.1.7 Effect of the origination frequency factor fbio

Other important parameter is the origination frequency fbio (recall equa-

tion (32)). It controls the amount of change in bone volume as shown

in figure 15, where it has been varied between a very low and an unrea-

sonably large value of 0.2, which causes an oscillatory behaviour in the

bone response under disuse. Hernandez [25] assumed a constant value of

0.0039 BMUs/mm2/day independent of the mechanical stimulus. Frost [66]

measured the activation rate in young people, getting a value of about

0.055 BMUs/mm2/day; for ages 30-39 was about 0.006 BMUs/mm2/day

and for 70-89 0.003 BMUs/mm2/day. In this work, we have assumed

fbio = 0.03BMUs/mm2/day, which corresponds to the maximum origi-
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nation frequency that would be activated in complete disuse (ξ = 0.) or

equivalently full damage (d = 1.). Realistic values of this parameter are not

available and present a great variability depending on the age, sex, etc., and

therefore, an adjustment of the global behaviour of the model with known

clinical or experimental data has still to be performed.

We have analyzed the influence of this factor on the cortical bone under

a high constant stress overload of 30 MPa. The results obtained are shown

in Figure 16. There, we can observe that for a higher origination biological

factor, bone resorption and damage accumulation are lower. However, for

very high values of fbio (i.e. fbio = 0.1 in Figure 16) bone resorption reduces

the mechanical properties, which increases strain and accelerate damage ac-

cumulation. This fact actually occurs when a high overload is applied to old

cortical bone, with an important accumulated microdamage; this may ac-

celerate the progression of damage causing bone fracture. The results shown

here can help to explain why old bone usually presents a low origination

biological factor [66].

3.1.8 Impact of the secondary mineralization period

In order to fully analyze the effect of the secondary mineralization pe-

riod, we have studied the case of cortical bone under a high constant stress

stimulus. We have defined this period as the interval between the end of

the primary mineralization (ᾱ = 0.6) and the point at which the mineral

content reaches 95% of the theoretical maximum value, that has been consid-

ered here as 0.7. Under these assumptions, we have analyzed the influence of
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different secondary mineralization periods (16, 9, 6 and 1 years) on the bone

volume fraction evolution and damage accumulation in cortical bone under

a high stress level. We have applied a constant stress of 30 MPa and consid-

ered initial conditions of bone volume fraction (vb = 0.938 or equivalently

ρ = 2.05 g/cm3), mineralization (α = 0.6) and damage (d = 0.0). Under

these conditions, we observe in Figure 17 that a reduction of the secondary

mineralization period decreases the bone resorption caused by microdam-

age accumulation. We can also observe in Figure 17(b) that small periods of

secondary mineralization reduce the damage accumulation in cortical bone

under high overload. Only in the case of a secondary mineralization period

of 16 years, damage accumulation is higher than reparation leading to bone

fracture.

3.1.9 Differences between tension and compression

All cases here analyzed have been under tension. Although we have as-

sumed that bone response is independent of the signal of the strain or stress,

we have considered that damage accumulation is different under tension and

compression as commented in 2.3.2. In order to study this influence we have

applied a constant overload of 34 MPa (both in tension and compression)

in cortical bone (ρ = 2.05g/cm3). We can see in Figure 18 how damage

under compression grows slower than in tension, producing less bone re-

sorption. Indeed, in this particular example, tension causes failure, whereas

compression does not.
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THR-prosthesis

FE models of the proximal femur have been used extensively in the context

of computer simulations of bone remodelling. Several authors [4,3,15,8,11]

employed a 2D model with load cases associated to the forces in the gait

cycle. Their algorithm provided realistic results after 300 days, starting

from a uniform density distribution. Nevertheless, these kinds of models

are phenomenological or purely mechanics, being unable to predict the real

rate of remodellig. The same type of model has been applied to simulate the

structural changes after a total hip replacement (THR) with a prosthesis

of the Exeter type by Doblaré and Garćıa [12]. Although the problem of

atrophy in the cortex and the thereby caused reduction in lifetime of the

prosthetic device could be predicted, excessive bone resorption appeared in

a longer simulation.

The bone remodelling model presented in this paper has been imple-

mented in the user-defined material behavior subroutine (UMAT) in a com-

mercial FE-code ABAQUS 6.3.1 (HKS, Pawtucket, RI). We have used it

to accomplish an identical simulation to the one discussed previously (see

Figure 19)REVISAR. It always resulted in a convergent numerical outcome,

but at least our model did not sufficiently approximate the real density dis-

tribution. We think that this was caused by the unrealistic characteristics of

this simulation. Our computational model simulates bone adaptation from

a physiologic and not phenomenological point of view, considering biolog-

ical and mechanical influences, so it is biologically impossible to predict
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the actual internal bone structure starting from a realistic geometry and

a non-real uniform distribution. Actually, the real internal (and external)

structure of the femur or any other bone is not only a product of mechanical

adaptation, but is definitely a result of the combination of skeletal growth

with the impact of mechanical, genetic and metabolic factors as well as bone

remodelling and modelling. Therefore, simply taking the external shape of

a femur with a uniform density distribution cannot lead only by bone re-

modelling to the real structure. To take this into account, we have solved

the same problem but starting from an initial apparent density distribution

close to the real one, and checked if our model is able to predict from this

distribution an equilibrium state.

We initially used the Stanford model developed by Carter et al. [15,45]

for the first 300 days in order to predict a reasonable internal structure.

Next, we continued the simulation, but using the model presented here. We

can see in Figure 20 the final bone density distribution with both models,

showing that differences are practically undistinguishable.

In the next analysis, after implantation of the Exeter prosthesis (figure

21, top) two different simulations were run for different birthrate factors

fbio = 0.03, and 0.05 (see Figure 22 and 23 respectively). In both cases a

loss in the upper cortex is clearly observed, being this more pronounced

for the bigger value of fbio as expected. This bone loss decreases from the

proximal to the distal areas.
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The amount and location of bone losses are in good correspondence with

clinical results [67]. As shown in figure 24, the mean bone loss observed in

various patients after a THR in the lateral and medial cortex is about 20%

depending on the site of measurement. Moreover, we found in the numerical

simulation minor changes in the bone mass after the second year of the THR

, which is very similar to that obtained in clinical observations [68].

In order to check the convergence, we have defined the parameter

e =

∫
V
|∆vb|dV∫
V

dV
, (35)

which represents the averaged change in bone volume fraction for each time

increment ∆t. In figure 25 the value of this parameter is depicted for 1000

days simulations, for the intact femur (with initial density distribution ob-

tained by means of the isotropic Stanford theory) and the THR situation.

In the latter case, the parameter fbio has been varied in order to estimate its

impact on the convergence rate and the final outcome as explained below.

After an initial peak, in both cases the convergence parameter tends to a

very small value (less than 1×10−6 in the first and less than 1×10−5 in the

second case). A very stable behaviour is achieved without any oscillation.

As the convergence curve in figure 25 indicates, the structural changes in

1000 days simulation are hardly observable.
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4 Discussion

We have investigated the dynamics of a new damage-repair bone remod-

elling model, that is able to predict both bone adaptation and stress frac-

tures. It combines concepts from mechanobiological models [23,24,25,26,69]

with others related to the prediction of the mechanical failure of dead bone

in laboratory experiments [31,33,50,34]. Most of the available mechanobio-

logical models are based on bone adaptation to the mechanical environment,

but do not take into account that actual damage can accumulate faster than

remodelling can repair it, producing a stress fracture.

Actually, Huiskes et al. [23] proposed a model that includes a separate

description of osteoclastic resorption and osteoblastic formation governed

by mechanical factors. A biological osteocyte mechanosensory system was

employed as the basis of their mechanobiological bone remodelling model.

They obtained reasonable results that allow to explain the effects of me-

chanical load on bone trabecular structure.

Hazelwood et al. [24] developed a model of mechanical adaptation with

metabolic items. In it, BMUs are activated in response to either disuse or

microdamage. Although this model supposed an important advance in un-

derstanding bone remodelling, it contains some limitations. For instance, it

does not consider the three-dimensional geometry of the BMU (only a 2D

approximation was used). Moreover, the process of mineral accumulation in

newly osteoid bone, which plays an important role in bone remodelling as

many authors have pointed out [29], was not taken into account. Addition-
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ally, the influence of the damage level on the macroscopic stiffness was also

neglected, which itself alters the mechanical local stimulus and, therefore,

influences the remodelling process. Apart from these theoretical items, the

model was only applied to simulate the porosity increase in cortical bone.

Hernandez, Beaupré and Carter [25,26,69] proposed a computational

model of bone remodelling that considers the complete activity of BMUs

from a three-dimensional point of view and accounts for changes in the

degree of mineralization of bone tissue. Measurements taken from histo-

morphometric studies of human bone were used to represent the rate of

appearance, shape, rate of progression and lifespan of BMUs as well as the

time periods during which bone is resorbed and formed at each individual

remodelling site. Although this model also implied a significant advance in

the comprehension and simulation of the remodelling process, it is certainly

restricted. The theoretical formulation of this model considers a mechanical

stimulus [25,26] which was not employed in the numerical analyses. Fur-

thermore, the impact of cumulative microdamage was neglected despite its

significance [6,24,58,39,57].

The only theoretical model that tries to simulate the growth and repair of

microdamage in bone has been developed by Taylor and Lee [27]. However,

their model requires a significant amount of computer power since they

follow the growth of each crack individually. In fact, it does not allow to

simulate the bone adaptation process in an entire bone. Moreover, they do
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not take into account bone resorption by disuse, which is one of the most

significative features of bone adaptation [55,56,53].

The model proposed in this work is an extension of the previously cited.

It takes into account both biological (BMUs activiy) and mechanical (mi-

crodamage accumulation and mechanical properties degradation) influences.

The main assumption that we propose is that bone adaptive response (by

means of BMUs activity) is activated by disuse or removal of actual micro-

damage.

Nowadays, there are many algorithms that have been formulated to

mimic the adaptive property of bone. Actually, John Currey [70] indicated

that a computational model should be testable to check if its predictions

are at least as good as those of other models. In this sense, we consider

the model here proposed improves previous one, because it is an extension

that incorporates most of the relevant effects in bone remodelling. Bone

resorption due to low load, bone formation due to high load, bone loss for

high loads reducing microdamage. Stress fracture for high loads that induce

microdamage to grow faster than repair has been also considered, as well

as the influence of mineralization. Bone is always remodelling even if equi-

librium is achieved (and thus, is never hypermineralized). In addition more

specific conclusions have been obtained from this work:

– Loss of material stiffness has to be included in this kind of models, be-

cause it can cause a stress/strain redistribution, being crucial in the
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prediction of fatigue fractures.

– High overload in cortical bone causes more bone resorption than in tra-

becular bone.

– If damage did not activate remodelling, damage repair would be much

slower.

– Increasing the number of cycles causes more damage and consequently

more bone resorption.

– If the focal bone balance is neutral, then the rate of the equilibrium

stimulus adaptation has small influences on the final bone response.

– If the rate of the equilibrium stimulus adaptation is null, the focal bone

balance has important consequences. When the equilibrium stimulus is

adaptive the influence of the focal bone balance is reduced depending

on the rate that this stimulus accommodates.

– A higher origination frequency factor (fbio, biological factor) helps to

repair quicker damage, resorbing bone faster. But if this value is very

high or initial damage level is very high it can accelerate the appearance
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of a bone fracture.

– Short secondary mineralization periods accelerate the process of damage

repair and therefore prevents the appearance of stress fractures.

– Damage accumulation in tension and compression are different, produc-

ing therefore a different bone response.

– From the second year after THA we found minor losses in bone mass,

which is very similar to clinical studies [68].

Nevertheless, this model also presents some simplifications and limita-

tions that have to be discussed with respect to the conclusions obtained.

First, we have considered a different bone response under tension and com-

pression as consequence of well-known differences between damage accumu-

lation in tension and compression [34], but we have not taken into account

this effect in the mechanical stimulus ξ that controls the bone response,

which could exist. This model has been applied to simulate bone adapta-

tion in the interior of bone tissue, however, in the case of cortical bone, most

of the process is produced by periosteal or endosteal remodelling, effect that

has not been considered in this work. It is also well-known that cortical and

trabecular bone are anisotropic [39,71]. Here, as a first step, we have con-

sidered an isotropic spatial distribution of pores, bone mineralization and
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damage. Furthermore, anisotropy in each type of bone is induced by differ-

ent effects. In cortical bone, porosity is very low and anisotropy is mainly

controlled by the lamellar and osteonal orientations. On the contrary, in

trabecular bone, porosity is higher and anisotropy is mainly determined by

the trabecular orientation. In a future work anisotropy should be included

considering both effects.

The mechanism that activates remodelling, that is BMU origination, is

not fully clear yet. The point in which different authors agree is that osteo-

cytes are the best candidates to detect changes in strain and microdamage.

They would transmit a biochemical, electrical or any other type of signal to

the lining cells [72], inhibitory [62] or not [72]. Although we have assumed

here that this signal is inhibitory, it would not be an important problem to

modify it in our model, making it non-inhibitory. However, it is even more

important to know how this signal is induced by strain and microdamage.

Indeed, we have assumed that both effects control it by a mechanism de-

fined by the expression (33). This assumption, although able to predict a

number of important phenomena, as has been pointed out, needs additional

research.

Although this model includes many parameters, all can be experimen-

tally measured and have been obtained from available literature. Neverthe-

less, we have also to take into account that their value may be also influenced

by factors such as age, sex, growth factors [73] and different clinical treat-

ments (parathyroid hormone [74], biphosphonates [75,76,77]). For example,
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it is known that bone remodelling increases under sex steroid deficiency,

causing the birth of new BMUs or the prolongation of the life span of the

already existing [78]. All these features can be simply analyzed by appro-

priately modifying the value of the associated parameters. In fact, similar

models have been used to study the influence of an alendronate treatment,

uniquely modifying the secondary mineralization period [29].

In conclusion, the theoretical bone remodelling model presented here

implies, in our opinion, an advance in the understanding of the adapta-

tion of bone tissue under different biological and mechanical conditions. In

the future, it could be used with clinical purposes for applications such as

programming the personalized best activities to increase bone mass with-

out risk of fracture, the reduction of the long-term risk of stress fracture

in some specific activities, the evolution of bone quality after orthopaedic

treatments, the evolution and treatment of osteoporosis, etc.
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Figure 10 Influence of the parameter c that defines the activation curve as a

function of the stimulus ξ and the damage level d, under two different loading

conditions: disuse (a) and high overload (b)
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Figure 11 Bone volume fraction (a) and damage (b) evolution in cortical

bone ρ0 = 2.05 g/cm3 under high overload (ξ = 7ξ∗0) for different values of

a = {0.0; 10.0; 50.0}.
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Figure 12 Bone volume fraction (a) and damage (b) evolution in cortical bone

ρ0 = 2.05 g/cm3 under high overload (ε =
7ξ∗0

N1/m =
7ξ∗0

100001/4 = 0.7ξ∗0) applying

this stimulus during a different number of cycles 5000, 10000 and 20000.
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Figure 13 Bone volume fraction evolution under disuse for different ratios of fo-

cal bone balance fbb,min = {1.0; 0.8; 0.5} and two rates of the equilibrium stimulus

ϕ: (a) 0.002 and (b) 0.0 days−1
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Figure 14 Bone volume fraction evolution for different velocities of accommo-

dation ϕ in disuse.

Figure 15 Influence of the origination biological factor fbio in cortical bone loss

in disuse.
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Figure 16 Bone volume fraction (a) and damage (b) evolution in cortical bone

ρ0 = 2.05 g/cm3 under a constant tension stress of 30 MPa for different origi-

nation biological factors.
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Figure 17 Influence of the secondary mineralization period in cortical bone under

high overload (constant stress level of 30 MPa). (a) Bone volume fraction evolution

and (b) damage accumulation.
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Figure 18 Influence of tension and compression stresses (constant level of 34

MPa) (a) bone volume fraction evolution and (b) damage accumulation.
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Figure 19 FE mesh of the intact femur, and of an additional side plate with

different thickness (1, 3 and 6 mm) to connect the cortical layers of the diaphysis

(see [8,45]).
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Figure 20 Bone volume fraction distribution using: (a) the Stanford’s model [15,

45] and (b) the model proposed in this work.
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Figure 21 FE mesh of the prosthesis after implantation in the femur.
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Figure 22 Bone volume fraction distribution in the femur for a birthrate factor

of fbio = 0.03 after: (a) 330, (b) 660 and (c) 990 days of implantation.
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Figure 23 Bone volume fraction distribution in the femur for a birthrate factor

of fbio = 0.05 after: (a) 330, (b) 660 and (c) 990 days of implantation.

Figure 24 Changes in bone area (A) and density (B) due to a THR (taken with

permission from [67]).
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Figure 25 Convergence parameter as introduced in equation (35) for the intact

femur (left), where the method was applied on the initial internal structure pre-

dicted by the Stanford algorithm, and for a THR with the EXETER prosthesis

for various fbio.
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Abstract

The main purpose of this work is to present a continuum formulation to model
growth, differentiation and damage, valid for both hard and soft tissues. The govern-
ing equations follow the classical theory of multiphasic continuous media, including
the influence of extracellular matrix composition and cellular populations. Finally,
this general framework is simplified and particularized to numerically simulate two
important biological processes, such as, bone remodelling and bone fracture heal-
ing. These two simplified formulations have been implemented into a finite element
context that allowed us to predict the evolution of the main factors involved in such
biological processes as growth, cellular proliferation, migration, differentiation or
death, and tissue pattern formation.

Key words: Tissue growth, tissue differentiation, mechanobiological processes,
bone fracture healing, bone remodelling

1 Introduction

It is well-known that tissue structure develops by a complex interaction be-
tween cells and surrounding controlled by genetic instructions. The theoretical
analysis of combined genetic and epigenetic development of living tissues (evo-
devo models [1]) has been an important topic of research during the last years
[2,3]. One of the main factors that influences on this process is the mechanical
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environment, and thus, structural tissues are optimized in terms of their spe-
cific mechanical function [2]. This has motivated the appearance in the last
years of many numerical models in order to better understand the interaction
between mechanical and biological processes in developmental biology [2,4].
Normally, these processes are classified according to their specific target into:
remodelling, growth, differentiation, damage or healing models.

Remodelling describes the adaptive process by which the tissue modifies op-
timally its microstructure and hence its mechanical properties according to
the mechanical environment that it supports. One of the most accepted hy-
potheses is that remodelling is activated with the goal of repairing the internal
microdamage produced as a consequence of tissue function. An in depth re-
view on this topic is presented in section 3.1. Other extensive reviews may be
found in [5,6,7].

Growth involves in hard and soft tissues the addition or loss of mass, shaping
the organs and adjusting their final dimensions. Hard tissues, such as bone,
undergo only small deformations and growth is the result of surface mass
apposition. On the contrary, soft tissues such as blood vessels or ligaments ex-
perience large deformations and suffer volumetric growth that leads to internal
residual stresses. The kinematics of growth was firstly described mathemat-
ically by Skalak et al. in their milestone work [8]. Growth and deformation
were there formulated as a sequence of two mappings: one representing load-
free growth and the other the deformation due to the actual forces acting on
the tissue. An extensive review of the most significant work in this field may
be found in [9,10,2].

Tissue differentiation describes the differentiation to the various cell types
from a non-specialized cell source [2,4]. An extensive revision of the works
that have been focused on modelling this biological process is commented in
section 4.1.

Partial or total tissue damage is quite common. It can be caused by the sudden
appearance of an overload that exceeds tissue strength, or by cyclic loads that
gradually accumulate damage at a rate that cannot be repaired by tissue
remodelling. After global tissue disruption healing is activated, with many
cellular events involved [11,12]. Healing is one of the most complete biological
events, usually implying the appearance of tissue differentiation, growth and
remodelling at the same time in a combined way. Not many numerical models
have been developed to study these events, most of them only focused on
particular aspects as growth or differentiation. Nevertheless, a full revision is
later performed in section 4.1.

Although, as expressed above, most models have been focused on modelling
specific biological processes, these events do not occur separately, but simul-
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taneously. Therefore, their combined analysis requires to formulate more gen-
eral models. Several works with strong theoretical fundamentals have been
recently developed in this field. For example, Lubarda and Hoger [13] pro-
posed a formulation of the mechanics of solids with a growing mass, into the
global framework of finite deformation continuum thermodynamics. Kuhl and
Steinmann presented a theoretical and numerical model for open system ther-
modynamics with application to hard tissues [14] and healing [15]. Garikipati
et al [16] proposed a complete formulation for mass transport and multiphasic
mechanics in living tissues including growth.

These models incorporating tissue growth, differentiation, damage and remod-
elling should therefore be coupled in order to have more general mathematical
models for simulation of living tissues.

In these formulations tissues are described from a macroscopic point of view
as a continuum mixture of cells and different types of extracellular matrices
(ECMs) composed by fluid and several solid aggregates [2]. These ECMs are
produced by the cells and secreted into the surrounding medium. They give
structural support to the tissues and provide cells with nutrients and signals
including deformation and flow-induced stresses. The interaction between the
ECM and cell populations influences the dynamics of ECM accumulation and
cell biological processes (proliferation, migration or differentiation) [17] [18]
[19].

Some models have been developed that partially take into account these ef-
fects. Oster et al. [17] proposed a theoretical model in which mechanical in-
teractions between cells and extracellular matrix determined growth patterns.
Manoussaki [18] developed a numerical model to simulate the basic features
of two mechanisms of blood vessel formation (angiogenesis and vasculogene-
sis), showing that mechanical interaction between endothelial cells and ECM
is necessary to predict realistic results. In a similar way, Namy et al [19]
presented a computer model in which mechanical interactions of endothelial
cells with extracellular matrix influence both active cell migration and cellular
traction forces. They were able to reproduce several features of the tubuloge-
nesis morphogenetic process in vitro. More recently Ramtani [20] developed a
theoretical model to simulate wound healing, proposing that the wound con-
traction mechanism is not exclusively due to cell-ECM interaction forces but
rather to both ECM-cell and cell-cell interactions.

In this work, we propose a more general continuum formulation for tissue
growth, differentiation and damage, controlled by the mechanical environment
and that includes the biological processes associated to each specialized cell
population. We consider as independent variables those associated to: extra-
cellular matrix (volumetric fractions, damage degree, intrinsic density), cells
(population densities) and growth kinematics. We establish all the typical
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governing equations in the context of continuum mixture theory (continuity,
momentum principles, energy balance considerations and entropy inequality),
coupling mechanics, mass transport and cell dynamics. Finally, two applica-
tions including their numerical implementation and some examples are pre-
sented: bone remodelling and bone fracture healing. We will show that the
general formulation presented in this work can be used to formulate and sim-
ulate these two biological process.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 treats the fundamental balance
equations for mass and cells and the kinematics of growth. In section 3 we
particularize this general formulation to the bone remodelling process, whereas
in section 4 we apply it to the healing course of a fracture. In each of these
two cases we comment a numerical example and include additional references.
Finally, a discussion and some concluding remarks are included in the last
section 5.

2 Global framework

We consider each tissue composed of N species (different tissue components
and fluid) andM types of cells (normally each of them is related to one specie).
We identify one of the species as the reference kinematics, while the rest are
allowed to move relatively with respect to it.

We define the concentration (apparent density) of each specie ρi0 as mass
of such specie at current time per unit total volume in the initial reference
configuration Ω0. This variable can also be expressed as ρi0 = ρi0(V

i
m−hi0), being

ρi0 the real tissue density, V i
m the volume fraction of specie i with respect to the

initial volume and hi0 a scalar variable that quantifies the volume fraction of
microcracks per unit total volume in the initial configuration within the specie
i, both at current time. In the same way, we define the cellular concentration
of each cell type j in Ω0 as cj0.

We can also express the different variables in the current configuration Ωt.
Here, the concentrations of the species would be denoted by ρi and the cellular
concentrations by ci. The previous volume fractions in the reference and in
the current states are related through the expression:

Jvim = V i
m (1)

Jhi = hi0 (2)

where J = det(F), being F the deformation gradient associated to the ref-
erence volume with respect to which the different species diffuse and hi the
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microcrack volume fraction in specie i in the current configuration. Moreover,
summing over all the species it is clear that

∑
i

V i
m = 1 (3)

J
∑
i

vim =
∑
i

V i
m = 1 (4)

h0 =
∑
i

hi0 (5)

Jh = J
∑
i

hi = h0 (6)

with h0 the total volume fraction of microcracks with respect to the initial total
volume and h the one corresponding to the current volume 1 . In a similar way,
we can relate the concentrations of species and cells in the initial and current
configurations, that is, with respect to the initial and current total volumes,
as:

ρi0(X, t) = Jρi(x, t) = Jρi0(v
i
m − hi) (7)

ci0(X, t) = Jci(x, t) (8)

2.1 Balance of mass

The balance of mass in the reference configuration Ω0 is stated as:

∂ρi0
∂t

=
∂ρi0
∂t

(V i
m − hi0) + ρi0

∂V i
m

∂t
− ρi0

∂hi0
∂t

= Πi − ∇ ·Mi i = 1, ..., N (9)

and in the current configuration Ωt

dρi

dt
+ρi∇·v =

dρi

dt
(vim−hi)+ρi

dvim
dt

−ρidh
i

dt
+ρi∇·v = πi−∇·mi i = 1, ..., N

(10)

where Πi, πi are the net production of mass of the specie i per unit volume
in the reference and current configurations respectively, M i,mi the fluxes of
transported mass of specie i per unit time and unit surface in the reference
and current configurations respectively, related by the Piola transform M i =

1 Soft tissues are usually assumed to be saturated and incompressible so J=1 and
therefore

∑
i v
i
m = 1. On the contrary, hard tissues are porous and its change of

volume is mainly associated to changes in porosity due to mass apposition or re-
sorption.
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JF−1mi. Finally, d
dt

denotes the material time derivative and ρi(x(X, t), t) =
ρi0(X, t).

We have to keep in mind that biological processes are treated as open sys-
tems with respect to mass. Changes in mass can either be caused by local
formation/resorption (net mass production) or mass diffusion (flux). In fact,
an open system is allowed to exchange mass, momenta, energy and entropy
[14] with the exterior. In the particular case of assuming that new mass comes
from the losses of other species (including the fluid) we could write:

N∑
i

πi =
N∑
i

Πi

J
=

1

J

N∑
i

Πi = 0 ⇒
N∑
i

πi =
N∑
i

Πi = 0 (11)

Moreover, the fluid is usually assumed to be incompressible and with no mi-
crocracks. This implies

∂ρ̄f0
∂t

= 0 hf0 = 0 (12)

and, therefore,

ρ̄f0
∂V f

m

∂t
= Πf − ∇ · M f (13)

or

ρ̄f
dvfm
dt

+ ρf∇ · v = πf − ∇ · mf (14)

From equation (9) it becomes clear that the rate of volume fraction of each

specie ∂V i
m

∂t
is determined from the net mass production Πi, the flux of mass

Mi, the real tissue density evolution
∂ρi

0

∂t
and the rate of microcrack volume

∂hi
0

∂t
. Next, we specify the evolution of each of these variables.

2.1.1 Production of mass

We assume that the production of mass, without taking into account the
species actual density variation, is due to the activity of cells on that specie.
Thus, we propose the expression:
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Πi − ∂ρi0
∂t

(V i
m − hi0) =

M∑
j=1

cj0B
i
j ρ̄
i
0(τ = 0) (15)

where Bi
j is the net volume production of specie i by cells of j type per unit

cell and unit time, being τ = t−tpr and tpr the time at which a certain amount
of mass is newly produced. It is interesting to remark that in the case of dead
cells, production and removing of volume is null, therefore Bi

d = 0.

Equivalently, this expression can be written in the current configuration

πi − dρi

dt
(vim − hi) =

M∑
j=1,j �=i

cjβij ρ̄
i(τ = 0) (16)

Normally most growth models assume that real tissue density is kept constant
during growth and remodelling [16]. However, there are tissues whose real
density changes with time. One typical example is bone, where its extracel-
lular matrix is mineralized in a process that can last 6 months or more [21].

Therefore this evolution,
∂ρi

0

∂t
, has to be explicitly characterized to complete

the model.

2.1.2 Damage growth and removal

Fatigue microdamage contributes to degrade mechanical properties in living
tissues [22,23,24,25,26]. In fact, the microscopic measure of the density of inter-
nal microcracks h may be related to the macroscopic mechanical degradation.
In the isotropic theory of Continuum Damage Mechanics [27,28] this macro-
scopic degradation is normally quantified by means of a variable d0, known
as continuum damage variable, which is restricted to the interval [0, 1). And
thus, for any material that incorporates damage, the Helmholtz free-energy
function is usually expressed as:

Ψ = Ψ(ε, d0) = (1 − d0)Ψ0(ε) (17)

where Ψ0 is the effective strain-energy function of the hypothetical undamaged
or intact material [27,28].

In the particular case of elastic materials, damage is experimentally related to
the loss of stiffness by means of the expression

d0 = 1 − E

E0

(18)
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where E0 corresponds to a reference value of the elastic modulus associated
to the ideal undamaged material.

We should remark that this isotropic approach is the most simple. In this case
damage is assumed to be uniformly distributed in all the spatial directions.
However, damage may be distributed in preferential directions. In this case an
anisotropic approach would be necessary, which could be easily extrapolated
from the isotropic case, simply replacing the scalar d0 by a second order tensor
d0 [29]. In this paper, as a first approach, we have only focused on isotropic
damage models.

Both variables d0 and h0 are physically related, although its relationship is
yet not fully understood and depends on many factors, such as, load state,
porosity, etc. In general, this relation can be expressed as:

h0 = f(d0) (19)

Only particular correlations have been determined in bone tissue as for ex-
ample that proposed by Burr et al. [30] that obtained a linear relationship
between stiffness loss and crack effective area for intact canine femurs sub-
jected to bending.

Contrary to inert materials, in living tissues, damage can be repaired, so the
damage rate has to be expressed as a balance of damage growth and repair
for each specie i:

∂hi0
∂t

=
∂hi0
∂t

|G − ∂hi0
∂t

|R (20)

Damage increase
∂hi

0

∂t
|G is due to external mechanical loads that we consider in-

dependent of the biological processes involved. Therefore the definition of the
corresponding evolution requires to know experimentally how damage accumu-

lates with load. Damage repair
∂hi

0

∂t
|R on the contrary is induced by remodelling

or growth, being therefore clearly dependent on the biological processes devel-

oped within each specific specie by means of the evolution of ∂V i
m

∂t
. As a first

approach, we assume that damage hi0 is uniformly distributed inside a rep-
resentative macroscopic volume of the extracellular matrix and that damage
repair is produced in a random way. Thus, when matrix is removed, damage
is reduced, while when new undamaged matrix is deposited, damage is kept
constant (see Figure 1). The mathematical law is then written as:
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Figure 1. Schematic draw of how tissue remodelling repairs damage: (a) Initial
distribution of microdamage. (b) Microdamage fraction per total volume after tissue
resorption is reduced. (c) Microdamage fraction after new tissue formation remains
constant.

∂hi0
∂t

|R =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if
∂V i

m

∂t
> 0

−∂V
i
m

∂t

hi0
V i
m

if
∂V i

m

∂t
< 0

(21)

2.2 Balance of cells

In a similar way, we define the balance of cells in the reference configuration
Ω0 as

∂ci0
∂t

= Πi
c − ∇ · M i

c i = 1, ...,M (22)

and in the current configuration Ωt

dci

dt
+ ci∇ · v = πic − ∇ · mi

c i = 1, ...,M (23)

where, ci = ci0J
−1 is the cell concentration of each cell type i (number of cells

per unit volume) in the current configuration, πic = Πi
cJ

−1 the net production
of cells per unit volume and time in the current configuration, and finally,
mi

c = J−1Mi
cF

T is the cell flux of type i per unit time and surface in the
current configuration.

In this case, condition
∑M
i πic =

∑M
i Πi

c = 0 is never imposed, since cells can
proliferate as consequence of mitosis. We consider therefore the system always
open with respect to cells. We have to remark that cell death is here considered
as differentiation to a specific type of cell, so

M∑
i

Πi
c =

M∑
i

Πi
cproliferation

(24)
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The net production of cells of type i can have different origins: proliferation,
differentiation from different cells to this kind of cell or differentiation of this
type of cell to other types (including dead cells). Thus, we can express the
production of cells as:

Πi
c = Πi

cproliferation
+

M∑
j=1,j �=i

cj0A
i
j −

M∑
j=1,j �=i

ci0A
j
i (25)

Πi
c = Πi

cproliferation
+ ci0

M∑
j=1,j �=i

(
cj0
ci0
Aij −Aji ) = ci0[A

i
pr +

M∑
j=1,j �=i

(
cj0
ci0
Aij −Aji )] (26)

where Πi
cproliferation

is the production of cells of type i due to mitosis (pro-

liferation) per unit time and volume in the initial configuration, Aipr is the
same variable but per unit cell instead of per unit volume, and Aij is the gen-
eration of cells of type i due to differentiation of type j per unit cell j and
per unit time. All these factors Aipr, A

i
j are dependent on the mechanical and

biochemical environments. From the previous equation we conclude that:

M∑
i=1

Πi
c =

M∑
i=1

ci0A
i
pr (27)

and

M∑
i=1

ci
M∑

j=1,j �=i
(
cj0
ci0
Aij − Aji ) = 0 (28)

Adpr = 0 (29)

Aid = 0 ∀i (30)

2.2.1 Balance of linear momentum

We shall distinguish between the balance of linear momentum for species and
for cells.

Let us start with the balance associated to each specie i in the reference
configuration, Ω0. The tissue is subjected to surface tractions, T , such as,
T =

∑
i P

iN on ∂Ω0, where P i is the partial first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
corresponding to specie i, and body forces per unit mass, g. We assume that
all the species deform at each point with a common deformation gradient F .
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The mass fluxes, M i, and mass sources, Πi, also contribute to the balance of
linear momentum. It is now convenient to define the material velocity of specie
i relative to the reference phase as V i = FMi

ρi
0

. As fluxes are defined relative

to the reference phase, which does not diffuse, the total material velocity for
each specie is V + V i, being V the material velocity of the reference phase.

Taking into account all these considerations the balance of linear momentum
of each specie i, written in integral form over Ω0, becomes:

d

dt

∫
Ω0

ρi0(V + Vi)dV =
∫
Ω0

ρi0gdV +
∫
Ω0

ρi0L
idV +

+
∫
Ω0

Πi(V + Vi)dV +
∫
∂Ω0

PiNdA−

−
∫
∂Ω0

(V + Vi)Mi ·NdA (31)

where Li is the force per unit mass exerted upon i by all the other species and
cells present in the tissue.

Next, we write the balance of linear momentum in the reference configura-
tion, Ω0, for the cell population j. In this case, we consider the mass of cells
negligible, in comparison with the mass associated to the tissue. Therefore

0 =
∫
Ω0

cj0L
j
cdV +

∫
∂Ω0

Pj
cNdA (32)

where Lj
c is the force per unit cell exerted upon the cells j by the other species

and cells present in the tissue and P j
c is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor

corresponding to the cell population j.

In the case of a closed system with respect to mass, summing over all species
and cells, and taking into account that the change of momentum of the whole
system is only affected by external agents, we can write

∑
i

∫
Ω0

(ρi0L
i + Πi(V + Vi))dV +

∑
j

∫
Ω0

cj0L
j
cdV = 0 (33)

Taking into account the relation (11) for closed systems with respect to mass,
we can obtain

∑
i

(ρi0L
i + ΠiVi) +

∑
j

cj0L
j
c = 0 (34)

Operating and localizing (31)(32) it is easy to obtain the differential version of
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the balance of linear momentum in the reference configuration for each specie
i and cell population j:

ρi0
∂(V + V i)

∂t
= ρi0(g + Li) + ∇ · P i − [∇ · (V + V i)] · M i (35)

0 = cj0L
j
c + ∇ · P j

c (36)

Or equivalently in the current configuration

ρi
d

dt
(v + vi) = ρi(g + li) + ∇ · σi −

− [∇ · (v + vi)] · mi − ρi[∇ · (v + vi)] · (v + vi) (37)

0= cjljc + ∇ · σj
c (38)

with no more than applying the push-forward operation weighted by J−1 to
(35) (36) [31]. In (37)(38) li(x(X, t), t) = Li(X, t), ljc(x(X, t), t) = Lj

c(X, t),
σi = J−1P iF T and σj

c = J−1P j
cF

T .

2.2.2 Balance of angular momentum

For species, this balance is written as

P iF T = FP iT (39)

σi = σiT (40)

both in the reference and deformed configurations respectively [16].

We now study this balance for the cell populations. The integral form of the
balance of angular momentum written over Ω0 for a cell population j is,

0 =
∫
Ω0

X × cj0L
j
cdV +

∫
∂Ω0

X ×Pj
cNdA (41)

Applying the divergence theorem gives
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0 =
∫
Ω0

X × cj0L
j
cdV +

∫
Ω0

X × ∇ · P j
cdV −

∫
Ω0

ε : P j
c (42)

where ε is the permutation symbol. Using now the balance of linear momentum
for the cells j gives

0 = −
∫
Ω0

ε : P j
c (43)

Localizing this result and applying the properties of the permutation symbol
we get the symmetry condition

P i
cF

T = FP iT
c (44)

and, equivalently, for the Cauchy stresses

σi
c = σiT

c (45)

2.2.3 Balance of energy

In addition to the terms previously introduced, some others have to be in-
cluded. These are: Ei, the internal energy per unit mass of specie i; Ej

c , the
internal energy per unit cell of cell type j; Ri, the heat supply to specie i per
unit mass of that specie (we have not considered the heat supply per unit
cell); and the heat flux vector i, Qi. All of them defined on Ω0. Interaction
energetic terms appear between species and cells: the energy per unit mass
transferred to the specie i by all other species and cells, Ẽi; and the energy
per unit cell transferred to the cell type j by all other species and cells, Ẽj

c .
Working in the initial configuration Ω0, we relate the rate of change of internal
and kinetic energies of species and cells i to the work done on i by mechanical
loads, processes of mass/cell production and transport, heating and energy
transfer:

d

dt

∫
Ω0

ρi0(E
i +

1

2
‖V + Vi‖2)dV =

∫
Ω0

(ρi0g · (V + Vi) + ρi0R
i)dV +

+
∫
Ω0

ρi0L
i · (V + Vi)dV +

+
∫
Ω0

[Πi(Ei +
1

2
‖V + Vi‖2) + ρi0Ẽ

i]dV +

+
∫
∂Ω0

[(V + Vi) ·Pi −Mi(Ei +
1

2
‖V + Vi‖2) −Qi]NdA

(46)
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d

dt

∫
Ω0

cj0E
j
cdV =

∫
Ω0

cj0L
j
c · (V + Vj

c)dV +
∫
Ω0

(Πj
cE

j
c + cj0Ẽ

j
c )dV +

+
∫
∂Ω0

[(V + Vj
c) ·Pj

c −Mj
cE

j
c ]NdA

(47)

Applying the divergence theorem and using the balance of mass, balance of
momenta and localizing the result, we have

ρi0
∂Ei

∂t
= Pi : ∇ · (V + Vi) − ∇ ·Qi + ρi0R

i + ρi0Ẽ
i − ∇Ei ·Mi (48)

cj0
∂Ej

c

∂t
= Pj

c : ∇ · (V + Vj
c) + cj0Ẽ

j
c − ∇Ej

c ·Mj
c (49)

Or equivalently in the current configuration

ρi
dei

dt
= σi : ∇ · (v + vi) − ∇ · qi + ρiri + ρiẽi − ∇ei ·mi − ρi[∇ · (v + vi)]ei (50)

cj
dejc
∂t

= σj
c : ∇ · (v + vjc) + cj ẽjc − ∇ejc ·mj

c − ci[∇ · (v + vi)] (51)

In the case of a closed system with respect to mass, the inter-species energy
transfers are related to interaction forces and mass sources, which is reduced
to:

∑
i

(ρi0L
i ·Vi + Πi(Ei +

1

2
‖Vi‖2) + ρi0Ẽ

i) +
∑
j

(cj0L
j
c · V j

c + cj0Ẽ
j
c ) = 0 (52)

Summing over (48) (49) species i and cells j,

∑
i

(ρi0
∂Ei

∂t
) +

∑
j

(cj0
∂Ej

c

∂t
) =

=
∑
i

(Pi : Ḟ + Pi : ∇ ·Vi − ∇ ·Qi + ρi0R
i + ρi0Ẽ

i − ∇Ei ·Mi) +

+
∑
j

(Pj
c : Ḟ + Pj

c : ∇ ·Vj
c + cj0Ẽ

j
c − ∇Ej

c ·Mj
c) (53)
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Substituting from eqn (52), we finally obtain in this case

∑
i

(ρi0
∂Ei

∂t
) +

∑
j

(cj0
∂Ej

c

∂t
) =

=
∑
i

(Pi : Ḟ + Pi : ∇ ·Vi − ∇ ·Qi + ρi0R
i − ρi0L

i ·Vi − Πi(Ei +
1

2
)(‖Vi‖2) − ∇Ei ·Mi) +

+
∑
j

(Pj
c : Ḟ + Pj

c : ∇ ·Vj
c − cj0L

j
c · V j

c − Πj
cE

j
c − ∇Ej

c ·Mj
c) (54)

This expression can also be written in the current configuration

∑
i

(ρi
dei

dt
) +

∑
j

(cj
dejc
dt

) =

=
∑
i

(σi : Ḟ + σi : ∇ · vi − ∇ · qi + ρiri − ρili · vi − Πi(ei +
1

2
)(‖vi‖2) − ∇ei ·mi) +

+
∑
j

(σj
c : Ḟ + σj

c : ∇ · vjc − cj0l
j
c · vjc − πjce

j
c − ∇ejc ·mj

c) − (55)

−∑
i

ρiei[∇ · (v + vi)] −∑
j

cjejc[∇ · (v + vjc)] (56)

2.2.4 The entropy inequality: Clausius-Duhem form

LetH i be the entropy per unit mass of each specie i,Hj
c the entropy associated

to the cell population per unit cell and Θ the absolute temperature. In this
case, the entropy production inequality for the system as a whole is expressed
as:

∑
i

d

dt

∫
Ω0

ρi0H
idV +

∑
j

d

dt

∫
Ω0

cj0H
j
cdV ≥∑

i

∫
Ω0

(ΠiH i +
ρi0R

i

Θ
)dV +

∑
j

∫
Ω0

Πj
cH

j
cdV −

−∑
i

∫
∂Ω0

(Mi ·NH i +
Qi

Θ
·N)dA−∑

j

∫
∂Ω0

Mj
c ·NHj

cdA (57)

Using the divergence theorem, the mass balance equation (9), the cellular
balance equation (22) and localizing the resulting expression, we obtain the
entropy inequality:
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∑
i

(ρi0
∂H i

∂t
) +

∑
j

(cj0
∂Hj

c

∂t
) ≥

≥∑
i

(
ρi0R

i

Θ
− ∇H i ·Mi − ∇ ·Qi

Θ
+

∇Θ ·Qi

Θ2
) −∑

j

(∇Hj
c ·Mj

c) (58)

and in the current configuration

∑
i

(ρi
dηi

dt
) +

∑
j

(cj
dηjc
dt

) ≥

≥∑
i

(
ρiri

θ
− ∇ηi ·mi − ∇ · qi

θ
+

∇θ · qi
θ2

) −∑
j

(∇ηjc ·mj
c) −

−∑
i

(ρiηi[∇ · (v + vi)]) −∑
j

cjηjc [∇ · (v + vjc)]) (59)

Combining balance of linear momentum equations (35) (36), balance of energy
(54) and the entropy inequality multiplied by the absolute temperature Θ gives

∑
i

ρi0(
∂Ei

∂t
− Θ

∂H i

∂t
) +

∑
j

cj0(
∂Ej

c

∂t
− Θ

∂Hj
c

∂t
) +

∑
i

Πi(Ei +
1

2
||Vi||2) +

∑
i

∇Θ ·Qi

Θ
+

+
∑
i

(ρi0
∂

∂t
(V + Vi) − ρi0g− ∇ ·Pi + ∇ · (V + Vi) ·Mi) ·Vi −∑

j

(∇ ·Pj
c) ·Vj

c −

−∑
i

(Pi : Ḟ + Pi : ∇ ·Vi − (∇Ei − Θ∇H i) ·Mi) −

−∑
j

(Pj
c : Ḟ + Pj

c : ∇ ·Vj
c − Πj

cE
j
c − (∇Ej

c − Θ∇Hj
c ) ·Mj

c) ≤ 0

This expression is the reduced entropy inequality, also known as the Clausius-
Duhem inequality, for this type of processes.

In the current configuration would be:
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∑
i

ρi(
dei

dt
− θ

dηi

dt
− (ei − θηi)[∇ · (v + vi)]) +

+
∑
j

cj0(
dejc
dt

− θ
dηjc
dt

− (ejc − θηjc)[∇ · (v + vjc)])) +

+
∑
i

πi(ei +
1

2
||vi||2) +

∑
i

∇θ · qi
θ

+

+
∑
i

(ρi
d

dt
(v + vi) − ρig− ∇ · σi + ∇(v + vi) ·mi) · vi −∑

j

(∇ · σj
c) · vjc −

−∑
i

(σi : Ḟ + Pi : ∇ · vi − (∇ei − θ∇ηi) ·mi) −

−∑
j

(σj
c : Ḟ + Pj

c : ∇ · (vjc) − πjce
j
c − (∇ejc − θ∇ηjc) ·mj

c) ≤ 0 (60)

2.2.5 The kinematics of growth

Literature on biological growth [8,10] usually assumes that the total deforma-
tion gradient is multiplicatively decomposed in two terms, one corresponding
to the growth tensor Fg which describes the amount and orientation of mate-
rial added at each point, and the other to the true stress-related deformation
tensor Fe that represents the deformation needed to accommodate the tis-
sue to the addition of material during growth and also to the external loads
[32]. In fact, the growth tensor Fg is, in general, incompatible, while the total
deformation gradient F has to be compatible.

As each specie i can grow in a different way, the growth tensor has to be defined
for each of them through F gi

. Thus, in a similar way, the true deformation
tensor to ensure compatibility is represented by F ei

. Therefore, for each specie:

F = Fei

Fgi

(61)

2.2.6 Constitutive relations from the Clausius-Duhem inequality

As usual in field theories of continuum physics, we use the Clausius-Duhem
inequality (60) to obtain constitutive laws and thermodynamic constraints
on the evolution of the different variables involved. It is usual to express the
Clausius-Duhem inequality in function of the specific Helmholtz free energy
Ψ. The specific internal energy is then expressed as Ei = Ψi +ΘH i or equiva-
lently for the cells Ei

c = Ψi
c + ΘH i

c. We assume that the material behaviour is
elastic, fulfilling the axioms of locality, determinism, objectivity [31] and that
the mass-specific Helmholtz free energy associated to each specie is a func-
tion of the tissue deformation tensor, temperature, specie density and damage
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Ψi = Ψ̂i(Fei

,Θ, ρi0, d
i
0). Similarly the cellular-specific Hemholtz free energy is

defined as Ψi
c = Ψ̂i

c(F
ei

,Θ, ci0), because we consider the cell population from
a macroscopic point of view and so we assume that the free energy depends
on the deformation tissue Fei

. Applying now the chain rule and regrouping
terms, we get

∑
i

(ρi0
∂Ψi

∂Fei −PiFgiT

) : Ḟ
ei

+
∑
j

(cj0
∂Ψj

c

∂Fej −Pj
cF

gjT

) : Ḟ
ej

+

+
∑
i

ρi0(
∂Ψi

∂Θ
+H i)

∂Θ

∂t
+
∑
j

cj0(
∂Ψj

c

∂Θ
+Hj

c )
∂Θ

∂t
+
∑
i

Πi(Ψi + ΘH i +
1

2
||Vi||2) +

+
∑
i

ρi0
∂Ψi

∂di0
ḋi0 +

∑
i

∇Θ ·Qi

Θ
+

+
∑
i

(ρi0
∂

∂t
(V + Vi) − ρi0g− ∇ ·Pi + ∇(V + Vi) ·Mi) ·Vi −∑

j

(∇ ·Pj
c) ·Vj

c −

−∑
i

[Pi : (Fei

Ḟ
gi

+ ∇Vi) − (∇Ψi +H i∇Θ) ·Mi] +
∑
i

(ρi0
∂Ψi

∂ρi0
ρ̇i0) +

∑
j

(cj0
∂Ψj

c

∂cj0
ċj0) −

−∑
j

[Pj
c : (Fej

Ḟ
gj

+ ∇Vj
c) − (∇Ψj

c +Hj
c∇Θ) ·Mj

c] +

+
∑
j

Πj
c(Ψ

j
c + ΘHj

c ) ≤ 0

(62)

Moreover, if we assume that in biological tissues the spatial temperature dis-
tribution is almost uniform (∇Θ = 0), so expression (62) can be rewritten
as
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∑
i

(ρi0
∂Ψi

∂Fei −PiFgiT

) : Ḟ
ei

+
∑
j

(cj0
∂Ψj

c

∂Fej −Pj
cF

gjT

) : Ḟ
ej

+

+
∑
i

ρi0(
∂Ψi

∂Θ
+H i)

∂Θ

∂t
+
∑
j

cj0(
∂Ψj

c

∂Θ
+Hj

c )
∂Θ

∂t
+

+
∑
i

Πi(Ψi + ΘH i +
1

2
||Vi||2) +

∑
i

ρi0
∂Ψi

∂di
ḋi +

+
∑
i

(ρi0
∂

∂t
(V + Vi) − ρi0g− ∇ ·Pi + ∇(V + Vi) ·Mi) ·Vi −∑

j

(∇ ·Pj
c) ·Vj

c −

−∑
i

[Pi : (Fei

Ḟ
gi

+ ∇Vi) − (∇Ψi) ·Mi] +
∑
i

(ρi0
∂Ψi

∂ρi0
ρ̇i0) +

∑
j

(cj0
∂Ψj

c

∂cj0
ċj0) −

−∑
j

[Pj
c : (Fej

Ḟ
gj

+ ∇Vj
c) − (∇ψjc) ·Mj

c] +

+
∑
j

Πj
c(Ψ

j
c + ΘHj

c ) ≤ 0

(63)

Using standard arguments in continuum mechanics [33] we easily obtain the
following constitutive relations:

PiFgiT

= ρi0
∂Ψi

∂Fei (64)

Pj
cF

gjT

= cj0
∂Ψj

c

∂Fej (65)

H i = −∂Ψi

∂Θ
(66)

Hj
c = −∂Ψj

c

∂Θ
(67)

And the following constraints:

(ρi0
∂V

∂t
− ρi0g− ∇ ·Pi + (∇V) ·Mi + ρi0F

−T∇Ψi) ·Vi ≤ 0 (68)

(ci0F
−T∇Ψi

c − ∇ ·Pi
c) ·Vi

c ≤ 0 (69)
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Equation (64) specifies a constitutive relation for PiFgiT

which corresponds
to the elastic stress that the extracellular matrix (ECM) of each specie i

experiences. Moreover, we also obtain the cellular stress Pj
cF

gjT

that defines
the combined effect of cell-ECM and cell-cell interaction [34] in terms of Ψj

c

(see equation (65)).

The entropy H i per unit mass of specie i is defined through equation (66) that
corresponds to the definition usually employed in thermal physics. In a similar
way, the entropy associated to cell populations per unit cell Hj

c is determined
by (67).

The thermodynamic constraints derived from the Clausius-Duhem inequality
are normally fulfilled by means of phenomenological constitutive relations. A
clear example is the constitutive equation of heat conduction, that has been
here removed due to the assumption of uniform temperature. And thus, from
constraint (68) the following constitutive equation was originally proposed by
Garikipati et al [16] for species fluxes:

ρi0V
i =

−D̃
i

ρi0
(ρi0

∂V

∂t
− ρi0g− ∇ ·Pi + (∇V)Mi + ρi0F

−T∇Ψi) (70)

with the constraint w · D̃i
w ≥ 0,∀w ∈ R3, being D̃

i
the mobility tensor of

specie i.

In a similar way, a phenomenological constitutive equation can be proposed
from constraint (69) as

Mi
c = −Hi(∇Ψi

c − (∇ ·Pi
c) ·

F

ci0
) ,w ·Hiw ≥ 0,∀w ∈ R3 (71)

or equivalently

ci0V
i
c = −Hi

ci0
(ci0F

−T∇Ψi
c − ∇ ·Pi

c) ,w ·Hiw ≥ 0,∀w ∈ R3 (72)

In (71)(72) the cellular flux is defined as the product of a mobility tensor
Hi (which is positive semi-definite) for each cell type and the corresponding
thermodynamic driving force. The first term of this driving force represents
that cells tend to move in the direction contrary to their energy gradient,
whereas the second term indicates the existence of a force that controls cell
movement along P i

c [17].
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With all these constitutive relations it is ensured the non-positiveness of cer-
tain terms of the entropy inequality, which is further reduced to

∑
i

[ρi0
∂Ψi

∂ρi0
ρ̇i0 −Pi : (Fei

Ḟ
gi

+ ∇Vi)] +

+
∑
i

ρi0
∂Ψi

∂di0
ḋi0 +

+
∑
i

[ρi0V
i · (∂V

i

∂t
+ (∇Vi)F−1Vi) + Πi(Ψi + Θ

∂Ψi

∂Θ
+

1

2
‖Vi‖2)] +

+
∑
j

[cj0
∂Ψj

c

∂cj0
ċj0 −Pj

c : (Fej

Ḟ
gj

+ ∇Vj
c) + Πj

c(Ψ
j
c + Θ

∂Ψj
c

∂Θ
)] ≤ 0

(73)

In summary, the complete definition of this model requires to characterize the
following functions for all the species: the production of mass Πi by means of

Bi
j (see equation (16)), the real tissue density evolution

∂ρi
0

∂t
, the mechanical

damage growth
∂hi

0

∂t
|G and the mass-specific Helmholtz free energy Ψi; and

for the cell populations: the production of cells Πi
c by means of Aji , A

i
pr (see

equation (26)), and finally, the cellular-specific Helmholtz free energy Ψi
c.

It is interesting to remark that in the particular case that all tissues are bipha-
sic (one solid specie and fluid) and fully hydrated with no reference to cells,
this general theory coincides with the classical biphasic poroelastic theory (see
Appendix I).

3 A first example of application: Bone remodelling

Bone tissue is a porous, heterogeneous and anisotropic material that adapts
itself to the mechanical environment in order to get the maximum stiffness with
the minimum weight. This adaptative process is known as bone remodelling.
Nevertheless we have to keep in mind that bone mass homeostasis is not
only determined by mechanical load, but also by calcium availability and sex
steroids [35].

Bone remodelling is the coordinated result of two opposite processes of bone
formation and resorption performed by teams of cells known as basic multi-
cellular units (BMUs) that work on bone surfaces [36]. Resorption of bone
by osteoclasts is followed by refilling of the resorption cavity by osteoblasts
(additional details of the BMU activity are described in several works [21,37]).
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Currently many authors describe this bone activity by means of appropriate
numerical models. Next, a review of the most significative is presented.

3.1 State of the art of computational models on bone remodelling

From the 19th century many theoretical models have been proposed to ex-
plain how the mechanical environment influences on bone remodelling, being
the ”Wolff´s Law” the first of them [38]. With the development of faster com-
puters and more reliable software, many of these theories have been tested
and simulated using computational algorithms. This has motivated the devel-
opment of many numerical models in the last years with the same objective
of simulating the bone remodelling capacity [39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47].

Early formulations started with the theory of adaptive elasticity by Cowin
and Hegedus [48], which was later used in a FEA simulation model by Hart et
al. [49]. Adaptation of trabecular bone’s apparent density based on isotropic
behaviour and controlled by mechanical macroscopic variables, such as stress
or strain, has been analyzed by different authors [39,40,50,51]. Extensions to
anisotropic behavior of this kind of models were also performed by several au-
thors [43,44,45,46,47]. More recently, several models of bone adaptation have
been presented, based on the idea that remodelling is activated by microdam-
age with the aim of repairing it [41,42,52]. To obtain a deeper insight into
these models, several authors have provided relevant overviews [5,6].

Most of these adaptive models are purely phenomenological and explain the
net increase or decrease of bone apparent density by the coordinated and si-
multaneous activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts. However, more biologically-
based model are necessary in order to take into account the effects of both
biological and mechanical factors. In this sense, some attempts have been
made in the last years [53,37,21,54].

Actually, Huiskes et al. [53] proposed a model that includes a separate de-
scription of osteoclastic resorption and osteoblastic formation. A biological
osteocyte mechanosensory system was employed in order to enable the simu-
lation of remodelling in a mechanobiological way.

Hazelwood et al. [37] developed a model of mechanical adaptation with metabolic
items of bone remodelling. Their model simulates the evolution of bone poros-
ity by a two-stage process (resorption-formation) performed by BMUs. The
rate of appearance of these units is calculated as a function of the bone tis-
sue surface available for remodeling and the level of disuse and accumulated
microdamage. Although this model established an important advance in un-
derstanding the remodelling process, it presents some limitations. In fact, it
does not consider the three-dimensional geometry of BMU, but used a 2D ap-
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proximation. Moreover, the process of mineral accumulation in newly osteoid
bone volume, which plays an important role in bone remodelling as many
authors have pointed out [55], was not taken into account. Additionally, the
influence of the damage level on the macroscopic stiffness was also neglected,
which itself alters the mechanical local stimulus and, therefore, influences on
the remodelling process. Apart from these theoretical items, the model was
only applied to simulate the porosity increase in cortical bone.

Hernandez, Beaupré and Carter [21,54,56] proposed a computational model
of bone remodelling that considers the complete activity of BMUs from a
three-dimensional point of view and accounts for changes in the degree of
mineralization of bone tissue. Measurements taken from histomorphometric
studies of human bone were used to represent the rate of appearance, shape,
rate of progression and lifespan of BMUs as well as the time periods dur-
ing which bone is resorbed and formed at each individual remodelling site.
Although this model implied a significant advance in in the comprehension
and simulation of the bone remodelling process, it is certainly restricted. The
theoretical formulation of this model considers a mechanical stimulus [21,54],
which was not employed in the numerical analyses. Furthermore, the impact
of cumulative microdamage was neglected despite its significance indicated by
many authors [41,37,22,57].

More recently Garcia-Aznar et al. [7] proposed a more extended computational
model of bone remodelling considering that both mechanical and biological
factors work in a couple way in order to control more efficiently the bone
remodelling process. This model is, in fact, a particular case of the general
formulation proposed in the first part of this paper. Therefore, we use it here
as an example of application of this formulation.

3.2 Particularization of general formulation to bone remodelling

The model proposed by Garcia-Aznar et al. [7] is based on the following sim-
plificative assumptions with respect to the general formulation previously pro-
posed:

(1) In this case instead of working with the concentration of bone cells, we use
the same concentration but of BMUs.

(2) We consider only one solid specie, obviously, the reference phase, that
corresponds to bone tissue with its specific cells (BMUs).

(3) Due to the high stiffness of bone tissue, it is usual to work under the small
strains assumption, hence current and initial configurations are coincident.
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Next, the BMU balance, mass balance and growth equations are particularized
for this specific example.

3.2.1 Balance of BMUs

In this case we define the balance of BMUs in the reference configuration Ω0

as
∂NBMU

∂t
= ΠBMU = Π+

BMU − Π−
BMU (74)

where NBMU is the number of BMUs per unit volume in the reference configu-
ration and ΠBMU is the net production of BMUs per unit volume and time in
the reference configuration. Therefore, we assume as a first approach that the
BMU flux is null MBMU = 0, that is, that the advance of BMUs is negligible
with respect to the dimensions of the macroscopic reference volume.

Following the model proposed by Garcia-Aznar et al. [7], the birth-rate of
BMUs is determined by the law:

Π+
BMU(t) = fbio(1 − s)Sv (75)

where fbio is a biological parameter that depends on factors like age, sex,
nutrition, etc., Sv is a measurable variable that defines the available bone
surface per unit bone volume that directly depends on bone porosity [58]
and s is an inhibitory signal transmitted by the osteocytic network to the
BMUs present on the bone surface. This signal is dependent on the strain

level ε̄i =
√

2U
E

for each load case i, the number of applied cycles Ni and the
damage level d, through the expression:

s(ε̄, N, d) =
(
∑
iNiε̄

m
i )1/m

(
∑
iNiε̄mi )1/m + c

(1 − d)a (76)

where m is an exponent that controls the influence of the strain amplitude
versus the number of cycles, c is a constant that determines the influence of
the mechanical usage and a is a parameter that weights the effect of damage
in the inhibitory signal.

We also assume that BMUs die when they finish their activity, therefore

∫ t

0
Π−
BMU(t)dt′ =

∫ t

t−σL

Π+
BMU(t′)dt′ (77)
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where σL is the lifespan of a BMU and refers to the time during which the
first appearing osteoclasts are active.

3.2.2 Balance of mass

In this case we only consider bone tissue. Thus, we obtain the following ex-
pression for the mass balance:

∂ρb0
∂t

=
∂ρb

∂t
(V b

m − h0) + ρb
∂V b

m

∂t
− ρb

∂h0

∂t
= Πb (78)

where the temporal evolution of each variable is determined in an independent
way. Next we justify the evolution of each term.

Firstly, we start with the term that defines the evolution of the real bone

tissue density ∂ρb

∂t
. Bone formation involves three different steps: production

of the extracellular matrix (osteoid), primary mineralization of the matrix
that occurs very quickly (in 6 days a 60% of the maximum mineral content is
produced) and secondary mineralization that is very slow and takes years. This
process is basic in the determination of the mechanical properties of bone like
elasticity modulus and strength. Garcia-Aznar et al. [7] model the evolution of
the real tissue density using an intermediate variable α (mineralization degree
or ash fraction) that is experimentally correlated to the real tissue density
through the following expression [21,59]:

ρ̄b = 1.41 + 1.29α (79)

They assume that primary mineralization occurs immediately, while the min-
eralization rate during the secondary phase is

α(t) = αmax + (α0 − αmax)e
−κt (80)

where α0 denotes the ash fraction resulting from the primary phase and αmax
its maximum physiological value. The constant κ determines the velocity of
this process (Figure 2).

As the degree of mineralization is not directly correlated with the bone volume
fraction, an averaged ash fraction ᾱ is introduced that takes into account the
different mineralization stages of the remodelled bone
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Figure 2. The evolution of the ash fraction with time. κ has been chosen such that
50 % of the second mineralization is achieved after 6 years.

ᾱ(t) =
(V b

m,0 − h0)α(t) +
∫ t
0

(
(V̇F (τ) − h(τ))α(t− τ) − (V̇R(τ) − h0(τ))ᾱ(τ)

)
dτ

V b
m(t) − h0(t)

(81)

where VF and VR are the volume ratios of created and resorbed bone respec-
tively, during the bone remodelling process developed by the BMUs.

As previously explained, during BMU activity, bone is continuously renewed
by resorption and formation, and therefore the bone volume fraction V b

m

changes depending on the different mechanical usages. We consider the fol-
lowing equations of evolution:

V̇F (t) =
∫ t−TR−TI

t−TR−TI−TF

(∫ t′

t′−σL

Π+
BMU(t′′)dt′′

)
ABMU

TF

fb
fc

(t′)vBMUdt
′ (82a)

V̇R(t) =
∫ t−TR

t

(∫ t′

t′−σL

Π+
BMU(t′′)dt′′

)
ABMU

TR
vBMUdt

′ (82b)

V̇ b
m = V̇F − V̇R (83)

where Π+
BMU is the BMU birth-rate defined by equation (74), TR, TF and TI are

the resorption, formation and reversal periods respectively, vBMU is the rate
of progression of a BMU, ABMU is the cross section of a BMU (distinguishing
between cortical and trabecular bone) and fb

fc
(t′) is the ratio between osteoblast

and osteoclasts activities that is assumed to be controlled by the mechanical
stimulus ξ =

∑
iNiε̄

m
i by means of a standard law (see Figure 3) in remodelling

models.
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Figure 3. Model for the focal bone balance.

It is also considered that microcracks appear in bone as consequence of fa-
tigue load, but this damage is repaired by bone remodelling. In fact, many
authors consider that damage is the main stimulus that activates bone re-
modelling [37,52,41]. We also consider that damage has an important role in
the activation of bone remodelling by means of expression (76). Therefore,
the damage rate is the difference between damage accumulation by loads and
damage repair by bone remodelling following the rule previously presented in
(20).

It has been experimentally observed that damage accumulation due to me-
chanical load is different for tension and compression [60]; for example, Garcia-
Aznar et al. [7] propose a different evolution law depending on the load type:

∂d0

∂t
|G =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

C1

γ1

eγ1dε̃δ1 in compression

C2

C3γ2

(1 − d)1−γ2e−C3(1−d)γ2 ε̃δ2 in tension
(84)

where all parameters Cj, γj and δj were determined from experiments of Pattin
et al. [60].

Bone as living tissue is able to repair this damage. Assuming a uniform dam-
age distribution and a random bone remodelling process damage is reduced
following the expression (21):

∂h0

∂t
|R =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 in formation

−V̇R h0

V b
m

in resorption
(85)
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3.2.3 Material behaviour

As previously commented, microcrack density h0 influences on the degradation
of the mechanical properties of the tissue quantified by means of the variable
damage d0 defined in (18). The general expression that relates both variables
(19) is in this example simplified to the following case:

h0 = kd0 (86)

The material behavior in this model [7] is also simplified, considering it linear
elastic and heterogeneous, with the elasticity modulus depending on the bone
volume fraction vb, the mineralization ratio ᾱ, and the damage level d0 through
the rule:

E = 84370v2.58
b ᾱ2.74(1 − d0) = Êvβb (1 − d0) MPa (87)

Additionally, we assume that the Poisson ratio is set to a constant value ν =
0.3.

3.2.4 Numerical example

In a previous paper [7] several examples were developed in order to check
the potential of the model to predict stress fractures or bone remodeling ac-
tivated by disuse, overload and damage. Here, we review some of the most
significative results. For example, we show (see Figure 4) the evolution of the
bone volume fraction for different initial densities (2.05, 1.0 and 0.5 g/cm3)
under uniaxial constant strain applied for a fixed number of cycles per day
(10,000 cycles/day), corresponding to different states of strain level: equilib-
rium (ξ = ξ∗0), overload (ξ = 2ξ∗0), high overload (ξ = 7ξ∗0) and disuse (ξ = 0).
For cortical bone (initial density of 2.05 g/cm3) the model responds with a
slight increase in bone volume fraction for overload, with a small decrease
in the case of high overload due to microdamage accumulation and a higher
reduction in case of disuse. However, for cancellous bone (initial density of
1.0 or 0.5 g/cm3) a slight increase in bone volume fraction is produced under
overload and high overload. The differences found in the response of bone un-
der high overload are mainly due to the different levels of damage produced in
each case (see Figure 5). In the case of cortical bone we can see how damage
increases very quickly and later it is repaired by means of bone remodelling
activation and consequent bone resorption. For trabecular bone the level of
damage is so small that it does not activate bone remodelling, and therefore
damage continuously increases without loss of bone volume.

Finally, this model has been also used to study the bone remodeling induced
by the implantation of a hip prosthesis. Specific description of this numerical
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Figure 4. Evolution of the bone volume fraction for different initial densities,
ρ0 = 2.05, 1.0, and 0.5 g/cm3 (all with reference to an initial ash fraction of 0.6),
and for states of equilibrium ξ = ξ∗0 , overload ξ = 2ξ∗0 , high overload ξ = 7ξ∗0 and
disuse ξ = 0. [7].

simulation can be found in the work of Garćıa-Aznar et al. [7]; here we only
review the main results obtained. We can see in Figure 6 the initial distri-
bution of bone volume fraction considered in the intact femur, the mesh of
the prosthesis that is implanted and the corresponding evolution of the bone
volume fraction predicted with this model.

For the two biological factors fbio considered, femoral adaptive bone remod-
elling occurs over the entire bone that surrounds the fixation, although the
main bone loss was obtained proximally and this loss decreases from the proxi-
mal to the distal areas. Obviously a higher biological factor fbio causes a higher
bone loss. Moreover we found that after the second year of simulation, bone
loss was minimal. Both facts have been also determined clinically in similar
regions and for comparable periods of time [61].

4 A second example of application: Bone fracture healing

Bone fracture healing is a regenerative biological response of bone to traumatic
bone lesions in order to restore its original integrity. A bone fracture causes
haemorrhage and tissue disruption. This damaged tissue is normally known as
debris tissue and its spatial distribution is fully dependent on how the fracture
is produced. Later, a complex cellular process is activated consisting of inflam-
mation, growth, tissue differentiation, ossification and remodelling. Initially,
within the first few days after fracture, the inflammatory process begins to
remove debris from the fracture site and form a hematoma. At the same time,
fibroblasts proliferate and capillary sprouts grow into blood clot in injured
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Figure 5. Microdamage accumulation under high overload in bones with different
initial densities: (a)ρ0 = 2.05 and (b)ρ0 = 1.0 g/cm3 [7].

area, forming granulation tissue in response to cytokines released by tissue
damage. The role of this new formed tissue is very important, because allows
the invasion of mesenchymal stem cells to the fracture site. But, although
this reparative process starts, if the fracture is not completely stabilized the
movement continues causing additional disruption to this granulation tissue,
altering the normal reparative process and leading to a non-union or delayed
union. If the stability is sufficient, stem cells start to differentiate into os-
teoblasts forming intramembranous woven bone adjacent to bone and distal
to the fracture. Later, bone and cartilage are produced in different parts of the
callus, as a consequence of stem cell differentiation into osteoblasts and chon-
drocytes. At the same time, the intramembranous ossification front advances
to the centre of the callus. After this, the endochondral ossification process
starts with cartilage calcification and replacement with new bone. When the
bony bridge closes the fracture gap, bone reunion is produced in this region.
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Figure 6. Description of the numerical simulation performed on a 2D model of a
femur. After implantation the evolution of the bone volume fraction predicted by
the model for different biological factors and for different periods of time is shown:
(a) 330, (b) 660 and (c) 990 days

Finally, the external callus is fully resorbed and the woven bone in the gap is
remodelled into organised cortical bone. All these processes that appear dur-
ing this complex regenerative event depend directly on the relative movement
between the bone fragments. In fact, bone is formed directly in absence of
movement [62,63], or non-union is produced if this movement is very large.

Although there is experimental evidence that the regenerative events that
occur during fracture healing are influenced by the mechanical conditions [62]
[63], it is very difficult to quantify experimentally at the tissue level how the
local mechanical stimulus is related to cell expression and therefore to tissue
formation, remodelling and growth. This fact motivated that some researchers
started proposing different phenomenological rules [64,65,66]. These theories
and new ones have been now tested by means of computational models that,
although simplifications of the reality, are useful for different purposes. Next,
a review of the most interesting computer-based models is presented.
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4.1 State of the art of computational models on bone fracture healing

Most computational models that have been developed to simulate bone frac-
ture healing are based on finite element analysis. They can be divided into
three categories: those that, with a known configuration of the callus deter-
mined histologically, study the level of strain or stress produced in the dif-
ferent tissues [67,68,69]; those that study the process of tissue differentiation
[70,71,72,73,74]; and finally models that try to simulate differentiation and
callus growth in a coupled way [75,76,77].

Carter et al. [68,67] used finite elements to show that the patterns of tissue
differentiation observed in fracture healing can be predicted from fundamental
mechanobiological rules. And thus they proposed a tissue differentiation the-
ory, which correlates new tissue formation with the local stress/strain history
determined computationally. They suggested several differentiation rules that
are graphically summarized in Figure 7. In this figure there are two lines that
separate the different tissue regions. To the left of the pressure line, the tissue
supports a high hydrostatic pressure, which serves as stimulus for the pro-
duction of cartilaginous matrix, to the right the hydrostatic pressure is very
low, causing the production of bone matrix. There is a limit from which this
tissue does not differentiate; this is limited by the boundary line of the right.
When the tissue is subjected to high tensile strains (above the tension line) fi-
brous matrix is produced with cartilage or bone, depending on the hydrostatic
pressure level.

Figure 7. Relationship between mechanical stimulus and tissue differentiation (From
[68] with permission).

In a similar way Claes et al. [69] proposed a quantitative tissue differentiation
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theory that relates the tissue strain and the hydrostatic pressure with the
new tissue regenerated in the fracture healing process (see Figure 8). They
predicted these regulatory laws studying three different healing stages (see
Figure 9) quantified experimentally in a sheep model.

Figure 8. Tissue differentiation rules proposed by Claes and Heigele [69].

Figure 9. Material properties and ossification paths for the three modelled heal-
ing stages: (a) first stage (1 week); (b) second stage (4 weeks); (c) third stage (8
weeks)(From [69] with permission).

Kuiper et al. [78,79,75] developed a differentiation tissue theory using the tis-
sue shear strain and fluid shear stress as the mechanical stimuli regulating
tissue differentiation and the strain energy as the mechanical stimulus regu-
lating bone resorption. They used an axisymmetric biphasic model of finite
elements of a fracture and applied movements on the cortical bone in an at-
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tempt to predict typical healing patterns including callus growth. The results
were that larger movements increased callus size and delayed bone healing.

Lacroix et al. [80,72] predicted successfully, by means of FEA, many different
bone fracture healing patterns in the case of a fixed callus. For this purpose
they used the phenomenological differentiation rules proposed by Prender-
gast et al. [70] (see Figure 10) to predict interfacial tissue formation between
implant and bone.

Figure 10. Tissue differentiation law based on mechanical strain and fluid flow (From
[72] with permission).

Ament and Hofer [76] proposed a tissue regulation model based on a set of
fuzzy logic rules derived from medical experiments, using the strain energy
density as the mechanical stimulus that controls the process of tissue differ-
entiation.

In their first work, Bailon-Plaza and van der Meulen [71] studied the fracture
healing process controlled by growth factors with a fixed geometry of the exter-
nal callus. They used the finite differences method to simulate the sequential
tissue regulation and the different cellular events, including haptokinetic and
haptotactic mesenchymal cell migration depending on the matrix densities,
space-limited cell proliferation as well as environment-dependent cell differen-
tiation, growth factors and matrix production and resorption. In a posterior
work, they included the influences of mechanical factors modulating cell dif-
ferentiation and ossification.

More recently, Gómez et al. [77] developed a continuum mathematical model
that simulates the process of tissue regulation and callus growth, taking into
account different cellular events (i.e., mesenchymal cell migration; mesenchy-
mal cell, chondrocyte, fibroblast and osteoblast proliferation, differentiation
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and dead), and matrix synthesis, degradation, damage, calcification and re-
modelling over time. This model is also a particularization of the general for-
mulation proposed in the first part of this paper. It will be used as an example
of application of this formulation.

4.2 Particularization of general formulation to bone fracture healing

In order to understand the model proposed by Gómez et al. [77] as a partic-
ularization of the general framework presented in this work it is necessary to
take into account the following global simplifications:

(1) We assume that all processes involved in bone fracture healing (tissue
growth, differentiation and damage) are guided by a single mechanical stimu-
lus: the second invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor (ϕ ≡ J2).

(2) We have simplified the growth law, working on small strains.

(3) The cellular-specific Helmholtz free energy is independent of the elastic
strain gradient tensor and temperature, so ψjc = ψ̂jc(c

j
0). This assumption

has important implications on the constitutive equations. Actually, in this

particular case, cellular stresses become null Pj
cF

gjT

= cj0
∂ψj

c

∂Fej = 0. A similar

conclusion can be obtained for the entropy ηic per unit cell: from (67) ηjc =

−∂ψj
c

∂θ
= 0. In the constitutive equation (72) the gradient of the cellular-specific

Helmholtz free energy can be operated as ∇ψjc = ∂ψj
c

∂cj0
∇cj0 = µ∇cj0, with µ

normally known as cellular electro-chemical potential. Therefore, considering

that V j
c = FMj

c

cj0
, the constitutive relation (72) is then particularized to:

Mj
c = −Hj

c∇ψjc = −Hj
cµ∇cj0 = −Dj

c∇cj0 (88)

being Dj
c = Hj

cµ the so-called cell diffusion tensor. In this particular case we
have considered that ψjc = 0 for all cells, except for stem cells.

(3)We consider that the different tissues involved in the healing process can be
constituted by: bone (b), cartilage (c), fibrous tissue (f), granulation tissue (g)
and debris tissue (d). We consider the different cell types associated respec-
tively with each of these tissues: bone cells (cb), cartilage cells (cc), fibroblasts
(cf ), mesenchymal stem cells (cs) and dead cells (cd). All cells, except dead
ones, produce extracellular matrix of the associated tissues. Obviously, debris
tissue is not produced by dead cells, but it is a consequence of disruption of
healthy tissue.

(4) All species (except fluid) are assumed to be not diffusive (M i = 0, if
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i �= f), implying that, at each point, all species support the same strain.
Therefore, we can use the mixture rule to define tissue mechanical properties.

(5) As a first approach, we assume that the only tissues with non-negligible
mechanical damage are granulation and debris tissues.

Next, cellular balance, mass balance and growth equations are particularized
for this specific example.

4.2.1 Balance of cells

The evolution of each kind of cell considered in the model is determined
through equation (22). Next we particularize the terms Πi

c and ∇ · Mi
c for

each cell type. The net production of cells is controlled by terms Aipr and Aij
in equation (26).

Mesenchymal stem cells

We assume that mesenchymal stem cell proliferation is regulated by the me-
chanical stimulus; so, we proposed:

Aspr =
αproliferation · ϕ(x, t)

ϕ(x, t) + ϕproliferation
(89)

where Aspr is the stem cell production per unit time and unit cell, ϕ the me-
chanical stimulus and αproliferation, ϕproliferation model constants (see appendix
I).

Mesenchymal stem cells only appear as consequence of proliferation, they can-
not differentiate from other cells, so

Asb = Asc = Asf = 0 (90)

However, mesenchymal stem cells can differentiate into other cells: bone cells
(intramembranous ossification), cartilage cells (chondrogenesis) and fibrob-
lasts. Some authors [81] suggest, based on their experimental works, that
tissue differentiation, and consequently, mesenchymal cell differentiation, are
mechanobiologically dependent. Using this idea we propose a set of mechanoreg-
ulated rules by means of functions Abs(ϕ, t), A

c
s(ϕ, t), A

f
s (ϕ, t) and Ads(ϕ, t) that

control the process of stem cell differentiation into each specialized cell as a
function of the mechanical stimulus ϕ and time t, and that will be defined in
the next sections.
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As the flux of cells is defined through the constitutive equation (67) and par-
ticularized to (88), ∇ ·Ms

c is

∇ ·Ms
c = −∇ · (D∇cs0) = −cs0∇ ·D−D∇2cs0 (91)

where D is the diffusion matrix that is assumed to be isotropic D = D1.
We assume that stem cells can move easily in a non-disrupted tissue, but if
disrupted is not able to support their movement. Therefore we have defined
this diffusion coefficientD as dependent on the damage level of the granulation
tissue dg0:

D(dg0) = D0 · 1 − dg0
dg0 + k

(92)

Although D is not completely uniform, as a first approach, we assume that
its divergence is negligible cs0∇ ·D 	 0 in comparison with the rest of terms.
Therefore the evolution of the mesenchymal stem cells can be finally written
as:

∂cs0
∂t

= cs0[A
s
pr − Abs − Acs − Afs − Ads] −D∇2cs0 (93)

Cartilage cells

We assume that chondrocyte proliferation is negligible when compared to dif-
ferentiation, therefore:

Acpr = 0 (94)

Chondrocytes appear as a consequence of stem cell differentiation, although
they can disappear if cartilage develops further to be replaced by bone (endo-
chondral bone formation), a process which also occurs in the growth plate.

On one hand, the functions that define the differentiation into cartilage cells
can be expressed as:

Acs(ϕ, t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 if ϕbone < ϕ < ϕcartilage and t > tcm

0 other cases
(95)

Acb(ϕ, t) =Acf (ϕ, tm) = 0 (96)
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ϕbone and ϕcartilage are stimulus limits in which this type of differentiation
progresses and tcm a function that determines the minimum time that stem
cells need to differentiate into cartilage cells.

On the other hand, cartilage cells are considered to differentiate into other
cells by means of the following expressions:

Asc(ϕ, t) = 0 (97)

Abc(ϕ, t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

hsource(ϕ, c
b
0) if ϕ < ϕbone ; pmi > pminmi and cb0 < cb0min

1 if ϕ < ϕbone ; pmi > pminmi and cb0 > cb0min

0 other cases

(98)

Afc (ϕ, t) =Adc(ϕ, tm) = 0 (99)

with cb the bone cell density (number of cells/day.mm3), ψbone the stimulus
that limits intramembranous ossification, pmi the percentage of mineralization
of cartilage, and pminmi and cb0min

model constants.

Abc(ϕ, t) defines the appearance of bone cells through endochondral ossifica-
tion. This process consists of the invasion of cartilage by blood vessels and
consequently by bone cells. Chondrocytes within cartilaginous tissue enlarge
and die at the same time, but not before producing enzymes that cause the
cartilage matrix to be filled with calcium crystals. Then, growing blood vessels
start invasion, bringing osteoblasts and matrix-destroying cells called osteo-
clasts. At this moment, osteoclasts digest cartilage, while osteoblasts begin to
secrete hard extracellular matrix material, continuing until they get trapped
becoming new osteocytes. Finally cartilage is completely replaced. Therefore
Abc(ϕ, t) has to characterize this complex event, that in reality is not a process
of chondrocyte differentiation to bone cells alone, but a replacement of one
tissue by other. In order not to modify the formulation, we assume that the
first differentiation only occurs when bone tissue exists, and there is enough
vascularization to ensure vessel invasion. Mathematically we describe this pro-
cess as the incorporation of a source associated to the Laplacian of bone cells
cb0, such as:

hsource(ϕ, c
b
0) = Db · (ϕbone − ϕ)

2 · ϕbone · ∇2cb0
1

cc0
(100)

with Db the maximum diffusion coefficient.

Once that first ossification occurs, we assume that enough vascularization
exists and therefore direct ossification happens. Moreover, we assume that the
chondrocyte flux is null Mc

c = 0, in comparison with the movement of other
cells, such as mesenchymal stem cells.
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Therefore the dynamics of chondrocyte population is defined by

∂cc0
∂t

= cs0A
c
s − cc0A

b
c (101)

Bone cells

Bone cells can appear through intramembranous or endochondral ossification,
as consequence of the differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells or cartilage
calcification respectively. Migration and proliferation of osteoblasts is consid-
ered negligible in comparison with the increase of osteoblast population due
to intramembranous and endochondral ossification. Therefore:

Abpr = 0 (102)

Mb
c = 0 (103)

We propose that the evolution of bone cell density (cb) is dependent on the
mechanical stimulus ϕ and the time (t) through the corresponding functions:

Abs(ϕ, t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Db · ∇2cb0
1
cs0
ϕlim < ϕ < ϕbone ; t > tbm and c

b
0 < cb0min

1 ϕlim < ϕ < ϕbone ; t > tbm and c
b
0 > cb0min

0 other cases

(104)

Abc(ϕ, t) = (Equation 99) (105)

Abf (ϕ, t) = 0 (106)

with Db diffusion coefficient(mm2/day) and tbm the maturation time. With this
expression, we assume again that when a sufficient level of vascularization is
achieved the bone cell differentiation does not depend on this source term
and a direct tissue differentiation is produced. The function that defines the
direct differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells into bone cells (intramembra-
nous ossification) has been also chosen in a similar way to the endochondral
one, that is, by means of a source term, but in this case independent on the
mechanical stimulus ϕ.

As these bone cells mature, they cannot differentiate into other type of cells,
therefore we propose:

Asb = Acb = Afb = 0 (107)
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With these assumptions the complete evolution of bone cells can be written
as:

∂cb0
∂t

= cs0A
b
s + cc0A

b
c (108)

Fibroblasts

The migration and proliferation of fibroblasts is also considered negligible:

Afpr = 0 (109)

Mf
c = 0 (110)

Fibroblasts appear as consequence of mesenchymal stem cell differentiation.
Then:

Afs (ϕ, t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 ϕfibrous < ϕ < ϕdeath and t > tfm

0 other cases
(111)

Afb (ϕ, t) = 0 (112)

Afc (ϕ, t) = 0 (113)

being ϕfibrous, ϕdeath the limits corresponding to fibroblast differentiation [77].

We also assume that fibroblasts cannot differentiate into other kind of cells,
therefore

Asf = Acf = Abf = 0 (114)

Under these conditions the evolution of fibroblasts would be:

∂cf0
∂t

= cs0A
f
s (115)

Dead cells

Finally, we have also considered the possibility that cells die under a suffi-
ciently high stimulus. The law proposed for this evolution is then
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Ads(ϕ, t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 if ϕ > ϕdeath

0 other cases
(116)

4.2.2 Balance of mass

As previously remarked, we have considered two different phases: fluid (fl)
and solid. But in the solid we distinguish among different kind of species:
granulation tissue (g), cartilage (c), bone (b), fibrous tissue (f) and debris (d).

We assume that the balance of mass expressed in (9) is verified for all of these
species with null mass flux

∇ · M i = 0 i = g, c, b, f, d (117)

The time evolution of the real tissue density ρ̄i0 is also considered null

∂ρi0
∂t

= 0 i = g, c, b, f, d (118)

Sometimes, when the bone fracture site is not sufficiently stabilized, healing
may not be successful resulting in a non-union. This process normally occurs
at the beginning of the healing process. We assume that this effect is mainly
due to the micro-fissuration that occur in the newly recent formed tissues, that
is, granulation tissue. Therefore, although all tissue types may be susceptible
of being damaged, we assume that only granulation and debris tissues can
experience this mechanical degradation during the healing process. The rest
of tissues like bone, cartilage and fibrous are specialized tissues that have
been created as consequence of a cellular differentiation that requires specific
mechanical conditions. If these limitations are not fulfilled tissue differentiation
process would not happen, which is previous to the occurrence of damage.

Therefore, we assume that

∂hi0
∂t

= 0 i = c, b, f (119)

and

f(ϕ) = ϕ− ϕdamage =>

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

if f < 0 =>
∂hi

0

∂t
= 0

if f > 0 =>
∂hi

0

∂t
> 0

i = g, d (120)
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with this, equation (9) is simplified to

∂ρi0
∂t

= ρi
∂V i

m

∂t
= Πi i = c, b, f (121)

and

∂ρi0
∂t

= ρi
∂V i

m

∂t
(1 − hi0) + ρiV i

m(−∂h
i
0

∂t
) = Πi i = g, d (122)

Obviously, this micro-fissuration process causes a mechanical degradation quan-
tified by means of damage variable d0 as was shown in (19)

We assume that mass generation is always produced, keeping constant the
composition of the extracellular matrix (ECM) for each different tissue (see
Table 1), so we propose the next expression for each tissue:

Πg

ρg
= cs0 ·Bg

s + cc0B
g
c + cb0B

g
b + cf0B

g
f Bg

s ≥ 0;Bg
c , B

g
b , B

g
f ≤ 0

Πc

ρc
= cc0 ·Bc

c + cb0B
c
b Bc

c ≥ 0;Bc
b ≤ 0

Πb

ρb
= cb0 ·Bb

b Bb
b ≥ 0

Πf

ρf
= cf0 ·Bf

f Bf
f ≥ 0 (123)

where Bi
j is the net matrix production of tissue i per cell j and unit time and

ci0 is the cell density i associated to each tissue.

Volume Debris Bone Cartilage Calcified Fibrous Granulation

Tissue Tissue Cartilage Tissue Tissue

Collagen I 0. 0.2848 0. 0. 0.1861 0.018

Collagen II 0. 0. 0.135 0.135 0. 0.

Collagen III 0.018 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

Ground Substance 0.082 0.0352 0.079 0.079 0.07885 0.082

Mineral 0. 0.43 0. 0.015 0. 0.

Table 1
Composition used for each different tissue type [57].
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We assume this expression is valid for all tissues except for mature bone, in
which the development of bone matrix volume is determined using the internal
bone remodelling formulation proposed by Beaupré et al. [50,82]:

Πb

ρb
= krem · ṙ · Sv if 0 < ϕ < ϕmature (124)

where ṙ is the formation/resorption of bone matrix volume per available bone
surface per time, Sv is the specific bone surface measured by Martin [58] and
krem is the percentage of bone surface that is active for remodelling. Although
this remodelling law is phenomenological, it allows to consider in a simplified
way the influence on healing of bone remodelling. Obviously, more complex
bone remodelling theories can be used, even including the actual effect of bone
cells by means of packets of cells known as BMUs (Basis Multicellular Units)
as has been shown in the previous example.

Obviously, we also consider that damaged tissue can be repaired when the
stimulus level is low enough. In this case, we assume that stem cells can
produce new matrix repairing the disrupted matrix in a proportional way
similar to that proposed previously in (21):

∂hg0
∂t

= −∂V
g
m

∂t

hg0
V g
m

(125)

4.2.3 Kinematics of growth

As a first approach we work under the theory of small deformations. Therefore,
if the deformation gradient tensor is written in terms of the displacement
gradient tensor L as F = 1 + L, then the product F gF e can be expanded to

F = F gF e = (1 + Lg)(1 + Le) = 1 + Lg + Le + LgLe (126)

that under small deformations simplifies to

F = F gF e 	 1 + Lg + Le (127)

We assume that callus growth is mainly due to two different processes that
are essentially isotropic and that occur in different tissues: mesenchymal cell
proliferation (granulation tissue) and endochondral ossification in cartilage.
Therefore we propose the following expressions:
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Lgg

= f vproliferation(cs, ϕ)1

Lgc

= gvendochondral(ϕ, t)1 (128)

where gvendochondral(ϕ, t) controls the rate of callus growth due to endochondral
ossification and f vproliferation(cs, ϕ) defines the rate of callus growth due to
proliferation.

It is assumed that the concentration of mesenchymal cells can proliferate from
zero to a maximum or saturation cell density. When the saturation concen-
tration of stem cells is reached the only way cells can proliferate is increasing
the callus size at a constant level of cell concentration:

f vproliferation =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 ifcs0 < csmax
cs0

csmax
ifcs0 > csmax

(129)

where cs0(x, t) is the stem cell density (number of stem cells/mm3) and c0max
is the saturation stem cell density (number of stem cells/mm3).

During endochondral ossification cartilage cells increase their volume up to
ten times their original volume ([83]), extracellular matrix cartilage calcifies
and is later replaced by bone. The number of cartilage cells is almost constant
during this process ([84]), which allows to define growth as:

gvendochondral(ϕ, t) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ϕ−ϕcalcified

ϕbone−ϕcalcified
· khyper

cc0
if (ϕ < ϕcalcified) and (cc0 < ccmin)

0 in other cases

(130)

with ϕcalcified, khyper and ccmin constants of the model.

It is assumed that the change of chondrocyte density is produced in order to
get an equilibrium value (ccmin). When this value is reached the volume growth
becomes zero. Moreover, with this growth law Lg is compatible.

4.2.4 Material behaviour

All tissues are assumed to be biphasic and isotropic. The material properties of
the different tissues, except for mature bone, are determined using a mixture
rule, similar to other authors [85,72]. The modulus of elasticity E and the
Poisson´s ratio ν are determined from the proportion of each component px
(the subscript x denotes the specific component indicated in Table 1):
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⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
E(MPa) = 2000pmi + 430pcI + 200pcII + 100pcIII + 0.7pgs

ν = 0.33pmi + 0.48pcoll + 0.49pgs
(131)

Properties of mature bone are determined as a function of the apparent density
[86]:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
E = 2014 · ρ2.5, ν = 0.2 if ρ ≤ 1.2g/cc.

E = 1763 · ρ3.2, ν = 0.32 if ρ ≥ 1.2g/cc.
(132)

Permeability is also different for each type of tissue. In soft tissues, perme-
ability was computed according to its composition and porosity, following the
model proposed by Levick [87]. However, for hard tissues, we assumed con-
stant permeability distinguishing between cortical and trabecular bone, and
calcified cartilage, with respective values of 7x10−15 mm2, 7x10−11 mm2 and
3.5x10−12 mm2.

Moreover we have considered the possibility of loss of stiffness as consequence
of tissue disruption in granulation tissue. As a result of this disruption the
elastic modulus of the granulation tissue is reduced as follows:

Eg
new = Eg

0(1 − dg0) = Eg
0(1 − khg0) (133)

where E0 is the elastic modulus of the intact granulation tissue.

4.2.5 Numerical example

This formulation has been implemented in a Finite Element commercial code
in combination with an automatic mesh generation program [88]. An update
Lagrangian approach was used; therefore a continuous update of the mesh is
required because fracture callus progressively grows during healing, modifying
its shape and geometry. All independent variables, cell concentration ci0 for
each cell type i and variables associated to extracellular matrix were stored
as nodal values. The callus shape was defined by the position of the nodes.
Each loading increment was divided in three different analysis steps (see fig-
ure 11). In the first step, the mechanical stimulus was determined using a
biphasic analysis. Next, a diffusion analysis was performed to simulate the
migration of stem cells and the advance of the ossification front. With the me-
chanical stimulus determined at each node, growth is calculated due to stem
cell proliferation and chondrocyte hypertrophy, and thus, a ”thermoelastic”
analysis step was performed to determine the new position of the nodes and
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Figure 11. Scheme of the numerical implementation.

the new callus geometry. With this idea, the local cell density (mesenchymal
stem cells or chondrocytes) was used as thermal expansion coefficient, while
the values of the cellular proliferation (equation (129)) and the chondrocyte
growth function ((130)) were used as temperature rise. Nodal positions were
updated using the displacements calculated in the third step, and the new
positions were used to define a new callus geometry. Finally, all variables of
the model were updated. After each loading increment, a new 3D mesh of
tetrahedral elements was automatically generated from the position of nodes
using the Detri mesh generator [88].

Volume Gap Periosteum Endosteum Medular channel Cortical Bone

Collagen I 0. 0.018 0.02 0. 0.2706

Collagen II 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

Collagen II 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

Collagen III 0.018 0.0 0. 0.018 0.

Ground Substance 0.082 0.082 0.08 0.082 0.0334

Mineral 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.4085

Water 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.2375

Pore volume 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.0

Pore volume 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.05

Table 2
Initial composition in % volume used for the simulation.

In order to study the potential of this approach, we have analyzed the 3D
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evolution of the periosteal callus of a simplified human tibia fracture (see fig-
ure 12) that has been simulated as a cylinder with symmetric conditions in
the line through the fracture gap. The healing fracture has been studied for a
simple loading case corresponding to an axial interfragmentary displacement.
Obviously the history of this displacement changes with time depending on the
stiffness of the fixator used to treat the fracture and the reparative evolution
of the callus. In this simple example, we have used a loading history measured
experimentally ([89]) (see figure 11) in a fracture of this kind. All the model
parameters have been taken from a previous work of the same authors [77].
As initial conditions for cells we assumed that the gap and medullar channel
were empty of cells, the periosteum full of undifferentiated mesenchymal cells
and there existed a small layer of osteoblasts between cortical bone and pe-
riosteum. Regarding material initial conditions, we considered the components
distribution distinguishing among different spatial regions presented in Table
2.

Figure 12 shows the first 8 weeks of temporal evolution for stem cell, bone
cell and chondrocyte density, according to the mechanical stimulus proposed.
Initially, mesenchymal cells proliferate quickly in the callus site, leading to
the corresponding callus growth. First, calcification in humans occurs 7 days
after injury in the inner periosteum as intramembranous ossification and the
differentiation of stem cells into osteoblasts is also shown at this time. By day
14, chondrogenesis (stem cell differentiation into chondrocytes) is produced
quickly in the callus, occupying most of the callus.

Endochondral ossification in humans requires from 4 to 16 weeks [90]. In the
model this process begins in the 4th week and requires about 8 weeks (12).
The rate of this event depends directly on the stability of the fracture and
additional factors, such as physiological or metabolical. In this case, the pro-
cess is controlled by the interfragmentary movement applied, which has been
measured for the evolution of a successful fracture healing [89]). And thus, in
our simulation, after 8 weeks we can see how the callus is fully formed and
mineralized. Chondrocyte population has disappeared and bone cells occupy
the larger part of the callus.

Therefore this model is able to simulate the different cellular events that are
normally involved in fracture healing and the progressive evolution of the
callus (see figure 13).

5 Discussion and conclusions

We have presented in this paper a general constitutive theory for growth,
differentiation, remodelling and damage of living tissues. The theory is for-
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Figure 12. Cellular distributions at different times of the healing process: numerical
results and histological sections (histologies taken from van der Meulen, Cornell
University, NY; Sarmiento and Russell http://www.hwbf.org/ota/bfc/index.htm,
2002; [62])

Figure 13. Meshes showing the evolution of the callus.

mulated using as main continuum variables the ECM matrix density of each
specie and the cell population density of each cell. The balance laws are de-
termined and the constitutive relations deduced.

The continuum approach analyzes the evolution of ECM for different tissues
and cell populations. The model includes biophysical facts like: ECM deposi-
tion for each specie due to cells, ECM degradation caused by mechanical stim-
ulus, and cell activities (proliferation, differentiation and migration) regulated
by mechanical influences. This model is able to describe the development of
biological tissues, taking into account the complex behavior of cell-ECM in-
teractions, mechanical influences and time.

Two particularizations have been developed to show its potential applicability.
First, the simulation of bone remodelling corresponds to a particular case of
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this theory, in which only the influence of damage in the bone remodelling pro-
cess is analyzed, not considering growth nor differentiation. This formulation
has been presented and numerically implemented in a previous work devel-
oped by Garcia-Aznar et al. [7]. In the second example, we used the general
framework to model a more complex process, such as bone fracture healing,
where growth, differentiation and damage act on the tissue. This has also been
implemented numerically in a previous work [77], illustrating a qualitative rea-
sonable prediction of the resulting cell and tissue distribution patterns.

In spite of some simplifications in both examples, they have been able to
predict several biophysical features in qualitative agreement with well-known
experimental or clinical results.

Although the numerical implementations here shown present some simpli-
fications (small deformations, no residual stresses, null cell-matrix interac-
tion, etc.) the global formulation proposed is sufficiently general to be used
in other biomechanical applications, such as limb lengthening, tendons and
vessels growth and remodelling, and others.

Nevertheless and although this approach is completely general, some aspects
have not been considered. For example, in the case of stem cell motion we
have only analyzed the Fick’s law, whereas the model proposed by Oster et al.
[17] includes the interaction with other cells beyond their nearest neighbors
via an additional biharmonic diffusion term and that cells tend to move from
less to more adhesive regions of their substrata (haptotaxis term). However
the inclusion of this effect would be easy. The model here presented only con-
sider mechanical influences, although other mathematical models of fracture
healing and development ([71,91]) have considered the regulatory effects of
growth factors and morphogens. Nevertheless, we have to keep in mind that
both effects mainly contribute to the way of mechanical signals are translated
into cell activities (gene expression, differentiation, metabolism and motility).
In fact, when a tissue is deformed induces extracellular matrix deformation
and interstitial fluid flow; these cause mechanical effects on the cells. At the
same time, soluble biologic factors, such as, growth factors, hormones and cy-
tokines, in the interstitial fluid or attached to the matrix initiate intracellular
processes that influence on how cells sense and respond under this mechanical
environment.

6 Appendix I

For saturated biphasic tissues with solid (s) and fluid (f) phases, the saturation
condition becomes
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vsm + vfm = 1 (134)

If we operate in the balance of mass of both solid and fluid in the current con-
figuration, replacing v by vs and redefining vf as the total fluid velocity, that
is, substituting in all the previous formulae vf by vf −vs, and particularizing
for hs = 0, πs = 0, ρ̄s = constant and ρ̄f = constant, we obtain from (10) the
following equations:

ρ̄s
dvsm
dt

+ ρs∇ · vs = ρ̄s
dvsm
dt

+ ρ̄svsm∇ · vs = 0 (135)

ρ̄f
dvfm
dt

+ ρ̄fvfm∇ · vs = −∇ · mf (136)

As mf = −ρf (vs − vf ) = −ρ̄fvfm(vs − vf ) then previous expressions can be
written as:

dvsm
dt

= −vsm∇ · vs (137)

dvfm
dt

= −vfm∇ · vs + ∇ · (vfmvs − vfmvf ) (138)

If we combine these balance equations with the saturation condition (134), we
obtain:

−(vsm + vfm)∇ · vs + ∇ · [(1 − vsm)vs − vfmvf ] (139)

and operating we finally obtain the standard continuity equation for biphasic
systems:

∇ · (vsmvs + vfmvf ) = 0 (140)

As the fluid is incompressible, it means that its mass-specific Helmhotz free
energy does not depend on the strain. In this case it is usual to modify the
definition of the mass-specific Helmholtz free energy in the current configura-
tion adding the saturation condition (134) by means of a Lagrange multiplier
p:

Σiρ
iψi = ρsψ

s
+ p(vsm + vfm − 1) (141)
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Using this condition in the Clausius-Duhem inequality expressed in the current
configuration, we get:

ρs[J−1(
∂ψ

s

∂F
· F T ) : ∇vs +

∂ψ
s

∂θ
θ̇ + ηsθ̇] + (vsm + vfm − 1)ṗ+ p(v̇sm + v̇fm) −

−σs : ∇vs − σf : ∇vf + ρsls · vs + ρf lf · vf +

+πs(ψ
s
+ θηs +

1

2
‖vs‖2)] ≤ 0 (142)

Using the balance of mass, replacing again v by vs and vf by vf − vs, and
using the definition of the fluid flux mf = ρf (vf − vs) we obtain:

ρs[J−1(
∂ψ

s

∂F
· F T ) : ∇vs +

∂ψ
s

∂θ
θ̇ + ηsθ̇] + (vsm + vfm − 1)ṗ+

+p[
πs

ρ̄s(1 − ds)
− vsm∇ · vs +

ḋs

1 − ds
− dρ̄s

dt

1

ρ̄s
] +

+p[−vfm∇ · vs − ∇ · (vfm(vf − vs))] −
−σs : ∇vs − σf : ∇vf + ρsls · vs + ρf lf · vf +

+πs(ψ
s
+ θηs +

1

2
‖vs‖2)] ≤ 0 (143)

Collecting terms we get:

ρs[J−1(
∂ψ

s

∂F
· F T ) − pvsm1 − σs] : ∇vs + ρs(

∂ψ
s

∂θ
+ ηs)θ̇ + (vsm + vfm − 1)ṗ+

+p[
πs

ρ̄s(1 − ds)
+

ḋs

1 − ds
− dρ̄s

dt

1

ρ̄s
] −

−(pvfm1 + σf) : ∇vf +

+(−p∇vfm + ρf lf ) · vf + (−p∇vsm + ρsls) · vs +

+πs(ψ
s
+ θηs +

1

2
‖vs‖2)] ≤ 0 (144)

In order to verify this inequality we have to fulfill:
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σs = J−1(
∂ψ

s

∂F
· F T ) − pvsm1

σf =−pvfm1

ηs =−∂ψ
s

∂θ
vsm + vfm − 1 = 0

(−p∇vfm + ρf lf ) · vf ≤ 0

(−p∇vsm + ρsls) · vs≤ 0 (145)

We can also express these equations in the initial configuration as:

(PF T )s =
∂Ψ

s

∂F
· F T − pV s

m1

(PF T )f =−pV f
m1

Hs =−∂Ψ
s

∂Θ
V s
m + V f

m − 1 = 0

(−p∇V f
m + ρf0FLf ) · V f ≤ 0

(−p∇V s
m + ρsFLs) · V s≤ 0 (146)
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ABSTRACT 
 
The number of prostheses and implants used every year all over the world and the amount of money 

involved is so high and permanently increasing that deserve a continuous and expensive research in 
new designs, biomaterials, interfaces and millions of pages in specialised journals.  

The performance of implants comprises two components, the response of the host to the implant and 
the behaviour of the material in the host. Therefore, they have to meet mechanical and biological 
requirements. With respect to functional performance they have to provide mechanical support to get 
an appropriate reduction and stabilisation of the fracture, combined with enough strength to overloads 
and fatigue and to long-term effects like wear, corrosion, water absorption, ageing, etc. 

Relative to biological concern, toxic, inflammatory or allergic, hypersensitive, or toxic reactions be 
are not allowed and the influence of the implant on aspects like fracture healing, osteointegration, 
osteolysis or bone remodelling have also to be considered. 

In the following paragraphs we treat some of these aspects, as well as a brief revision of the types of 
fractures, biomaterials and types of prostheses and implants and different examples of the application 
of finite elements to some of them. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Over 300.000 hip and knee implants (Graves, 1995) and between 100.000 and 300.000 dental 

implants (Dunlap, 1988) are used each year in the United States to replace or restore function to 
diseased and damaged tissues. This gives an idea of the importance of this type of devices in clinical 
applications. 

The performance of implants comprises two components, the response of the host to the implant and 
the behaviour of the material in the host (Black, 1992). Therefore, they have to meet mechanical and 
biological requirements to fulfil the categorisation of the objectives specified in its design. They have 
to respond to the demands of providing mechanical support, inducing or conducting bone formation 
and an easy removing when their function is no longer needed. Moreover, the design of a new implant 
is also controlled by the regulatory environment. So the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
regulated medical devices in the United States and in the European Union regulation is according to 
the Medical Device Directives (Prendergast, 2001).  



Implants are always in contact with living tissue, so interface reactions always occur on the macro-, 
micro- and/or nanoscale and may be initiated by biological, chemical, thermal or physical reactions. 
Therefore, the main property to be considered in the design of implants and prostheses is 
biocompatibility, which is defined according to the consensus found in “Definitions in Biomaterials” 
from the conference of the European Society for Biomaterials in 1986 (Williams, 1987) as: “The 
ability of a material to perform with an appropriate host response in a specific application”. This 
definition includes two aspects: the biological and the functional compatibility. 

With respect to functional performance the efficiency of an implant in getting the appropriate 
reduction of the fracture fragments and the stabilisation of the fracture combined with an enough 
strength to overloads, to cyclic loads (fatigue) and to wear are relevant aspects that have to be taken 
into account. 

Relative to biological concern, toxic, inflammatory, allergic, hypersensitive, or toxic reactions be are 
not allowed and the influence of the implant on aspects like fracture healing, osteointegration, 
osteolysis or bone remodelling have also to be considered.  

Finally, long-term stability of the material composing the implant, including its performance with 
respect to corrosion, degradation, water absorption, resistance to ageing etc., their possibilities of 
sterilisation, which is not a trivial requirement, for instance, for polymers since many technical 
polymers do not have the thermal stability to withstand autoclaving, and/or degrade under gamma 
irradiation (Eschbach, 2000) or their influence on the quality of medical images are additional 
elements of discussion.  

Properties such as biological safety, corrosion resistance, degradation, elasticity, ductility, strength 
and fatigue behaviour depend mainly on the materials that compose the implant, as well as the way 
they are processed. However, the geometrical design, the surface treatment, the fracture type and the 
surgical technique are also essential in evaluating the performance of a specific implant. 

In the following sections we treat some of these aspects. In the next one we discuss in more detail 
the most important aspects concerning design factors from both mechanical and biological point of 
views. The third section includes a brief revision of the types of fractures, types of biomaterials with a 
short description of their main properties for implant design and types of prostheses and implants to 
have an overall idea of the global world and nomenclature for this type of medical devices. We follow 
with a section that includes different examples of the application of finite elements to the study of the 
performance of different implants with respect to their mechanical behaviour and also with respect to 
biological aspects like the changes induced in the bone remodelling normal patterns. We finish with 
some concluding remarks and some of the most important references. 

 
DESIGN FACTORS 

 
Functional and mechanical factors 

 
A prosthesis or implant has to be able of providing mechanical support, inducing or conducting bone 

formation and facilitate the proper formation of the bone callus. With this objective, several conditions 
have to be fulfilled, as a proper reduction of the fracture fragments, the stabilisation of the fracture 
allowing pain-free immediate mobility and of course enough strength to support the loads during the 
time they are acting. In the following lines we briefly address some of these aspects. 

 
Reduction 

 
Reduction is of basic interest in the reconstruction of articular surfaces to avoid local overload and 

thus reduce the incidence of posttraumatic arthrosis (Perren, 2001). Precise reduction of fragments 
enables restoration of the overall anatomy of a long bone through a progressive reduction of the 
interacting fragments. Still precise reduction is of limited value in improving stability of fixation, since 
the latter depends on local compressive preload and production of friction between the fragment ends. 
Stability is improved enormously by formfit between adjacent fracture surfaces. However, the 
experience with locked intramedullary nailing has proven that imprecise reduction of intermediate 
fracture fragments is well tolerated and is astonishingly compatible with healing and function (Perren, 
2001). 

 
Stability 

 
The stability is one of the factors that control most biological reactions that occur during fracture 



healing. If the vascularisation is correct, the fracture healing depends above all on mechanical 
conditions related to stability. Therefore, a precondition for bone healing is a critical minimum of 
stability. This implies that the interfragmentary tissue strain (relative deformation) is reduced below a 
critical level. Otherwise the initial microstructure of bridging tissue would be repeatedly disrupted 
before enough bridging tissue could contribute to natural stabilisation. This critical level must be less 
than the elongation at rupture of bone (< 2% strain), although we have to take into account that the 
three-dimensional structure of woven bone increases the tolerance to overall deformation to more than 
10%. 

This fact has been known for many centuries, so simple external splintage with wooden boards was 
used from the 3rd millennium B.C. (Elliot-Smith 1908), until in the 19th century casts of plaster of Paris 
were made (Mathijsen, 1852). During the late 19th century, experiments were started on the internal 
fixation of fractures by means of plates and screws or medullary nails (Hansmann 1886). They all 
permit a more accurate reduction, or alignment, of the fracture fragments, but with many systems of 
internal fixation, the fixation of the fragments does not provide sufficient strength or stability, and 
further stabilisation with a plaster cast may be required. In the late 1940s, Danis (1949) experimented 
with the use of a compressive force across the fragments to increase the stability of the fracture. His 
results were encouraging but his ideas were not developed further at that time. In the 1950s a group of 
Swiss surgeons, who felt that the amount of residual permanent disability due to fractures, particularly 
among young patients as unacceptable, decided to experiment further with the use of compression 
applied either through specially designed plates or through lag screws. The techniques they developed 
proved successful and make external stabilisation of the fracture unnecessary. Hence the associated 
joints are not immobilised, indeed post-operative mobilisation is an integral part of the treatment. 
Permanent disability is reduced to a minimum and fracture disease is virtually eliminated. This Swiss 
(AO) system of fracture fixation is now widely used in both human and veterinary medical practice 
(Müller et al., 1992).  

However, strain at the fracture site has two aspects: one is the tolerance to the deformation of the 
repair tissue as mentioned above and the other is the need of a certain level of strain to induce tissue 
differentiation. Absolutely stable fixation, i.e, a type of fixation that does not allow displacement of the 
fracture surfaces in contact, used to be considered a prerequisite for immediate pain-free mobility, 
restores the overall mechanical integrity of bone but then mechanical induction of callus is minimal 
(Perren, 2001). 

Therefore, immediate mobilisation is too often achieved at the cost of a comparably slow recovery 
of strength of bone since bone healing depends entirely on internal remodelling. As a consequence 
implants, such as plates and nails, must be left in situ for more than a year. Still, slow bone healing 
under the protection of implants is certainly a disadvantage that compares favourably with the 
disadvantage of “necrotic instability”, i.e. instability combined with necrosis of bone and soft tissues.  

Several attempts to use more deformable (“bone like”) implants have been reported by the 
appropriate choice of the material that compose it and the design of the implant. The goal of relative 
stability of fixation is to allow for pain-free mobility but simultaneously for induction of bone 
formation (callus). 

 
Strength and fatigue behaviour 
 

Besides the stiffness of the implant needed to get the appropriate stabilisation of the fracture, enough 
strength to support the acting loads during the duration of the implantation is also required. This is 
related to the material properties and the specific design features that determine, together with the 
fracture conditions, mechanical properties of bone and surrounding tissues and acting loads, the 
specific stress-strain level on each point of the implant. 

The main mechanical properties of the biomaterials usually employed in implants and the 
computation of stresses and strains for different implants and types of fractures are discussed in the 
corresponding sections. 

One of the major difficulties in rational design of prosthetic devices has been uncertainty about the 
importance of occasionally applied loads of a high value relative to those on a frequent basis and also 
to the frequency of application of these overloads (see figure 1). Experimental measurement and 
calculation of the loads transmitted in leg prosthesis and joint replacements are vital in determining the 
form of strength tests which should be undertaken for these devices. 



 
Figure 1. Measured and calculated values of hip joint force expressed as a multiple 
of body weight (BW) plotted to a base of walking speed (m/s) (from Paul, 1999). 

 
With respect to fatigue, the number of cycles (Table 1) and the amplitude of the stresses acting on 

the implant, the fatigue limit of the material and the existence of stress raisers are the main features to 
take into account. For example, the major mechanical failure of joint replacement implants by fatigue 
has been the fracture of the stem of the femoral component of total hip joint replacements which 
tended to occur at a position in the middle third of the stem, both for cemented implants and non-
cemented implants.  

 
Table 1 Comparison of frequency of activities of non-impaired and hip joint 
replacement patients (adapted from Barbenel and Nicol, 1996) 

Annual load cycles 
(Thousands) Population 

 
Non-

impaired 
Hip 

replacement 
Walking 1840 990 
Sit/stand 28 22 

Stairs 98 46 
 
Various implant-manufacturing operations are also employed to minimise notch sensitivity effects 

associated with abrupt dimensional changes and stress raisers. Semi-finished implants are typically 
loaded into tumbling equipment with agitated ceramic media to remove metal burrs and to blend sharp 
corners. Burr removal and rounding of dimensional features significantly improves the notch 
sensitivity resistance of complex shaped implants. Titanium implants may also be bead blasted or shot 
peened to produce a textured surface. Texturing methods tend to further reduce sharp dimensional 
features and provide a uniform surface finish with fewer stress raisers that may originate from implant 
fabrication steps. Electrochemical conditioning treatments such as acid or neutral salt bath anodising 
also reduce the effect of design and manufacturing related stress raisers. 

 
Long-term stability 
 

Revision of prostheses is an expensive, sometimes dangerous and always psychologically costly for 
the patient procedure that has to be avoided if possible.  Therefore, implants have to possess enough 
strength to long-term effects like corrosion, wear, fatigue (already mentioned) and other undesirable 
agents.  

The experience of failure of all categories of joint replacement has indicated that the majority of 
failures are due to loss of fixation of the implant to the basic skeletal structures and also failure of the 
articulating surfaces due to wear. Wear is currently seen to be the major factor limiting the lifetime of 
the implant (Howie et al., 1988; Murray and Rushton, 1990; Schnalzreid et al., 1992).  

Fatigue tests and wear tests are generally undertaken in an environment corresponding to the 
biochemistry and physiology of the normal human body and consequently the possibility of corrosion 
and fretting fatigue must be borne in mind although most of the metallic materials tend to demonstrate 
good corrosion resistance with endurance graphs indicating a fatigue limit despite the corrosive 
environment.  

Other factors that have to be into account are induced osteoporosis due to the change in the “natural” 
stress distribution that leads to an unnatural bone remodelling situation, with loss of bone in some 



regions that may produce the progressive loosening of the implant (Huiskes, 1993; Jasty et al., 1991). 
Degradation of the cement mantle in cemented prostheses due to creep and creep-induced damage is 
other problem to be considered (Verdonschot and Huiskes, 1996, 1997; McCormack and Prendergast, 
1997; Colombi, 2002a,b). 

 
Biological factors 

 
Osteosynthesis requires a sufficient comprehension of its basis and techniques, to design correctly 

an implant. It is fundamental to have a wide knowledge of the biological reactions that may occur after 
implantation: fracture healing, pseudoarthrosis, bone remodelling, necrosis, osteolysis and so on. In 
this section we discuss some of the main aspects related to these factors, including also several ways of 
improving the implant performance with respect to each of them. 

 
Bone quality and osteoporosis 
 

The goal in the treatment of osteoporosis-related fractures is to restore functional abilities as soon as 
possible, and the prevention of subsequent fractures. 

The treatment of osteoporosis-related fractures is more difficult than in good quality bone. In the 
case of poor quality bone, bone grafting and substitutes may be needed to reinforce osteosynthesis and 
promote fracture healing, which may be delayed. The structural grafts may be biologically inert or 
osteoinductive, and various osteoinductive growth factors and hormones may be needed to supplement 
the treatment.  

Several types of osteosyntheses have improved the clinical outcome in these cases like: sliding hip 
screw, neck screws, intramedullary nails with neck screw, retrograde intramedullary nails, external 
fixations, cannulated screws, various plates, tension band wiring, threaded K-pins, and to some extent 
arthroplasties and reconstructive surgery.  
 
Blood supply 
 

Trauma to bone due to surgical cutting and drilling causes a physical disruption of the mineralized 
tissue matrix, death of cells and interruption of the local blood supply that may result in necrosis 
around the trauma site. Bone necrosis can be minimised by sufficiently delicate surgery techniques, but 
these techniques are not always attainable, for example when a total hip replacement is implanted. 

The maintenance of the biological conditions around the fracture site as close as possible to the 
natural ones has leaded to the concept of “minimally invasive percutaneous osteosynthesis” (MIPO) 
(Perren, 2001) in which the priority is driven to appropriate stiffness and biological conditions in 
detriment of the rigidity of the fracture site (higher displacements are allowed). 

 
Fracture healing and Pseudarthrosis 
 

Fracture healing is a complex reparative process that involves inflammation, growth, tissue 
differentiation, ossification and remodelling. All these processes evolve at the same time in different 
regions of the fracture site, regulated by the mechanical conditions and the local vascularity.  

A cascade of tissue differentiation starts with the initial high strain situation. Tissue differentiation is 
a process that starts with strain-tolerant but deformable tissue to more rigid but less strain tolerant 
tissue ending in strong, rigid but rather brittle bone. In fact, a precondition of healing is that by tissue 
differentiation and callus formation the fracture is stabilised enough to allow for bone formation. When 
tissue differentiation alone is unable to cope with instability, brought about as deformation controlled 
displacement, bone may take longer or forever to heal. 

Later, when the callus is large enough, these cells may differentiate into chondrocytes, osteoblasts or 
fibroblasts, depending on the biological and mechanical conditions. Intramembranous woven bone 
formation appears adjacent to each side of the gap site, advancing to the center of the callus. This type 
of ossification is produced by direct differentiation of the stem cells into osteoblasts, producing bone 
tissue. At the same time in the centre of the callus, cartilage is formed by chondrogenesis, except for 
the site very close to the gap, where the stability is still very small.  

Once that the callus is filled mainly by cartilage, endochondral ossification begins coupling a 
complex sequence of cellular events: cartilage maturation and degradation, vascularity and 
osteogenesis. This ossification continues until all the cartilage has been replaced by bone and an 
entirely bony bridge closes the fracture gap achieving a good stabilization and sufficient stiffness. 



Once the gap has ossified, remodelling of the fracture site begins gradually in order to restore its 
original form and internal structure of the bone (external and internal bone remodelling). This last 
stage is much longer than the previous one (1 year in comparison with several weeks, depending on the 
animal specie). 

Therefore, bone may or may not heal according to a variety of different patterns. The difference is 
not due to the mere presence of foreign material but is in most cases the consequence of a correct or 
wrong stabilisation. Two contradictory observations and hypotheses are that it appears that bone 
healing is frustrated after a certain amount of useless effort, but even atrophic non unions may regain 
the momentum of healing when stabilised surgically. 

Two extreme methods of fracture fixations are: rigid fracture immobilization with surgical implants 
and non-rigid immobilization, which usually involves treatment using plaster casts. Both treatments 
produce different repairing patterns, although the initial reaction to a fracture is common, 
independently of the stability of the fracture, forming a haematoma followed by the invasion of the 
fracture site by mesenchymal cells. 

Rigid fixation of long bone fractures is often achieve surgically using metal plates and screws to 
align and hold the bone fragments. So stiffness of the fracture fixation, as well as the physical activity 
of the patient, determine the amount of motion at the fracture site during the healing period. Two 
different healing patterns are produced, depending on the closely proximity between bone fragments.  

At the locations where the two bone extremes are in contact, healing may occur by osteonal 
remodelling. Cutting cones of osteoclasts tunneling through the bone fragments proceeded directly 
across the contact surfaces (figure 2). Osteoblasts following in the resorption cavity then immediately 
deposited layer upon layer of new bone, thereby producing osteons that bridged the two bone 
fragments. With time, extensive remodelling obliterates the osteotomy defect. This type of reparative 
process is normally known as primary fracture healing. 

However, at cortical locations where this contact is not produced, the gap apparently prevented 
cutting cones of osteoclasts from forming osteons. Instead, the gap is infiltrated with mesenchymal 
cells from the periosteum and surrounding tissues (figure 2). Neovascularization occurred, and the 
differentiation of some cells into osteoblasts led to formation of bone in the gap. The bone fragments 
are thereby united by a direct bone formation. Since regeneration proceeded primarily from cells 
migrating into the gap from the periosteal surface, the newly formed bone had a lamellar orientation 
transverse to the longitudinal axis. Subsequently bone remodelling restores the normal osteonal 
appearance of the bone. 

 
 

Figure 2 Fracture healing patterns (from Carter and Beaupré, 2001, based on the 
histology of Schenk and Willenegger, 1963) 

 
Fractures are most often treated without surgical intervention. A common approach to the treatment 

of long bone fractures is to manually realign the fracture fragments and to apply a plaster cast to the 
injured limb. This kind of treatment leads to more movement at the fracture site. This amount of 



motion creates high intermittent distortional strains in the early callus, causing increased mesenchymal 
cells proliferation and a larger callus. Clinical and animal studies have proved that exists a direct 
relationship between interfragmentary movement and the size of the fracture callus (Sarmiento 1974; 
Ashhurst, 1986).   

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3. Bone cell density distribution: (a) initial condition, (b) 8 days, (c) 2 weeks, 
(d) 4 weeks, (e) 6 weeks and (f) 8 weeks after fracture (García et al., in press) 

 
Sometimes fractures do not heal properly. The fracture nonunions that can occur are often classified 

as either atrophic or hypertrophic. With an atrophic nonunion the fracture callus is small and the 
biological response is insufficient to lead to bone union across the fracture site. This condition can 
arise with rigid fixation with a minimum gap that cannot be successfully filled by new bone. Although 
this kind of nonunion can also occur with nonrigid fixation. In this case the insufficient bone response 
may be due to biological factors, but it may also be a result of a vascular disturbance. 

Hypertrophic nonunions are characterized by a large callus, normally produced by mechanical 
factors associated with significant motion at the fracture site. This motion is a result of insufficient 
immobilization of the fracture and/or excessive loading of the injured limb. A nonunion of this type 
sometimes develops into what is known as a pseudarthrosis, or false joint, since it takes on many 
histomorpholocial characteristics of a joint (Carter and Beaupré, 2001). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 



Pseudarthroses are formed under the direct influence of the local stress and strain histories in the 
regenerating pluripotential tissue. Their formation follows the same mechanobiological principles of 
joint morphogenesis during its development. If the fracture site is not initially well immobilized or it is 
highly loaded, very high strains may appear in the early soft callus, causing direct physical damage to 
the new forming tissue and the blood supply. There would be significant tissue proliferation, but the 
constant instability would delay the reparation process or prevent vascularization in critical regions of 
the callus. Without a blood supply, bone cannot be formed and the fracture healing is not produced. 
Then the two fracture fragments begin to form articulating cartilaginous caps and synovial fluid 
appears and the friction at the articulating surfaces decreases. The surgical treatment of pseudarthrosis 
requires the same principles that are used to fuse a joint. 

Many authors have used computational models, based mainly on finite element analysis (FEA), in 
order to estimate qualitatively the level of local tissue strains and stresses during the different stages of 
fracture healing (Blenman et al., 1989; Carter et al., 1988; Carter et al., 1998; Claes and Heigele, 1999; 
Gardner et al., 2000). Because, it is not possible to measure the stresses and strains in a fracture callus 
in vivo. All these models use different mechanical theories to explain the differentiation tissue process, 
however, there are other works that not only propose a theory, but that also try to predict the fracture 
healing patterns (Kuiper et al. 2000; Lacroix et al., 2000; Ament and Hofer, 2000; Bailon-Plaza and 
Van der Meulen, 2001). Recently, García et al. (in press) developed a continuum mathematical model 
that simulates the process of tissue regulation and callus growth, taking into account not only the 
different cellular events (i.e., mesenchymal cell migration; mesenchymal cell, chondrocyte, fibroblast 
and osteoblast proliferation, differentiation and dead), but also the matrix synthesis, degradation, 
damage, calcification and remodelling over time. They also analysed the evolution of the main 
components that forms the matrix of the different tissues (i.e., different collagen types, proteoglycans, 
mineral and water), determining its mechanical properties and permeability according to this 
composition. The results predict successfully tissue differentiation and callus shape during fracture 
healing (see figure 3) and quantify the regulatory role of mechanical influences. Moreover this model 
may predict the damage that is generated in the soft tissues during fracture healing, allowing to study 
pathological conditions such as non-unions. 

 
Osteointegration 

 
Early in the observation of bone apposition on titanium implant surfaces, the term 

“osseointegration” (later also termed “osteointegration“) was introduced (Branemark et al., 1997). 
Today there are models proposed which can explain the powerful bonding between titanium surface 
and bone (Steinemann SG, 1999). 

The integration of the implant into bone takes place largely at the tissue-implant interface. 
Development of this interface is complex and involves numerous factors. These include not only 
implant related factors, such as material, shape, topography and surface chemistry, but mechanical 
loading, surgical technique and patient variables, such as bone quantity and quality, as well. 

The biological response of bone to the implantation may be divided into three phases, being very 
similar with different implant materials, although there is some variability in the duration of these 
phases and some of them may overlap (Howie, 1988). The initial phase, lasting some weeks, is bone 
death. During this time it becomes evident that death of bone and bone marrow has occurred a number 
of milimeters from the interface. At the junction between living and dead bone appears fibroblasts, 
osteoblasts and osteoclasts. The next stage is repair, in which dead bone is progressively invaded by 
granulation tissue and fibrous tissue. Appositional new bone is formed on necrotic bone. There is 
usually a cellular and later a fibrous tissue membrane over half a millimetre thick between cement and 
bone. The third phase, stabilization of the prostheses, continues for up to 2 years after implantation in 
humans. By this time, most necrotic bone has been replaced by woven and lamellar bone. The bone 
trabeculae are often realigned parallel to the cement-bone interface, and cortical remodelling continues. 
Normal marrow is replaced by fibrous tissue and some areas around the femoral stem may show 
evidence of osteoporosis. 

Depending on the biomechanical conditions during these different phases, osteointegration may or 
not be produced (Huiskes, 1993). In fact, mechanical influences have been implicated to bear on the 
biological process. For example, it is very known that excessive interfacial micromotion in the 
interface during bone healing reduce the osseointegration (Szmukler-Moncler et al., 1998).  

A schematic representation of the most significant events at the bone-implant interface is shown in 
the Figure 4. 
 



 
Figure 4 Representation of events at the bone-implant interface. (a) Protein adsorption from blood and tissue 
fluids, (b) protein desorption, (c) surface changes and material release, (d) inflammatory and connective tissue 
cells approach the implant, (e) possible targeted release of matrix proteins and selected adsorption of proteins such 
as BSP and OPN, (f ) formation of lamina limitans and adhesion of osteogenic cells, (g) bone deposition on both 
the exposed bone and implant surfaces, (h) remodelling of newly formed bone (Puleo and Nanci, 1999). 
 

A goal of current orthopaedic research is design of implants that induce controlled, guided and rapid 
osteointegration. Consequently, much effort is being devoted to methods of modifying surfaces of 
existing biomaterials to achieve desired biological responses. As described by several authors (Ito et 
al., 1991; Puleo and Nanci, 1999), the approaches can be classified: 
 
 Physicochemical methods: surface energy, surface charge and surface composition are among the 

physicochemical characteristics that have been altered with the aim of improving the bone-implant 
interface.  

 Morphological methods: alterations in morphology and roughness have been used to influence cell 
and tissue responses to implants. With the intensity of surface roughness and structuring, the 
degree of implant anchorage and retention can be modulated corresponding to the requirements of 
the implant application. The following techniques are popular: surface blasting under various 
conditions, surface etching, surface blasting and etching, titanium plasma spraying, beaded layers, 
texturing by various means, etc. 

 Biochemical methods: biochemical surface modification endeavours to utilise current 
understanding of the biology and biochemistry of cellular function and differentiation. 

 

 
Figure 5 An osseo-integrated implant in the rabit tibia. There is periosteal and endosteal bone proliferation with 
no radiolucent line between implant and bone (from Linde, 1990) 
 
Bone remodelling 

During and after bone healing, bone remodelling leads to changes in the bone geometry and density 
distribution in the area of the fracture implant. The remodelling response may be partly due to vascular 



disturbance early in the healing period. Weeks or months after the fracture has united, however, the 
inflammatory response has abated and a new vascular supply has formed. The long-term changes in 
bone architecture are a result of the changes in the stress histories that the bone experiences due to the 
presence of the implant. This bone remodelling process is controlled by mechanobiological factors as 
will be described below.  

Bone tissue is a living material under constant change in response to external and internal signals 
such as external loads, immobilisation, hormonal influences, etc. The process of internal architecture 
and external shape change is called bone remodelling. So when an important alteration of the 
mechanical environment is produced in the bone tissue, bone remodelling process is activated. Then 
surgical implantation of orthopaedic implants, such as fracture plates and artificial joint replacements, 
can result in long-term alterations in bone structure around the implant. These changes can include 
increased bone formation in some regions and bone loss in others. Increased bone formation can be 
caused by biological bone inductions mechanisms associated with the surgical trauma. Bone resorption 
can occur by mechanobiologic adaptation to the altered loading pattern transmission produced when an 
implant is incorporated (“stress-shielding”). Other causes, that will be analysed afterwards, may also 
produce bone resorption, such as osteolysis due to wear particles, micromotions in the interface or poor 
vascularisation. 

To analyse the functional adaptation that can occur around implants, computer-remodelling 
simulations based on finite element analysis are normally used. In the section dedicated to the 
computational examples we shall show some of them related to the study of this effect after 
implantation of different types of prostheses and implants (Huiskes et al., 1987, 1992; Orr et al., 1990; 
Weinans et al., 1993; van Rietbergen et al., 1993; Kuiper and Huiskes, 1997; Kerner et al., 1999; 
Doblaré and García, 2002). 

 
Osteolysis 

 
Despite all attempts to improve design of prothetic implants and materials, the major problem with 

all designs of joint replacement prostheses is wear particles generated by the articulating surfaces of 
artificial joints, which causes periprosthetic bone loss and subsequent loosening. This kind of bone loss 
has been particularly common around some designs of hip (Agins et al., 1988; Witt and Swann, 1991) 
and knee prostheses (Peters et al., 1992). 

 Implant-derived wear particles may potentially arise from all interfaces created in an articial joint 
where there is movement between two surfaces (Howie and McGee, 1996). The main source is the 
articulating joint surfaces. the presence of foreign material, such as cement particles and metal bead or 
hydroxyapatite particles derived from coating and uncemented implants, exacerbate this production of 
wear particles by the process of three-body wear (Howie and McGee, 1996). The prosthesis-bone or 
the prosthesis-cement and cement-bone interfaces will all produce wear particles as there is inevitably 
some movement between the surfaces. Furthermore, increased surface roughness of implant surfaces 
have been shown to increase the propensity for this wear and are associated with increased loosening 
rates (Middleton et al., 1998). 

The origin and different properties of wear particles influence their effect on cells and tissues 
(Howie and McGee, 1996). But, in most examples, osteolysis is a manifestation of an adverse cellular 
response to phagocytosable particulate wear and corrosion debris, possibly facilitated by local 
hydrodynamic effects. Tissue explant, animal, and cell culture studies have allowed us to compile an 
appreciation of the complexity of cellular interactions and chemical mediators involved in osteolysis. 
Cellular participants have been shown to include the macrophage, osteoblast, fibroblast, and osteoclast 
(Jacobs et al., 2001). What is known is that wear particles activate macrophages to secrete 
proinflammatory factors. Complex interactions between macrophages and other cells stimulate bone 
resorption and suppress bone formation at the prosthetic interface. Summarising we could say that the 
osteolysis process occurs as follows: particles are generated; macrophages and fibroblasts ingest them; 
this initiates the release of a cascade of cytokines & enzymes; these particles cannot be digested; 
osteoclasts become activated and finally bone is resorbed. 

Another important fact to be explained is how the migration of wear particles is produced from the 
articulating surfaces to the interface. Schmalzried et al. (1992) gave an explanation of this effect 
according to the “effective joint space concept”. This idea implies that bone-implant interface is 
accessible to joint fluid and thus accessible to particulate debris by the pumping action of joint fluid 
(Robertsson et al., 1997). 

Kadoya et al (1998) proposed that the basic strategy for addressing the problem of osteolysis is to 
reduce the "number" of accumulated wear particles in the interface tissues. This could be achieved 



either by improving the materials or the geometry of the articulating counterface. Another possibility is 
to increase the integrity of the bone-implant interface to prevent particle migration.  
 
Thermal damage 
 

Hip implants have higher friction and heat up more than natural joints during long duration, high 
loading activities like walking. Thermal damage in the surrounding soft and hard tissues and 
deteriorated lubrication of synovial fluid could contribute to implant loosening.  

Some of the factors possibly influencing the amount of heat produced in hip implants are the 
performed activity, the body weight and the coefficient of friction in the joint which depends on the 
materials and the lubricating property of the synovial fluid (Bergmann et al., 2001a,b). The final 
temperatures in the prosthesis and surrounding bone and soft tissues depend on the activity duration, 
the volume of synovial fluid and the perfussion rate in the surrounding tissues which can vary with the 
temperature and physical condition of the patient.  

Recently, Bergmann et al. (2001a, b) analysed this effect in total hip implants concluding that this 
fact should be considered when an implant is being designed, reducing friction between implant 
materials. 
 
FRACTURES, BIOMATERIALS AND IMPLANTS 

 
Types of fractures 

 
Implants are usually designed to stabilise bone fractures. Therefore, it is necessary to know the 

specific type of fracture to be treated. This factor is a morphological aspect, rather than biological one. 
This fact motivated that A.O. (www.aona.com) performed a classification of bone fractures. The 
fundamental principle of this classification is the division of all fractures of a certain bone segment into 
three types and their further subdivision into three groups and their subgroups in an ascending order of 
severity according to their morphologic complexity, the difficulties inherent to their treatment, and 
their prognosis. Which type? ... Which group? ... Which subgroup? ... These three questions, and the 
three possible answers to each of them, are the keys of this classification.  
 

 
 

Figure 6 The principle of the AO classification represented schematically 
 

The 3 types are labelled A, B, and C. Each type is divided into 3 groups: A1,A2, A3 - B1, B2, B3 - 
C1, C2, and C3. As each group is further subdivided into 3 subgroups, denoted by a number:.1,.2,.3, 
there are 27 subgroups for each segment. The subgroups represent the 3 characteristic variations within 
the group. The darkening arrows in figure 6 indicate the increasing severity: Al indicates the simplest 
fracture with the best prognosis and C3 the most difficult with the worst prognosis. 

Two additional numbers designate the fracture location, one for the bone and one for its segment 
(Figure 7). Each long bone has three segments: the proximal, the diaphyseal, and the distal segment. 
The malleolar segment is an exception and is classified as the fourth segment of the tibia/fibula (44-). 
The proximal and distal segments of long bones are defined by a square whose sides are the same 
length as the widest part of the epiphysis (exceptions: 31-, and 44-).  



Before a fracture can be assigned to a segment, one must first determine its center. In a simple 
fracture the center of the fracture is obvious. In a wedge fracture the center is at the level of the 
broadest part of the wedge. In a complex fracture the center can only be determined after reduction. 
Any fracture associated with a displaced articular component is classified as an articular fracture. If the 
fracture is associated only with an undisplaced crack which reaches the joint, it is classified as 
metaphyseal or diaphyseal depending on the location of its center.  
 

 
 

Figure 7 The four long bones and their segments 
 

The fracture types A, B and C represents the three possible types of fracture (Figure 8), although 
exceptions exist depending on the segment analysed:  
 Fracture Types of the Diaphyseal Segment. They are either «simple» (type A) or «multi-

fragmentary». Multifragmentary fractures are either «wedge fractures» (type B) or «complex» 
fractures (type C).  

 Fracture Types of the Proximal and Distal Segments. They are either «extra-articular» (type A) or 
«articular». The articular fractures are either «partial articular» (type B) or «complete articular» 
(type C).  

 Exceptions. The three exceptions are: the proximal humerus (A= extra-articular unifocal, B = 
extra-articular bifocal, and C = articular), the proximal femur (A = trochanteric area, a = neck, C = 
head), and the malleolar segment (A = infrasyndesmotic, B = transsyndesmotic, and C = 
suprasyndesmotic).  

 
 

Figure 8 The fracture types of the diaphyseal and of most of the proximal and 
distal segments of long bones.  



The classification of a fracture is obtained by combining its anatomic location with its 
morphological characteristic. An alpha-numeric coding system was chosen to express its denomination 
in order to facilitate computer storage and retrieval. Two numbers are used to express the location of 
the fracture. These are followed by a letter and two numbers, which express the morphological 
characteristic of the fracture (Figure 9).  

Several examples of this coding are shown: 
 Fracture of a diaphyseal segment: 32-B2.1  

3 Femur - 2 diaphysis - B wedge fracture - 2 bending wedge - 1 subtrochanteric  
 Fracture of a distal segment: 33-C3.2  

3 Femur - 3 distal - C complete articular - 3 multi-fragmentary - 2 metaphyseal multifragmentary  
 

 
 

Figure 9 Alpha-numeric coding of the diagnosis 
 
Biomaterials 

 
The human body is a medium so specific and aggressive that it is difficult to say that a certain 

material has all the requirements demanded to a biomaterial. In fact, we can only talk about 
mechanical, chemical and biological biocompatibility of a specific material in a specific site of the 
human body for a specific application. 

Biomaterials may be classified according to their origin (natural or synthetic), to their duration of 
stay in the body (permanent or provisional), to the types of tissues with whom they interact (soft 
tissues, hard tissues or blood) or to their specific application (traumatology, neurosurgery, 
cardiovascular surgery, maxillofacial surgery, etc.). 

 
Table 2 Comparison between mechanical properties of living tissues and biomaterials (Park and Lakes, 1992; 
Cowin, 1989) 

Material Elastic 
Modulus (MPa)

Ultimate 
Strength (MPa)

Maximum 
Elongation (%)

Density 

Living tissues     
Skin 0,34/38(*) 7,6 60 1,0 
Aorta 0,1/2,0(*) 1,1 77 1,0 

Compact bone 17.200 121 1 2,0 
Cancellous bone 27-2.250 2,7-23 - 0,1-1,0 

Teeth 13.800 138 <1 1,9 
Polymers     

Polyethylene 
(UHMW) 

1.500 34 200-250 0,93 

Polymethylmetha
crylate (PMMA) 

3.000 60 1-3 1,1-1,23 

Nylon 2.800 76 90 1,14 
Silicon 1-10 6-7 350-600 1,12-1,23 

Metals     
Stainless steel 200.000 540-620 55-60 7,9 
Cobalt-Crome 

(wrought) 
230.000 900 60 9,2 

Ti- 6%Al 4%V 110.000 900 10 4,5 
Ceramics     

Alumina 360.000 490 <1 3,9 
Hydroxyapatite 120.000 150 <1 3,2 



In the table above, a comparative summary for quick reference of the main mechanical properties of 
several living tissues and materials employed for the manufacturing of implants is shown. As it is 
expected, metals and ceramics are mainly used for moderate and high loads, while rubber and 
polymers are used to substitute soft tissues or for cardiovascular implants in contact with blood. 

Next we review the main properties and applications of the most usual materials used in orthopaedic 
surgery, although some others should be briefly cited like elastomers (rubber, silicones and 
polyurethane) used as covers of implants especially for vascular implants and for prostheses like finger 
prostheses or metals like gold, platinum, ruthenium, tantalum, rhodium, palladium, iridium and 
osmium and some of their alloys that have been employed in the manufacture of implants although 
their high cost and their insufficient mechanical properties reduce their applications to special cases 
like tooth bridges, electrodes, etc. 

 
Stainless steel in bone surgery 

 
Today, stainless steel is one of the most frequently used biomaterials for internal fixation devices 

due to a favourable combination of mechanical properties, biocompatibility, corrosion resistance and 
cost (Disegi, J.A. and Eschbach, L., 2000). 

The use of stainless steel in surgical applications began in 1926 when Strauss patented the 18Cr-8Ni 
stainless steel containing 2-4% molybdenum and a very low percentage of carbon, having sufficient 
corrosion resistance for implantation in the human body.  

The chemical requirements for implant quality stainless steel are standardized in IS0 5832-l 
Composition D. The nominal nickel content in implant stainless steel is significantly higher than in 
commercial steel and is primarily responsible for maintaining a completely austenitic nonmagnetic 
microstructure which avoids heating effects during magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and the inferior 
corrosion resistance and ferromagnetic character of the delta ferrite phase. 

The tensile properties of implant quality stainless steel bar, wire and sheet are specified in Table 3. 
The annealed condition represents the lowest strength condition. This condition is generally preferred 
for the manufacture of reconstruction plates where a low strength is satisfactory but a maximum 
amount of ductility is needed for shape adaptation. The cold worked condition is an intermediate 
strength condition used for the manufacture of bone screws, bone plates, intramedullary nails, etc. The 
cold drawn (extra hard) condition is the highest strength condition used primarily for small diameter 
wire products such as Kirschner wires and Schanz screws where increased resistance to permanent 
bending deformation (high yield strength) is most important. More information on the mechanical 
properties of implant steel, e.g. on fatigue properties can be found elsewhere (Disegi J.A., 1998) 

 
 Table 3 Tensile properties of implant quality stainless steel according to IS0 5832-l. 

Condition Ultimate strength, Rm 
(MPa) 

Yield strength, Rp0,2 
(MPa) 

Elongation 
(%) 

Annealed 490- 690 min. 190 min. 40 
Cold Worked 860-1100 min. 690 min. 12 
Cold Drawn 1350-1600 - - 

 
New nickel-free stainless steels have been recently developed primarily to address the issue of 

nickel sensitivity. These stainless steels also have superior mechanical properties and better corrosion 
resistance. The Ni-free compositions appear to possess an extraordinary combination of attributes for 
potential implant applications in the future. Unfortunately, the high strength and toughness of nickel-
free stainless steels are responsible of their poor machinability. The ability to optimise machining 
parameters and the use of complex shapes represent future challenges for implant producers. 

 
Unalloyed titanium and titanium alloys for implants in bone surgery 

 
As early as 1965 Dynamic Compression Plates (DCP’s) and corresponding screws made of pure 

titanium were introduced by the AO/ASIF. The reasons for the choice of this material were its 
impressive biocompatibility, its high corrosion resistance and specific mechanical properties (Ortrun, 
E.M., 2000). To date, titanium has found increasing application as an implant material.  

The unalloyed pure metal is described as commercially pure (c.p.) titanium The c.p. titanium 
implants are not ferromagnetic and do not cause harm to the patient in magnet resonance imaging 
(MRI) units. For internal fixation, titanium implants are always an alternative to stainless steel 
implants for patients who are allergic to nickel. 



The mechanical properties of the titanium depend very much on the amount of trace elements 
present. Thus, four grades of titanium are distinguished for technical as well as biomedical 
applications. The international standard IS0 5832-2 (1999) Implants for surgery - Metallic materials - 
Part 2: Unalloyed titanium, specifies the chemical and mechanical properties for c.p. titanium as a 
surgical implant material. In this 1999 version an additional extra low interstitial (ELI) grade was 
introduced. In Table 4 the corresponding requirements for the mechanical properties are shown. For 
grade 4 an annealed (4A) as well as a cold-worked (4B) condition is specified. 

 
Table 4 Mechanical Properties for Various CP Titanium Grades corresponding to IS0 5832-2,1999 

Grade Condition Ultimate 
Tensile stress 

(MPa) 

Proof Percentage 

1 ELI Annealed 200 140 30 
1 Annealed 240 170 24 
2 Annealed 345 275 0 
3 Annealed 450 380 18 
4 A Annealed 550 483 15 

4B Cold-worked 680 520 10 
 
The c.p. titanium and its alloys typically have a lower elastic modulus, this means higher flexibility, 

than other biomaterials except for polymers. Consequently, the elastic deformation of titanium 
implants is closer to that of bone whereby local stress concentrations in the bone are reduced for the 
same implant dimensions. The fatigue strength of titanium surmounts that of steel in the high cycle 
fatigue range and alloying offers a possibility to raise the tensile and fatigue strength of titanium. 

Titanium is well known for its excellent biocompatibility. Titanium dioxide forms spontaneously on 
c.p. titanium surfaces as long as oxygen is present and protects it from corrosion by forming a thin 
film. This passive film regenerates immediately after mechanical destruction, being this the reason 
why morphologically no corrosion attack is found under fretting conditions such as relative motion 
between titanium screw heads and plate holes, although mechanical wear may take place. In fact, as a 
general remark it might be pointed out that titanium and its alloys are known for not having particular 
good wear properties. 

Long term clinical experience in the fields of osteosynthesis, dental surgery and prosthetics, as well 
as histological studies show that bone is able to “integrate” titanium implants. Bone cells and 
mineralised bone matrix are laid down on titanium surfaces without interposition of other tissues, 
although coverage of the implant surface with organic molecules may occur first.  

The α+β titanium alloys offer improved strength but less tensile and bending ductility when 
compared to c.p. titanium. This is the reason why α+β titanium alloys have not been widely utilised for 
implants that require a high degree of three-dimensional contouring such as reconstruction plates, 
pelvic plates, mandibular plates, craniofacial mesh plates, and spinal rods. Careful attention to implant 
design and specialised manufacturing methods is required for titanium alloy bone plates in order to 
avoid microcrack formation during contouring. 

Fracture fixation implants such as cannulated bone screws, intramedullary nails, spinal clamps, self- 
drilling bone screws, pre-contoured stabilisation plates, and other implants that demand a high 
resistance to stress loading have been fabricated from titanium alloys. The low modulus of elasticity 
and high strength combination is ideal for small cross-sectional titanium elastic nails that have been 
designed for children.  

Recent biomaterials research has focused on β titanium alloys because processing variables can be 
controlled to produce selected results. Enhanced properties such as lower modulus of elasticity, 
increased corrosion resistance, better ductility, and improved notch sensitivity resistance are possible 
when compared to α+β titanium alloys. Some emerging clinical possibilites for the new β titanium 
alloys include mandible plates, distal radius plates, spinal rods, pelvic screws, and pelvic 
reconstruction plates. 

 
Cobalt-base alloys used in bone surgery 

 
Due to its excellent resistance to degradation in the oral environment, the first medical use of cobalt-

base alloys was in the cast of dental implants. Various in vitro and in vivo tests have shown that the 
alloys are biocompatible and suitable for use as surgical implants (Davids, 1998). In fact, Cobalt-base 
alloys may be generally described as non-magnetic, wear-, corrosion- and heat-resistant materials. 

 



Due to the very good mechanical properties combined with excellent corrosion and wear behaviour, 
these alloys are mainly used in joint replacement devices where their material qualities compensate for 
more demanding manufacturing and processing procedures. In fracture fixation application with 
temporary use of implants, the specific advantages of these Co-base alloys are less effective in 
comparison with stainless steel and titanium. 

Today, the use of Co alloys for surgical applications is mainly related to orthopaedic prostheses for 
the knee, shoulder and hip as well as to fracture fixation devices. Co alloys known as MP35N 
(CoNiCrMo) with a nickel content of 35% are used for cardiovascular pacing leads, stylets, catheters 
and orthopaedic cables. These alloys containing more nickel exhibit an improved resistance to stress-
corrosion, but due to an increased possibility of nickel allergy reactions, they are not ideal for 
orthopaedic applications. The L-605 alloy (CoCrWNi) is used for heart valves and in an annealed 
condition for surgical fixation wires. The 10% Ni content is, for example, lower compared with 
stainless steel 316L, but nickel sensitivity reactions are still possible. 

Co-base alloys in contact with stainless steel are renowned for their corrosive attack on the steel. 
Galvanic corrosion is not observed in contact with titanium implants (Baboian, 1995). To avoid 
galvanic corrosion problems, Co-base alloys should therefore not be mixed with stainless steel 
implants. 

 
Inert bioceramics for medical applications 

 
The inherent brittleness of traditional ceramics has limited their ability to compete with ductile 

metals and polymers for technical applications. However, within the last 100 years, innovative 
techniques in the fabrication of ceramics have led to their use as high-tech materials. Inert bioceramics, 
such as alumina (A12O3) and zirconia (ZrO2), have inherently low levels of reactivity compared to 
other materials such as polymers and metals as well as surface reactive or resorbable ceramics. 

In the 1970s, Boutin in France (Boutin, 1972) introduced the first ceramic components for 
orthopaedics. Ideas for using ceramic drills, plates and screws in medical applications have always 
been present, but never succeeded on a large scale due to concerns about mechanical stability. In 
particular, the risk of catastrophic failure and the lack of bending possibilities did not promote the use 
of ceramics for bone fixation. With increasing knowledge of the excellent tribological behaviour of 
these inert technical ceramics, the possibility of more fracture-resistant material applications, such as 
articulating components for endoprostheses, was proposed. Today, the clinical application of these 
ceramics and their composites is mainly related to orthopaedics because of their excellent scratch 
resistance and good frictional properties. 

High-density, high-purity alumina is the main ceramic material used as an articulating material for 
total endoprostheses. Long clinical experience of more than twenty years already exists showing an 
excellent wear behaviour between alumina heads and polyethylene cups (Ratner, 1996). The highly 
polished surface quality achieved in production, extreme hardness and good wetting behaviour leading 
to favourable lubrication conditions are important factors, which influence long- term behaviour. Small 
enough and finely distributed grains ensure excellent frictional and wear properties.  

Of several zirconia types available for medical application, Y-TZP (yttria stabilized tetragonal 
zirconia polycrystals) has proven to be the best material in terms of high flexural strength and fracture 
toughness, and a potentially suitable alternative to alumina for highly loaded environments.  

The high fracture strength of zirconia allows the design of reliable hip joint heads with geometrical 
parameters that could not be achieved with the more brittle alumina. Due to the excellent mechanical 
properties, applications in the dental industry and first femoral components for knee prosthesis have 
also been realised. Additionally, it is used in metatarsophangeal surgery for removable spacer cups and 
for shoulder prostheses. 

However, the high brittleness of this kind of ceramic and its risk of critical failure are still under 
discussion. 

Bioactive glass is another category of ceramic that has an excellent biocompatibility. Glass-ceramics 
used for implantation undergo surface dissolution in a physiological environment, resulting in high 
interfacial strength. However, the toughness of the underlying glass can be low, leading to failure 
within the bulk material. 

 
Calcium orthophosphates in medicine 

 
Calcium orthophosphate (CaP) compounds, i.e. those containing the orthophosphate group PO4

3-, 
have been studied as bone repair materials for the last 80 years. The first in vivo use of tricalcium 
phosphate (TCP) was performed by Albee and Morrison in 1920 (Albee, 1920). In 1951, Ray (ray, 



1952) implanted hydroxyapatite (HA) in rats and guinea pigs. Despite these early experiments, it was 
only in the 1970’s that CaPs - mostly HA - were synthesized, characterized, and applied (Roy, 1974; 
Denissen, 1979; Jarcho, 1979).  

In the mid 1980’s, Brown and Chow (Brown, 1985) discovered the first hydraulic CP cement, i.e. a 
mixture of CaP powders and water that hardened with time at room temperature. This discovery 
opened up new perspectives for the use of CaP in the treatment of bone defects.  

Unlike PMMA cements, calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) do not harden through a polymerization 
reaction and only a small amount of heat is released. However, the tensile strength is 5 to 20 times 
lower than the compression strength. Therefore, CPCs can only be used in combination with metal 
implants or in low or non-load bearing applications. 

 
Nonresorbable polymers in bone surgery 

 
The clinical use of synthetically produced polymers started in the 1960s. Disposable equipment, 

such as syringes and catheters, was increasingly manufactured from polymers as the number of 
infections could be reduced significantly compared to using sometimes incompletely sterilized 
reusable products of glass or metallic material. Today, thermoplastic polymers such as polyethylene, 
polypropylene, polyethylene terephthalate, polyvinylchloride, polyamides, polycarbonates, 
polyurethanes and silicons are used in a wide range of biomedical applications like disposable 
equipment (blood bags, syringes), sutures (biodegradable and non-biodegradable), cardio-vascular 
devices (heart valves, pacemakers), membranes (extracorporal or intracorporal), reconstructive and 
orthopaedic implants, ophthalmic devices (contact lenses), and dental restorative materials (Teoh, 
1998). 

Compared to metallic or ceramic materials, the advantages of polymeric biomaterials are the ease of 
manufacturing of products with various and complex shapes, reasonable cost and their availability in a 
wide range of physical and mechanical properties. For certain applications, it may also be an advantage 
that the stiffness of polymeric materials is much closer to the stiffness of bone in contrast to metals or 
ceramics (Eschbach, 2000). 

Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is one of the polymers with a higher use in 
medical applications. It was firstly introduced by Sir John Charnley as a bearing material for hip cups 
in the late 1960s. UHMWPE is used as a carrier material in joint replacement components because of 
good wear and damping properties. Nevertheless, reduction of wear is still a major challenge in 
polyethylene research as wear particles are responsible for early loosening of prosthetic devices. 

The limited lifetime of UHMWPE acetabular cups is still one of the major problems in total hip 
replacement. Ageing of the polymeric material and subsequent breakage are well known as are the 
problems of creep and abrasion. Several studies have shown that every movement of the prosthesis 
under load produces thousands of wear particles (e.g. 300.000 per step) can cause osteolysis and an 
early loosening of the prosthesis. Efforts to solve the wear problem have resulted in numerous studies 
on the improvement of UHMWPE by carbon-fibre reinforcement, high-temperature recrystallization or 
crosslinking, the latter seeming to be the most promising technology (Kurtz, 1999). 

As UHMWPE is not stable at steam sterilization temperature, implants are treated with gamma 
irradiation for sterilization purposes. This irradiation provokes the formation of free radicals with a 
high activity in the molecular chain of polyethylene. Under atmospheric conditions or in aqueous 
solutions, the radicals combine with oxygen leading to an oxidative degradation at the surface and even 
at a certain depth in the material. Therefore, the radiation sterilization is nowadays done under vacuum 
or inert gas. In this case, the free radicals can coalesce and form links between the molecular chains. 
This process is called crosslinking.  

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is used in medical applications as a dental filling material as well 
as in ophthalmology for intraocular lenses and contact lenses. In bone surgery, a modification of 
PMMA serves as an acrylic bone cement for implant fixation and as a filling material. The use of self- 
curing acrylic cement in partial and total joint replacement was pioneered by Charnley in the late 
1950s. PMMA bone cement can also be used as a filler material for osteoporotic bone. Cement 
injections help to fix bone screws in weak bone and can significantly increase the strength of vertebral 
bodies or femoral necks even if applied without a metallic implant. 

Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) is a member of the polyaryletherketone (PAEK) family. High 
molecular PEEK was first synthesized in England in 1978. Because of its very good mechanical 
properties, combined with a high thermal stability, this polymer is used today in a wide range of 
applications in electronics, automotive and medical fields. The chemical resistance of PEEK is an 
additional advantage: PEEK is insoluble in common solvents and, furthermore, has a high resistance to 
wear and gamma irradiation. 



PEEK is used as the stem material in the new Mathys PhysioLogic hip prosthesis. The concept of 
this prosthesis is a lower bending stiffness of the stem leading to an elasticity almost like that of natural 
bone and hence to a more homogeneous load transfer from the stem to the surrounding bone. The 
PhysioLogic shaft is a compound prosthesis consisting of a titanium core, a mantle of PEEK, and an 
additional titanium coating. 

 
Bioresorbable polymers in trauma and bone surgery 

 
During the last few decades interest in resorbable materials, i.e. biomaterials which degrade in vivo 

to non-harmful by-products has been steadily increasing (Gogolewski, 2000). Degradation products of 
such materials are usually present in the body as metabolites or constituents of the tissues. The early 
application of bioresorbable polymers almost exclusively for sutures (Hollinger, 1995) is now widely 
expanded. Implants for trauma surgery (pins, screws, plates, dowels, anchors, membranes 
(Gogolewski, (1994), drug carriers (Wise, 1979), delivery devices in gene therapy (Rajasubramanian, 
1994) and three-dimensional porous scaffolds in various geometrical forms for tissue and organ 
substitutes and tissue-engineered implants are typical examples (Gugala, 1999).  

Nevertheless, quite a number of implants made from resorbable polymers are commercially 
available nowadays. Pins and screws in small diameters are used for the fixation of bone flakes in 
limited load bearing fractures; small plates and screws are applied in craniofacial surgery; interference 
screws and staples are used in knee surgery for the re-attachment of cruciate ligaments; harpoon 
devices are used for meniscus tears; etc. In hip joint replacement, resorbable plugs are inserted into the 
femoral diaphysis as cement flow stoppers.  

Among resorbable polymers for implants, polyhydroxyacids occupy the main position. More 
recently, experimental polymers based on tyrosine carbonate have been suggested as materials for 
implants. The commercial resorbable implants available at present have a tensile strength of about 
36%, a bending strength of 54% and an elastic modulus under tension of 4% of those of stainless steel. 

Tissue reaction to resorbable polymeric implants is much dependent on the material chemical 
composition, its degradation rate and toxicity of degradation products. Physical factors, which affect 
tissue response to implants include, their shape, physical structure, the mass of the implant, the stress at 
the implantation site and the micromotions at the implant tissue interface 

Another problem relates to sterilisation of resorbable implants. High-energy irradiation causes 
extensive material degradation and loss of mechanical properties. Ethylene oxide sterilisation does not 
practically affect mechanical and molecular properties of resorbable polymers, but there are concerns 
about residues and environmental problems. New sterilisation techniques for resorbable polymeric 
implants such as the treatment with low-temperature plasmas of various gases are still under 
investigation. 
 
About composite materials and their use in bone surgery 

 
Composite materials consist of two or even more different material components or phases, which are 

combined with the aim of improving or optimizing physical, mechanical and/or biological properties. 
The different phases can be selected from various material classes such as metals, ceramics or 
polymers, but combinations from the same material class are also possible. Metals and ceramics are 
normally reinforced by ceramics, while polymers are used with all types of materials. 

The main reason for using composite materials is related to the possibility of optimizing mechanical 
properties by enhancing anisotropic material properties. Thus, the strength and other mechanical 
properties can be adapted to specific design requirements. For use in orthopaedics and traumatology, 
composite materials are of interest mainly because of their reduced weight, their radiolucency and/or 
their lower stiffness, which is closer to bone than that of metals. 

According to the requirements or intended purpose of the composite material, the fibres can be 
distributed homogeneously in the basic material, oriented in a selected direction or even be 
concentrated on the inner surface or surface zones of the material. In medical technology and 
especially in bone surgery, it is aggravating that the chemical, physical and biological properties of all 
the different phases have to be known separately and in the compound, although usually their 
biological behaviour is more similar to polymers than metals. 

The composite materials used in medical technology mainly consist of thermoplastic polymer matrix 
materials, such as PMMA, polyamide (PA), polyurethane (PUR), polysulfone (PSU), PEEK or various 
epoxy resins (EP) and carbon fibres (CF) (Gasser, 2000) as they correspond best to the specific 
requirements of mechanical properties, long-term resistance and biocompatibility. 



The rods and rings of external fixation systems probably belong to the first composite devices 
commercially used in bone surgery. These components made of carbon-reinforced epoxy resin are not 
in direct contact with the tissue, yet demonstrate advantages in terms of their lower weight and their 
radiolucency when compared to standard metal components. 
 
Shape memory alloys 
 

Nitinol (50% Ti and 50% Ni) is an alloy whose potential use for implants is now just starting. Its 
main property is its shape memory capacity, that is, the possibility of changing its shape at a certain 
temperature. These heating transformations are structural and reversible and the temperatures of 
transformation can be modified by changing the relative percentages of Ti and Ni or by adding small 
amounts of Co. In some cases and under the appropriate “training” it is possible to get the final shape 
at the temperature of the living body.  

Other interesting property of the Ti-Ni alloys is their capacity to change their structure as a 
consequence of stresses. If stress is increases, the material deforms almost linearly until a yield point. 
From here a yielding interval is followed until getting a strain value at which the change of the internal 
microstructure is produced. If stress is now increased, the stiffness is recovered at a certain value 
different of the initial following the linear step, while a decrease in stress is followed by a new change 
to the initial structure and the initial stiffness getting a new yielding point, although at a lower stress 
level.  

Applications of shape memory alloys may be found, for instance, in stents for stenosis of blood 
vessels or the digestive tube. 
 
Types of prostheses and implants 

 
Orthopaedic implants may be classified in total joint replacements and external/internal fixation 

systems. 
Normal articular cartilage allows nearly frictionless and pain-free movement. However, when the 

cartilage is damaged or diseased by arthritis, bone joints become stiff and painful. In these cases, the 
joint is normally removed and replaced with an artificial joint called prosthesis. Joint replacement not 
only relieves the pain, but also correct deformities and improves mobility. 

A possible classification of total joint replacements can be established according to the replaced joint, 
so we can distinguish among total hip replacement, total knee replacement, shoulder joint replacement 
and so on. Moreover, in each one of these types there are many different prosthetic designs, being this 
a very active research field in orthopaedics.  

Prostheses can also be classified by their fixation method: bone cement and bony ingrowth.  
Bone cement is a putty-like substance that the surgeon packs into the femoral canal and the 

acetabulum. This "putty" is an acrylic plastic known as polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA). The 
implant is inserted shortly after the bone cement has been applied. Within approximately fifteen 
minutes, the PMMA hardens securing (cementing) the implant to the bone. Implants that use bone 
cement as a fixation technique are appropriately termed cemented implants. 

Bony ingrowth is a technique that uses a coating applied to the implant to provide a biologic or 
natural fixation. This coating encompasses porous regions of the implant. Porous regions contain a tiny 
matrix of cavities or holes. The coating initiates and facilitates growth of the natural existing bone 
around the implant into this matrix. The bone interacts with the matrix creating mechanical and 
chemical bonds that fix the implant to the bone. A common type of bony ingrowth coating is 
hydroxyapetite (HA). These implants that fix biologically to bone are referred to as cementless 
implants. 

Although these total joint replacements are normally successful in a short-term, they may fail by 
different causes (Huiskes, 1993; Prendergast, 2001): 

 Accumulation of damage in prosthesis materials during cyclic loading; 
 Wear of the surfaces among different materials; 
 Failure of osseointegration; 
 Stress Shielding; 
 Bad load transmission because the prosthesis bypasses part of the bone; 

 
Although many kinds of fractures can be treated using non-operative approaches (casts, splints), 

surgical treatment and the use of fixation methods are necessary for certain types of injuries. Operative 
treatment is generally chosen for reasons like contraindications to non-operative methods, fracture or 
disruption of joint surfaces and the presence of multiple fractures. Fracture fixation devices are used to 



maintain fracture alignment, allow use of the injured limb sooner, and protect the healing tissue from 
reinjury.  

For a given fracture, there are often several fixation methods and devices among which the 
orthopedic surgeon must choose. The optimal choice is a function of many variables, including the 
reduction required, the stabilization that has to be provided, the presence of soft tissue injuries, and the 
ease of surgery.  

A great diversity of osteosynthesis devices are available for these fractures. Indeed these devices can 
be classified into two larger groups: internal and external fixations. Different methods of internal 
fixations can be found like metal plates held by screws; intramedullary nails, with or without cross-
screw fixation; compression screw-plates; nail-plates; transfixations screws; circumferential wires or 
bands; suture through attached soft tissues, etc. (Figure 11). 

  
Figure 10. Hip and knee prostheses (from http://www.ozarkortho.com/patiented/totaljr.htm) 

 

(a) (b)  
 

Figure. 11  (a)Treatment of a simple pertrochanteric fracture using a Dynamic Hip Screw (DHS) . 
(b) Subcapital femoral neck fracture treated with two screws.  
(from http://mullerfoundation.org/atlas/main/31/a1.htm) 
 

The use of internal fixations may be advised in the following circumstances:  
• If it is impossible in a closed fracture to maintain an acceptable position by splintage alone or 

in combination with traction.  
• When it has been necessary to operate upon a fracture to secure adequate reduction.  
• To provide early control of limb fractures when conservative methods would interfere with 

the management of other severe injuries e.g. in head, thorax and abdomen.  
• In certain fractures to secure rigid immobilisation and allow early mobility of patient.  

 



The external fixation is used to get a rigid anchorage of the bone fragments to an external device 
such as a metal bar through pins inserted into the fragments of a long bone fracture. In other situations 
plaster or splint may be used as external fixation. The main application of external fixations is the 
management of open or infected fractures (see figure 12). 

 

            
 

Figure 12. Large external fixator system guide (from www.aona.com) 
 
 

 
ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANT DESIGN WITH THE FINITE ELEMENT 
METHOD 

 
According to the 1983 review of Huiskes and Chao (Huiskes,, 1983), the first application of Finite 

Element Analysis (FEA) in orthopaedics was in 1972 (Brekelmans et al., 1972). Since then finites 
elements have proved to be an important tool in orthopaedics design, being widely used in 
Biomechanics (Mackerle, 1992, 1994; Prendergast, 1997) with many different purposes:  
(I) Design and pre-clinical analysis of implants: although FEA does not allow acurate 

quantitative analysis due to anthrophometric differences, comparative analysis can be 
performed between different implant designs. Actually many designs of joint replacement 
prostheses have been studied using finite element models, either by the manufacturer or by 
external research groups. 

(II) Obtain fundamental biomechanical knowledge about musculoskeletal structures: analysis of 
bones, cartilage, ligaments, tendons and their relationships. 

(III) Simulation of different adaptive biological processes allowing to test different constitutive 
laws for tissue growth, adaptation and degeneration. Computational simulations can be also 
used to predict tissue behaviour in response to biomechanical factors. 

 
Nowadays finite element models are normally used to design implants, analysing the influence of 

different factors: implant variables, such as, size, shape, position, elastic modulus, coating and 
ingrowth conditions, debonding or lack of fixation; bone variables, such as, geometry, bone density 
and anisotropy distributions and response different loading conditions. 

Although additional pre-clinical techniques may be also used to design implants before clinical 
trials: analytical methods, simulators, experimental methods and so on. 



In this section we include some meaningful examples that use finite elements as a checking tool for 
orthopaedic implant design.  

  
Hip joint femoral component 

 
Total hip arthroplasty using artificial materials is a widely used treatment for osteoarthritis and 

similar disabling conditions. It has been widely performed since it was first introduced by Charnley in 
1960 (Charnley, 1960) and is considered a successful intervention, since usually produces dramatic 
improvements in functional status and health-related quality of life (Laupacis et al, 1993). Nevertheless 
design of THR prostheses can still be improved, reducing their high cost, that is still increasing in 
developed countries (Quintana et al., 2002).  

One of the most usual analysis tool has been the finite element method. In fact, the first 3D model of 
a hip replacement prosthesis was presented by Rohlman et al (1983), computing stresses in the 
prosthesis, cement and bone and showing the influence of the musculature.  

Many factors influence of the longevity of this kind of prostheses: cemented, non-cemented, shape, 
materials, interface, bone adaptation and so on. Many of them have been analysed through finite 
element analysis, obtaining important conclusions. For example, in cemented total hip arthroplasty, 
cement-metal interface failure and cement fracture have been observed in post-mortem specimens or in 
clinical radiographs. These failures have important clinical significance as it has been hypothesized 
that failure of fixation of cemented femoral components is primarily mechanical and starts with 
debonding between the cement and prosthesis and continues as fractures in the cement mantle. So 
several authors have studied the effect of materials selection on stresses in the various components 
(Lewis et al, 1984; Fagan and Lee, 1986; Rohlmann et al., 1987; Prendergast et al., 1987; Cheal et al., 
1992). The effect of a collar on the prosthesis stem has also been analysed with such models (Fagan 
and Lee, 1986; Prendergast and Taylor, 1990; Lennon and Prendergast, 2001), concluding that collar 
can create more physiological calcar stresses if it remains in contact with the excised surface of the 
femur, but if the contact is not assured then it may be better to remove it at all.  

Total hip replacement prostheses have been also studied from the point of view of interface stresses 
and bone remodelling (Huiskes and Wroemen, 1986) that can produce the loosening of the implant. 
Interfacial micromotion has been studied using concentric cylinder geometrical models of 
intramedullary fixation, predicting that reduced prosthesis stiffness causes increased micromotion 
(Rohlmann et al., 1988; Harrigan and Harris, 1991). Similar simplified models have been used to study 
the effect of debonding on stability fixation (Lu et al., 1996). Recently, Lennon and Prendergast (2001) 
have analysed also the different load transmission pattern under bonded and debonded cement-bone 
interface using 3D finite element models. Other models have been used to analyse the relationship 
between creep of acrylic cement and debonding of the cement-metal interface (Verdonschot and 
Huiskes, 1996). Using a 2D model of uncemented hip arthoroplasty, Kuiper and Huiskes (1996) 
showed that even small amounts of bone-implant friction cause the prosthesis to be gripped within the 
medullary canal, thereby reducing the magnitude of interfacial micromotions. Norman et al. (2001) 
showed that stem roughness has a profound influence on cement mantle stress, actually, decreasing 
stem-cement interface friction increases compressive normal stresses, reducing shear and tensile ones.  

A non-linear analysis performed by Harrigan and Harris (1998) of cemented stems predicted that 
debonding would raise peak cement stresses by up to threefold, the site of failure being proximal under 
stair-climbing loads and distal to the prosthesis-tip for gait loading. Verdonschot and Huiskes (1997) 
actually simulated damage accumulation processes in bone using continuum damage mechanics in a 
fully 3D finite element model, representing damage as a tensor. They were able to estimate the service 
life of a prosthesis failing by the damage accumulation failure scenario. Recently many other authors 
are also working to determine how bone layer is damaged (Colombi, 2002a, 2002b; McCormack and 
Prendergast, 1997). 

The development of interfacial soft-tissue during loading has a drastic effect on its transfer pattern. 
Weinans et al. (1990; 1993) have shown that non-linear modelling of the fibrous layers gives very 
different load transfer patterns.  Recently Fernandes et al. (2002) have analysed at the same time bone 
ingrowth in the interface prosthesis-bone and bone remodelling for cementless stems, predicting results 
consistent with clinical observations. 

Numerical optimization techniques have been also used to determine the optimum prosthesis design, 
being normally taken the objective function as the minimisation of the interface stresses (Kuiper 1993). 

Another design factor that influences directly the initation of microdamage in the cement layer is the 
residual stress that can appear in the cement layer due to its shrinkage. Currently, several numerical 
simulations have been performed in order to have a better understanding of this effect (Lennon and 
Prendergast, 2002; Nuño and Amabili, 2001). 



Another aspect that has been widely studied in the design of prosthesis is the analysis of how the 
femoral bone tissue adapts after a total hip replacement. One of the first works in which computational 
theory of bone remodelling was applied to study the influence of a prosthesis implantation was 
developed by Huiskes et al. (1987). Although 2D and axi-symmetric models were used, the isotropic 
theory proposed by Huiskes (Huiskes et al., 1987)was used to simulate bone response (elastic modulus 
alteration) due to prosthesis implantation. In fact, Huiskes and his co-workers have carried out the 
most extensive development of these finite element simulations combined with bone remodelling 
theories. For example, Huiskes et al. (1992) have studied the dependence of the stress-shielding on the 
stiffness of the stem, analysing a 3D model of a titanium stem (100 GPa) versus a more flexible stem 
(20 GPa). They used a 3-D FE mesh, where the initial apparent density distribution was determined 
from CT-density values, subsequently they used the isotropic bone remodelling theory to predict the 
apparent density distribution after total hip replacement. They concluded that stiffer stems produce 
more bone resorption than flexible stems. It has been also shown in animal experiments (Bobyn et al., 
1990; Turner et al., 1997) and in clinical radiographic studies (Engh and Bobyn, 1988). 

Weinans et al. (1993) used 3D FEA for studying the effect of bonded non-cemented total hip 
arthroplasties in dogs, comparing computational and experimental results through cross-sectional 
measurements of the canine femurs after 2 years of follow-up. This comparison showed that long-term 
changes in bone around femoral components of total hip replacements can be fully explained with 
bone remodelling theories. Weinans et al. (1994) also analysed non-cemented prosthesis and various 
situations of prosthesis-bone bonding, using apparent density as the variable that quantifies bone 
remodelling and finite element analysis. They checked the influence of the coating conditions (fully, 
partly or noncoated) and the fit characteristics (press fitted or overreamed), concluding that partly 
coating can only reduce bone atrophy relative to fully coated stems. For smooth press-fit stems, 
computer predictions showed that the amount of bone loss was less than for a one-third proximally 
coated or fully coated stem. 

In the same University of Nijmegen, van Rietbergen et al. (1993) performed 3D finite element 
simulations for press-fit prostheses implanted into the femurs of dogs, for which CT scan geometric 
data was available. This model included not only internal remodelling by modification of apparent 
density, but also external remodelling by the movement of the boundary nodes. The results of this 
work confirmed the value of such approaches for the pre-clinical testing of implants. 

Kuiper and Huiskes (1997) performed a prediction of the eventual loss of bone from the initial 
patterns of elastic energy deviation around hip replacements, combining FEA and isotropic 
remodelling theory developed by Huiskes and his co-workers (1987). They checked the influence of 
the strain energy threshold on the simulation of the remodelling process. Finally, they estimated that 
the difference between several threshold implied a 4 percent of bone loss. 

Kerner et al. (1999) carried out bone remodelling simulations of patient specific 3D FE models of 
bone specimens obtaining its bone densitometry (DEXA). This work shows again the potential of these 
techniques to study the interaction between implant and bone, because the prediction of bone loss was 
in accordance to the DEXA measurements on the specimens 

Many other authors have worked in this sense of assessment the bone adaptation around implants to 
analyse the implant design, combining bone remodelling theories and FEA. For example, Prendergast 
and Taylor (1992) used anatomical finite element models to test pre-clinically the effect of hip 
prosthesis design. So they performed these simulations using bone remodelling theory based on 
damage accumulation. They studied the importance of two features of intramedullary prosthesis design 
on bone adaptation: prosthesis elastic modulus and the presence of a prosthesis collar. They concluded, 
as Huiskes et al. (1992), that a low elasticity modulus reduced the bone loss, whereas the presence of a 
collar had no significant effect. 

The isotropic bone remodelling theory developed in Stanford (Jacobs, 1994) was also applied with 
2D FEA to simulate bone adaptations around porous-coated implants (Orr et al., 1990) applied to the 
proximal fémur and tibia. The initial density distribution was predicted with the bone remodelling 
model, later they included in the model each prosthesis. The predicted bone density distribution around 
implanted prostheses were consistent with clinical and experimental findings of others investigators. 
Similar works were performed in this sense, with this remodelling theory, to predict bone apparent 
density alteration around non-cemented acetabular components in 2D models (Levenston et al., 1993). 

Weinans et al. (2000) studied the influence on stress-shielding of different parameters that are 
normally used in these computer simulations, such as the loading conditions and the bone material 
properties. They analysed four different loading conditions and two different bone density-elastic 
modulus relationships, obtaining differences of a 20% in specific regions with a change in loading 
conditions and of a 10% for a change in the relationship between apparent density-elastic modulus. For 



this reason, they could conclude that although bone remodelling is different for each individual, no 
many differences exist between individuals. 

Doblaré and García (2002) developed an anisotropic bone remodelling theory, which was used to 
analyse the influence of the anisotropy on bone remodelling after a total hip replacement with an 
Exeter hip prosthesis (Doblaré and García, 2001). They predicted that bone anisotropy changes after 
replacement, tending to a more isotropic distribution (Figure 13). 

 

(a) (b)  
Figure 13Anisotropy distribution (a) intact femur, (b) after total hip replacement (300 analysis steps) 
(Doblaré and García, 2001). 

 

 
Figure 14 Scientic hip prosthesis (SHP). 

 
The most relevance example of implant designed through Finite Element technique is the Scientific 

Hip Prosthesis (SHP) (Figure 14), developed by a group of Dutch Orthopaedic Surgeons and 
Bioengineers leaded by Professor Rik Huiskes (Huiskes and Boeklagen, 1989) at the University of 
Nijmegen (The Netherlands). Its stem design is the direct result of an extensive research programme 
into numerical shape optimisation, in which was also analyzed the case that the stem-cement bond 
would fail and whether the stem could be (partly) polished in order to reduce the abrasive potential of 
the stem. 



Hip joint acetabular components 
 
Total hip arthroplasty involves the replacement of the femoral head by a ball made of metal alloy or 

ceramic, and the acetabulum by a hemispherical lining made up of a polymer, metal or ceramic. Over 
the past 40 years, many materials have been used to provide the best bearing surfaces (Dowson, 1998). 
Ultra high molecular weigh polyethylene (UHMWPE) continues being the most popular material 
selection for the cup (Wang et al., 1995; Cates et al., 1993). In order to stiffen up the polyethylene cup, 
metal backing has been used.  

The two main factors that influence the durability of the hip prosthesis are the gradual accumulation 
of wear debris and the loosening of one or both components. Both factors are related, because wear 
debris produces cellular reaction that leads to implant loosening as has been explained previously. The 
critical design factor therefore is to minimize wear of the UHMWPE. The contact stress and the 
deformation pattern generated on the articulating surfaces are important factor in wear. 

Therefore, many finite element models have been developed in order to analyse the influence of 
these factors. One of the first models was developed by Huiskes and Chao (1983) that used 2D models 
of the acetabulum. Since then, several 2D models have been used to predict failure sites in cemented 
cups (Vasu et al., 1983), to analyse stresses as a function of extent of ingrowth and loosening 
(Rapperport et al., 1987) and to predict bone remodeling under various loading and interface 
conditions (Levenston et al., 1993). An axi-symmetric model was used to analyse the load transfer 
mechanism from acetabular bone to screw-threaded acetabular cups and to show that the 2D models 
can underestimate the stiffness of the acetabulum (Huiskes, 1987). A similar axi-symmetric finite 
element model predicted that the effect of metal-backing of the cup is to concentrate stresses at the 
acetabular rim (Dalstra and Huiskes, 1994). Dalstra (1993) produced and validated a fully anatomical 
finite element model of the acetabulum and used it to examine pelvic load transfer for several 
parametric design variations of acetabular cup. Maxian et al. (1996) provided a computational 
formulation based on an elastic model to estimate wear in a total hip prosthesis and concluding that 
long-term volumetric wear did not depend greatly on head/cup clearance. Although the predicted 
volumetric wear rate correlated to some degree with clinical results, they appear to be slightly low. 
Spears et al. (2000, 2001) have studied the effects of interfacial characteristics on relative cyclical 
micromotion between cup and bone during gait in the immediate postoperative phase. Optimisation 
techniques have been also used in order to determine the best shape of the acetabular cup (Hedia et al., 
2000) and the optimal stiffness characteristics of cement, metal backing and UHMWPE materials, 
which minimises the probability of fatigue fracture of cement at all interfaces with the metal backing 
and the bone (Hedia, 2001). More recently, Teoh et al. (2002) have also performed a finite element 
model to predict wear volume rate based on an elasto-plastic behaviour, analysing the influences of 
contact stress, sliding distance, effect of friction and the importance of clearance between the 
acetabular cup and the femoral head. Indeed, they concluded that is very important to avoid too tight or 
too loose diametrical clearance designs, because wear depends on clearance. 

 
Fixations 

 
There are different types of fixations: external fixations consisting of an assembly of several 

components connected to form a more or less rigid frame for stabilising the fracture fragments during 
healing, and internal fixations, that can be intramedullary or extramedullary. Different implants of both 
types have been analysed with finite element in order to determine which is the best design. 

Beaupré et al. (1984) showed that the best slot design, from the point of view of reducing stress 
concentrating effects, was dependent on the loading mode. Natali (1992) included the effect of pin 
debonding in a non-linear finite element model of pin-bone contact. Beaupré et al. (1988) predict that, 
for bone plate fixation, friction and screw tightness largely determine the mechanical environment in 
the bone tissue. Shape optimization techniques have been applied to the design of pedicular screw 
threads. Cheal et al. (1985) present a finite element model of a six-hole compression plate using 3D 
elements for the bone and plate, and beam elements for the screws. Sim et al. (1995) analysed the 
mechanical behaviour of two different implants, such as Gamma nail and DHS screw using 2D finite 
element models. Wang et al. (1998) studied the efficiency of Gamma nail to treat proximal femur 
unstable fractures, concluding that higher stresses at the lag screw and upper distal screw insertion 
holes in the nail appears. Moreover, Wang et al. (2000) also analysed the influence of using two lag 
screws with the Gamma nail. 

García et al. (in press) have performed a comparative analysis of several proximal femur fractures 
with different treatments: intramedullary nail (Gamma nail) and extramedullary plate (Dynamic Hip 
Screw). They concluded that proximal stable femoral fractures can be treated correctly with the 



Gamma Nail and the DHS, however for unstable fractures, the Gamma Nail achieved a good 
stabilisation, being the DHS insufficient due to its small torsional stiffness. Moreover, they compared 
the different bone remodelling response in the immediate postoperative period (Figure 15). 
 

(a) (b)  
Figure 15 Bone density distribution after implantation of a (a) Gamma nail and (b) DHS plate (García 
et al., in press). 

 
Cegoñino et al. (in press) have also analysed the mechanical stability and bone remodelling 

adaptation of several distal femoral fractures treated with an intramedullary nail (DFN: Distal Femur 
Nail) and with a extramedullary plate (LISS plate: Less Invasive Stabilization System). Both types of 
implant achieve a correct stabilisation of the fracture, while the LISS plate causes more resorption in 
the distal region, specifically in the fracture site due to the bridge effect of the plate in this region 
(Figure 16). 

 

(a) (b)  
Figure 16 (a) Bone density distribution in the intact femur. (b) Bone density concentration in the bone after LISS 
implantation at different increments of analysis (100, 150 and 300) (Cegoñino et al., in press). 
 
External fixations have also been analysed using Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Chao et al. (1982) 
used finite element models of a Hoffmann-Vidal frame to examine the effect of pin separation, side-bar 
separation, pin diameter and pin number on axial and bending stiffness. Similar works have been 
performed to study the influence of these variables on frame stiffness for other fixation designs 
(Johnson and Fischer, 1983; Prendergast et al., 1994; Gasser et al., 1990). Beaupré et al. (1983) 
emphasized the importance of modelling the clamp rigidity, and showed that load transferred to the 
callus increases and pin stresses decrease during healing. 



More recently, Cegoñino (2002) have performed the design of an external fixator to the treatment of 
wrist fractures, simplifying the bone geometry (Figure 17). Indeed, they designed the ball-and-socket 
joint of the fixator that allows to join correctly the connecting pin and the Schanz screws.  
 

     
Figure 17 Mesh and stress distribution in a wrist external fixator 

 
Pelvic ring disruptions are normally treated with internal or external fixation systems. García et al. 

(2000) determined, using finite element analysis, studied different types of fixations for several kind of 
fractures obtaining results qualitatively similar to clinical experience (Figure 18). 
 

(a) (b)  
Figure 18 Perspective view of a transforaminal sacrum fracture treated with internal fixations: (a) symphysis plate 
with one sacroiliac screw and (b) with two screws.  (Magnification factor=10.). In dark deformed pelvis, while in 
light undeformed pelvis (García et al., 2000). 
 
 
Total knee arthroplasty 

 
One of the main problems after a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is bone loss. It may be caused 

mechanically, either by unloading of the bone leading to disuse osteoporosis, or by overloading of the 
bone leading to trabecular fractures and bone destruction. Although osteolysis, instigated by an 
inflammatory reaction to particulate wear debris, is an important and common cause of bone loss after 
TKA. Less common, though sometimes dramatic, causes of bone loss are infection and osteonecrosis. 
Another important design factor is the stability of this kind of implants. So most finite element 
analyses are oriented to the improvement of these problems. 

Total knee replacements may be divided in the following way (Walker and Sathasivam, 1999): 
 Fixed-bearing condylar replacement with partially conforming surfaces, with or without the 

posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) 
 Mobile-bearing type, where the polyethylene component is free to slide and rotate on the tibial 

tray. 



 A rotating-platform type, where the polyethylene component is allowed to rotate only about an 
axis and is prevented from translating. 

 

  
Figure 18 Finite element mesh and von Mises stress distribution on the tibial polyethylene insert in a rotating 

platform total knee replacement (Peña et al., in press). 
 
Several 3D finite element models of the knee had been developed before 1983 (Huiskes and Chao, 

1983), dealing with both anisotropic and non-homogenous bone properties. An axysymmetric model 
with Fourier loading was used to investigate the consequences of design variations on the tibial plateau 
and the effect of a bone cement composite layer junction (Shrivstava et al., 1982). A 3D finite element 
model was developed by Cheal et al. (1985) to study the influence of tray size and cement penetration 
depth. In 1986, several finite element works of tibial components were performed. Garg and Walker 
(1986) studied the influence of loading mode and other factors on bone stresses beneath the tibial 
plateau. Vasu et al. (1986) analysed the effect of load and prosthesis design features on interface 
stresses and tibial bone stress in the frontal and sagittal planes (Beaupré et al., 1986). Later, 
Rakotomanana et al. (1992) analysed the load transfer at the tibial bone-implant interface using an 
elastoplastic description of bone. They analysed three different tibial tray designs: cemented with one 
central peg, a cemented and uncemented with two short medial and lateral pegs. Several authors 
(Tissakht et al., 1996; Van Lenthe et al., 1997) have evaluated stress-shielding in the distal femur due 
to implantation of a knee prosthesis.  

Other authors have analysed the influence of the thickness and initial void concentration in the distal 
cement mantle created during the arthroplasty, concluding that is better to use thickness mantle and to 
avoid initial bubble formation (Powers et al., 1998).  

More recently, Yuan et al. (2000) studied the progression of a loosening process of tibial knee 
arthroplasty by bone resorption and fibrous tissue interposition, concluding that this effect may equally 
well be caused by mechanical factors, rather than by wear particles. 

Nowadays mobile-bearing total knee replacements are increasing their clinical use. This fact 
motivated to Otto et al. (2001) to assess the mobility and contact mechanics of a widely used rotating 
platform total knee replacement through an experimental and finite element analysis.  

One of the most important problems after total knee replacement is the patello-femoral joint 
(Merkow et al., 1985; Windsor et al., 1989). So Heegaard et al. (2001) have studied the biomechanics 
of the patellar component after total knee replacement, determining the effect of displacing the femoral 
component of an Insall-Burstein II prosthesis on the patellar tracking and patello-femoral pressures. 

 
Implant interfaces 

 
Implant-bone interfaces are the main site of primary mechanical failure. The strength of interfaces 

has usually been determined by push-out tests, and finite element analyses of these tests have shown 
that they are very sensitive to specimen dimensions and boundary conditions (Harrigan et al., 1990). 
Special stress-compatible finite elements have been developed for perfectly bonded interfaces 
(Angelides et al., 1988) and applied to a parametric study of interface stresses in push-out tests 
showing the effect of material properties and interface frictional behaviour (Shirazi-Adl, 1992; Shirazi-
Adl and Forcione, 1992; Dammak et al., 1997). 

Van Rietbergen et al. (1993) simulated with finite element analysis the loosening of the bone-
implant interface, being capable of simulating the proximal interface gap that was found around the 
uncoated implants in animal experimentation. 



More recently, computer simulations are focused on analysing the influence of micromotion on 
tissue differentiation and interfacial ossification (Giori et al., 1995; Prendergast et al., 1996; Yuan et 
al., 2000; Simmons et al., 2001; Viceconti et al., 2001).  

 
Arthroplasty of other joints 

 
Walker et al. (1983) performed one of the first works using finite element analysis in other joints, 

analysing the use of a plastic plug to fixate a metacarpophalangeal joint prosthesis. Later, Lewis and 
Alva (1993) used a large deformation 2D finite element model to calculate stress in the Swanson and 
Lawrence designs for this same joint. Penrose et al. (1996) also performed a 3D model of the Sutter 
and Swanson designs to metacarphophalangeal joint. 

Crowell (1991) carried out a 3D finite element analysis of the tibial component of an ankle joint 
prosthesis.  

Several authors (Orr et al., 1988; Friedman et al., 1992; Lacroix et al., 2000) have studied using 
finite element models the glenoid replacement in total shoulder arthroplasty. They have determined the 
stress distribution in the bone without prosthesis and after implantation of three different keel designs 
with and without metal backing. More recently Couteau et al. (2001) analyzed the mechanical effect of 
some of the most common surgical variables in shoulder arthroplasty, using a 3D finite element model. 
They reported that conformity decreasing may involve important increase of stresses and that the use 
of a thick cement mantle is not an advantage in the stress distribution at the cement-bone interface. 
Moreover Murphy et al. (2001) have developed a different design of glenoid prosthesis in an attempt to 
reduce the loosening rates and improve the prognosis of total shoulder arthroplasty.  

Several authors (Goel et al. 1989; Zachariah and Sanders, 1996) determined the stresses in both the 
humeral and ulnar side of a hinged-elbow arthroplasty and concluded that, adjacent to the hinge, stress 
raising occurs in the humerus whereas stress-shielding is produce in the ulna. Lewis et al. (1996) 
analysed the stresses in various sections of two-dimensional models of the elbow joint, without and 
with a prosthesis (the humeral component of a total elbow prosthesis), comparing stress shielding and 
overload in the cortical and cancellous bones. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

Implant design is currently one of the most active research areas in biomedical engineering. Indeed, 
it will continue until the capability for growing replacement tissues outside the body by tissue 
engineering becomes well established. Many different aspects have to be taken into account in implant 
design in order to fulfil the mechanical and biological requirements. The conditions of the fracture site: 
vascularisation, fracture type and morphological properties and bone quality are some of the most 
important. With respect to the implant, composing material and manufacturing procedure, geometrical 
design, type of fixations and surface properties are the most relevant features.  

Both functional and biological requirements have to be fulfilled, so they have to provide mechanical 
support to get an appropriate reduction and stabilisation of the fracture, combined with enough strength 
to overloads and fatigue and to long-term effects like wear, corrosion, water absorption, ageing, etc. 
With respect to biological concern, reactions have to be avoided and the influence of the implant on 
aspects like fracture healing, osteointegration, osteolysis or bone remodelling have to be considered. 
Finally, long-term stability of the material composing the implant, including corrosion, damage, 
resistance to ageing etc. have to be evaluated. 

Numerical studies, especially FEA, have proved to be an invaluable tool in implant design, allowing 
the parametric and qualitative study of very complex mechanobiological phenomena and the influence 
of different design factors like size, shape, position, elastic modulus, coating and ingrowth conditions, 
debonding or lack of fixation and bone variables, such as, geometry, bone density and anisotropy 
distributions. However, to get valuable clinical results appropriate material models have to be used 
including short and long-term behaviour of living tissues, biomaterials behaviour and surface 
interactions between them. A good estimation of loads is other bottleneck in a correct implant design.  
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Abstract Bone development starts with differentiation and growth of

chondrocytes from the proliferation zone to the hypertrophy one. Biochemi-

cal signals and their receptors are known to influence bone formation, in spe-

cial parathyroid hormone-related peptide (PTHrP), Indian hedgehog (Ihh)

and some others. In this work, we present a mathematical model to describe

the early bone growth and morphogenesis. This model takes into account

several significative coupled aspects in bone morphogenesis: the PTHrP

- Ihh regulatory loop, proliferation and hypertrophy of chondrocytes and
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3D growth. The PTHrP - Ihh loop is modelled by a set of reaction - dif-

fusion equations that reflect that Ihh activates PTHrP production, while

PTHrP inhibits Ihh expression. In the intial stage of bone morphogenesis,

cells proliferation and hypertrophy are considered directionally dependent,

representing the well known column cell formation. Axial growth and the

formation of the shape of the epiphysis are controlled by hypertrophy and

proliferation under a density saturation condition of chondrocytes. The evo-

lutions of proliferative and hypertrophied chondrocytes are described by

means of population equations that include the rate of birth and differenti-

ation of chondrocytes, being all regulated by the PTHrP and Ihh concentra-

tions. All these coupled equations are solved simultaneously within a finite

element framework, getting an accurate description of both growth of the

diaphysis and formation of the epiphysis of a long bone, from the points of

view of time-scale, length and shape of the bone organ.

1 Introduction

Endochondral ossification is the principal mechanism of growth in long

bones [1,2], being the epiphyseal growth plate the main growth engine [3].

This process is mediated by a delicately balanced cycle of cartilage forma-

tion, cartilage hypertrophy, matrix formation and calcification, forming the

scaffold for the new bone.

Endochondral ossification involves the replacement of hyaline cartilage

by spongy bone. Ossification begins at the center of long bones, which is
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known as primary center, towards their ends (epiphyses) [2]. After formation

of new woven bone, osteoclasts start to break it down while new lamellar

bone is formed by osteoblasts in a process known as bone remodelling [1].

This process enables long bones to increase in diameter, to change their

shape and to develop the marrow cavity [1]. This process is more active in

children and adolescents, although bone modelling continues throughout the

whole life [1]. This helps to repair microdamage, to adapt the mechanical

properties to the specific enviroment and to control the calcium homeostasis

[2].

A lot of effort has been devoted to this research field trying to achieve a

better understanding of the role of mechanical and other epigenetic factors

[4–8] on growth, specifically during endochondral ossification and skeletal

morphogenesis, and particularly, during the femoral head formation [6] and

bicondylar angle formation [7]. From a complementary perspective, hor-

monal effects have been also experimentally studied during bone growth [3,

9]. Some of the first works on the simulation of long bones growth, including

hormonal factors, were presented by Brouwers et al. [10,11]. In those seminal

papers they computed the concentration evolutions of Ihh and PTHrP by

means of a diffusion process; chondrocytes hypertrophy and linear growth

of a 1D long bone was also simulated during the early fetal stage. Here,

we present an extension of that model that takes into account several sig-

nificative facts not considered in those previous works: the PTHrP - Ihh

regulatory loop is modelled by means of a reaction-diffusion set of equa-
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tions; proliferation and hypertrophy of chondrocytes is considered direction-

ally dependent controlling bone growth; and finally we have extended the

model to an axysimmetric case, therefore in two dimensions. The two pro-

cesses molecular and cellular, are coupled. Molecular factors are produced

by chondrocytes, being their production rate dependent on the current cell

density. On the other hand, proliferation and hypertrophy are controlled

by the concentration of molecular factors. The directional dependence of

the cell processes is also considered, taking into account the anisotropic cell

clustering that leads to the well known cell columns formation [12]. The

aim of the present study is to test the ability of this model to simulate

the biological growth of a long bone during the fetal stage, comparing the

obtained results with biological evidences regarding time evolution, length

of the diaphysis and formation and shape of the epiphyses.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Mathematical model description

Bone growth begins with proliferation and hypertrophy of chondrocytes (see

figs. 1 and 2). Following assumptions of different authors, the parathyroid

hormone-related peptide (PTHrP) and Indian hedgehog (Ihh), are the main

responsible for regulating the rate of chondrocyte differentiation [13–15,15]

although many others also influence on the different stages of bone forma-

tion [16–19]. For instance, in normal growth plates, proliferative chondro-

cytes become into post-mitotic hypertrophied ones. This process is partly
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Fig. 1 Stages of bone development [20]

Fig. 2 Left: PTHrP - Ihh control process during early growth plate in long bones

(taken with permisson from [21]). Right: Celullar organization in the growth plate

of endochondral bones. This figure represents a section of a mouse femur at em-

bryonic day 17 (taken with permisson from [9]).

.

regulated by a highly coupled signaling of both Ihh - PTHrP. While PTHrP

delays hypertrophy and Ihh promotes chondrocytes proliferation [3].
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On other hand, Ihh is secreted by pre-hypertrophied chondrocytes and

early hypertrophied chondrocyte cells [3,22], while PTHrP is secreted by

perichondrial cells and proliferative chondrocytes at the ends of long bones

(epyphises) [3,22].

Following experimental evidences [10,9,3,19], we present here a compu-

tational model for endochondral ossification, which is schematically sum-

marized in Figure 3. We explore the hypothesis that endochondral ossifica-

tion is guided by a hormonal process of reaction-diffusion between Ihh and

PTHrP. In order to better understand the events involved during endochon-

dral ossification, we distinguish between molecular and cellular processes

(see figure 3). The molecular process is related to a regulatory loop in which

PTHrP inhibits Ihh formation (dashed line), while Ihh activates (continue

line) the PTHrP secretion. Cellular processes are regulated by the molecu-

lar one. PTHrP and Ihh promote chondrocytes proliferation (continue line

from PTHrP and Ihh to proliferative cells (PC)) while PTHrP delays hy-

pertrophy (dashed line from PTHrP to HC). Finally, Ihh and PTHrP are

produced by pre-hypertrophied and hypertrophied chondrocytes (continue

line from proliferative chondrocytes (PC) to PTHrP and to Ihh).

We consider that initial cartilage is composed only of proliferative chon-

drocyte cells [12]. We also assume that molecular factors are produced

mainly by proliferative cells that include proliferative, pre-hypertrophied

and early hypertrophied cells. We do not distiguish between these cell stages

with regard to their molecular expression. Tissue growth and the associated
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Fig. 3 PTHrP - Ihh control process. PC: Proliferative chondrocytes, HC: Hy-

pertrophied chondrocytes, PTHrP : Parathyroid hormone related peptide, Ihh:

Indian Hedgehog. The figure shows the relation between molecular signals and

cell processes. The curved line means differentiation. Dashed lines mean inhibi-

tion. Continuous lines mean activation or production.

change in shape and size are also assumed to be produced by cell prolif-

eration (hyperplasia) and enlargement of cells (hypertrophy) [3,9,19]. The

change of shape is assumed to be induced by spatial local differences in

proliferation, driven by mitosis of chondrocytes and directional column for-

mation of hypertrophying chondrocytes [12]. The proliferation process is

able to produce axial growth by building columns during directional mito-

sis (along the axial direction) and radial growth by the appearance of several

columns along the radial direction. Additionally, hypertrophy is the princi-

pal engine for axial growth due to the preferential directional chondrocyte

enlargement along the axial direction [3,12] (see figure 4).

The main state variables used in the model are cellular concentrations

(ci) and molecular factors concentrations (sj), where i means cell type and
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Fig. 4 Part of a longitudinal section of the developing femur of a rabbit. a.

Flattened cartilage cells. b. Enlarged cartilage cells. c, d. Newly formed bone. e.

Osteoblasts. f. Giant cells or osteoclasts. g, h. Shrunken cartilage cells [23]

j refers to each molecular substance. We distinguish between the follow-

ing cellular types: proliferative-prehypertrophied (cPC) and fully developed

hypertrophied chondrocytes (cHC). In the case of molecular factors we dis-

tinguish between PTHrP (sPTHrP ) and Ihh (sIhh).

In next paragraphs we define the time variations of each of these vari-

ables during each event involved in endochondral ossification: molecular

control system, cell proliferation, hypertrophy and bone growth.
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2.2 Molecular control system

The balance equations for the two factors that control endochondral os-

sification, Ihh and PTHrP, are modelled by means of a set of reaction -

diffusion equations [24–27] that may be written as:

∂sj(x, t)

∂t
+ div(sj(x, t)v) = bj(x, t) + div(Dj∇sj(x, t)) (1)

where v is the local growth velocity of early bone, bj(x, t) is the external net

production rate of the substance j and Dj is the diffusion coefficient of such

substance. The reaction term b includes the interactions between molecu-

lar factors and cell concentrations. Moreover, we assume that diffusion is

represented by the Fick’s law [28–30].

As other authors propose, we assume that PTHrP and Ihh are synthe-

sized by proliferative and prehypertrophied chondrocytes [31–33] and there-

fore depend on this cell density and on the concentration of each molecular

factor. The source terms are then assumed to be given by:

bPTHrP (x, t) = cPC(α1 − β1sPTHrP + γ0s
2
PTHrP sIhh) (2a)

bIhh(x, t) = cPC(α2 − γ0s
2
PTHrP sIhh) (2b)

where α1 and α2 are constant source terms, β1 is a constant that quantifies

the rate of degradation of PTHrP, and γ0 is a reaction constant that quan-

tify the nonlinear interaction between both substances. In fact, all these
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Fig. 5 Column formation of Proliferative chondrocytes [12].

factors could be considered functions of the concentrations of other molecu-

lar signals, such as, BMP (Bone morphogenetic proteins), FGF (Fibroblast

growth factor), RUNX21 (Runt-related genes) and others (see for example,

[22,3]). The biological interpretation is that the term s2
PTHrP sIhh represents

nonlinear activation of sPTHrP (production of PTHrP by the presence of

Ihh) and nonlinear consumption of sIhh (by the Ihh presence). Equations 2

are similar to the so called Schnakenberg type [24,26,27], well known and

extensively studied in biological systems. We finally assume that reaction-

diffusion only occurs in those areas where activator and inhibitor interact.

2.3 Dynamics of chondrocytes

2.3.1 Proliferation During skeletal development chondrocytes exhibit a

preferential direction of proliferation as is clearly seen in figure 5 that give

rise to a clear anisotropic cell distribution in the proliferative zone. As a
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first approximation we assume that this distribution can be described by

means of a second order tensor:

RPC = 3

√
cPC

rPC

(
1 + (rPC − 1)n

⊗
n
)

(3)

where rPC is the ratio between the number of cells along the preferential

direction n and the one along any other orthogonal direction and 1 is the

second-order unit tensor. Observe that cPC = det(RPC))

Therefore, the dynamics of chondrocytes can be defined through the

time derivate of this tensor or the derivate of their components: n, cPC and

rPC . We assume that the preferential growth direction is regulated by the

gradients of PTHrP and Ihh in such a way that the time derivative of the

preferential direction n is established in terms of the current gradient of the

molecular factors as:

∂n
∂t

= n × (w × n) (4)

with w:

w = b11∇sPTHrP − b12∇sIhh (5)

being b11 and b12 positive constants that quantify the respective influence

of the gradient of each molecular factor PTHrP and Ihh on the directional

column formation.

With respect to the chondrocytes density, we assume that these cells

pratically do not migrate, that is, they follow the movement of the surround-
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ing matrix (bone growth) and therefore that proliferative cells concentration

follows the next law:

∂cPC

∂t
+div(cPCv) = fproliferation(cPC , sIhh, sPTHrP )−fhypertrophy(cPC , sPTHrP )

(6)

fproliferation is the proliferation function, that depends upon the PTHrP

and Ihh concentrations and the concentration of proliferative cells, and

fhypertrophy is the function of hypertrophy that defines cell differentiation

from the proliferative to the fully hypertrophied stage.

We establish a function fproliferation similar to the Ludwig law [34] as:

fproliferation = cPC

(
a0p1(sIhh, sPTHrP )

(
1 −

p1(sIhh, sPTHrP )

p01

))
(7)

where a0 is the mitosis frequency, p01 a dimensionless parameter that rep-

resents the limit capacity to proliferate and p1 an activation factor related

to the concentration of the different molecular factors and assumed to be

given by:

p1 = a1sPTHrP + a2sIhh (8)

being a1 and a2 positive constants that quantify the respective influence of

PTHrP and Ihh on proliferation. Equivalently, fhypertrophy(cPC , sPTHrP ) is

given by:

fhypertrophy(cPC , sPTHrP ) = cPC

(
f

dn

(sn
PTHrP + dn)

)
(9)
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with f the frequency of transformation from proliferative to hypertrophied

cells and dn/(sn
PTHrP + dn) a function that defines the switch from pro-

liferative to hypertrophied cells expressed in terms of the concentration of

PTHrP. Finally, d and n are constants that quantify the jump and value

range of the switch.

On other hand, the preferential proliferation factor (that quantifies the

column formation) is similar to the previous equation (6), except we add

the dependency on the PTHrP and Ihh gradients:

∂rPC

∂t
+div(rPCv) = gformation(sIhh, sPTHrP )−ghypertrophy(rPC , sPTHrP )

(10)

where gformation quantifies the column formation depending on the gradient

of each substance and ghypertrophy quantifies the column hypertrophy. We

state:

gformation(sIhh, sPTHrP ) = b0p2(sIhh, sPTHrP )

(
1 −

p2(sIhh, sPTHrP )

p02

)

(11)

where, b0 is a constant, p02 a dimensionless term that represents the charge

capacity and p2 is an activation factor related to the moduli of the gradients

of the molecular factors by:

p2 = b1|∇sPTHrP | + b2|∇sIhh| (12)
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Fig. 6 Hypertrophied chondrocytes [12], showing the typical column formation.

with b1 and b2 constants that quantify the influence of each molecular factor

(PTHrP and Ihh) on the directional column formation. Finally,

ghypertrophy(rPC , sPTHrP ) = rPC

(
f

dn

(sn
PTHrP + dn)

)
(13)

similar to equation (9).

2.4 Hipertrophy

Proliferative chondrocytes suffer apoptosis before cartilage is replaced by

bone. During this apoptotic process, cells increase their size and change

their shape from quasi-oval (see figure 5) to nearly spherical. This growth

process is therefore anisotropic or more precisely transversely isotropic and

can be also initially described by other second order tensor similar to (6):

RHC = 3

√
cHC

rHC

(
1 + (rHC − 1)n

⊗
n
)

(14)

whose evolution is also evaluated through the time rate of the scalars cHC

and rHC and the growth direction n. We assume that the concentration of
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hypertrophied chondrocytes follows the next law:

∂cHC

∂t
+div(cHCv) = fhypertrophy(cPC , sPTHrP ) = cPC

(
f

dn

(sn
PTHrP + dn)

)

(15)

while the preferential direction factor is given by:

∂rHC

∂t
+div(rHCv) = ghypertrophy(rPC , sPTHrP ) = rPC

(
f

dn

(sn
PTHrP + dn)

)

(16)

2.5 Bone growth

We assume that bone growth during endochondral ossification is due to

chondrocytes proliferation (hyperplasia) and chondrocytes hypertrophy [3,

22,9,18,35]. Therefore, assuming hypothesis of small deformations we can

define:

dgrowth(x,RPC ,RHC , t) = dproliferation(x,RPC , t)+dhypertrophy(x,RHC , t)

(17)

where dproliferation and dhypertrophy are the respective strain growth rate

tensors.

2.6 Growth by chondrocyte proliferation (hyperplasia)

Equation (6) can be re-written in material coordinates as:

DcPC

Dt
+ cPCdiv(v) =

(
a0p1

(
1 −

p1

p01

))
cPC (18)
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We assume that bone growth in the proliferative area is due to the fact

that, when the saturation concentration is reached, the only way cells can

proliferate further is by increasing the volume keeping a constant level of

cell concentration (DcPC/Dt = 0) [36]:

Therefore, when cPC = cPCsaturation
, we propose that growth by prolif-

eration is accomplished following the expression:

tr(dproliferation(x,RPC , t)) = div(v) =

(
a0p1

(
1 −

p1

p01

))
(19)

2.7 Growth by chondrocyte apoptosis (hypertrophy)

We assume that growth in the hypertrophied zone is mainly produced along

the preferential direction n:

dhypertrophied(x,RHC , t) =




1
tenlargement

((
R(t)

s
− 1

)
n

⊗
n
)

if nT RHCn≥d1

0 other cases

(20)

where 2s [37,38] is the minor axis dimension of an individual chondrocyte

before hypertrophy (see figure (7)), d1 is the minumum linear concentration

of hypertrophied chondrocytes needed to begin axial growth. tenlargement is

the maturation time that controls the time required by a proliferative chon-

drocyte to hypertrophy; and finally 2R(t) [38] is the enlargement diameter

that depends on the maturation time and is given by:

R(t) = s +
R − s

tenlargement

t (21)
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Fig. 7 Left: Enlargement of hypertrophied cells along the x direction at time t.

Right: Enlargement of hypertrophied cells along the y direction at time t

2.8 Numerical Implementation

The Finite Element Method program ABAQUS [39] was used to solve all

previous equations. State variables (cell concentration ci, directional ratios

of cells ri for every cell type, and substance concentrations si for every

molecular factor) were stored as nodal values. The dimensions of the model

were obtained from experimental data on shape and size in fetuses [40–43].

A simplified axisymmetric model of a human femur was developed, with a

diameter of dyaphisis and ephyphisis of 9.6 mm and a length of 16 mm [42].

We started the analysis at the 2nd month (8th week) and finished at the

7th month (30th week) of the human fetal gestation. Assuming rotational

symmetry about the axial direction with no gradients along the circunfer-

ential direction and symmetry about the center of the anlage, we modeled a

quarter of hyaline cartilage. Moreover, due to the fact that factors gradient

is mainly vertical, as a first approach, we considered n to be coincident with

the vertical direction. A two dimensional mesh with four nodes quadrilat-
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eral elements was defined using ABAQUS v.6.5.1. This was remeshed (in

the distal zone) when axial growth leads to large distortion of the elements

(see figure 10). In figure (9) we show the boundary and initial conditions.

Null flux of molecular factors and cells was assumed at all boundaries.

The initial conditions were cHC = 0 and cPC = 105cells/mm3 [36].

sPTHrP (t = 0) = 1.1ngml−1 in the perichondrium and null in the rest of

the volume and sIhh(t = 0) = 0.9 at the center of the hyaline cartilage [3]

and zero in the rest (see figure 9).

Three different analyses in each step were performed to determine the

evolution of the state variables and the femur shape and size: (1) The first

one is a reaction-diffusion analysis that solves PTHrP and Ihh concentra-

tions, (2) A population equation is made to simulate the birth and death

of chondrocytes. In this analysis we find the concentration of proliferative

and hypertrophied cells during the growth process. (3) Using the conceptual

similarity between growth and thermal expansion of solids [36], (see figure

8), a thermoelastic analysis is finally performed to determine bone growth

and the new position of the nodes and the new bone geometry. At each time

step, the variables and the new geometry are updated.

The reaction diffusion equations were solved in the epyphisis, just from

the fully hypertrophied chondrocytes front to the distal end part of the

femoral head, where proliferative chondrocytes express PTHrP and Ihh,

because it is the only site where reaction can occur.
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Fig. 8 FE approach. Three analysis are performed during each time increment:

Reaction-difussion (between PTHrP and Ihh), Population (Proliferative and hy-

pertrophied cells) and Thermoelastic analyses,

Fig. 9 Boundary conditions of the elastic and reaction-diffusion analyses.

2.9 Values of the Parameters

In order to get information about the value range of some of the model pa-

rameters, a linear stability analysis of the reaction-diffusion system around

the uniform steady state, solution for f(s∗PTHrP , s∗Ihh) = 0 and g(s∗PTHrP , s∗Ihh) =

0) was accomplished.
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Fig. 10 Mesh during the growth process. a) t=56 days of gestation, nodes=1119,

elements=1055; b) t=90 days, nodes=1769, elements=1679; c) t=132 days,

nodes=2444, elements=2327; d) t=173 days, nodes=3119, elements=2975; e)

t=210 days, nodes=3794, elements=3623.

This linear analysis allows finding the linearized spatial solution patterns

and the ranges of parameters that guarantee the appearance of such specific

patterns [34]. The linearized system is expressed as:




∂u
∂t

∂v
∂t


 =


 fsPT HrP

fsIhh

gsP THrP
gsIhh




(s∗

P T HrP
,s∗

Ihh
)


u

v


 +


D1 0

0 D2


∇2


u

v



(22)

or in matrix form:

∂u
∂t

= Ju + D∇2u (23)

and its solution [24]:
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(sPTHrP , sIhh)αexp(i(mxx + myy) + λt) (24)

with i the imaginary unit, mx and my integer values that define the spatial

wavenumbers in the x and y directions, respectively, and λ the eigenvalues

of the jacobian matrix of the linearized system, first matrix of the right

hand side member of equation (22). Replacing (24) in (22) and evaluating

the determinant of the coefficient matrix we obtain:

|λI − J + Dk2| = 0 (25)

with I the identity matrix, or equivalently:

λ2 + b(k2)λ + c(k2) = 0 (26)

with

b(k2) = (D1 + D2)k
2 − (f∗

SPT HrP
+ g∗SIhh

)

(27a)

c(k2) = D1D2k
4 − (D2f

∗

SPT HrP
+ D1g

∗

SIhh
)k2 + (f∗

SPT HrP
g∗SIhh

− f∗

SIhh
g∗SPT HrP

)

(27b)

k2 = m2
x − m2

y

(27c)

where the subindices indicate the derivative of each function with respect

to each variable: sPTHrP and sIhh, and the asterisk indicates evaluation at

the fixed point (s∗PTHrP , s∗Ihh).
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The spatial pattern formation of the molecular signals is a process by

which a spatially uniform state looses stability tending to a non-uniform

pattern. These instabilities, known as Turing or diffusion-driven instabili-

ties, must fulfill:

1. In absence of diffusion (D1 = D2 = 0), we find time stability when

b(k2) < 0 and c(k2) > 0 (Routh - Hurwitz condition [34]). From this condi-

tion, we have:

f∗

SPTHrP
+ g∗SPT HrP

< 0 (28a)

f∗

SPT HrP
g∗SPT HrP

− f∗

SPT HrP
g∗SPT HrP

> 0 (28b)

2. For (D1, D2 6= 0), diffusion driven instability appears when b(k2) > 0

and c(k2) > 0 for all k2, or equivalently:

D2f
∗

SPTHrP
+ D1g

∗

SPT HrP
> 0

(29a)

(D2f
∗

SPTHrP
+ D1g

∗

SPT HrP
)2 > 4D1D2f

∗

SPT HrP
g∗SPT HrP

− f∗

SPT HrP
g∗SPT HrP

(29b)

These inequalities define a domain in the parameter space, named as

Turing space. From condition (28a), f∗
sPT HrP

> 0, we have g∗sIhh
< 0. Then,

from (29c) we obtain D2/D1 > 1, meaning that sIhh should diffuse much

faster than the sPTHrP [11]. So, the possible wavenumbers, in other words,

the different possible patterns, are given by the roots of c(k2) = 0, that is:
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Fig. 11 Behaviour of c(k2). The intersection with the k2 axis gives the type of

wavenumber

k2
± =

D2f
∗
SPTHrP

+ D1g
∗
SPT HrP

2D1D2
± (30)√

(D2f∗
SPT HrP

+ D1g∗SPT HrP
)2 − 4D1D2f∗

SPT HrP
g∗SPT HrP

− f∗
SPT HrP

g∗SPT HrP

2D1D2

or:

k2
− < π2(m2

x + m2
y) < k2

+ (31)

where mx and my are integers. Thus the wavenumbers (or eigenvalues)

associated to π2(m2
x + m2

y) are discrete. So, unless the dispersion relation

includes in its range of unstable modes one of these discrete values, no

pattern can develop.

Figure 11 shows the two roots forming a range for possible wavenumbers.

If c(k2) does not pass through the x axisy, then, no possible pattern can

develop. k− and k+ are the limits of the interval where we can find a possible

spatial pattern.
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Table 1 Reaction diffusion equation parameters obtained from the linear analysis

of the sytem

Parameters Value Units

α1 9.66 ng day−1 cells−1

α2 86.94 ng day−1 cells−1

β 96.66 mm3 cell−1 day−1

γ0 96.66 mm9 cell−1 ng−2 day−1

D1 9.2E-5 mm2 s−1

D2 9.2E-4 mm2 s−1

Using the above constraints, we obtained the parameters for the reaction

diffusion system indicated at table 1, that were used in the rest of the

simulations

3 Results

Since reaction-diffusion was assumed to occur only in the epiphyses, we

will show the distribution of molecular factors in the bone head (see figure

12A and 12B). In these figures, we can see the stabilization stage of the

PTHrP and Ihh, whose patterns show a high concentration of PTHrP in

the periarticular zone and of Ihh in the medial zone.

In figure 13A we show the concentration of proliferative chondrocyte

cells, while figure 13B presents the distribution of rPC that measures the

ratio of the number chondrocyte proliferative cells in the z direction (pref-
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Table 2 Model parameters obtained from numerical analysis

Parameters Interval Value Units

a0 0 − 10 0.8 day−1

a1 > 0 0.001 mm3 ng−1

a2 > 0 0.001 mm3 ng−1

p01 0 − 10 4.6 dimensionless

b0 > 0 2 day−1

b1 > 0 1 mm4 ng−1

b2 > 0 1 mm4 ng−1

p02 > 0 2 dimensionless

f 0 − 0.1 0.05 day−1

d 0 − 0.85 0.85e-3 ng mm−3

n > 1 40 dimensionless

φ > 0 3.0e-3 mm day−1

tenlargement > 0 10 day

s 7 − 15e − 3 10e-3 mm

d1 0 − 30 20 cell mm−3

cPC 105 20 cell mm−3

erential direction) with respect to the radial one, Then, we can evaluate

the number of cells in both the radial and z directions (see figure 13C and

figure 13D, respectively). We find that the column zone formation is fully

developed at the nineth week. In figure 13C we present the first component

of the celullar tensor, where we can find a zone with a low number of cells
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Fig. 12 PTHrP and Ihh concentration a) t=56 days of gestation; b) t=63 days;

c) t=70 days; d) t=210 days.

per mm3, in the central zone of the epyphisis, and a maximum number in

the resting zone. In contrast, in this last area in figure 13D we find a max-

imum of the second component of the celullar tensor, a minimum in the

columnar zone and a constant value in the rest of the head. Figure 14 shows

the resting zone and the columnar zone of a mouse tibial where we see a

mixture of proliferative and hypertrophied cells, so it can be considered as

a pre-hypertrophied zone [19].

Hypertrophied cells (Figure 15A) appear in the middle of the bone when

the concentration of PTHrP reaches a threshold. The concentration of hy-

pertrophied chondrocytes is high at the center of the anlage, where PTHrP

the density is low. In figure 15B we show the distribution of rHC , finding

a maximum at the front of hypertrophy that follows a stable growth plate.
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Fig. 13 A) Chondrocytes concentration, B) rPC factor, C) RPC11
component,

D) RPC22
component a) t=56 days of gestation; b) t=63 days; c) t=70 days; d)

t=130 days; e) t=210 days.

Figures 15C and 15D show the number of cells per mm along the radial

and axial directions respectively. We find a maximum of chondrocyte cells

in the shaft of the bone with 35 cells/mm (see figure 15C) while in figure

15D we find 80 cells/mm in the growth plate and 35 cells/mm in the body

of the bone. In fact, in this latter area, we find a very similar number of
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Fig. 14 Proliferative cells in a tibia of a mouse [19]. RZ: resting zone. CZ: column

zone

cells in both directions indicating that, in this region, the distribution of

hypertrophied cell is mainly isotropic.

During the growth stage of the simulated femur, the column formation

of proliferative and hypertrophied chondrocytes (see figures 13D and 15D)

causes bone to grow in length. On the contrary, proliferation in the ra-

dial direction (see figure 13C), causes the head to grow in diameter and to

some extent influences on the overall bone growth. In our simulation, hy-

pertrophied cells advance in a visible front. Bone growth rate is about 2.5

mm/week and the head starts to appear at 56 days.
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Fig. 15 A) Hypertrophic chondrocytes, B) rHC factor, C) RHC11
, D) RHC22

component a) t=56 days of gestation; b) t=63 days; c) t=70 days; d) t=130 days;

e) t=210 days.

4 Discussion

Our purpose in this work was to develop a FE model able to simulate the

longitudinal growth and head formation of long bones during the fetal ges-
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Fig. 16 Comparison between the predicted results and experimental ones [42].

tational period (9th to 32nd week of gestation). In fact, our predicted results

are compared with those described by experiments in fetuses [42], finding

a close match between them in terms of bone geometry. We are able to

predict both the time evolution of the femur length and of the femur radius

(see figure 16). Moreover, the distribution of proliferative and hypertrophied

chondrocyte cells resulted quite similar to different experimental evidences

[3,9,22].

Two main hypotheses define the main characteristics and behaviour of

this model. First, we assume that the different spatial growth patterns of

the epiphysis and diaphysis drive the bone morphology. Indeed, the high

concentration of proliferative cells occurs principally in the epiphysis, in

agreement with what has been reported in the literature [3,22]. In con-

trast, growth in the diaphysis is mainly due to hypertrophy with a clear

preferential direction. Secondly, we assume that during this early gesta-
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tional period, biophysical growth is mainly controlled by two biochemical

reactants (activator-inhibitor) (here Ihh-PTHrP have been assumed to play

this role) that interact in a regulatory loop in the bone epiphysis. This sec-

ond hypothesis guarantees a high stability of bone morphogenesis, due to

the stability characteristic of patterns that occur by means of the reaction-

diffusion mechanism.

Moreover, it is interesting to remark that, as far as the authors know,

PTHrP and Ihh concentration, have not been experimentally measured. In

fact, there is no dataset about their concentration level in the development

and their coefficient diffusion in each stage. Nevertheless, our study has

allowed estimate the ratio of the molecular factors necessary to achieve an

actual growth.

Like all models, the one presented here is based on several simplifications

and assumptions, which may limit the conclusions obtained and require

additional explanation.

The first limitation is that initial conditions are an extrapolation of the

Zylan model [42], but the exact size, distribution of cells and density of

molecular factors in the initial hyaline cartilage is unknown by the authors.

Nevertheless, the influence of relatively strong variations in the initial con-

ditions do not modify the obtained results due to the high stability enssured

by the reaction-diffusion equations.

Secondly, the exact value of the most important parameters is unknown.

In fact, these values have been estimated in order to predict an adequate
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growth in shape and size during the fetal stage. The most significant pa-

rameters are the following: the diffusion coefficient ratio between activator-

inhibitor, this determines the characteristic growth plate formation pattern;

the parameters that regulate growth by chondrocyte proliferation (a0, p1

and p01) that are fundamental to control an adequate head formation; and

the parameters that control local chondrocytes growth (s, and φ), that in

this case have been previously quantified in the literature ([38]).

A third limitation is that we only consider the action of two biochemical

reactants (Ihh-PTHrP)), although it is known that at that stage of bone

morphogenesis there are many other molecular factors interacting with them

in the epiphysis (i.e. BMP, TGF-β, FGFs, etc.) [22].

A fourth limitation is that the authors have not considered the influence

of mechanical factors, such as, loads and boundary restraints during this

stage of growth. At this stage of the early fetal growth loads are not very

important. However, other mechanical effects could be induced as conse-

quence of the boundary restraints that the surrounding soft tissues exert on

bone.

In conclusion, the model here presented is able to simulate the morpho-

genesis of the early bone under the control of molecular substances secreted

by proliferative chondrocytes. The potential of the model is very high, not

only to predict the time evolution of shape and size of the fetus femur, but

also the spatial distribution of cells and their shape, with results close to

the experimental evidences [3,22,42]. This correspondence between compu-
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tational results and experiments suggests that many of the observed effects

can be explained by this model. Nevertheless, we have to be aware that

it is only a first step in the simulation of the complete development of a

long bone. In the future, we plan to improve this model incorporating the

influence of the vascularization endothelial growth factor to simulate the

marrow cavity formation and the one of physiological loads in the complete

evolution of the bone shape
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Abstract

Endochondral ossification begins with the replacement of hyaline cartilage with
bone. This formations is guided by the first ossification center, which is the engine of
growth in the fetal stage. In humans, at time of birth, a secondary ossification center
is present in each epiphysis of bone. The process of architecture of secondary center
is similar to that occurring in a primary ossification center. In this process many
signaling molecules and their receptors are known to influence bone formation, in-
cluding parathyroid hormone-related peptide (PTHrP), Indian hedgehog (Ihh) and
many others. In this work, we present a model of the formation and location of ossi-
fication secondary centers at the epiphysis. This model involves several significative
facts: the PTHrP - Ihh regulatory loop, proliferative and hypertrophic chondrocyte
cells, and bone formation. The PTHrP - Ihh loop is modelled by reaction - diffusion
equations, deriving from the coupled action of an activator (Ihh) and an inhibitor
(PTHrP). The proliferative and hypertrophic process are modelled by a population
equation that represents the saturation, rate of birth and death of chondrocyte cells,
being also regulated by the influence of molecular factors. This set of equations was
implemented into a finite element framework and used to simulate the formation
and location of ossification secondary centers. The FE model is able to represent the
formation of secondary centers and confirm that PTHrP and Ihh plays an important
role in location of these centers.

Key words: ossification, secondary centers, hormonal factors, growth biology,
mechanobiology, mechanochemistry, finite element simulation, reaction diffusion
equation.

1 Introduction

Endochondral ossification involves the replacement of hyaline cartilage with bone.
In the center of the diaphysis, cartilage disintegrates, and osteoblasts replace it
with bone (this site is known as primary center of ossification [1]). Ossification
begins in the center of long bones toward their ends (epiphysis). In the postnatal
stage, approximately 3.5 months [2], begins the epiphysis ossification mediated by
a secondary center, then the diaphysis spongy bone is formed (see fig.(1)). These
processes enables long bones to increase in diameter, to change shape, growth the
head of the bone and develop a marrow cavity [3]. This process is more active in
children and adolescents, although, bone modelling continues throughout the adult
life, when physiological bone is equally resorbed and created [3].

A lot of effort has been focused in this research field on the better understanding
of the role of mechanical factors [5,6,7,8,9] on growth, specifically in endochondral
ossification, and on skeletal morphogenesis, particularly, in the femoral head forma-
tion [7], bicondylar angle formation [8] and the role of epigenetic factors [6,5]. The
ossification secondary centers has been studied using mechanobiology [10,11,8,12], in
those works Carter and collaborators has been used a multiaxial approach to study
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Figure 1. Head of femur with secondary centre of ossification.
The matrix of the cartilage has been stained with Alcian Blue.
(http://www.keele.ac.uk/depts/ms/resources/anatomy/histologyimages/t47.html)

Figure 2. Schematic drawing showing the architecture of the rat humeral head. The small
white ellipses correspond to groups of chondrocytes indicative of endochondral ossification
in the epiphysis [4].

the influence of mechanical loads (stresses) in endochondral growth. They used the
hydrostatic stress and octahedral shear stress to understand the change in volume
and change in shape of long bones, respectively [12]. That theory has been used to
predict the shape and location of ossification secondary center and predicts that the
mechanical load produces octahedral shear stress, which is highest in the center of
epiphysis and promotes the formation of secondary center of ossification [10].

On other hand, the hormonal effect has been studied in experimental form, finding
new perspectives on molecular factors present in the bone growth [13,14]. The semi-
nal work in the simulation of growth of long bones, including hormonal factors, was
presented by Brouwers et al [2]. In that paper they developed the simulation of Ihh
- PTHrP control (diffusion process), differentiation and linear growth of a 1D long
bone from the early fetal stage.

Here, we present an extension of the model presented by Garzón-Alvarado et al
[15] (that takes into account several significative facts: the PTHrP - Ihh loop, hy-
pertrophic chondrocyte cells and 3D growth) to predict the ossification secondary
center location and shape. The aim of the present study was to test if this model
is able to simulate the location and shape of secondary ossification center using a
mechanochemistry model comparing the obtained results with biological evidences.
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Mechano - biological model description

Bone growth begins with proliferation and hypertrophy of bone chondrocytes cells.
In the prenatal stage the ossification primary center is regulated by these hormones
and cause the bone growth and change of shape [15]. In postnatal stage, approxi-
mately 3.5 months [2], the secondary ossification center appears in each epiphysis of
long bones. Between primary and secondary centers exist a zone of cartilage known
as epiphyseal plate, this cartilage is replaced by bony tissue [3] and is the engine
of the increase in length of the bone. The process of secondary center formation is
similar to that occurring in a primary ossification center [3]. (see fig. 3).

Figure 3. Stages of the bone development (http://dc.aces.uiuc.edu/ViewCrs.aspx)

Many signaling molecules and their receptors are known to influence bone formation
[13,14], including parathyroid hormone-related peptide (PTHrP), Indian hedgehog
(Ihh) and many others [16,17,18,19]. Ihh together with PTHrP are responsible for
regulating the rate of chondrocyte differentiation [20,21,22,22]. In normal growth
plates, proliferative chondrocytes become into post-mitotic hypertrophic ones which
are partly regulated by a highly coupled signaling of both Ihh - PTHrP. PTHrP
delays the hypertrophic process from proliferating chondrocytes, whereas Ihh pro-
motes chondrocyte proliferation and promotes that the perichondrial cells adjacent
to hypertrophic chondrocyte cells become osteoblasts, forming the bone collar [23].

Ihh and PTHrP have a negative feedback loop. Ihh is secreted by pre-hypertrophic
chondrocytes and early hypertrophic chondrocyte cells [13]. On the other hand,
PTHrP is secreted from perichondrial cells and chondrocytes at the ends of long
bones [13].

Following most of these hypothesis proposed by several authors, we present a com-
putational model for shape and location of secondary ossification centers 4. In order
to understand better the events involved during this process, we distinguish between
molecular and cellular processes. The molecular process is related to a regulatory
loop, in which, PTHrP inhibits the Ihh formation (dashed line) and Ihh activates
(continue line) the PTHrP secretion. On other hand, the cellular process is related
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to molecular one. In fact, Ihh is secreted from hypertrophic chondrocyte cells (con-
tinue line from Hypertrophic cells (HC) to Ihh), PTHrP is generated by proliferative
chondrocytes (continue line from proliferative chondrocyte (PC) to PTHrP), PTHrP
and Ihh promotes the chondrocyte proliferation process (continue line from PTHrP
and Ihh to proliferative cells (PC)), PTHrP delays hypertrophy (dashed line from
PTHrP to HC). Ihh promotes the bone formation at zones where the hypertrophic
cells concentration is highest (continue line between Ihh to BC and curved line from
HC to BC). Then, PTHrP and Ihh are the molecular substances that exhibit a spa-
tial instability and temporal stability (uniform steady state) necessary to originate
the clustering of cells. This assumption is inspired by biological process, which the
pattern formation in the development is originated by small perturbations about the
uniform steady state [24]. We consider that the growth of head of bone starts when
the numerical scheme has converged to an inhomogeneous steady state pattern on
the initial domain.

Therefore, in this computational work we evaluate the hypothesis that secondary
ossification centers is guided by a hormonal process of reaction-diffusion of Ihh and
PTHrP coupled with a system of population control of proliferative, hypertrophy
chondrocyte cells and bone cells, see figure 4.

Figure 4. PTHrP - Ihh control process. Control system of molecular and cell hyper-
trophy. PC: Proliferative chondrocyte cells, HC: Hypertrophic chondrocyte cells, BC:
Initial bone cells formation, PTHrP : Parathyroid hormone peptide related, Ihh: Indian
Hedgehog. The figure shows the relation between molecular signals and cell processes of
differentiation. Curved lines show differentiation processes. Dashed lines show inhibition
processes. Continuous lines show activation processes.

2.2 Mathematical description

In order to formulate this model the main state variables used in this model are
cellular concentration (c) and molecular factors concentration (s). The subscript of
each variable indicates the cell molecular factor type. And so, we can distinguish the
following cellular types: proliferative chondrocytes (cPC), hypertrophic chondrocytes
(cHC) and initial bone cell (cBC). In the case of molecular factors we distinguish
between PTHrP (sPTHrP ) and Ihh (sIhh).

We assume that the cellular concentration of skeletal cells (ci) and the molecular
signal concentration (si) satisfy the following master balance law [25]:
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∂a(x, t)

∂t
= b(x, t) + div(q) (1)

where a(x, t) is the variable that satisfies the master balance and depends on position
(x), and time (t), q is the flux of the substance or cells,and b(x, t) the degradation
or synthesis of the variable.

In the next sections we define the variations of the above expression for each event
involved in secondary ossification center formation: molecular control system, cell
proliferation, hypertrophy and initial bone formation.

2.3 Molecular control system

The balance equation for molecular signals is given by (2):

∂sj(x, t)

∂t
= bj(x, t) + div(D∇sj(x, t)) (2)

where bj(x, t) is the rate of change of the substance concentration by reaction or in-
hibition, sj(x, t) the concentration of molecular signal and j indicates the molecular
factor type, in this case PTHrP or Ihh. In (2) we have also assumed that the flux
of substances is defined by the Fick’s law [25,26,27].

The two factors that we assume to control secondary ossification center, Ihh and
PTHrP, considered respectively as activator - inhibitor [13,28], are modelled by
means of reaction - diffusion equations [24,29,30,31]. In equation (2) the b - term is
the reaction term.

A reaction - diffusion system is said to exhibit Turing instability (or diffusion driven
instability) if the steady state is stable to small perturbations in the absence of
diffusion, but unstable to small spatial perturbations when diffusion is present
[24,29,30,31]. Heterogeneous concentrations of molecular factors form pre - patterns
[24,32]. Examples of these systems are Schnakenberg equations [24,32]. Using similar
equations, the concentration rates of the control Ihh and PTHrP factors are given
by (3):

∂sPTHrP

∂t
=

(
α1 − β1sPTHrP + γ0(sPTHrP )2sIhh

)
+ D1∇2sPTHrP (3a)

∂sIhh

∂t
=

(
kα2 − γ0(sPTHrP )2sIhh

)
+ D2∇2sIhh (3b)

where α1 y α2 are source terms, β1, k and γ0 are reaction constants [33]. In fact,
all these factors could be considered function of other molecular factors, such as,
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BMP (Bone morphogenetic proteins), FGF, RUNX21 and others (see for example,
[28,13]). As a first approach we assume that α1 depends on the ratio of proliferative
concentration (cPC) and α2 on the ratio of hypertrophic chondrocyte concentration
(cHC) [13,18,19], following this linear relationship:

α1 = α11cPC + α12 (4a)

α2 = α21cHC + α22 (4b)

where α1 and α21 are constants that measure the substances segregated by prolifer-
ative and hypertrophy chondrocyte cells, respectively, and α12 and α22 are constants
that quantify the constant production of these substances.

2.4 Dynamics of proliferative chondrocytes

We consider that chondrocytes cells in skeletal development exhibit a isotropic for-
mation.

Therefore, we modelled the concentration of proliferative chondrocyte cells as a
function of molecular factors.

Firstly, we assume that the movement of skeletal cells is negligible (with q = 0 in
equation (1)). Then, the balance equation for cells concentration is simplified to:

∂ci(x, t)

∂t
= bi(x, t) (5)

where bi(x, t) is the rate of change of the concentration of the cells type i by synthesis
and degradation, ci(x, t) is the concentration of skeletal cells and i indicates the cell
type analyzed: proliferative, hypertrophic and bone cells.

Following the below equation (5) we use a population equation similar to Ludwig
[33]

∂cPC(x, t)

∂t
= a0p

(
1− p

p0

)
− f

kn
1

(sn
PTHrP + dn)

cPC (6)

where, a0 is the maximum birth rate of proliferative cells, f is the frequency of
transformation from proliferative to hypertrophic cells, n is constant, p0 is a dimen-
sionless term that represents the charge capacity, which is related to the capacity
to do the process given by environment of the cells, kn

1 /(sn
PTHrP + dn) is the switch

to become proliferative to hypertrophic cells, d is a measure of the threshold where
the differentiation is switched (constant) and p(sPTHrP , sIhh) is an activation factor
related to the concentration of molecular factors (7):
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p(sPTHrP , sIhh) = a1sPTHrP + a2sIhh (7)

where a1 and a2 are constants that control the hormonal influence in the proliferative
process due to the concentration of each molecular factor.

2.5 Dynamics of hypertrophic chondrocytes

Following the same idea that was used with proliferative chondrocyte population,
the ratio of hypertrophy of chondrocyte cells is modelled by means of population
factor.

Therefore, we also model the ratio of proliferative chondrocyte cells as a function
of molecular factors. The evolution of hypertrophic chondrocyte concentration is
given by the population term used in equation 6: this term represents the rate of
differentiation of proliferative cells into hypertrophic chondrocytes cells, indicating
that the differentiation depends on PTHrP, which delays this process:

∂cHC(x, t)

∂t
= f

kn
1

sn
PTHrP + dn

cPC (8)

2.6 Bone formation

We assume that in the hypertrophic chondrocytes location appears the secondary
center. So, the hypertrophic chondrocytes are a scaffold for secondary center forma-
tion.

We assume (similar to ossification primary center) that Ihh induces bone formation
[18,34]. Therefore, we have assumed that the differentiation in this zone is given by
(9):

dcBC

dt
=

Csn
Ihh

sn
Ihh + Gn

cHC (9)

Where G (dimensionless) is a measure of the threshold where the differentiation is
switched on, C is a constant that measured the rate of differentiation by the Ihh
presence (dimensionless).

2.7 Numerical Implementation

The Finite Element Method [35](ABAQUS v. 6.5.1 Hibbit, Karlsson and Sorensen,
Inc., 1999) was used to solve all the previous equations in their dimensionless form
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(see Appendix A). State variables (cell ratio concentration ci for every cell type, and
substance concentration si for every molecular factor) were stored as nodal values.
The bone geometry was defined by nodal positions (see figure 6). The geometry was
considered as a simplified human femur head.

Three different analysis in each step were performed simultanealy to determine the
evolution of the state variables: (1) The first is a reaction-diffusion analysis that
solve PTHrP and Ihh concentrations, (2) A population equation was analyzed to
simulate the birth and death of the chondrocyte cells, in this analysis we found the
concentration of proliferative, hypertrophic and bone cells in the secondary center
formation (see figure 5).

Figure 5. Analysis type in FEA

We simulate the epiphysis plus a part of the diaphysis to simulate the ossification
front.

Figure 6. Boundary conditions of the reaction-diffusion analysis. The flux of molecular
factors and cells is null at boundary. The size is dimensionless.

2.8 FE model description

A simplified model of a human femur diaphysis was developed, with a diameter for
diaphysis of 1.5 (dimensionless) and epiphysis of 2.0. The long of the diaphysis is
0.5 (see appendix A). A mesh was produced from ABAQUS v.6.5.1, yielding a two
dimensional mesh of quadrilateral elements.
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The initial hyaline cartilage was assumed to be a matrix with structural chondrocyte
cells [36]. The initial concentration of molecular factors is assumed in the articular
perichondrio for the PTHrP and the center of the hyaline cartilage for the Ihh [13].
These initial conditions are taken as small perturbations about the uniform steady
state. This assumption is inspired by biological process, which the pattern formation
in the development is originated by small perturbations about the uniform steady
state [24].

The size and time is converted in their dimensionless form (See Appendix A and
B). Then we were implemented the below equations in their dimensionless form (see
Appendix A). Null flux of molecular factors and cells was assumed at all boundaries.

To validate the predictions, we compared the location of the secondary ossification
center with the clinical evidences.

3 Results

PTHrP is expressed in articular perichondria and Ihh is expressed in the center of
the anlage, in this time these molecular factors are diffused through the head of
bone. Then, both molecular factors begin the reaction where PTHrP is inhibitor
of the Ihh, and this is activator of the PTHrP. The figure 7 shows the results of
molecular and cellular concentration of PTHrP and Ihh.

Figure 7. PTHrP-Ihh results.

In the figure 7 we can see the evolution of PTHrP and Ihh in the time. In time
2.16 (dimensionless) the evolution reach the spatial stabilization. In time 0.12 the
PTHrP and Ihh are diffusing and fill the bone epiphysis.

The equilibrium of this molecular factors are forming pre-patterns. Even though
the maximum (minimum) concentration value continues to increase (decrease) the
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solution values appear to grow much faster in the center of the epiphysis. In the
proximal perichondria we can see two peaks (maximum for Ihh and minimum for
PTHrP).

In the ossification front the model has high concentration of Ihh and in the peri-
chondria has high concentration of PTHrP.

Figure 8. Proliferative, hypertrophic and bonce cells concentration results

In the figure 8 we can see the results for proliferative, hypertrophy and bone evo-
lution. Figure shows the ossification secondary center in the bone cells figure. We
can see that the secondary center is formed where exists hypertrophic cells. The
ossification front, in the distal zone of the figure, shows the limit of the primary
ossification center. So, the proliferative cells filling the epiphysis where is null the
hypertrophic concentration. In the figure we can see the ossification secondary center
in the middle of the epiphysis.

4 Discussion

Our purpose in this work was to develop a 2D model able to simulate ossification
secondary centers, which involves dysplasy and hypertrophy and their relation with
molecular factors. Our predicted results were compared with those described by
other simulations that included mechanical factors [11,8]. We found a close match
between our computational predictions and experimental results [4] in terms of bone
geometry (see figure 2 and figure 8). The distribution of proliferative and hyper-
trophic chondrocyte cells is quite similar to experimental evidence [4].
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The model is able to simulate the chondrogenesis in early postnatal stages. In the
first stage we found that the model explicates the PTHrP - Ihh regulatory loop like
a reaction-diffusion equation. This could explicate the high stability of secondary
ossification center in the development and the inhibition and activation between
these substances. As far as the authors know, the PTHrP and Ihh concentration have
not been measured in experimental form, in fact, do not exist dataset about their
concentration level in the development and coefficient diffusion. The exact relations
between these factors are unknown. Our study predicted approximately the ratio of
pattern of the molecular factors necessary to secondary center formation.

The proliferative chondrocyte cells distribution is close match with experimental
observations in the epyphysis [13,14]. Our model predicts the cell proliferation due
to molecular factors concentration [28]. The chondrocytes are modelled like a pop-
ulation where the cells become pre-hypertrophic and hypertrophic cells when the
PTHrP reach a switch level. Our model predicts the exact location of the line of di-
vision between hypertrophic and proliferative chondrocyte cells; this is close match
with the observations (see fig. 3).

The hypertrophy is the principal engine of the secondary center formation and is
the scaffold for the bone in the center of the epiphysis [4]. This model explicates the
location of this center like consequence of a reaction diffusion process that is very
stable.

Like all models, this mechano-biologically regulated model of skeletal cells was based
on several simplifications, which may limit the conclusions obtained in this model.
The most important of these simplifications relate to the general aspects of the model
were: (1) the exact size and distribution of cells and molecular factors of the initial
hyaline cartilage is unknown by the authors. (2) The exact experimental relation
between molecular factors and cell behaviour is unknown, in fact, the parameters
of the model has not been reported. (3) The influence of vessel formation has not
been included in the model. (4) The mechanism of bone growth was limited to
proliferative and hypertrophic process. (5) The geometry is a simplification of the a
bone epiphysis. Despite these simplifications, general agreement between simulation
and experiment was found in terms of bone geometry, bone size and cellular patterns.

In conclusion, the model here presented is able to simulate the development of the
early bone under the control of the molecular substances segregated by chondrocytes.
The shape and location of the secondary centers of ossification is very close match
to the experimental evidence. This correspondence between results and experiments
suggests that the observed effects can be explained largely from the biological model
presented here. In the future, we will include the vascularization endothelial growth
factor to simulate the bone and marrow cavity formation and the physiological loads
to simulate the growth of this center.
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Appendix A. Dimensionless equations form

1. Molecular equation: Reaction - Diffusion equation

The initial analysis of the dimensionless form is on the equations (3), defining di-
mensionless variables:

t∗ =
t

T
; s∗PTHrP =

sPTHrP

sPTHrPref

; s∗Ihh =
sIhh

sIhhref

; x∗ =
x

L
; y∗ =

y

L
;

∂

∂x∗
= L

∂

∂x
;

∂

∂y∗
= L

∂

∂y
(10)

where sPTHrPref and sIhhref are the reference concentration of molecular factors
PTHrP and Ihh, and, L and T are longitudinal and time characteristic of the prob-
lem, respectively.

Using the below relationship and replacing in the Schnakenberg equations, equation
(3), we obtain:

∂s∗PTHrP

∂t∗
=

α1T

sPTHrPref

− βTs∗PTHrP + γ0TsPTHrPrefsIhhref (s
∗
PTHrP )2s∗Ihh +

D1
T

L2
∇2s∗PTHrP (11)

∂s∗Ihh

∂t∗
=

kα2T

sIhhref

− γ0TsPTHrPref(s
∗
PTHrP )2s∗Ihh + D2

T

L2
∇2s∗Ihh (12)

Using sPTHrPref = sIhhref = s, then we can choose the following parameters:

γ = γ0Ts2; β = γ0s
2; a =

α1

γ0s3
; b =

α2

s3
; D∗

1 = D1
T

L2
; D∗

2 = D2
T

L2

Then the Schnakenberg equations become into the following dimensionless form,
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asterisks have been dropped for convenience:

∂sPTHrP

∂t
= γ

(
a− sPTHrP + (sPTHrP )2sIhh

)
+ D1∇2sPTHrP (13a)

∂SIhh

∂t
= γ

(
b− (sPTHrP )2sIhh

)
+ D2∇2sIhh (13b)

2. Chondrocyte Cell Proliferation

We convert the equations (6), (7) and (??) into dimensionless form. Using the pre-
vious dimensionless variables (Appendix A1.) and defining:

c∗PC =
cPC

cPCref

; D∗ =
D

sPTHrP

; k∗1 =
k1

sPTHrP

; s∗PTHrP =
sPTHrP

sPTHrPref

(14)

where cPCref , sPTHrPref and sIhhref are reference values of the proliferative cells
PTHrP and Ihh concentration, respectively.

Replacing the previous variables into equation (6), then, the balance equation is
given by:

∂c∗PC(m,x∗, t∗)
∂t∗

=
T

cPCref

〈m, ṘPCm〉

= (
ϑT

cPCref

p(mi, sPTHrP , sIhh)

(
1− p(m, sPTHrP , sIhh)

k

)

−fT
k∗n1

s∗nPTHrP + D∗n c∗PC(m)) (15)

We choose the following parameters:

v =
ϑT

cPCref

; τ = fT

Then the cell proliferation equation become in the dimensionless form (16) (asterisks
have been removed for convenience):

∂cPC(m,x, t)

∂t
= 〈m, ṘPCm〉 (16)

On other hand, the activation factor, equation (7) p(mi, sPTHrP , sIhh), is a dimen-
sionless factor given by:

p(mi, sPTHrP , sIhh) = α1sPTHrPrefs
∗
PTHrP + β1sIhhrefs

∗
Ihh (17)
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By choosing the parameters:

α∗1 = α1sPTHrPref ; β
∗
1 = β1sIhhref ; α

∗
2 =

α2sPTHrPref

L
; β∗2 =

β2sIhhref

L

Then the cell activation factor can be rewriten as (asterisks have been dropped for
convenience) (18):

p(mi, sPTHrP , sIhh) = α1sPTHrP + β1sIhh (18)

3. Hypertrophic chondrocyte cells equations

In a similar way, and using the parameters and variables defined previously, the
dimensionless equation of hypertrophic cells tensor (equation (??)) is given by (as-
terisks have been dropped):

Ṙ
∗
HC =

T

cHCref

ṘHC =

[
τ

cPCref

cHCref

k∗n1

s∗nPTHrP + D∗n c∗PC(mi)δij

]
ei

⊗
ej

where cIhhref is the Ihh reference value.

By choosing the parameter:

θ = τ
cPCref

cHCref

We obtain the dimensionless form of the hypertrophic process given by (19):

Ṙ
∗
HC =

T

cHCref

ṘHC =

[
θ

kn
1

sn
PTHrP + Dn

cPC(mi)δij

]
ei

⊗
ej (19)

4. Bone formation

Using the following dimensionless variables and the previous definitions of dimen-
sionless variables:

c∗BC =
cBC

cBCref

; c∗PER =
cPER

cPERref

(20)

The dimensionless form of bone collar equation (9)) is given by (21)):

dc∗BC

dt∗
=

T

cBCref

cPERrefCs∗nIhh

s∗nIhh + G∗n c∗PER (21)
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By choosing the parameter:

G∗ =
G

sIhh

; C∗ =
TcPERrefC

cBCref

We obtain the dimensionless form of the hypertrophic process given by (22)(asterisks
have been dropped):

dcBC

dt
=

Csn
Ihh

sn
Ihh + Gn

cHC (22)

Appendix C. Dimensionless values used in the model

In this section we present the numerical values used in our simulation:

Parameters to reaction diffusion equations

a1 = 0.01; a2 = 0.1; b1 = 0.01; b2 = 0.9; γ = 70.6; D1 = 1.0; D2 = 11.5776

Parameters to proliferative and hypertrophic equations

ϑ = 1.0; k = 10.0; f = 1.0; k1 = 1.05; D = 1.005; n = 8.0; α1 = 0.2;

α2 = 0.01; β1 = 0.2; β2 = 0.011

Parameters to Bone equations

C = 1.0; G = 1.05; n = 8.0
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A mathematical model for bone tissue

regeneration using scaffolds
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Abstract

Bone tissue regeneration using scaffolds is receiving an increasing interest in or-
thopedic surgery and tissue engineering applications. In this study, we present the
geometrical characterization of a specific family of scaffolds based on a face cu-
bic centered (FCC) arrangement of empty pores leading to analytical formulae of
porosity and specific surface. The effective behaviour of those scaffolds, in terms
of mechanical properties and permeability, is evaluated through the asymptotic ho-
mogenization theory applied to a representative volume element identified by the
unit cell FCC. Bone growth into the scaffold is estimated by means of a phenom-
enological model that considers a macroscopic effective stress as the mechanical
stimulus that regulates bone formation or resorption. Cell migration within the
scaffold is modeled as a diffusion process based on the the Fick’s law which let us
to estimate the cell invasion into the scaffold microstructure. The proposed model
considers that bone growth velocity is proportional to the concentration of cells and
regulated by the mechanical stimulus. The mathematical model has been numer-
ically implemented and qualitatively validated with previous experimental results
found in the literature.

Key words: Bone tissue engineering, Porous scaffold, Computational
mechanobiology, Homogenization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Bone and cartilage generation by autogenous cell/tissue transplantation is one
of the most promising techniques in orthopedic surgery and tissue engineer-
ing [1]. In essence, it aims to combine progenitor cells, such as mesenchymal
stem cells or mature cells (for osteogenesis) with biocompatible materials or
scaffolds (for osteoconduction) and appropriate growth factors (for osteinduc-
tion), in order to generate and maintain new bone [2,3]. This combination
requires of in-vitro cultures of cells in bioreactors previous to their scaffold
implantation (see [4] for a complete review of in-vitro culture in scaffolds for
bone and cartilage applications). After this stage (sometimes even directly),
the scaffold is implanted in-vivo to promote tissue regeneration.

In both conditions for bone tissue applications, in-vitro and in-vivo, a scaffold
must be conceived to fulfil certain mechano-biological functions: (1) it must
present an interconnected and porous structure to permit flow transport of
nutrients and metabolic waste whithin the scaffold [4,5]; (2) pore size must
permit bone growth and cell movement [4]; and (3) a scaffold must provide
specific surface enough for cell attachment, proliferation and differentiation
[6,7,8]. In terms of mechanical properties, the scaffold design must be able to
support the external loading, as well as sufficient fatigue and fracture strength.
The stiffness of the scaffold is also important, since bone growth is regulated
by the mechanical environment. In this context, we propose that bone remod-
elling theories [9,10] could be applied for the prediction of bone growth into a
scaffold.

Because of the importance of the scaffold properties in their overall success,
a well-controlled microstructure becomes essential in their design. Following
the fabrication process shown in [11] porosity, pore radius and specific surface
can be controlled very precisely by solidification of a monomer solution. This
technique provides polymeric scaffolds with a geometric structure such that
can be approximated by a periodic Face Cubic Centered arrangement of empty
pores (FCC) in a unit cell of the bulk material. Hollister and co-workers posed
the design of the microstructure of the scaffold as an optimization problem to
get mechanical properties as close as possible to those of bone [12,13,14,15].
In [16] numerical simulation was used to determine effective mechanical prop-
erties including their experimental validation. Lacroix et al. [17] presented
a micro-finite element model to estimate stress and strain distributions in a
scaffold and the corresponding effective Young’s modulus.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 976 761912; fax: +34 976 762875
Email address: mdoblare@unizar.es (M. Doblaré).

1 Torres Quevedo Building, Maria de Luna 3, 50018 Zaragoza, Spain
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Numerical simulation of bone growth into scaffolds based on mechanobiolog-
ical models is relatively new. In [18] a numerical model of bone regeneration
in a unit cell of the scaffold microstructure is presented based on a previous
bone remodeling model presented in [19]. However, as far as authors know,
there is no computational simulation of the evolution of bone growth within
the scaffold and its interaction with the surrounding bone.

In this paper, we present a computational macroscopic approach of bone re-
generation in scaffolds considering the effect of its microstructure: geometry
and mechanical properties. We consider that scaffold resorption is much more
slow than bone regeneration, such that in terms of the analysis the scaffold is
assumed as non-reabsorbable.
Geometrical properties are derived analytically considering the FCC arrange-
ment of pores in the microstructure according to Brigido et al. [16], while
permeability and mechanical properties are obtained by means of the asymp-
totic homogenization theory [20,21,22,23,24,25]. This model has been applied
to the analysis of the condyle part of a rabbit femur implanted with a scaffold
in order to compare the obtained results with those obtained in [26] experi-
mentally. Considering the poroelastic behaviour of bone [27] and extended to
the scaffold, the problem is solved with the Finite Element Method (FEM).
Bone growth is modeled following the classical bone remodeling model pro-
posed by Beaupré et al. [28] usually named as Stanford theory [29]. In fact, we
have extended this theory to be applied within a scaffold, assuming that the
bone formation/resorption rate is controlled by the current cell population,
whose density may change due to migration, which is simulated by a simple
Fick’s law.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

We consider that the microstructure of the scaffold can be simplified and geo-
metrically represented by a Face Cubic Centered (FCC) arrangement of empty
pores with enough accuracy. This will allow us to obtain analytical formulae
both for the specific surface and porosity. The effective mechanical behaviour
of the scaffold microstructure is also derived by using the asymptotic homog-
enization theory.
At the macroscopic level, once the microstructure of the scaffold has been
characterized, the extension of the Stanford bone remodeling theory for non-
reabsorbable scaffolds has been developed. From that assumption, bone re-
generation in the scaffold is assumed to be driven by a mechanical stimulus
and its rate to be proportional to the density of cells attatched to the scaffold
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surface, whose variation is modeled as a simple diffusion phenomenon.

2.1 Properties characterization of scaffolds: asymptotic homogenization the-

ory

Porous scaffolds, as biological structures able of providing support to the cells
to proliferate and differentiate [30], often exhibit irregular and complex geome-
tries. Here, a specific type of polymeric scaffold [11] is studied. It is fabricated
by introducing a monomer solution in the empty space among PMMA (poly-
methyl methacrylate) spheres of known size. After polymerization the PMMA
matrix is removed by soxhlet extraction with ethyl acetate during 24h. This
permits a very good control of the scaffold microstructural geometry, as poros-
ity and specific surface, and allows us to assume with enough accuracy a peri-
odic microstructure based on the FCC location of empty pores (see Fig. 1 (c)
and (d)). This geometric model leads to analytical formulae of porosity Eq.
(1), specific surface Eq. (2) and a very automatic generation of FEM meshes,

φ = 16π
R3

3
− 48π

(
h2R −

h3

3

)
(1)

Sv = 16π
(
R2 − 6Rh

)
(2)

In Eq. (1) and (2), R = r/l is the ratio of the pore radius (r) to the unit cell

length (l) and h = R −
√

2
4

≥ 0 is the penetration throat between two spheres
in the unit cell. For bone tissue engineering, the specific surface area of the
proposed scaffold is compared with the physiological one for healthy bone [31]
in Fig. 2.
Mathematically, in the FCC representation of the scaffold microstructure,
porosity is upper bounded by φ ≤ 0.9641, when parts of the structure are
not joined, and lower bounded by φ ≥ 0.7405 when pores do not become in-
terconnected. Obviously, the initial porosity of the scaffold should be inside of
this range in order to allow fluid flow.

A scaffold microstructure is inherently porous, non-homogeneous and anisotropic.
However, the biomechanical length scale (geometrical details and spatial dis-
tribution of loads and boundary conditions) of interest is hundreds of times
the scale of the scaffold microstructure. Thus, in order to estimate the overall
response of the scaffold in terms of effective mechanical and flow properties, a
homogenization procedure is usually established, e.g, see [20,21,22,23,24,25].
In this paper, this homogenization technique is used for the derivation of the
Darcy’s law for an incompressible viscous fluid flowing in a porous medium
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[32,33], while the solid component is assumed to be linearly-elastic, following
the work of Terada et al. [34]. It is worthy to remark that the FCC microstru-
ture is isotropic in terms of permeability, so the associated matrix may be
written as in Eq. (3) with 1 the identity matrix of order 3 and K the perme-
ability. However, a cubic effective mechanical behaviour has to be considered
in the solid domain with 9 symmetry planes and 3 independent material con-
stants in the form given in Eq. (4),

k = K1 (3)




C11 C12 C12 0 0 0

C12 C11 C12 0 0 0

C12 C12 C11 0 0 0

0 0 0 C44 0 0

0 0 0 0 C44 0

0 0 0 0 0 C44




(4)

In order to establish the homogenization procedure for the scaffold, the prob-
lem statement is stated as follows. Let us consider the length scale separation
between macro and microscopic domains, related by ǫ = l

L
, where l is the

characteristic length of the microstructure and L is that of the macroscopic
problem. Then, two scales are introduced denoted by x ∈ Ω that represents
the macroscopic scale and y = x

ǫ
∈ Ωǫ = Ωǫ

S ∪ Ωǫ
F , being Ωǫ

S and Ωǫ
F the

solid and fluid domains, respectively, of the microscopic (Y ) scale, see Fig. 3,
where a unit cell has been taken as a representative volume element (RVE)
since by virtue of the linearity of the problem no size effect introduced by the
RVE is expected [35,36,37]. Next, let us introduce the asymptotic expansions
of displacements, fluid velocity and pressure as,

uǫ
i(x) = u0

i (x) + ǫu1
i (x,y) + ǫ2u2

i (x,y) + ...

vǫ
i (x) = v0

i (x) + ǫv1
i (x,y) + ǫ2v2

i (x,y) + ...

pǫ(x) = p0(x) + ǫp1(x,y) + ǫ2p2(x,y) + ... (5)

By substitution of Eq. (5) into the variational form of incompressible Stoke’s
flow and after some algebraic manipulation, see [34] for details, the linear
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equation to solve in the fluid phase yields to,

µ
∫
Ωǫ

F

∂κj
i (y)

∂yp

∂wi

∂yp

dy =
∫
Ωǫ

F

wjdy ∀ wi(y) ∈ VY (6)

where µ is the fluid viscosity, κj
i is the so-called characteristic fluid velocity

which is Y -periodic and divergence free in Ωǫ
F and the space VY is defined as,

VY :=
{
wi |wi ∈ H1(Ωǫ), wi is periodic in y, 〈wi〉 = 0

}
(7)

with H1(Ωǫ) a Hilbert space. Note that 〈•〉 indicates the volume average over
the unit cell.

For the solid phase, substitution of the expansion of displacements field (Eq.
(5)) in the linear elastic variational form, yields to

∫
Ωǫ

S

Cijpq

∂χkl
p

∂yq

∂wi

∂yj

dy =
∫
Ωǫ

S

Cijkl
∂wi

∂yj

dy ∀ wi(y) ∈ VY (8)

where, χkl
p is called the characteristic deformation and Cijkl is a fourth order

tensor containing the mechanical properties of the bulk material considered
as isotropic.

After solving Eqs. (6) and (8), the effective stiffness tensor CH
ijkl and macro-

scopic permeability Kij are obtained [34] as,

CH
ijkl :=

1

|Ωǫ|

∫
Ωǫ

Cijpq

(
δkpδlq −

∂χkl
p

∂yq

)
dy (9)

Kij :=
〈
κj

i

〉
(10)

Eq. (6) and (8) were solved by means of FE and Eqs. (9) and (10) post-
processed using the commercial code Abaqus [38] for the RVE in Fig. 3 for
different porosities. After fitting the computed values we established the fol-
lowing approximate relations,

CH
11

C11

= 0.4312φ2 − 1.4665φ + 1.0 for 0 ≤ φ ≤ 0.9641

with R2 = 0.9983 (11)
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CH
12

C12

= 0.7558φ2 − 1.7473φ + 1.0 for 0 ≤ φ ≤ 0.9641

with R2 = 0.9975 (12)

CH
44

C44

= 0.9378φ2 − 1.8679φ + 1.0 for 0 ≤ φ ≤ 0.9641

with R2 = 0.9934 (13)

µK/R2 =




17.225φ3 − 44.263φ2 + 38.116φ − 10.947 if 0.7405 < φ < 0.9641

with R2 = 0.9987

0 if φ ≤ 0.7405

(14)

Let us note that the form of the mechanical properties in Eqs. (11),(12),(13) as
a second order polynomial with respect to the porosity agrees with the usual
variation of mechanical properties for cellular solids [39]. Young’s Modulus is
plotted in Fig. 4 as function of porosity and compared with the one of bone
[29]. The permeability profile obtained from Eq. (14) fitted for the scaffold is
compared in Fig. 5 with the correlated expression found in [40] given by,

K =
Cφ3

Sv

(15)

where, C is the Kozeny’s constant and fitted in [40] to 0,022. The value of the
specific surface in Eq. (15) was taken from [31].

2.2 Bone remodelling model for bone growth into scaffolds

Bone regeneration using scaffolds for healing applications is a complex process
which could be assumed that follows a similar sequence of events than for con-
ventional bone fracture healing. Here, like many other repair responses, healing
is initiated through the induction of an inmune response [41]. During this ini-
tial stage, a haematoma is formed and inflammation occurs. The major players
at this initial inflammatory phase induce cytokines, platelets, bone morpho-
genetic proteins and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)[42]. Potential sources
of stem cells are the bone marrow, the granulation tissue, the deep layer of
the periostium, the endosteum, and the surroundings soft tissues [43,44,45].
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Signalling molecules secreted by inflammatory cells induce mesenchymal cell
migration, activation and proliferation, angiogenesis, chemotaxis of acute in-
flammatory cells and further aggregation of platelets. During this early phase
of events, angiogenesis is a prerequisite for progression of the regeneration cas-
cade [42].
This cell migration and angiogenesis mechanism have been modelled in our
case as a diffussion process whithin the macroporous structure of the scaffold
according to the Fick’s law,

∂n̄

∂t
= D2∆n̄ (16)

where n̄ is defined as n̄(x) := n(x)/ns ∈ [0, 1], with n(x) the number of cells
per unit volume in the scaffold domain and ns the number of cells per unit
volume surrounding the scaffold boundary, which is assumed to be the maxi-
mum density of cells available, n̄ ≤ ns.
Coefficient D in Eq. (16) is a factor which measures how fast or slow the cell
migration and angiogenesis process occurs within the scaffold, so, somehow,
it should take into consideration the microstructure of the scaffold. It is clear
that as lower the porosity, the slower the migration process will be, since the
movement of cells and invasion of blood vessels will find more difficulties to
pass in through the scaffold microstructure. Obviously, when the microstruc-
ture of pores is not interconnected, this advance stops. According to this, D
has been considered to follow the same profile of permeability defined by Eq.
(14) but now scaled by a factor D0 fitted to experimental results, which is dis-
cussed in the next section. Let us remark that the same conclusion is reached
by performing an asymptotic analysis and homogenization of Eq. (16).

Bone growth into the scaffold is assumed to be driven by a mechanical stimulus
analogous to the bone Stanford remodelling theory [28,29], and so, the rate of
bone formation or resorption, in terms of the apparent density is given by,

ρ̇ = Kρṙ(n̄, Ψt)Svρ̂ (17)

with Sv the specific surface of scaffold or bone and ρ̂ the bulk density. Kρ in
Eq. (17) is the ratio between the active and the whole specific surface and
it measures the percentage of effective surface for osteoblasts and osteoclasts
activity. It is reported in [46] for the case of bone. For the scaffold, it is a
model parameter that accounts for cell attachment and proliferation.

The surface remodelling velocity, denoted by ṙ is approximated by a piece-
wise function of the so-called remodelling error e [47], incorporating a so-called
”dead” or ”lazy” zone. In this region centered around the reference stimulus
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Ψ∗
t , the mechanical stimulus has a negligible effect relative to other biological

influences, such that,

ṙ =




cs(n̄) · (e − w) if e > w

0 if − w ≤ e ≤ w

cs(n̄) · (e + w) if e < −w

(18)

with cs(n̄) an empirical rate function proportional to the concentration of
cells currently attached at the surface of the biomaterial, since bone growth is
driven by subsequent differentation of MSCs. cs(n̄ = 1) has been considered
to be equal to the corresponding rate of bone c (see table 1) since the same
density of cells than in bone is reached in the scaffold. w is the half-width of
the dead zone. Eq. (18) is represented in Fig. 6.

The remodelling error e, indicates how far bone is from the homeostatic state
and is defined as,

e = Ψt − Ψ∗
t

where Ψ∗
t is the reference value of the mechanical stimulus [28] at the tissue

level Ψt which takes into account the microstructure, and is defined as,

Ψt =

(
ρ

ρ̂

)2

Ψ

The continuum level mechanical stimulus Ψ is defined as,

Ψ =

(
N∑

i=1

niσ̄
m
i

)1/m

where N is the number of different load cases, ni the average number of cycles
per time unit of remodelling and the exponent m is a model parameter [28].
σ̄ is an effective stress that according to Beaupré et al. [28] is expressed as,

σ̄ =
√

2EW (19)

being E the Young Modulus fitted in [29] for the case of bone, while for the
scaffold we have used,
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E = C44

(
3C12 + 2C44

C12 + C44

)

Finally, the poroelastic strain energy W in Eq. (19) involved in bone regener-
ation within the scaffold is.

W =
1

2
(σ : ǫ + pφ∇ · u) (20)

being, σ the stress (Cauchy) tensor, ǫ the strain, p the pressure and u the
displacements of the solid skeleton considering the fluid as incompressible.
Permeability was defined as a function of porosity for the scaffold and Eq.
(15) fitted in [40] for the case of bone.

Let us remark that in the proposed model, only two parameters are indepen-
dent of porosity and pore size, i.e., Kρ and the diffusion coefficient D0. In the
here presented application, they will be fitted to the experimental results of
Pothuaud et al. [26].

2.3 Computer implementation

The computer code implementation of the bone growth model into a non-
reabsorbable scaffold derived above, is explained in this section following the
block diagram represented in Fig. 7.
Let us consider a load history, and known boundary and initial conditions to
perform a vascularisation analysis. Then a FE poroelastic and diffusion analyse
are carried out, in order to get the mechanical stimulus and the density of cells
n̄ which provides the rate of remodelling velocity cs = cn̄, at each point of the
scaffold.
The specific surface area Sv is obtained from the pore size of the previous step
and ṙ from the computed remodelling error e and cell concentration n̄. Eq.
(17) is integrated by the forward-Euler method and for the scaffold it is lower
bounded to ρs > ρs

0 = ρ̂s(1 − Φ), the initial density of the scaffold since we
consider it non-reabsorbable, and upper bounded to the weighed density of
row density of the scaffold and row density of bone ρs < ρs

max filling all the
pores. For the case of bone, it is lower bounded to ρb > ρ̂b

0 and upper bounded
to ρb < ρ̂b. Once computed ρ and being the porosity Φ = 1−ρ/ρ̂b,s, we obtain
the updated properties Eq. (11),(12), (13), (14) and pore size. Using these
new updated properties, a new step of loading is performed until completing
the whole load history.
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This analysis is performed in the scaffold domain. For the rest of the domain,
i.e., bone without scaffold, the same analysis is carried out but with its para-
meters and properties corresponding to those of bone, the remodelling process
is independent of cell migration and angiogenesis n̄ = 1, and cs = c following
the standard remodelling theory for bone in [28,29].

3 RESULTS

As application, the condyle femoral part of a rabbit with an implanted scaffold
has been analyzed. This example is motivated by the possibility of performing
a qualitative comparison with the in-vivo experience by Pothuaud et al. [26].
There, six New Zealand rabbits were implanted in the condyle femoral part
with cylinder-shaped scaffolds of 40% hydroxyapatite and 60% β-tricalcium
phospate of 6 mm of diameter and 10 mm of length. Porosity of these materials
was set to 75 ±10% with pore size of 450 ±100 µm. These materials were both
grafted with the cyclo-RGD peptide and non-grafted before implantation and,
after sacrifying rabbits, they were extracted at 2 weeks W2 and 4 weeks W4.

Regarding to the proposed model, the same experiment was numerically analysed
as follows: a 2D FE mesh of the geometry was modeled as initial example. The
limitation of a 2D mesh of the distal femur is that the cortices of the diaphysis
are artificially disconnected from one to another. To account for this, a side
plate was added (see Fig. 9) as in [48].
Boundary conditions were fully clamped at the top of the femur while the
load was applied at the condyle. As a first approach, we considered that the
femoral bone distribution is mainly due to the hopping activity of the rabbit.
Therefore, only one case of load was considered, ie., hopping with the load
history taken from Gushue et al. [49]. In addition, 6000 hops each six hours
was the number of cycles used in our model, after scaffold implantation. On
the contrary, we consider this number to be 14000 hops in six hours for a
healthy rabbit. Non-permeable surface at the periosteum was considered for
the fluid flow field.

Bone growth in the scaffold was estimated by means of the model presented
above. Cell migration was modeled as a diffusion phenomenon. As boundary
condition we considered a value of 1 for the normalized cell density n̄ in the
whole boundary of the scaffold, that is the concentration of cells in the bound-
ary of the scaffold was equal to the concentration of cell in bone due to the
assumed direct contact. The case of grafted scaffold with RGD peptides was
modeled as Kρ = 1 in the scaffold due to the efficiency of the cell adhesion
when grafted [50]. For the non-grafted case, Kρ was fitted to the experimental
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results.

Both for the case of bone and scaffold, remodeling parameters were extrapo-
lated from the case of human bone. We considered the remodeling time step
for the rabbit 4 times lower than for the human bone, i.e., it remodels in 6
hours the same amount of bone than a human bone for 1 day for the same
parameters. All these parameters can be found in table 1 for bone and in table
2 for the scaffold.

3.1 Intact femoral condyle

The initial bone density distribution for the whole femur was predicted using
the proposed remodelling model, applying 14000 hops every 6 hours. In fig.
8 we can see the apparent density distribution after convergence, where the
cortices of the diaphysis and the cancellous bone of the condyle head were
clearly identified.

3.2 Non-grafted scaffold implantation

Results of the numerical simulation of a non-grafted scaffold with 76% of
initial porosity implanted in the femoral condyle of the rabbit are shown in
this section.

The bone and scaffold density evolution are shown in figs. 12, 13. The overall
bone regeneration evolution in the scaffold, is plotted in fig. 14a.

Let us remark, that for scaffolds with initial porosities of 70% and 73%, there
was not significant bone formation in the scaffold, since the macroporous struc-
ture of the scaffold was not interconnected for these porosities according to the
FCC structure. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient corresponding to cell mi-
gration is null and consequently the cell advance is stopped leading therefore
to no bone formation. This consequence would not have been reached if we
had simulated cell migration by a diffusion process with a constant coefficient.
For the case of scaffolds with 80% of initial porosity we get more bone forma-
tion than for 76% due to the higher mechanical stimulus corresponding to the
more flexible microstructure and to the faster angiogenesis and cell transport
derived from the more interconnected structure of macropores.

Results are summarized in table 3 in terms of bone percentage regeneration at
two and four weeks after the scaffold implantation, W2 and W4 respectively.
These results are in very close agreement with those found experimentally in
[26] for a similar non-reabsorbable scaffold.
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3.3 Grafted scaffold implantation

The results corresponding to the grafted scaffold with 76% of initial porosity
in the same application is here presented.

Bone and scaffold density evolution are shown in figs. 10, 11 for the grafted
scaffold. The overall bone regeneration evolution in this type of scaffold, is
plotted in fig. 14b.

As for the case of non-grafted scaffold, there was not significant bone forma-
tion in the scaffold for initial porosities of 70% and 73%. Also, for 80% of
initial porosity we got a higher bone formation as explained in the previous
paragraph.

The grafting induces the maximum bone formation at two weeks W2 versus
non-grafted scaffold, as can be seen in figs. 14 (a) and (b), which keeps around
the middle of the final bone formation at that stage. All the numerical partial
results at W2 for grafted and non-grafted and final results at W4 for grafted
and non-grafted hold in the experimental range found in [26] as reported in
table 3.

At two and four weeks of the scaffold implantation, W2 and W4 respectively,
results are resumed in table 3. These results are in agreement with those found
experimentally in [26].

4 DISCUSSION

Bone tissue growth using scaffolds is a complex problem which involves dif-
ferent lenght and time scales, biophysical phenomena and mechanical require-
ments. Therefore, the prediction of the scaffold behaviour and in-vivo evolu-
tion by means of a mathematical model, should take into account all these
factors. The proposed model, with application to bone tissue regeneration,
assumes that the regeneration process is similar to bone healing and con-
sequently, the cascade of events during healing occurs in bone regeneration.
Under this assumption, cellular activity and angiogenesis are related to bone
growth. This process has been, as a first approach, macroscopically modeled
as a diffusion phenomenon, although more complex mechanisms as prolifera-
tion or differentiation should be taken into account in a more detailed model.
Scaffold adaptation to loading, has been considered by means of a macroscopic
remodeling model. It assumes that once cells and blood vessels arrive to the
scaffold, bone growth and resorption start in a process analogous to bone re-
modelling.
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This model is completely general for bone tissue growth into scaffolds and
factors like aging could be taken into account in the rate of bone formation
parameter (c) and the number of cells surrounding the scaffold. Moreover,
growth factors can be considered in the model acting like a higher diffusion
coefficient. Peptides grafting induces a higher effective specific surface and
seeding of the scaffold as initial condition in the cell migration analysis.

As a first approach and due to the lack of experimental results with re-
absorbable scaffolds found in the literature, the analysed scaffold was non-
reabsorbable. The microstructure of the scaffold was approximated by the
FCC distribution of pores although an arbitrary scaffold microstructure could
be considered performing a similar homogenization analysis to the one here
performed to get the macroscopic scaffold properties.

As application, the condyle femoral part of a rabbit with an implanted scaffold
has been numerically solved using a standard FE code, to qualitative compare
our results with the experimental one of Pothuaud et al. [26]. All the parame-
ters needed in the model were extrapolated or directly taken from human bone
due to the lack of available data for this specific application. Scaffold proper-
ties and microstructure characterizartion was assumed to be reproduced with
sufficient accuracy by the FCC structure.

The obtained results for a grafted scaffold with 76% of initial porosity, show
that there were not significant differences at W2 and W4 of overall bone forma-
tion in the scaffold as found in [26]. For the case of non-grafted scaffold, more
significant differences there existed between W2 and W4 and this was also ob-
tained experimentally [26]. Results are reported in table 3. As conclusion, the
grafting effect with the cycle RGD-peptides acts like a glue for the cells that
attach to the surface of the scaffold in a higher rate, and consequently bone re-
generation is faster but not qualitatively higher. This effect is mathematically
introduced into our model as a higher effective specific surface.

Like was found in [26], at four weeks (W4) we got the maximum bone formation
for a scaffold of initial porosity 76%. This is mathematically expressed by the
asymptotic behaviour shown in Fig. 14. For the case of grafted scaffold we
found again like in [26] their maximum practically at two weeks (W2).

For the implanted bone with the scaffold, for all the cases presented, there
no exists significant bone remodeling or resorption in the femur due to the
inclusion of a scaffold as expected. It can be seen in Fig. 10, 12 for a scaffold
of 76% of initial porosity.

The rest of results in fig. 14 shows that there is no bone formation when the
scaffold microstructure is not interconnected what should be expected since
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the cell invasion is reduced to the boundary of the scaffold. This result is a
consequence of the choice of the diffusion parameter as a function of porosity
and could not be obtained with a constant diffusion coefficient. In fact, the
same examples were run (not presented) for the case of a constant diffusion
parameter leading to more inaccurate results versus the experimental ones
[26].

The presented model is available for bone tissue defects and it has been devel-
oped under the hypothesis it follows the same process as bone healing, then,
any other biological tissue regeneration process involved may not be avail-
able with the proposed phenomenological model. Another limitation of our
model, is the fact of considering non-reabsorbable scaffolds. This assumption
is based in the evidence that bone regeneration and remodelling is much more
faster than resorption time of the biomaterial, and therefore in terms of the
analysis we could consider the scaffold as non-reabsorbable. Also the mechan-
ical behaviour in terms of fatigue, progression and developments of cracks in
reabsorbable scaffold is still unknown.
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Figure Captions
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(a) Scaffold microstructure (b) Scaffold microstructure

(c) Geometric representation of (a)
with a porosity of 96%

(d) Geometric representation of (b)
with a porosity of 88%

Fig. 1. FCC approach of scaffold microstructure for different porosities. From [16]
with permission.
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(a) 6 hours (b) 7 days (c) 14 days

(d) 21 days (e) 28 days

Fig. 8. Bone density evolution [g/cc] without scaffold.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) FEM model of the rabbit femur with the implanted scaffold and the side
plate [48] and (b) detail of the scaffold mesh.
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(a) 6 hours (b) 7 days (c) 14 days

(d) 21 days (e) 28 days

Fig. 10. Bone density evolution [g/cc] for a grafted scaffold with 76% of initial
porosity.
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(a) 6 hours (b) 7 days (c) 14 days

(d) 21 days (e) 28 days

Fig. 11. Scaffold density evolution [g/cc] for a grafted scaffold with 76% of initial
porosity.
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(a) 6 hours (b) 7 days (c) 14 days

(d) 21 days (e) 28 days

Fig. 12. Bone density evolution [g/cc] for a non-grafted scaffold with 76% of initial
porosity.
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(a) 6 hours (b) 7 days (c) 14 days

(d) 21 days (e) 28 days

Fig. 13. Scaffold density evolution [g/cc] for a non-grafted scaffold with 76% of
initial porosity.
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Fig. 14. Evolution of the overall bone regeneration for scaffolds with different initial
porosities.
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Table 1
Remodeling model parameters

Parameter Description Reference Value

m Exponent which quantifies Beaupré et al. [28] 4.0

the importance of the

number of cycles [-]

ρ̂b Bone density [g/cc] Jacobs [29] 1.92

Ψ∗
t Reference value of mechanical Jacobs [29] 50.0

stimulus at the tissue level [MPa/6 hours]

c Empirical rate constant of bone Jacobs [29] 0.02

growth/resorption [1/GPa]

w half-widht of the dead zone Jacobs [29] 12.5

[MPa/six hours]

ρb
0 Lower bound of bone Jacobs [29] 0.05

density [g/cc]

Kb
ρ Rate of effective specific Cowin et al. [46] 0.2

surface of bone [-]

Ks
ρ Rate of effective specific Fitted 0.6

surface of non-grafted scaffold [-]

Ks
ρ Rate of effective specific Fitted 1.0

surface of RGD grafted scaffold [-]

D0 Scaling diffusion coefficient [mm2/4 hours] Fitted 100.0
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Table 2
Scaffold parameters

Parameter Description Reference Value

ρ̂s Bulk density of the Tadic et al. [51] 4.0

scaffold [g/cc]

λ Scaffold Lame constant Metsger et al. [52] 5769.23

of the bulk material [MPa]

G Scaffold shear modulus [MPa] Metsger et al. [52] 3846.15

of the bulk material [MPa]

R Pore size [µm] Pothuaud et al. [26] 450
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Table 3
Comparison of numerical results with the in-vivo experiments of Pothuaud et al.
[26]

Case Bone reg. % (present work) Bone reg. % [26]

W2 grafted 18.4 21.3 ± 5.7%

W2 non-grafted 13.64 12.3 ± 5.0%

W4 grafted 23.38 ≈ 21.3 ± 5.7%

W4 non-grafted 19.16 21.3 ± 5.2%
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Abstract

Scaffold design for bone tissue engineering applications involves many parameters
which directly influence on the rate of bone tissue regeneration onto its microstruc-
tural surface. On improving scaffold functionality an increasing interest is being
focused in in-vitro and in-vivo research in order to obtain the optimal scaffold de-
sign for a specific application. However, the evaluation of the effect of each specific
scaffold parameter on tissue regeneration using these techniques requires costly pro-
tocols and long-term experiments. In this paper, we elucidate the effect of some scaf-
fold parameters on bone tissue regeneration by means of a mathematically-based
model approach. By virtue of in-silico experiments, factors as scaffold stiffness,
porosity, resorption kinetics, pore size, and pre-seeding are analyzed in a specific
bone tissue application found in the literature. The model predicts in-vivo the rate
of bone formation within the scaffold, the scaffold degration and the interaction
between implanted scaffold-surrounding bone. Results show an increasing rate of
bone regeneration with increasing scaffold stiffness, scaffold mean pore size and
pre-seeding whereas the collapse of the scaffold occurs for a faster biomaterial re-
sorption kinetics. Requiring further experimental validation, the model can be useful
for the assessment of scaffold design and for the analysis of scaffold parameters in
tissue regeneration.

Key words: Bone tissue engineering, Porous scaffold, Computational
mechanobiology, Multiscale analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tissue engineering covers a broad field that applies the principles of engineer-
ing and life sciences to the development of biological substitutes with the aim
of restoring, maintaining, or improving tissue or organ functions [1]. This defi-
nition itself addresses to comprehensive multidisciplinary research. Therefore,
integrating biology, biochemistry, clinical medicine as well as materials science,
physics and engineering disciplines is imperative to reach clinical applications
[2].

Focusing on bone tissue engineering, a structural support usually named as
scaffold or bio-scaffold is temporary needed to fill the bony defect and with-
stand early loads, as well as to serve as a guide for the formation of the newly
bone, i.e., osteoconduction. In addition, it is desirable that the scaffold de-
grades over time finally filling the whole deffect with new tissue [3–5]. The
usual procedure follows these steps: first, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and
bone cells are aspired directly from the patient or a donor, being the main
niches of these cells the bone marrow [6,7] and the periostium. However, the
number of MSCs in fresh adult bone marrow is small, around one per one-
hundred-thousand of nucleated cells, and decreases with age [8]. To overcome
this lack, the number of stem cells can be amplified about 10 times with only a
single passage in culture [9]. Using in-vitro expansion of MSCs a more rapidly
and uniform bone formation is observed [10,11]. The culture-expansion and
cell seeding tasks are preferable to take place in bioreactors more than un-
der static conditions. The bioreactor eliminates mass transport limitations to
the scaffold interior and provides mechanical stimulation to the seeded cells
through fluid shear [12]. After in-vivo implantation of the functionalized scaf-
fold, bone remodelling occurs at the neighbourhood of the defect filled with
the scaffold. Here, the bone matrix microstructure is modified by the combined
action of osteoblasts and osteoclasts in adaptative response to the mechanical
perturbation (stiffness/compliance) introduced by the scaffold implantation.
Moreover the stiffness of the scaffold also varies as consequence of scaffold
degradation and new bone apposition.
In this scenario, the overall success is directly dependent on scaffold proper-
ties such as biocompatibility, pore size, overall porosity, resorption kinetics,
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mechanical and flow properties, hydrophilicity and pre-seeding among many
others. The works by Hutmacher [13] and Rezwan et al. [14] are useful quali-
tative guidelines, in this sense.
However, following a complete procedure for scaffold designing becomes rather
expensive from a pure experimental perspective. Therefore, to advance in the
understanding of the scaffold behaviour under different environments, com-
puter techniques and mathematically-based models (see [2] for a review) are
becoming a very useful tool for material engineers and biologists.
Tissue regeneration using scaffolds in-vivo inherently attends to two-well-
differentiated spatial and temporal scales, i.e., the tissue level and the pore
scaffold level. Mathematical modelling of tissue regeneration within scaffolds
has been traditionally restricted to one of these scales. For example, at the
tissue (macroscopic) scale, the numerical simulation of osteochondral defects
repairing using a mathematical theory of cell differentation [15] may be found
in [16]. Moreover, an approach for the simulation of bone tissue regenera-
tion within scaffolds considering the effect of the scaffold microstructure is
introduced in [17]. At the microscopic or pore scaffold scale, homogenization
techniques together with CAD tools allow designing macroscopic mechani-
cal properties by controlling porosity and pore size [18–20]. In this same scale,
bone regeneration in a unit cell of a scaffold microstructure is simulated in [21]
using concepts and hypotheses of previous remodelling mathematical models
[22,23]. Recently, Byrne et al. [24] presented a mechanobiological model ap-
plied to a unit-cell scaffold to study the influence of several factors on tissue
regeneration under uniaxial loading.

In this paper we propose a new micro-macro mathematical approach for bone
tissue regeneration within scaffolds. The model has been previously described
in [25] and it accounts for both scales. The present study differs from [24]
in the methodology (considering both scales), the modelling of the resorption
phenomenon, the bone growth model, the analysis of the entire scaffold in
macroscopic terms, and the example of application corresponding to a realis-
tic case of bone tissue engineering. At the tissue level, the macroscopic me-
chanical, diffusive and flow properties are derived by means of the asymptotic
homogenization theory [25–27]. At the microscopic scale bone tissue regener-
ation at the scaffold micro-surface is simulated using a certain bone growth
model based on a bone remodelling theory [28], whereas scaffold degrada-
tion is implemented following [21]. Scaffold degradation and bone growth are
mathematically modelled by the Voxel-Finite Element Method (Voxel-FEM)
[21,29]. As an example of application, the case analyzed in-vivo in [30] is here
numerically reproduced. In the reference scaffold used in [25] we analyze the
effect of changing the following variables: (1) Young’s modulus (stiffness) of
the bulk biomaterial, (2) resorption kinetics of the bulk biomaterial, (3) over-
all porosity, (4) mean pore size, and (5) the effect of pre-seeding. Results are
qualitatively compared, when possible, with experimental ones and the effect
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of each parameter on the overall bone tissue regeneration is elucidated.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section, the methodology and mathematical models used to predict
bone growth in a specific application are briefly explained. A more detailed
explanation and additional mathematical derivations may be found in [25].
Two scales of analysis are here considered, i.e., the tissue (macroscopic) and
pore (microscopic) scales (see Fig. 1). First, the multiscale analysis and the
interaction between the two scales are presented, followed by the introduction
of the models of bone growth and scaffold resorption both at the microscopic
scale.

2.1 Micro-macro coupling

Bone and scaffold are treated in a different manner. For simplicity, the bone
domain (Fig 1b) is treated only macroscopically through a fully heterogenous
model with the Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson ratio (ν) defined by the
following experimental correlations [31],

E(MPa) =




2015ρ2.5 for ρ ≤ 1.2 g/cc

1763ρ3.2 for ρ > 1.2 g/cc

ν =




0.20 for ρ ≤ 1.2 g/cc

0.32 for ρ > 1.2 g/cc
(1)

being ρ the macroscopic apparent bone density. This variable is not fixed but
changes with the external mechanical stimulus as it is well-known from many
experimental observations [32–35] and associated bone remodelling theories
[28,31]. On the other hand, the scaffold macroscopic properties are directly and
explicitly related to its underlying microstructure by using homogenization
techniques [25–27,36].
Scaffold degradation in a polymeric biomaterial is a mechanism assumed to
be driven by bulk erosion due to hydrolysis [37]. Bulk erosion takes place
at the microstructural or pore scaffold level. Bone growth at the surface of
the microstructure of the scaffold occurs as consequence of bone deposition by
osteoblasts. Therefore, both processes may be modelled at the microstructural
level.
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Note that as bone is deposited onto the scaffold surface or the scaffold is
degraded, the macroscopic properties also change. In addition, bone growth
is considered to be a function of a certain microscopic mechanical stimulus,
there existing therefore a coupling between both scales.

2.2 Model for bone growth

Many models [32–35] assume that the activation of osteoblasts is a consequence
of the mechanical environment induced by the macroscopic loads. Therefore,
bone deposition may also be related to the current population of Mesenchymal
Stem Cells (MSCs) and preosteoblasts due to cell migration at a certain point
of the scaffold domain [38,39] which can be also described at the macroscopic
scale (Fig. 1b).
The mechanism of bone remodelling is regulated by the orchestrated action
of two bone cells, i.e., osteoblasts and osteoclasts. However, the mechanism of
bone formation within the scaffold is essentially different, being the actions
of osteoblasts (responsible of bone deposition) and osteoclasts (responsible
of bone resorption) uncoupled during the healing stage [40]. The cascade of
events of bone formation onto a bioceramic scaffold surface could be stated as
follows in a temporal sequence (adapted from the excellent review of Ohgushi
and Caplan [8]):

(1) The insertion of a bone substitute produces an immunologic response
around the scaffold surface and a haematoma is formed. Then the osteo-
progenitor cells attached at the scaffold surface, MSCs and osteoblastic
cells from the haematoma migrate to the scaffold surface.

(2) These cells attached to the scaffold surface form a continuous cell layer
on the surface of the ceramic within pores.

(3) Cell differentiation to osteoblasts of these osteoprogenitor cells results in
the cell layer onto the scaffold surface.

(4) The osteoblasts fabricate immature primary bone onto the surface.
(5) The primary bone becomes mature and forms fully mineralized bone.

Since all these events occur at the pore scaffold level we propose a microscopic
model of bone growth mathematically similar (although conceptually differ-
ent) to previous remodelling theories [28,31]. We propose that the rate of new
bone mass production is established as,

Ṁ =




ks(c̄) · (Ψ − Ψ∗ − w) if Ψ − Ψ∗ > w

0 otherwise
(2)
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where ks(c̄) = k·c̄ is an empirical rate function proportional to the macroscopic
concentration of MSCs c̄ currently attached to the surface of the scaffold. Ψ
is the so-called mechanical stimulus for bone formation defined as,

Ψ =

(
N∑

i=1

niσ̄
m
i

)1/m

(3)

where N is the number of different load cases, ni the average number of cycles
per time unit for the load case i, m is a model parameter [28] and σ̄ is a
effective scalar stress that according to [28] may be expressed as,

σ̄ =
√

2EW (4)

being E the local Young’s Modulus distinguishing among scaffold (s), non-
mature bone (n) or mature bone (m). Finally, W = 1/2σ : ǫ is the strain
energy density at a certain point of the microstructural scaffold surface.

The concentration of cells c̄ is computed by solving a diffusion process based
on the Fick’s law in the macroscopic domain. In fact, cell migration from the
interface scaffold-bone to the scaffold core is modelled such that the diffusion
matrix coefficients are dependent on the specific scaffold microstructure. For
solving the Fick’s law we assume that the initial number of cells at the in-
terface scaffold-bone is the maximum number of cells that can be reached in
the scaffold core. Moreover, following a homogenization procedure [25,27], the
diffusion matrix is correlated to the macroscopic Darcy’s permeability, such
that, Dij = D0Kij, being D0 a model parameter and Kij the permeability
matrix depending on the microstructure of the scaffold [17,25].

As a first simplified approach, the time evolution of the mechanical properties
of non-mature bone is considered to be linear [21],

Cn = Cm
t

Tm

0 ≤ t ≤ Tm (5)

where Ci, i = n, m are the fourth order elasticity tensors of non-mature and
mature bone, respectively.
The mechanical stimulus in Eq. (3) is computed at the centroid of each voxel
to be candidate for bone formation, i.e., the boundary voxels. Then, Eq. (2)
is integrated by the forward-Euler method. We add the number of voxels
corresponding to the new bone volume production during each period or time
step. Additional details on this procedure may be found in [25].
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2.3 Scaffold degradation

The degradation mechanism of the scaffold is modelled as a hydrolysis process
[37]. Following [21,25], we consider that the dimensionless spatial rate of water
content d, defined as the ratio between the concentration of water [mol] in the
bulk of the polymer and the concentration of water [mol] at the boundary of
the scaffold, follows a standar Fick’s law,

ḋ = α∆d (6)

with α > 0 the diffusion coefficient and ∆ the Laplace operator. The molecular
weight of the polymer due to hydrolysis is assumed to depend on the local
water content [21] (0 ≤ d ≤ 1). Therefore this rate is modelled as,

Ẇ (d) = −βd (7)

being β > 0 a material constant. The mechanical properties of the polymer
are assumed to be linearly related to its molecular weight [21]

C(W (t)) = C(t = 0)
W (t)

W0

(8)

with W0 the reference molecular weight of the polymer with associated elas-
ticity tensor C(t = 0).
As in the model for bone growth, the scaffold degradation is simulated within
a Voxel-FEM framework. Here we remove the number of voxels corresponding
to the loss of weight during each period or time step. This multiscale model
was implemented in a FE framework using the software Abaqus [41]. Parallel
performance was used to accelerate the mico-macro interaction (see [25] for
details of the computer implementation).

3 RESULTS

The experimental animal model presented in [30] is here numerically simu-
lated in order to investigate the effect of some scaffold parameters on the
bone regeneration rate within scaffolds. Therefore, a healthy left femur of a
New Zealand rabbit was reconstructed by Computer Tomography (CT) (see
Fig. 1a), creating the model of the femur using the software Mimics [42]. On
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this model, a virtual segmental 3 × 7 mm defect in the proximal third of the
left femur, laterally to the greater trochanter [30], was performed (Fig. 1b).
The FE mesh of that model was obtained by the software Harpoon [43] us-
ing four-noded bilineal tethraedra both in the bone and scaffold macroscopic
domain, see Fig. 1c. Femur loads were applied at the proximal part consider-
ing the rabbit hopping according to [44]. Moreover, the femur initial density
was obtained by applying the remodelling model presented above [28] in the
healthy femur until convergence.
On the other hand, the analyzed initial scaffold microstructures were idealised
following the Face Cubic Centered (FCC) hypothesis of arrangement of the
empty pores [45], see Figs. 1d,e. The scaffold microstructures were meshed us-
ing voxel-FEs for simplicity [21,25]. Geometrical scaffold factors as pore size
and porosity, or biomaterial parameters as stiffness and resorption kinetics, or
biological factors as scaffold pre-seeding were analyzed in this specific appli-
cation.
We used two histomorphometric indices both to evaluate the rate of bone for-
mation and scaffold resorption. Global bone formation and scaffold resorption
both accounting for the entire scaffold domain,

% global bone reg =
1

V

nelems∑
i=1

Vi̟
b
i · 100 (9)

% global scaff resorp =
1

V

nelems∑
i=1

Vi̟
S
i · 100 (10)

with nelems the number of elements in the FE mesh of the scaffold, Vi the
volume of each macroscopic element and ̟b

i the ratio between new bone vol-
ume formation to the total volume of the unit cell, and ̟S

i the ratio between
scaffold volume to the initial scaffold volume, being V the total volume of the
scaffold.

On the other hand, local bone formation and scaffold resorption at a specific
point location of the scaffold microstructure can be evaluated as,

% local bone reg =
Bone vol(i)

RVE vol
· 100 (11)

% local scaff resorp =
Scaff vol(i)

Scaff vol0
· 100 (12)

being Bone vol(i) and Scaff vol(i) the bone volume and scaffold volume of
the specific microstructural point i, respectively, RVE vol the volume of the
scaffold cell, and Scaff vol0 the initial scaffold volume.
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3.1 Case studies

In this application, with the initial scaffold microarchitecture of Fig. 1d we
study the effect of different factors: porosity, pore size, bulk biomaterial stiff-
ness, resorption kinetics, and the effect of scaffold pre-seeding. For the refer-
ence scaffold with properties in Table 2 we analyze the isolated effect of each
individual parameter on the scaffold degradation and bone formation through
Eqs. 9-12 .
The analyzed case studies may be summarized as follows:

(i) Effect of porosity: In the FCC structure the desired porosity is easily
tailored just varying the ratio between the pore radius and the cell length
[17,45]. Consequently, the FCC microstructure keeps connected up to 96%
of porosity whereas the pores are interconnected if the porosity is higher
than 74% [17]. Therefore, here we consider a scaffold microstructure with
75% of porosity, see Fig. 2. This example joined to the reference scaffold
(90% of porosity) may be the two extreme cases of initial porosities.

(ii) Effect of pore size: The lower case of pore radius of the FCC scaffold
microstructure is here considered to be 50 µm, whereas the upper case of
pore radius is set to 400 µm. In both cases we assume the same porosity
than the reference scaffold.

(iii) Effect of biomaterial stiffness: A softer Young’s modulus than the refer-
ence scaffold of the bulk biomaterial is introduced of 363 MPa. Moreover,
a stiffer Young’s modulus of 6790 MPa. The same Poisson’s ratio as the
reference scaffold (Table 2) is assumed in both cases.

(iv) Effect of biomaterial resorption kinetics: The resorption kinetics of a
PLGA-like biomaterial is simulated in this item. Therefore, a value of
W0 = 70000Da was considered [46] being the rest of resorption parame-
ters as in Table 2.

(v) Effect of scaffold pre-seeding: Scaffold cell pre-seeding with MSCs or pre-
osteoblastic cells is a common estrategy in scaffolding that usually takes
place in bioreactors. Mathematically, the effect of scaffold pre-seeding is
introduced as an initial uniform concentration of cells in the Fick’s law
for the modelling of cell migration from the interface scaffold-bone to the
scaffold core. In this case, we assumed that the cell concentration in the
scaffold domain is maximal, that is, equal to the concentration of cells in
the surrounding bone.

3.2 Numerical results

The global analysis performed is summarized in Fig. 3. There we can observe
different values of bone regeneration depending on the case, as well as the
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mass loss of the scaffold due to the resorption phenomenon induced by the
hydrolysis mechanism. Regarding bone regeneration, we can see in Fig. 3 that
the process is qualitatively similar for the different cases (except for the case
of a softer and stiffer scaffold) although quantitative different. We did not get
bone formation until we overreached the critical mass Mc (model parameter
given in Table 1) to start forming new bone. This occurs around day 20 for
most cases, except for the case of a softer scaffold (where no regeneration was
found), and the case of a stiffer scaffold starting regeneration at day 8.
Since then, we find different rates of bone regeneration depending on the spe-
cific case. The higher rate of bone formation occurs when a stiffer biomaterial
is considered. This is a direct consequence of the bone growth model used
because of the mechanical stimulus is a function of the square root of the
biomaterial Young’s modulus according to Eq. (4). Moreover, the biomaterial
stiffness affects to the macroscopic mechanical environment in the scaffold,
and consequently to the mechanical state at the microscopic scale. In con-
trary, when a softer biomaterial is used, we found no bone regeneration due
to its low Young’s modulus. Therefore, the mechanical stimulus remains in
the so-called ”lazy” zone (see [28]) and no bone mass formation is predicted
according to that model. The pre-seeded scaffold provides also better bone re-
generation than the others analyzed effects. In this case since bone growth is
considered to be proportional to the population of cells at a certain point, this
leads to a higher rate of bone formation from the beginning, with a higher pro-
duction and faster maturation of bone. The case of a higher porosity induces
a higher rate of bone formation since the macroscopic mechanical stimulus in
this case is also higher.
A smaller pore size keeping the same porosity has a negative effect compared
to the reference scaffold. Smaller pores slow down the cell migration process
and reduce the permeability, being in this case, more difficult for the cells
pass through the scaffold pores and consequently a smaller number of cells
are found in the scaffold core, promoting a lower rate of bone regeneration.
In connection with is the fact that we found more tissue regeneration when
a higher pore size is used. Here, cell migration is faster and consequently the
bone growing is accelerated and increased by a higher population of cells.

On the other hand, the degradation process of the scaffold is also represented
in Fig. 3. Here we can observe that the common feature of all cases is that
scaffold resorption is quite abrupt—except for the cases of higher scaffold stiff-
ness and pore size—once the critical molecular weight model parameter Wc

(see Table 2) has been reached, and they start losing mass on day 54. The
diffusion of water (considered here water as the interstitial fluid through the
pores) within the biomaterial is produced from the scaffold surface, which is
in contact with the fluid during most of the implantation time, to the scaffold
core. When high porosities are under consideration, the fluid easily reach all
the points of the solid scaffold. The biggest difference case among all the cases
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appears for a low molecular weight when the degration process starts after day
32. Moreover, the cases of a higher pore size and stiffer biomaterial induces
lower rates of scaffold mass loss due to different arguments. The former is
due to the unit cell length is higher to keep the same porosity, thus a scaling
in the diffusion coefficient (lower) is introduced which makes the hydrolysis
process slower within the scaffold. The stiffer scaffold case, is expressed as a
slower scaffold mass loss since the scaffold is rapidly covered with new bone,
preventing the contact scaffold–fluid and retaining in this way the diffusion of
liquid into the scaffold core. This effect can be clearly seen in the two extremes
cases depicted in Fig. 5g,h where we find very different scaffold mass loss for
the same resorption kinetics due to the bone formation.

The center point of the scaffold midsection is analyzed in Figs. 4,5 and Table
3. Both from those figures and the Table, the trends above analyzed are re-
produced at that midpoint, providing very useful information. We can observe
the tissue regeneration process as well as the scaffold resorption mechanism
spatially. Due to the symmetry of the scaffold microstructure, the mechanical
stimulus distributes symmetrically along the scaffold microstructure. There-
fore, bone formation and scaffold resorption follow a symmetric pattern. From
those pictures, we can see that the effect of a higher rate of resorption is ex-
tremely negative since the microstructure dissapears before a sufficient quan-
tity of bone has been formed. In this sense, we found about only 1% of bone
regeneration when the scaffold overreaches the critical molecular weight to de-
grade. This causes the failure of the scaffold and therefore the collpase of the
microstructure. Moreover, the low quantity of bone formation found in this
case in comparison to the others (0.6% versus ≈ 2.5%) is due to the depen-
dence of the mechanical properties on the degradation mechanism according
to Eq. (8).
Furthermore, regarding to the macroscopic results of the analyzed example of
application, we can say that the rabbit femur remodels in a very localized zone
surrounding the scaffold implantation for all the analyzed scaffolds (data not
shown) being negligible the bone remodelling farther from the scaffold site.

4 DISCUSSION

The investigation of the scaffold functionality for bone tissue engineering is a
complex problem that depends on many parameters, factors and constraints.
First, we note that different biophysical and biological phenomena occur at
different length and time scales. In this sense, mechanical loads are applied to
bones through the joints and muscles whereas bone regeneration occurs at the
microsurface of a scaffold. Moreover, the bone length scale influences on the
mechanical stimulus in the implantation area and conversely the bone growth
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influences on the overall response in macroscopic terms. Therefore, the prob-
lem involves highly non-linear multi-physics phenomena with coupled scales
and a large number of parameters. The choice of these parameters directly
influence on the overall sucess of the scaffold.
The proposed multi-scale approach herein is able to model the more important
phenomena involved in bone regeneration using scaffolds. The model includes
macroscopic cell migration and mechanics whereas the microscopic scale al-
lows us to obtain the homogenized mechanical and migration properties as
well as representing bone formation and scaffold resorption in a statistically
microstructure representative of the scaffold. Cell migration is considered to
follow the standard Fick’s law although a more detailed modeling should in-
clude the random-walk cell crawling [24] or considering the migration velocity
as a funtion of the biomaterial stiffness [47]. Moreover, the model predicts
differentiation only to one cell phenotype, i.e., osteoblasts. Other models take
into consideration the differentiation process in scaffolds to different cell/tissue
types as [16,24]. Since the multi-scale approach to the problem investigated
involves the pore and the tissue scale, the computer implementation was ac-
celerated using parallel performance. Nevertheless, it is highly cost in terms of
time and computer resources. A pure macroscopic approach [17] reduces these
drawbacks by focusing the problem at the tissue scale.
With these hypothesis, the most relevant parameters involved in scaffolding
were investigated: (1) porosity, (2) pore size, (3) biomaterial stiffness, (4) bio-
material resorption kinetics and (5) scaffold pre-seeding . We summarize the
effect of each factor and elucidate its role for bone regeneration:

(i) Reference scaffold: The properties of the reference scaffold material was
chosen to reproduce those of a PCL-like biomaterial. For this case, the
experimental results show a % of tissue filling on the macropores of 2.6
and 27.5% at 4 and 8 weeks, respectively taken an FCC type microarchi-
tecture of pores for simplicity. The rest of cases are referred to this one
in order to analyze the effect of different parameters.

(ii) Effect of porosity: Once the bulk biomaterial is determined, we can mod-
ulate the mechanical and flow properties of the scaffold just by changing
the overall porosity [13,48]. Therefore, the porosity determines the me-
chanical stimulus in the scaffold and consequently bone formation. In
this case, for the ranges 75%-90%, the porosity has a minor effect on the
overall bone regeneration. These two initial porosity cases cover most of
the porosity spectra for an interconnected FCC scaffold.

(iii) Effect of pore size: The effect of pore size is very important for bone
regeneration within scaffolds. It determines the mechanism and velocity
of cell migration and therefore for subsequent attatchment, proliferation
and differentiation. Pore size should be appropriate in this sense, and
it should allow fluid transport and waste evacuation [13]. Values higher
than 100µm of pore size are recommended [49]. The proposed model pre-
dicts more bone regeneration when the pore is larger being more difficult
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to get bone regeneration for lower porosities due to the lower popula-
tions of cells reached. The contrary case of increasing pore size leads to a
higher percentage of bone regeneration since the cell migration process is
faster. These trends are in connection with previous experimental works
in [50,51] (see [49]).

(iv) Effect of biomaterial stiffness: The effect of the substratum stiffness is
here analyzed. In this case, when a softer substratum is under consider-
ation the model predicts no bone formation. This fact has been a topic
under study [52–57] showing that cells differentiate preferently to bone-
like cells (osteoblasts) with increasing stiffness of the substrate as the
trend of the simulation shows. In this sense, with increasing stiffness a
qualitative higher bone regeneration is observed. This is a direct conse-
quence of the mechanical stimulus and bone growth model used, which
may require further calibration with experimental results.

(v) Effect of biomaterial resorption kinetics: Here the biomaterial is assumed
to be PLGA-type to simulate a faster degradation kinetics. The degra-
dation rate of polymeric materials for scaffolding should be as slow as
possible [13,46] to ensure tissue filling within the macropores and long-
term success. The results for this case in Table 3 show a poor bone re-
generation rate after scaffold degradation and consequently the failure
and collapse of its microstructure as can be observed in Fig. 4. Therefore
a faster degradation kinetics has a negative effect on tissue regeneration
using scaffolds. This conclusion can be found in the experimental results
in [46].

(vi) Effect of scaffold pre-seeding: Pre-seeding is considered in the proposed
model by introducing a uniform cell population as initial condition in
the scaffold domain. Therefore, this condition induces that the scaffold is
filled with MSCs and pre-osteoblastic cells from the day 0 with the maxi-
mum of population reached. As consequence, the rate of bone formation is
maximum and a higher and faster bone regeneration is predicted (see Fig.
3). This fact has been presented numerically from a microscopic point of
view [58] and also experimentally [10,11]. However, more than that, the
effect of pre-seeding also contributes to the regeneration of a tissue with
a better quality which is not directly accounted for in our model.

Besides the coupling between the pore and tissue scales, there exist a coupling
between bone formation and scaffold resorption from the derived results (see
Fig. 3). This coupling is given by the fact that bone formation covers the
microsurface of the scaffold being the contact scaffold-fluid avoided. There-
fore, the fluid entrance within the scaffold material becomes interrupted when
bone is formed onto its surface. This feature can be only simulated in the
microscopic scale.

The above analyzed scaffold parameters may be divided into geometrical fea-
tures (pore size and porosity), inherent biomaterial properties (stiffness and
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resorption kinetics), and biological protocols (pre-seeding) which is performed
once the scaffold is processed. Desired pore size/porosity scaffolds can be eas-
ily modulated for polymeric materials using sintering techniques and disolube
porogens [45]. However, resorption kinetics and biomaterial stiffness seem to be
intrinsically linked. The ideal scaffold should combine a high stiffness and low
degradation rate. In order to improve the mechanical properties of biodegrad-
able polymeric materials, the use of fiber aligned scaffolds via fused deposition
modeling (FDM) has been studied in [59] or the hydroxyapatite nanoparti-
cles resinforcement in polymeric materials [60] to get stiffer biodegradable
scaffolds. In the contex of the optimal scaffold design the use of numerical
techniques may aid in the assesment of bone tissue engineering applications.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A mathematically-based multiscale approach of bone tissue regeneration us-
ing scaffolds has been derived and implemented in order to study and analyze
several scaffold parameters which directly influence on the rate of bone tissue
regeneration.
Results show an increasing rate of bone regeneration with increasing scaf-
fold stiffness, scaffold mean pore size and pre-seeding whereas the collapse
of the scaffold occurs for a fast biomaterial resorption kinetics. The trend
of the presented results are supported by the experiemental evidence found
in [10,11,13,50,51,49,52–57,46]. Requiring further experimental validation, the
model can be useful for the assessment of scaffold design and for the analysis
of scaffold parameters in tissue regeneration.
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Table 1
Microscopic bone growth model parameters [25]

Parameter Description Value

m Exponent which quantifies 4.0

the importance of the

number of cycles [-]

ρ̂b Bone density [g/cc] 1.92

Ψ∗ Reference value for the mechanical 12.5

stimulus at the tissue level [MPa/day]

w Half-widht of the dead zone 3.125

[MPa/day]

N Number of cycles considered in the load history 24000

[cycles/day]

Em Young’s modulus of the matured bone [MPa] 20000

νm Poisson’s ratio of the matured bone [-] 0.3

Tm Maturation time [days] 2

D0 Scaling diffusion coefficient [mm2/day] 400.0

k Empirical rate constant for bone 4 · 10−5

growth [µg/MPa]

Mc Threshold mass for bone voxel formation [µg] 0.1
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Table 2
Reference scaffold parameters (PCL-like)

Parameter Description Value

Φ Scaffold porosity [-] 0.9

E Bulk biomaterial Young’s modulus [MPa] 1570

ν Bulk biomaterial Poisson’s ratio [-] 0.39

α Hydrolysis model parameter [mm2/day] 4 · 10−4

β Hydrolysis model parameter [1/day] 4000

W0 Bulk biomaterial molecular weight [Da] 114000

Wc Molecular weight value under which 10000

the biomaterial degrades [Da]

R Pore size [µm] 200
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Table 3
Local percentage at the middle point of the scaffold midsection of tissue regeneration
and scaffold resorption for the different cases obtained through Eqs. 11-12 at four
and eight weeks after implantation.

4 weeks 8 weeks

Bone reg. Scaff. deg. Bone reg. Scaff. deg.

Reference 2.6 100.0 27.5 51.3

Porosity 2.2 100.0 27.4 62.6

Pore size (–) 0.0 100.0 12.5 52.1

Pore size (+) 3.5 100.0 35.9 100.0

Stiffness (–) 0.0 100.0 0.0 49.6

Stiffness (+) 31.3 100.0 54.1 100.0

Res. kinetics 0.6 100.0 – –

Pre-seeding 3.0 100.0 28.0 51.5
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Figure Captions
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( a )

( b ) ( c )

( d ) ( e )

F u l l y  c l a m p e d

Fig. 1. Multiscale approach for in-silico simulations taken from the experimental
model shown in [30]. (a) CT of the rabbit femur and (b) CAD macroscopic model
(tissue level) of the femur and scaffold implantation, showing boundary loads and
prescribed displacements whereas a detailed FE mesh of that zone is magnified in
(c). Figs. (d) and (e) belong to a unit cell of the idealised scaffold microstructure
(pore level) both the solid scaffold and fluid domains, respectively.
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( a )

( d )( c )

( b )

Fig. 2. Initial scaffold unit cell of the microstructure (day 0) and fluid domain with
90% of porosity (a) and (b), respectively, and 75% of porosity (c) and (d).
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Abstract

The main purpose of this work is to develop a computational model for living interfaces with bone implants. The model is able to
qualitatively capture the evolutive behaviour of bony interfaces: deterioration and bone ingrowth. We assume that the evolution of
the variables that define the mechanical state of the interface can be formulated following the principles of continuum damage mechanics
(CDM) with the additional feature that the variation of the internal variables may be negative to allow the interface to osseointegrate
partially (repair) recovering its initial stiffness. Within the present study, the femoral component of total hip non-cemented arthroplasties
has been analyzed by means of 3D finite element analysis (FEA). The dependence of the bone ingrowth pattern on the stem stiffness has
been studied, concluding that stiffer stems improve primary fixation. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis has been performed studying the
influence of patient activity, stem surface finishing and other model parameters. Overall, the model is able to reproduce the progressive
deterioration and osseointegration of living bony interfaces, obtaining results that qualitatively agree with clinical observations.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Despite the high success rates achieved in the last dec-
ades, implant failures are still an important problem in clin-
ical practise. In most cases, failures are due to the inability
of the host to achieve (early failure) or to maintain (late
failure) an appropriate osseointegration [1]. There are both
biological and mechanical causes that contribute to
implant loosening. The biological factors are yet not com-
pletely clarified, although many researchers agree about the
importance of wear particles on bone osteolysis [2–5].
Simultaneously, it is now well established that the mechan-
ical environment is also an essential aspect for the forma-
tion of fibrous tissue [6,7]. The presence of this tissue
reduces the stability of the stem allowing large bone-stem
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relative micromotions and, therefore, inhibiting bone
ingrowth, driving finally to the loosening of the stem [8,9].

There exist many computational works that have tried
to simulate the failure of implant interfaces under mixed-
mode loading [10–16]. Most of them are based on fracture
or damage mechanics and incorporate the non-linear
behaviour of the interface in both directions, normal and
shear. However, this approach is only valid for non-living
interfaces, where no evolution of the bone tissue there
exists. On the contrary, this approach is clearly insufficient
for living bony interfaces since osseointegration around the
interface is not taken into account. Thus, for the simulation
of living bony interfaces a computational model that incor-
porates both damage and repair (osseointegration or bone
ingrowth) must be developed.

Some authors have simulated bone ingrowth by tying
the displacements of adjacent nodes of bone and implant
in regions of the interface where micromotions do not
exceed a threshold value [17,18]. Kang et al. [19] also
assumed micromotions between the stem and the femur.
chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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The analysis was done for both frictionless and friction
cases, modelling the contact point with a gap element hav-
ing isotropic friction. These models only consider two
extreme situations: complete bonding and complete deb-
onding with friction, and therefore neglect the evolution
of the interface properties. There are only a few studies
without this main limitation. Büchler et al. [20] proposed
a model in which the relative micromotions determine tis-
sue differentiation (bone or fibrous tissue formation) at
the bone-implant interface. However, this model does not
take into account either the different possible surface finish-
ings nor the influence of cyclic loading, moreover it was
only used in 2D, due to its high computational cost.

The aim of this study is to propose a phenomenological
model able to simulate the evolutive behaviour (damage
and bone ingrowth) of living bony interfaces. We assume
that bone-implant micromotion is the mechanical variable
that governs both processes: osseointegration and failure.
The main advantage of this approach is that can be easily
used to simulate 3D models with a low computational cost,
and all the model parameters can be obtained experimen-
tally. This methodology is applied here to simulate the
osseointegration process in a cementless hip implant. A
sensitivity analysis has been performed, studying the influ-
ence of the surface finishing and the stem stiffness, among
other factors, getting a qualitatively reasonable agreement
with some clinical observations.

2. Mechanical interface model

The interface model proposed in this paper is based on a
combined theory of damage-repair, grounded in the well-
known theory of continuum damage mechanics (CDM)
[21–23]. We state that the evolution of the internal vari-
ables that account for the interface bond state may be for-
mulated following the principles of CDM with a special
feature: the variation of the internal variables can be posi-
tive (interface damage) or negative (interface repair when
the interface recovers or improves its bonding properties
and therefore its stiffness). The model presented here is
an extension of the one in Moreo et al. [16] incorporating
bone ingrowth. The mechanical behaviour of the interface
is presented firstly, followed by the definition of the state
variable and the mechanical stimulus that drives its evolu-
tion. Next, the damage/repair criteria are shown as well as
the evolution law for the state variable, which includes fati-
gue damage. Finally, the contact model that has been used
is briefly described.

2.1. Interface mechanical behaviour

To model the interface behaviour we use elements that
connect its two surfaces with a thickness thin enough to
consider it negligible with respect to the overall dimensions
of the problem. Accordingly, the behaviour of these ele-
ments is established in terms of the interface relative dis-
placements (elongations) and the interface tractions. In
Please cite this article in press as: P. Moreo et al., Modelling the me
Appl. Mech. Engrg. (2007), doi:10.1016/j.cma.2007.03.020
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each element we define a local reference system considering
the X-axis as the normal direction to the interface and the
Y- and Z-axis as the tangential directions (see Fig. 1).
However, since we only consider ‘‘isotropic’’ interfaces in
the sense that they show similar behaviour in any tangen-
tial direction, it is not necessary to distinguish between
the two tangential directions and therefore we will establish
the formulation of the interface model in terms of the nor-
mal and tangential components of the tractions and their
corresponding relative displacements, considering the
1-axis as the normal direction and the 2-axis as the tangen-
tial direction of this relative displacement.

Following different experimental studies [24,25], we
assume for a completely osseointegrated interface an ini-
tially linear behaviour both for normal and tangential trac-
tions with respect to the associated relative displacement
followed by an exponential decay (see Fig. 2a and b).
Therefore, we define the constitutive relationship between
tractions ti and relative displacements di in the interface
as [16]

ti ¼
K0idi; if di 6 d0i;

Aie
Bidi þ Ci if d0i < di < dci;

0 if di P dci;

8><
>: i ¼ 1; 2; ð1Þ

where K0i defines the initial linear stiffness, d0i the maxi-
mum displacement in the linear region and Ai > 0, Bi < 0
and Ci < 0 are constants dependent on the specific mechan-
ical properties of the interface. This model may also be de-
fined in terms of four mechanical properties in each
direction (tension and shear) that can be measured experi-
mentally for a completely osseointegrated interface [24]:
K0i, d0i (maximum relative displacement), Gci (critical fail-
ure energy) and t0i (apparent strength) (Fig. 2). d0i, Ai, Bi

and Ci can be written in terms of these alternative more
physical interface properties.

As it can be seen in Fig. 2a and b, we consider that fail-
ure of the interface (stiffness reduction) only takes place
under shear or tensile loading, not under compression. This
is based on the plausible assumption that interfacial deb-
onding would not be anticipated under compressive load-
ing, since, with sufficient compression, the bone adjacent
to the interface would fail first [24].
chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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Fig. 2. Constitutive model: (a) Normal direction; (b) shear direction; (c) stiffness variation.
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The maximum relative displacement in the linear region,
d0i, can be determined from the apparent strength t0i and
the initial linear stiffness K0i (see Fig. 2a and b). Setting
di ¼ d0i in Eq. (1), tractions at the interface corresponds
to the apparent strength t0i; and when the relative displace-
ments di corresponds to the maximum relative displace-
ment dci then the tractions are null. Therefore, from these
expressions, we can derive the value of the parameter Ai as

Ai ¼
t0i

eBid0i � eBidci
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð2Þ

Moreover, the critical failure energy Gci is the area under
the traction/relative displacement curve for direction i

(Fig. 2) thus

Gci ¼ G0i þ
Z dci

d0i

ðAie
Bidi þ CiÞddi; i ¼ 1; 2; ð3Þ

being G0i the area under the traction/relative displacement
curve, that is

G0i ¼
1

2
K0id

2
0i; i ¼ 1; 2: ð4Þ

Parameter Bi can be computed by an iterative algorithm
over the equation obtained from substituting (2) into (3)
and evaluating the integral. Finally, once that Ai and Bi

are known, Ci can be calculated as

Ci ¼ t0i � Aie
Bid0i ; i ¼ 1; 2: ð5Þ
Please cite this article in press as: P. Moreo et al., Modelling the me
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2.2. State variable definition

The mechanical behaviour of the interface is normally
accomplished on the basis of damage mechanics, where
the elasticity properties vary with a certain state variable,
the so-called damage variable, d. This is usually normalised
in such a way that the value d = 0 corresponds to the
undamaged material, while d = 1 represents local failure.
In this classical approach, damage has always a positive
evolution [21–23].

However, the purpose of the present study is to simulate
not only the mechanical failure of living interfaces, but also
the biological regeneration (bone ingrowth) that takes
place under certain mechanical conditions. Therefore, we
propose a new interface model that reproduces these two
biophysical processes through an extension of the classical
theory of damage mechanics, allowing the state variable to
vary in both directions, depending on the value of a certain
mechanical stimulus. Instead of considering the state vari-
able as a damage variable, we prefer to work with a bonding

degree, a. This variable is also normalised, corresponding
a = 0 to a totally debonded interface and a = 1 to a com-
pletely osseointegrated implant. We assume that there
exists an equilibrium zone for the stimulus where the bond-
ing degree a will remain constant, whereas, for higher val-
ues of the stimulus, a will decrease causing mechanical
failure of the interface and, for lower values, a will increase
due to bone ingrowth. Actually, bone ingrowth and micro-
cracks growth can take place simultaneously at the bone-
chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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implant interface. The net effect of these two processes on
the macroscopic interface mechanical properties is what
we represent by the evolution of a.

Bonding degree along each direction ai can be also
defined as

K0iai ¼ Ki; i ¼ 1; 2; ð6Þ
where K0i is the initial linear stiffness in a completely osseo-
integrated interface along the direction i (the maximum
achievable interface stiffness) and Ki the current interface
stiffness in that direction that can be expressed in terms
of �di (see Fig. 2c), where �di stands for the value di that
fulfills

Ki ¼
tið�diÞ

�di
¼ Aie

Bi �di þ Ci

�di
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð7Þ

Hence, introducing in Eq. (6) the corresponding expression
for Ki (7), we finally obtain

ai ¼
Aie

Bi �di þ Ci

�di

d0i

AieBid0i þ Ci
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð8Þ

In the model, the different behaviour in shear and tension is
taken into account by means of the next functions

c1ðd1Þ ¼
hd1ðtÞi

d01

� 1;

c2ðd2Þ ¼
jd2ðtÞj
d02

� 1;

ð9Þ

where hÆi is defined as

hxi ¼
x if x P 0;

0 if x < 0:

�

Analogously we introduce

�ci ¼ cið�diÞ; i ¼ 1; 2: ð10Þ
Alternatively to Eq. (8), if we express it in terms of �ci and ci

instead of �di and di, the following expression for ai is got:

ai ¼ max 0; 1
1þ�ci
� 1�e �ciBid0i

1þ�ci
1� Ci

t0i

� �n o
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð11Þ

In this work we assume that the evolution of the bonding
degree ai in one direction affects the interface properties
in the other direction. Moreover, we propose that the
bonding degree is actually unique and we denote it by a
[16]. In Section 2.5 we will define the somewhat criterion
identifying the global bonding degree of the interface.

2.3. Mechanical stimulus definition

We now define the free energy potential of the interface
as a function of the relative displacements d ¼ ðd1; d2Þ and
the bonding level a ¼ ða; aÞ as

wðd; aÞ ¼ 1

2
½I�DðaÞC�Kd � d; ð12Þ

where K ¼ diag½K0i�, D ¼ diag½1� a�, I is the identity ma-
trix and the matrix C is defined as
Please cite this article in press as: P. Moreo et al., Modelling the me
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C ¼
hðd1Þ 0

0 1

� �
;

hðxÞ ¼
1 if x P 0;

0 if x < 0:

� ð13Þ

hðd1Þ ensures that no damage (stiffness reduction) takes
place under compression.

Differentiation of w provides the relationship of the
thermodynamic complementary variables to d and a

t ¼ ddw ¼ ½I�DC�Kd;

Y 1

Y 2

� �
¼ daw ¼

1
2
hðd1ÞK01d

2
1

1
2
K02d

2
2

" #
:

ð14Þ

Similarly to the classical theory of plasticity [26], the stim-
ulus is then identified with the variable thermodynamically
associated with the variable ai, that in our model has been
denoted by Yi (see Eq. (14)).

2.4. Damage/repair criteria

Now it is necessary to establish the damage/repair crite-
ria adopted, that is the domains of ðY 1; Y 2Þ for which the
bonding parameters ai do not change.

We then propose two criteria for each direction i

ging
i ¼ Y ing

i � Y i < 0; ð15aÞ

gdam
i ¼ Y i

Gci
� xci < 0; ð15bÞ

depending on two threshold values in each direction Y ing
i

and xci. When both criteria (15a) and (15b) are satisfied
the bonding parameters do not change. When one of them
is not satisfied, the corresponding bonding parameter ai

evolves according to an evolution law that will be defined
in next Section 2.5.

It can be easily seen that the bone ingrowth criterion
proposed in (15a) is equivalent to assert that osseointegra-
tion only takes place in direction i when the value of the rel-
ative displacement di remains below ding

i where

ding
i ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Y ing

i

K0i

s
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð16Þ

Different values of ding
i (upper limit of the relative displace-

ment under which osseointegration takes place, lm) can be
found in the literature [17,18]. Implants subjected to rela-
tive displacements higher than 40 lm were found to be cov-
ered by fibrocartilage, therefore in this work a conservative
threshold of 30 lm is considered and, from it, Y ing

i was
calculated.

The damage criterion (15b) is defined by means of a
non-dimensional threshold value xci that depends on ai.
The choice of the relationship between xci and ai results
in different damage models. In order to reproduce the
behaviour shown in Fig. 2a and b the following definition
of xci was used:
chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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xci ¼ �xi if ai ¼ 0;

liðxciÞ ¼ 0 if 0 < ai < 1;

xci ¼ G0i
Gci

if ai ¼ 1;

8><
>: i ¼ 1; 2; ð17Þ

where the function li is defined as

liðxciÞ ¼ ai �
Ci
t0i
þ ð1� Ci

t0i
Þe

Bid0i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xci

Gci
G0i

q
�1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xci

Gci
G0i

q ; i ¼ 1; 2: ð18Þ

The derivation of (17) for xci is shown in Appendix A.
It is important to point out that, within the physiologi-

cal values of ding and the interface mechanical parameters,
criteria (15a) and (15b) will never cause bone ingrowth and
damage to happen at the same time in a certain direction,
which would have no biophysical meaning. This is due to
the fact that the values of ding found in the literature are
always lower that d0.

2.5. Evolution of the state variable under static loading

Firstly, we write the evolution law under static loading
for the bonding parameters along each direction ai as

_ai ¼ ldam
i

ogdam
i

oY i
þ ling

i
oging

i

oY i
; i ¼ 1; 2; ð19Þ

fulfilling the joined consistency condition for multisurface
plasticity (see Koiter [27]):

ldam
i ; ling

i P 0; gdam
i ; ging

i 6 0 and ldam
i gdam

i ¼ ling
i ging

i ¼ 0;

i ¼ 1; 2: ð20Þ

In the case of damage, the evolution of ai can be directly
computed from Eq. (11), whereas for bone ingrowth an ex-
plicit evolution for ai is proposed

_ai ¼ mðding
i � diÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; ð21Þ

where m > 0 is a parameter that governs the rate of osseoin-
tegration and can be obtained by fitting the proposed mod-
el with experimental results [20].

The evolution of the state variable a is established in
terms of _ai as

_a ¼ min
i

_ai; i ¼ 1; 2: ð22Þ

This implies that the thermodynamical driving force Y that
governs the entire biophysical process at the interface un-
der static loading can be obtained from Eqs. (19) and
(22) as

Y ¼ Arg
Y 1 ;Y 2

min ldam
1

ogdam
1

oY 1

þ ling
1

oging
1

oY 1

;ldam
2

ogdam
2

oY 2

þ ling
2

oging
2

oY 2

 !" #
:

ð23Þ
Therefore, Y _a represents the current rate of energy dissipa-
tion per unit volume due to interface deterioration or alter-
natively the metabolic power rate per unit volume required
to restore bonding of the interface.
Please cite this article in press as: P. Moreo et al., Modelling the me
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It is also important to note that the bone ingrowth
process is different from the purely mechanical damage
problem for non-living materials, especially when thermo-
dynamic aspects are considered: in non-living materials
or for deteriorating interfaces the energy dissipation
ðY _a < 0Þ is produced by the appearance of microcracks
after reaching a certain stress level, the evolution of a is
computed from Eq. (11) (damage). While bone ingrowth
in living materials appears in the region of low stress. In
this latter case, the mechanical power rate is negative and
a certain amount of metabolic energy must be provided
(Y _a > 0), then the evolution of a is computed from Eq.
(21) (bone ingrowth).

2.6. Evolution of the state variable under cyclic loading

Eq. (22) defines the evolution of the state variable a
under static loading. However, cyclic loading should also
be considered. In this work, the influence of cyclic loading
on bone ingrowth has been initially neglected. Neverthe-
less, cyclic loads, if too intense, can cause fatigue damage
accumulation at living interfaces. Many experimental stud-
ies that prove this latter effect can be found in the literature
(see [28,29] for example). In this work, fatigue damage
response has been considered by means of the classical
Miner rule [30]:

_ai
cycðtiÞ ¼

oa
on
ðtiÞ ¼ �

1

N i
F interface

ðtiÞ
; i ¼ 1; 2; ð24Þ

where N i
F interface

is the number of loading cycles to failure for
a constant stress level in tension and shear and can be ob-
tained from fatigue tests. No fatigue data of the bone-im-
plant interface has been found in the literature, therefore
we assume that its fatigue behaviour is similar to the one
of bone–cement interfaces [28,29]. In order to assess the
influence of this assumption a sensitivity analysis was
performed

Ni
F interface

¼ Bðti=t0iÞC; i ¼ 1; 2; ð25Þ

where ti is the stress state at the interface, t0i the ultimate
strength for both tensile or shear loading and B and C

are interface parameters that were estimated as 12.58 and
�13.43, respectively [28,29].

Similarly to Section 2.5, we establish the evolution of the
state variable a under cyclic loading in terms of _ai

cyc as

_acyc ¼ min
i

_ai
cyc; i ¼ 1; 2: ð26Þ
2.7. Contact model

In order to simulate the debonding/bonding process of a
living interface, it is necessary to include in the finite ele-
ment model a thin layer of interface elements between bone
and cement or bone and stem, depending on the type of
interface. Moreover, it is also necessary to consider contact
between the two interfaces to avoid penetration of adjacent
chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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nodes under compression and also to simulate the existing
friction between the two surfaces.

In this work we propose a Coulomb frictional model
with null friction coefficient, modifying the original contact
model proposed by Moreo et al. [16].

2.8. Numerical implementation of the model proposed

This model has been implemented by means of the finite
element method based on an incremental loading approach
in an user subroutine in the commercial code ABAQUS 6.5
[31] (see Fig. 3). The solution is assumed to be known up to
a certain time tn. Then a time Dtn ¼ tnþ1 � tn and an associ-
ated increment in the external force vector DFext

n ¼
Fext

nþ1 � Fext
n is applied. To ensure that at the end of each

load increment the relationship Fext
nþ1 ¼ Fint

nþ1 is achieved,
an iterative approach is followed within each increment.
Thus, the resulting increment in displacements at each iter-
ation i, DUi

n, is computed and from it the updated displace-
ment vector Uiþ1

nþ1. By means of the formulation of Sections
2.2 and 2.5, the bonding degree aiþ1

nþ1 under static loading is
calculated as well as tractions at the interface tiþ1

nþ1. Once the
stress state is known at each integration point of the inter-
U
N

C
O

R
R

E
C

T

Fig. 3. Incremental load
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face, the number of cycles to failure Niþ1
F is computed by

means of Eq. (25). The minimum of cycles to failure
NCF iþ1 is then determined among all the integration points
of the interface elements (Fig. 3). This number defines the
next time increment. This means that we assume that, dur-
ing the application of this number of cycles, stress and the
rest of variables do not change. Fixed the number of cycles
and the stress state at each integration point, the evolution
of the bonding degree under cyclic loading aiþ1

nþ1 (Section
2.6) and the stiffness matrix Kiþ1 are computed. The itera-
tions at each load increment are performed until equilib-
rium is satisfied to within a prescribed tolerance e
(Fig. 3). Analyses were performed in Linux 2.6.9-
34.0.1.ELsmp, Intel x86, 4CPUs, 2800 MHz.

3. 3D simulation of bone ingrowth in a non-cemented hip

implant

3.1. Finite element modelling

In this section the model proposed has been applied to
simulate bone ingrowth at the bone-implant interface in a
Zweymüller non-cemented prosthesis (Allo Pro, Baar,
E
D

iterative algorithm.

chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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Switzerland). A three-dimensional finite element model of
the proximal left femur of a middle-aged woman was devel-
oped from a set of CT scans with the help of the I-DEAS
package [32], simulating a non-cemented hip reconstruc-
tion with a Zweymüller stem in a left femur. The finite ele-
ment model of the femur and the stem has been represented
in Fig. 4. It consists of 4684 nodes and 5712 hexaedral and
wedge linear elements, including 527 interface elements
between bone and stem, where the interface model was
implemented. Contact was also defined between bone and
stem.

Bone tissue was considered as anisotropic and heteroge-
neous with its mechanical properties estimated pointwise
from the application of an anisotropic bone remodelling
model whose main details can be found in [33,34]. Briefly,
this model is able to predict the evolution of the apparent
density and the fabric tensor at each point. From them,
the mechanical properties of bone were evaluated.

Initially, the prosthesis was assumed to be totally deb-
onded (a = 0) and a period of one week with null loading
conditions was simulated, so that a partial osseointegration
of the interface could be achieved.

Next, 25 weeks of healthy activity were simulated, where
four different load cases were considered: walking, stand-
ing, stairs climbing and resting. Each of them was com-
posed of two static loads whose value are in Table 1 and
corresponds to the reaction force on the femoral head
and the abductor muscles force (see Fig. 4c). Load values
U
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C
O

R
R

E
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T

Fig. 4. Finite element model: (a) Intact femur; (b) Zweymüller prosthesis; (c)
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were taken from Bergmann et al. [35] and Heller et al.
[36]. During the resting time we have initially considered
a quarter of the walking load value. A sensitivity analysis
has been performed in order to study the influence of this
assumption. Duration and frequency of each of the cases
were taken from the experimental works of Morlock
et al. [37]. Morlock et al. [37] determined that one day of
healthy activity corresponds to 128965 cycles of different
activities (including resting time). The frequency of the dif-
ferent activities considered in this study was 15382, 37085,
688 and 75810 cycles per day for walking, standing, stair
climbing and resting, respectively. The four load cases were
applied sequentially during each day of the simulation per-
iod till complete 25 weeks (approximately 175 days). The
running time of a complete analysis is approximately
33305 s in CPU time.

The model proposed in this work to simulate the living
bone-implant interface depends on many parameters that
have been estimated from experimental works [38–41].
All the different values of these parameters have been indi-
cated in Table 2, distinguishing between reference values
and the interval of variation for the corresponding sensitiv-
ity analysis. The influence of other factors was also studied.
In particular:

• Three materials of different stiffness were considered for
the prosthesis, with elastic moduli of 210, 84 and 20 GPa
and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The properties of the first
prosthesis implanted in the femur with load application points indicated.

chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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Table 1
Force values (N) for the considered load cases (orientations are referred to the coordinate axes in Fig. 4a) (with permission of [35,36])

Walking/standing Stairs up

FX FY FZ FX FY FZ

Head �339.472 �382.298 �2029.58 �378.966 �639.548 �2087.4
Abductor 557.62 �65.66 798.7 686.98 282.24 832.02

Table 2
Parameters of the bone-implant interface model

Parameter Reference value Rough Polished

t0i Apparent strength (MPa) Tension 1.87 2.69 1.2
Shear 2.64 3.79 1.7

K0i Initial linear stiffness (N/mm) Tension 26.71 32.02 21.38
Shear 32.2 38.46 25.76

dci Maximum relative displacement (mm) Tension 0.9 1.17 0.63
Shear 1.39 1.81 0.97

Gci Critical failure energy (N/mm) Tension 0.67 0.94 0.28
Shear 1.54 2.30 0.60

Parameter Reference value Sensitivity analysis

Other parameters

m Osseointegration rate (mm�1 cycles�1) 3.5 · 10�6 [20] 4.0 · 10�6–3.0 · 10�6

B S–N law (Eq. (25)) 12.58 [28,29] 10.7–13.9
C S–N law (Eq. (25)) �13.43 [28,29] �12.7 to �14.3

Mechanical properties taken from Mann et al. [24].
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two materials correspond to steel and titanium, respec-
tively, which are commonly used in hip implants. The
last value corresponds to a more flexible material and
has been included to study the performance of low stiff-
ness stems.

• The influence of surface finishing was studied by using
three different sets of interface mechanical properties
(see Table 2 and Fig. 5) with a titanium stem. The refer-
ence value considered for the mechanical properties of
the bone-implant interface could correspond to an inter-
mediate fixation. Other values correspond to a rougher
stem finishing and, therefore, higher mechanical values
and the last one to a more polished interface with lower
mechanical properties.
U
N

C
O

Fig. 5. Interface behaviour (tractions vs. relative displacements) for the

Please cite this article in press as: P. Moreo et al., Modelling the me
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E• A sensitivity analysis was performed to study the influ-
ence of the fatigue damage law parameters (Eq. (25))
on the osseointegration process. Higher and lower fati-
gue resistance properties (Table 2) were assumed for B
and C.

• A sensitivity analysis was performed to study the influ-
ence of the parameter m. Bücher et al. [20] introduced
a law of evolution fixing the value of this parameter.
However, its value is determinant for achieving full sta-
bility in the bone ingrowth process after approximately
21 weeks according to the clinical experience [42,43]. A
reference value of 3.5 · 106 was considered and an inter-
val of variation of 4.0 · 106–3.0 · 106 is also studied (see
Table 2).
different properties sets: (a) Normal direction; (b) shear direction.

chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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• Several aspects of patient activity were studied for the
titanium stem. On the one hand, it is not clear which
is the load value acting during the resting time. As we
have considered it as a 25% of walking load, we have
studied different percentages (0%, 15% and 40%) in
order to evaluate its influence. In a similar way, we have
studied what is the effect of the initial time of resting on
the bone ingrowth process (0, half week, two weeks).
And finally, the number of cycles corresponding to rest-
ing was altered by ±25%, keeping constant the total
number of cycles.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Evolution of bonding degree

The evolution of the bonding degree a in the case of the
titanium stem (84 GPa) is shown in Fig. 6. After the first
week of rest (see Fig. 6-Day 1), the interface has null osseo-
integration. After 5 weeks the values of a are between 0.2 at
the proximal and distal ends and 0.5 at the rest of the inter-
face. Bone ingrowth continues and after 18 weeks of load-
ing, most of the intermediate area of the interface achieved
a practically total osseointegration (a > 0.9) (see Fig. 6-18
weeks). At the same time, areas of poor bone ingrowth
(a < 0.4) appeared at the proximal and the distal ends, indi-
cating no osseointegration of the interface. On the 25th
week (Fig. 6-25 weeks), the interface was almost completely
bonded except for the debonded areas near the two ends.
From this moment on, results do not change till the end
of the simulation.

3.2.2. Influence of the stem stiffness

When the material of the stem was changed, differences
in the pattern of bone ingrowth appeared (see Fig. 7). With
the three different stems, complete osseointegration was
achieved in a large area of the interface. However, the size
of the non-osseointegrated areas as well as their situation
depend on the material of the stem. When the most flexible
U
N

C
O

Fig. 6. Evolution of the bonding parameter (
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stem was used (Fig. 7a-Polyacetal) a significant area at the
proximal side of the interface remained debonded. Poor
osseointegration was also observed at both, the proximal
and the distal ends of the interface with the intermediate
stem (Fig. 7a-Titanium). However, the size of these regions
was small when compared with the ones observed with the
flexible stem. Finally, with the stiffest stem (Fig. 7a-Stain-
less Steel) only a small part of the distal interface showed
a low level of bone ingrowth.

The influence of the stem stiffness on the evolution of the
average bonding degree during the healing time has been
represented in Fig. 7b. Initially, no differences were found
between the three stem materials. As the bone ingrowth
process continued the stability was achieved and small dif-
ferences were found between titanium-stainless steel and
the flexible material. Once the stability was obtained (after
21 weeks), the bonding degree was 0.95 and 0.9 for tita-
nium-stainless steel stems and the flexible stem, respectively.

3.2.3. Influence of m (osseointegration rate variable)

Different values of m were used in several simulations
(see Table 2). The results presented in Fig. 8 showed that,
within the range of variation chosen, important differences
are found during the osseointegration evolution. Although
no significant differences appeared after 21 weeks. This
parameter controls the bone ingrowth rate as can be
observed in Fig. 8. The lower gray line corresponds to a
lower m coefficient, which means a lower rate of osseointe-
gration, therefore the stability was achieved later.

3.2.4. Influence of the interface parameters

(surface finishing, fatigue damage behaviour)

The influence of the different interface parameters (pol-
ished and rough surface finishings, fatigue damage behav-
iour) on the bonding degree evolution has been together
represented in Fig. 9. No important differences were found
in the initial bone ingrowth process. Higher differences
were found regarding time to achieve stability. The bond-
ing degree has not been represented, but the bonding and
a) with the titanium stem (E = 84 GPa).

chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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Fig. 7. (a) Spatial distribution of the bonding parameter (a) after 20 weeks days of loading for the different stem stiffness; (b) influence of the stem stiffness
on the evolution of the average bonding degree during the healing time.

Fig. 8. Influence of the m (osseointegration rate variable) on the evolution of the average bonding degree during the healing time. Continuous black line
represents the reference result and the gray lines represent the range of variability obtained.
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debonding patterns were very similar for the different sur-
face finishings. The debonded areas appeared in the proxi-
mal and distal ends, with slight changes in the size of these
low bone ingrowth areas.

About the fatigue damage behaviour of the bone-
implant interface, no important differences in the results
were found.
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3.2.5. Influence of patient activity

The influence of patient activity on the evolution of the
average bonding degree was analyzed and represented in
Fig. 10. The range of variation for different aspects has
been represented together: the resting load value as a per-
centage of the walking/standing load value; the initial rest-
ing time (no rest, half week, two weeks) and a low/high
resting time over the total simulation.

The variability of the results was important since the
first days after surgery. This effect is due to the initial rest-
U
N

C
O

R

Fig. 10. Influence of the different patient activity considered on the evolution
Continuous black line represents the reference result and the gray lines repres
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ing time. If no rest is considered during the first days after
surgery no bonding degree is achieved, while if the patient
is resting almost two weeks after surgery the initial aver-
aged bonding degree is approximately 0.2 (see Fig. 10).
When the resting load is assumed as a high percentage of
walking load value (40%), the stability is hardly achieved
after 21 weeks; while the contrary effect is obtained if null
value for the resting load is considered. The influence of a
low or high resting time over the total bone ingrowth pro-
cess is not so important. High resting time accelerates heal-
ing while a low resting time predicts low average bonding
degree for the same healing time.
4. Discussion

Several computational models have been developed try-
ing to simulate progressive interface debonding [10–16].
Few works have faced the problem of simulating bone
of the average bonding degree during the healing time (titanium stem).
ent the range of variability obtained.

chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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ingrowth at bone implant living interfaces [17,18]. Most of
them assumed that the interface was completely bonded or
debonded with friction, which is not very realistic, because
both the disruption of the interface and its osseointegration
are progressive and depend on the implant surface mor-
phology. There exist however computational models which
have achieved partial success in simulating tissue differenti-
ation at bone-implant interfaces [20]. These models, how-
ever, are not able to evaluate, at least in a simple and
direct manner, the influence of the surface finishing and
do not consider cyclic loading.

All these reasons justify the use of models able to simu-
late progressive damage and bone ingrowth. This paper
presents a new computational model able to simulate both
processes through an extension of CDM. This methodol-
ogy offers a systematic technique to determine the influence
of several mechanical factors on the performance of
cementless implants. In this work, the proposed model
has been applied to the simulation of total hip arthroplasty
with non-cemented hip implants.

We have first shown that the hip implant stiffness has an
important effect on the bone ingrowth distribution (Fig. 7).
We obtained that flexible stems lead to bigger areas of poor
osseointegration which appear mostly at the proximal side,
whereas with stiffer stems (those of elastic modulus equiv-
alent to steel) bone ingrowth is easily achieved throughout
the whole stem except at the distal region. These results are
similar to experimental observations from Buma et al. [44].
They found in a pilot experimental study on goats that
more loosening occurred with titanium and polyacetal
implants compared to those of stainless stems, concluding
that flexible implants provoke unfavourable initial condi-
tions for bone ingrowth. Moreover, they obtained higher
interface stresses at the proximal side with flexible stems,
whereas with stiff stems, stresses were higher at the distal
region. This stress distribution corresponds to the bone
ingrowth pattern obtained in our work. Other experimental
works in human patients confirm our results. For example,
Niinimäki et al. [8] found in a total hip arthroplasty follow-
up study with isoelastic femoral stems (stems with reduced
elastic modulus, close to the one of bone) that this kind of
prostheses showed a high rate of loosening due to insuffi-
cient primary fixation of the most proximal part of the
stem. Therefore, it can be concluded that stiff stems (those
made of steel) generate a favourable mechanical environ-
ment at the bone-implant interface and achieve a better
osseointegration. Poor osseointegration means that the
implant is surrounded by fibrous connective tissue, which
favours a non-stable situation favouring loosening of the
implant. However, it is important to notice that other fac-
tors must be taken into account in order to fully evaluate
the performance of a certain stem. In fact, stiff stems
increase the risk for proximal bone resorption due to stress
shielding [45] and one proposed method of reducing prox-
imal femoral loss is the use of isoelastic stems [46]. In order
to balance both effects an intermediate stiffness stem could
be a good option. Therefore, the consideration of both
Please cite this article in press as: P. Moreo et al., Modelling the me
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events, interface osseointegration and bone resorption, will
be object of a future study and will allow a further under-
standing of the process of failure of orthopaedic implants.

Influence of patient activity was also studied by varying
the loading scheme (Fig. 10). As it could be expected, it
seems that a decrease of the time dedicated to rest leads
to a poor osseointegration. The patient activity influences
the bone ingrowth since the first days after surgery (see
Fig. 10). Although several assumptions were considered
about this issue, no data was found in the literature about
the load values corresponding to resting, but even during
lying in bed there are some contact forces acting in the fem-
oral head. Therefore, we assume that a 25% of the walking/
standing load value is acting during resting time, perform-
ing a sensitivity analysis to determine its influence. The ini-
tial resting time after surgery and the total time dedicated
to rest during the simulation depend on the patient, sur-
geon, surgery evolution, etc., so they were two additional
factors to study. From the sensitivity analysis performed
important differences were found during the whole bone
ingrowth process, although this differences reduce with
increasing simulation time. After 10 weeks the average
bonding degree varies from 0.25 to 0.42, and after 21 weeks
it varies from 0.88 to 0.92. No quantitative results have
been found to check the accuracy of our predictions, but
stabilization of the implant was obtained approximately
at 21 weeks which can be considered as realistic [43,42].

It is widely known that the stem surface finishing is
directly related with the mechanical properties of the
bone-implant interface. Moreover, surface finishing has a
strong influence on the stability and osseointegration of
the implant [38,40,47,48]. We have assumed that in cement-
less hip arthroplasties rougher stems lead to higher
mechanical properties compared to those of polished stems
(Table 2). From the results presented in Fig. 9, rough stems
reach stability sooner than polished stems although the
averaged bonding degree is higher for the polished than
for the rough stem. From the model formulation (see Eq.
(6)) the bonding degree a is a measure of bone ingrowth rel-
ative to perfect osseointegration, which in our model is
defined by certain interface properties t0, K0, dc and Gc.
Therefore, the values obtained for a must be interpreted
together with the corresponding values of the mechanical
properties of the bone-implant interface. In our example,
higher values of a were found with the polished stem.
Hacking et al. [49] reported that differences in bone appo-
sition in non-cemented canine hip implants with different
surface roughness were not significant. Moreover, they
observed that bone apposition regions were bigger with
more polished stems.

An important limitation of the model lays on the values
considered for the mechanical properties of the bone-
implant interface. Although several experimental studies
have been performed in order to determine the mechanical
characteristics of bone-implant interfaces by means of pull-
out tests [38–41], they only provide data associated to the
shear direction with no data related to the normal. The val-
chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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ues assumed for the normal direction are relatively smaller
than in the shear one as was found in other experimental
studies for the stem–cement interface [24].

It has been observed experimentally that implants sub-
jected to relative displacements higher than 40 lm were
surrounded by fibrocartilage, therefore we have assumed
a conservative threshold of 30 lm [50]. We can state that
in our model the bone ingrowth rate is determined by the
choice of m, which controls the stability of the bone
ingrowth process (see Fig. 8). Huang et al. [42] analysed
the stability of dental implants in rabbits by means of res-
onance frequency. They concluded that the implant is per-
fectly osseointegrated after 7 weeks. From Roberts [43] it is
established that the time ratio required for bone healing
between rabbits and humans is 1:3. Therefore, we should
obtain osseointegration after 21 weeks, which has been
accurately predicted with the model proposed. The influ-
ence of m in bone ingrowth is important as the sensitivity
analysis predicted.

This kind of implants are subjected to cyclic loading and
its influence on the stability of cementless hip replacements
must be considered. In the approach presented in this
paper, we considered the fatigue failure of the bone-
implant interface by means of the Miner rule (Eq. (25))
[16]. Another assumption of the model was that the fatigue
behaviour of the bone-implant interface was similar to the
bone–cement interface [28,29] due to the lack of experimen-
tal data on bone-implant interfaces [16]. A sensitivity anal-
ysis was performed finding that fatigue parameters barely
affect the final results (see Fig. 9). This is one of the limita-
tions of the approach proposed herein and will be
addressed in future works. As the osseointegration process
is predominant over any other issue, the fatigue damage
law had small effects on the final results of bone ingrowth.
This is a consequence of the assumptions considered in the
model. Low intensity and high frequency cyclic loading
may be important in bone ingrowth stimulation [51]
although this effect has not been considered in this work.

Hence, we can summarize that the computational model
proposed here is an advance in the simulation of living
interfaces in bone implants. It is able to reproduce progres-
sive deterioration and bone ingrowth in a connected and
simple manner, allowing to simulate realistic 3D recon-
structions with low computational cost. The results of the
simulations agree reasonably with clinical observations.
However, the model exhibits some limitations, most of
them associated to the lack or uncertainty of the different
model parameters. This inconvenience could be partially
solved by performing more experimental tests to determine
static and fatigue mechanical properties of bone-implant
interfaces. Another limitation is the variability of other
model parameters as patient activity, load values, resting
time, type of surgery, surgery evolution, etc. In the future,
this kind of approach associated with a bone remodelling
model will allow us to develop more complete simulations
and evaluate the performance of different types of bone
implants, such as dental or prosthetic.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the damage criterion

Hereafter we show that the interface behaviour shown in
Fig. 2 is reproduced by using expression (17) for xci.

In first place, we must observe that, according to Eqs.
(4) and (14), we have

Y 1

G01

¼ hðd1Þ
d1

d01

� 	2

;
Y 2

G02

¼ d2

d02

� 	2

; ð27Þ

wherebyffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Y 1

G01

r
¼ hd1i

d01

;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Y 2

G02

r
¼ jd2j

d02

: ð28Þ

Then, functions ci, defined in (9) can be expressed in terms
of Y, G0i and Gci as

ci ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Y i

G0i

r
� 1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fiðYÞ

Gci

G0i

r
� 1

¼ fiðYÞ1=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Gci

G0i

r
� 1; i ¼ 1; 2; ð29Þ

where fi stand for the normalised value of Yi

fiðYÞ ¼
Y i

Gci
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð30Þ

Introducing the functions �xi given by

�xi ¼ fi½Yð �d1; �d2Þ�; i ¼ 1; 2; ð31Þ
in Eq. (29) we finally get

�ci ¼ �xi
1=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Gci

G0i

r
� 1; i ¼ 1; 2: ð32Þ

There are three possible cases in computing xci depending
on ai. Setting xci ¼ G0i

Gci
for ai = 1, conditions (20) ensure

that _ai ¼ 0 as long as �ci < 0, so the interface is still in the
linear region of the constitutive model.

Once the maximum relative displacement d0i is exceeded,
the exponential decay rules the interface behaviour (Fig. 2a
and b). Therefore, 0 < ai < 1 and if one introduces expres-
sion (32) for �ci in (11), the following expression for ai is
obtained:

ai ¼
Ci
t0i
þ 1� Ci

t0i

� �
e

Bid0i x1=2
ci

ffiffiffiffi
Gci
G0i

q
�1

� �

x1=2
ci

ffiffiffiffiffi
Gci
G0i

q ; i ¼ 1; 2; ð33Þ

from which xci can be computed. If xci is set to the value of
�xi that yields ai ¼ 1 in Eq. (33), then conditions (20) pro-
vide the behaviour shown in Fig. 2a and b.
chanical behaviour of living bony interfaces, Comput. Methods
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Finally, for ai ¼ 0, setting xci ¼ �xi makes conditions
(15) automatically satisfied, whereas Eq. (14) yields ti = 0,
as expected.
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Abstract

The aim of this study is to predict the evolution of the resonance frequency of the
bone-implant interface in a dental implant by means of finite element simulation.
A phenomenological interface model able to simulate the mechanical effects of the
osseointegration process at the bone-implant interface is applied and compared with
some experimental results in rabbits. An early stage of slow bone ingrowth, followed
by a faster osseointegration phase until final stability is predicted by the simulations.
The evolution of the resonance frequency of the implant and surrounding tissues
along the simulation period was also obtained, observing a 3-fold increase in the
first principal frequency. These findings are in quantitative agreement with the
experimental measurements and suggest that the model can be useful to evaluate
the influence of mechanical factors such as implant geometry or implant loading on
the indirect evaluation of the process of implant osseintegration.

Key words: Dental implant, osseointegration, interface, resonance frequency,
stability
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1 Introduction

There are several causes for premature failure of dental implants, many of which are
related to the difficult problem of correctly understanding the long-term behaviour
of the interface between the implant and the surrounding bone (Genna, 2003). The
term osseointegration has been used to define the direct structural and functional
connection between living bone and the surface of a load bearing implant (Brane-
mark, 1985). Primary implant stability has been identified to be a prerequisite to
achieve osseointegration (Huang et al., 2000). Then, secondary implant stability may
increase by bone formation and remodelling at the bone-implant interface (Huang
et al., 2000). This is a typical mechanobiological problem in which several biological
and mechanical factors, still lacking of full understanding, need to be taken into
account (Brunski, 1992).

Resonance frequency analysis (RFA) has been recently introduced to obtain an ob-
jective measurement for implant primary stability and to monitor the evolution of
implant stability in the long term (Huang et al., 2000; Meredith et al., 1996, 1997a,b;
Huang et al., 2003; Bischof et al., 2004). The feasibility of the resonance frequency
technique for implant stability measurement in human applications (Meredith et al.,
1997a; Bischof et al., 2004; Glauser et al., 2004), in vivo animal models (Meredith
et al., 1997b; Huang et al., 2003, 2005) and in vitro (Huang et al., 2000; Meredith
et al., 1996; Huang et al., 2003) has been proved. Vibration analysis has been also
used to assess the stability of hip stems in vitro as well as in vivo (Li et al., 1996;
Georgiou and Cunningham, 1997). Several of these works have shown that the first
principal frequencies of a stable osseointegrated implant inside the surrounding tissue
increase with time. This has been attributed to a higher degree of osseointegration
due to interfacial bone reactions (Huang et al., 2005; Meredith et al., 1997b,a). From
all these studies, the conclusion is that resonance frequency measurements may be
related to the effective length of the implant out of bone and the stiffness of the
bone-implant interface.

Several computational studies have been also performed on RFA for hip prostheses
(Qi et al., 2003), tibial fractures (Lowet et al., 1996) and dental implants (Williams
and Williams, 1997; Huang et al., 2002; Pattijn et al., 2006, 2007). Williams and
Williams (1997), for example, applied different levels of impulse excitation to a
dental implant and examined the corresponding response using a Finite Element
Analysis (FEA). Pattijn et al. (2006) performed a FEA, evaluating the influence
of different parameters, such as, dental implant anchorage, implant diameter, bone
stiffness and length of the embedded implant. Huang et al. (2002) performed a 3D
FE model of a dental implant for various bone heights and bone quality. In a similar
way, Pattijn et al. (2007) analyzed the influence of the type of boundary condition,
orientation of the transducer and length of the modelled bone on the resonance
frequency values. However, none of them has considered yet the evolutive behaviour
of the bone-implant interface as a living surface, but they assume the bone-implant
interface as fully osseointegrated.

Therefore, the aim of this study is to simulate from a mechanical point of view the
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time evolution of the osseointegration process for a dental implant, in particular the
one analyzed in the work of Huang et al. (2005) by means of a computational RFA
and to compare the computed results with the experimental ones presented in that
same paper. With such goal in mind, a 3D finite element (FE) model of a rabbit
tibia, where the dental implant was embedded, was developed and a phenomenolog-
ical interface model able to simulate the mechanical effects of the osseointegration
process at the bone-implant interface (Moreo et al., 2007b) was used. The model was
able to successfully relate the resonance frequency of the system with the osseoin-
tegration degree at the interface and therefore the stability of the dental implant in
the long term.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Bone-Implant osseointegration model

To model the adhesion between the implant and the bone, elements that connect
their two surfaces with a thickness thin enough to consider it negligible with respect
to the overall dimensions of the problem have been used. Accordingly, the mechanical
behaviour of these elements is established in terms of the jump of displacements δ
across the interface, that is, the relative movement between the implant and the
bone, and the tractions t transmitted through the interface (equivalently to strains
and stresses in 3D continuum mechanics).

A similar interface model was first proposed in Moreo et al. (2007b), where it was
applied for non-cemented hip implants. In this work only a minor modification has
been done with respect to the previous work and therefore only the main features
necessary to understand the model are presented here.

The behaviour law that provides the relation between δ and t depends on:

(1) A set of 4 model parameters in each direction i (i = 1, 2, tangential and normal,
respectively): K0i (initial stiffness), δci (maximum relative displacement), Gci

(critical failure energy) and t0i (apparent strength). These parameters charac-
terize the mechanical behaviour of a fully osseointegrated implant interface (see
Figure 1).

(2) A state variable α, designated as bonding degree, that accounts for the current
value of the elastic properties of the interface in relation to the complete os-
seointegration situation. In particular, α is defined as the ratio between the
current value of the stiffness Ki in any direction i and the one corresponding
to the fully bonded interface in that direction K0i. With this definition, α is
automatically normalized between 0 and 1, corresponding α = 0 to a totally
debonded interface with null stiffness and α = 1 to a fully bonded interface
with maximum stiffness.

The evolution of this internal variable α is established according to an extension of
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the principles of Continuum Damage Mechanics. In the classical approach, the state
variable accounts for damage of the material and has always a positive evolution,
indicating that the material can only deteriorate. In our model, however, the bonding
degree α can vary in both directions, depending on the value of a certain mechanical
stimulus. We assume that there exists an equilibrium zone for the stimulus where the
bonding degree α will remain constant; for higher values of the stimulus (excessive
loading) α will decrease, causing a deterioration of the mechanical properties of the
interface; for lower values of the stimulus, when the displacements at the interface are
small, α will increase, what involves a gain of mechanical properties of the interface
and represents the effects of the bone ingrowth that takes place in these cases.

In order to obtain the mathematical formulation of the above mentioned evolution
of the state variable α, the approach of Continuum Damage Mechanics has been
followed, that is: (i) the Helmholtz free energy ψ is defined in terms of δ and α; (ii)
from the Clasius-Duhem inequality, expressions for the interface tractions t and the
thermodynamic driving force Y associated to the internal variable α are obtained
by differentiating ψ with respect to δ and α, respectively; (iii) two criteria that
determine when α increases (bone ingrowth) or decreases (damage) are defined in
terms of the stimulus Y ; and (iv) two evolution laws that determine how α increases
in the case of bone ingrowth or decreases in the case of damage are defined:

• In the case of damage, the criterion as well as the evolution law are defined in
such a way that the exponential decay of the strength of the interface observed
in Figure 1 is reproduced. Note that damage can only take place under tensional
and tangential tractions, but not under compression (Moreo et al., 2007a).

• In the case of bone ingrowth, the criterion has a clear physical meaning: bone
ingrowth only takes place when the value of the jump of displacements at the
interface is lower than a certain threshold δost. In this case, an evolution law for
the bonding degree is proposed in each direction i

α̇i = αiν(δ
ost − δi) (1)

where ν > 0 is a parameter that governs the rate of osseointegration and αi

are directional bonding degrees. The values of αi are updated according to the
previous formula and next the updated value of the global bonding degree α is
computed as

α = max
i
αi i = 1, 2 (2)

A surface contact model without friction between bone and implant is additionally
defined in order to avoid interpenetration under severe compression. The reader is
referred to Moreo et al. (2007b) for further details.

2.2 Finite Element model

The phenomenological model proposed above was implemented into a FE code and
used to analyze the 3D FE model of a rabbit tibia with an implant embedded
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proximally in order to reproduce the experimental results of Huang et al. (2005).
The 3D FE model of a rabbit tibia was developed from a set of CT scans (distance
between slices of 0.40 mm) with the help of the software Mimics (Mimics Materialise,
2006) distinguishing between cortical and trabecular bone. The geometry obtained
was then automatically meshed in Harpoon (Harpoon Sharc Ltd, 2006). The FE
model consisted of 15245 nodes and 41592 hexahedral, wedge and tetrahedral linear
elements. The element size used (approximately 1 mm) is inside the asymptotic
region of convergence and represents a good trade off between numerical accuracy
and computational cost. Then, with the help of the I-DEAS package (UGS Corp.,
2005), 178 interface elements were included between bone and implant. Contact
conditions were also defined between bone and implant. The whole FE model of the
tibia, the bone-implant interface and implant is shown in Figure 2.

The titanium dental implant used experimentally was 3.2 mm in diameter and 8
mm in length. Experimentally, a healing abutment was used to directly mount the
device design to measure the resonance frequency. In the FE model it has been
included as a cylinder with the implant diameter and a length of 4.2mm, and an
additional mass of 0.6 grs (Brady et al., 1997). The implant was positioned in the
tibia, following the work of Huang et al. (2005), in the proximal metaphysis, just in
the mesio-distal direction. In fact, it was transcortically attached to the two cortical
layers (see Figure 2).

The values of the mechanical parameters of the interface model were obtained from
different experimental studies (Lin et al., 1998; Müller et al., 2006) (see Table 1).
At the beginning of the simulation the bonding degree was assumed to be about
0.1 along the whole interface. This initial value of the bonding degree represents the
primary stability of the implant due to the contact between the surrounding bone
and the threads of the implant, that have not been included in the geometry. The
material properties of titanium, cortical and trabecular bone are also included in
Table 1 according to Oosterwyck et al. (1998) and Huang et al. (2002).

2.3 Computational simulation, loading and boundary conditions

A scheme with the two types of analyses performed during the simulation has been
represented in Figure 3. First, the healing activity during one week was simulated
in order to compute the osseointegration evolution. Then, the implant stability was
evaluated through the determination of the resonance frequency. These two analyses
were repeated twelve times, representing therefore a period of twelve weeks of healing
(Figure 3). The loading and boundary conditions for each analysis are detailed below.
All the analyses were performed with the FE software ABAQUS v6.5 (Dassault
Systemes Simulia Corp., 2006).
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2.3.1 Healing analysis

Twelve weeks of healing were considered in order to predict the osseointegration
process at the bone-implant interface. The rabbit activities per day can be divided
into three general behaviour categories related to the level of activity performed: low
(resting time), medium (maintenance, investigate and abnormal behavior) and high
(locomotion) (Chu et al., 2004). During a daytime the percentage of each activity
for a caged rabbit was taken as 55.2%, 42.6% and 2.2% (low, medium and high,
respectively) (Chu et al., 2004; Hansen and Berthelsen, 2000); therefore the minutes
dedicated for each activity per day can be easily computed (795, 613 and 32 minutes,
respectively) (see Figure 3).

The tibia was completely fixed distally. Forces due to the quadriceps and medial
and lateral joint contact forces were considered and represented in Figure 2 and 3.
The position of each force was estimated from the experimental study of Gushue
et al. (2005). The load values for each type of activity were taken from different
experimental studies (Malaviya et al., 1998; Juncosa et al., 2003; West et al., 2004),
obtaining that the magnitudes of medium and low activity loads represent 50%
and 27.7% of the ones corresponding to high activity. The magnitude of these high
activity loads was taken from Gushue et al. (2005). Values for each force and activity
are shown in Table 2.

2.3.2 Evaluation of the implant stability

The implant stability was computed by means of a resonance frequency analysis.
Then, the resonance frequency value was related to the osseointegration level at
the bone-implant interface. As boundary condition for the frequency analysis, total
fixation of the nodes at the proximal tibial and below the clamping position was
considered as shown in Figure 3. By means of a standard modal analysis, the first ten
mode shapes and the associated resonance frequencies after each week of simulation
were computed. During these analyses no contact condition was included between
bone and implant, because the interpenetration between them was negligible.

2.4 Results

The resonance frequencies and vibration mode shapes of the model were computed.
The first two mode shapes for the initial time (week 0) have been represented in
Figure 4. The resonance frequency values were 2112 Hz and 2264 Hz, respectively.
The associated mode shapes correspond to the first bending modes of a cantilever
beam as was experimentally observed by Huang et al. (2005).

As the simulation evolves, the osseointegration process continues but the main mode
shapes remain being the two bending modes initially obtained. The evolution of the
resonance frequency associated to the first bending mode during the healing time
analyzed has been represented in Figure 5. During the first week after implantation,
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the RF value did not increase much. Then, it started to increase steadily until around
7-8 weeks (Figure 5) when it reached a stabilized value of about 4500 Hz.

A comparison between the mean experimental value and its range of variation with
the computational prediction has been represented in Figure 5. The computational
results are within the experimental range of variation and the resonance frequency
evolution was perfectly predicted.

The average value of osseointegration at the bone-implant interface can be computed
summing up the bonding degree of each element weighted by its surface percentage.
This value has been computed and represented in Figure 6, getting a similar trend
than for the resonance frequency evolution. After 7-8 weeks the dental implant was
completely osseointegrated, being the mechanical secondary stability fully achieved.
Between the first and third week the bonding degree remained below 0.2. After the
fourth week, the value started to increase till full osseointegration.

3 Discussion

Resonance frequency analysis based on vibration theories is a non-invasive and non-
destructive technique proposed to assess implant stability (Huang et al., 2000). Ex-
perimental evidence has been widely provided demonstrating that the resonance
frequency of a dental implant system will vary with the stiffness of its surrounding
tissue and the bonding degree of the implant-tissue interface (Huang et al., 2000;
Meredith et al., 1996, 1997b,a; Huang et al., 2003; Glauser et al., 2004; Huang et al.,
2002). Several computational analyses have tried to analyze the influence of differ-
ent factors on the modal behaviour of bone-implant transducers (Huang et al., 2002;
Pattijn et al., 2006, 2007). These studies showed that there are several effects, such
as, bone quality, implant characteristics or thickness of the cortical layer that affect
to the resonance frequency values and the mode shapes. However, none of these pre-
vious computational studies was able to demonstrate the evolution of the stability
of a dental implant, because the bone-implant interface was always assumed to be
fully osseointegrated when it is, in fact, a living interface whose mechanical prop-
erties are continuously adapting due to mechanical and biological factors (Brunski,
1992; Sennerby et al., 1993).

This paper uses a previously presented phenomenological model with the aim of sim-
ulating the evolutive mechanical behaviour of a living interface and compare it with
realistic experimental results for a dental implant. The behaviour of this model was
previously analyzed and used to simulate the mechanical effects of the osseointegra-
tion process in a cementless implant (Moreo et al., 2007b). In the present paper, we
modelled the in vivo experiment developed by Huang et al. (2005), in which they im-
planted several dental implants in rabbit tibiae, measuring the resonance frequency
each week after surgery. Initially, resonance frequency values are relatively low and
then, after three or four weeks their value starts to increase reaching a plateau after
7-8 weeks (Figure 5). With our computational simulation we were able to predict the
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temporal evolution of the resonance frequency values obtaining a good agreement
with the experimental observations described by Huang et al. (2005). We have also
related the average increasing bonding degree of the bone-implant interface (Fig-
ure 6) with the increasing resonance frequency obtained. Initially, the slope of the
experimental resonance frequency curve was smaller, which corresponds with the
presence of fibrous tissue in the gap between bone and implant. Then, new bone at
the bone-implant interface starts to grow, which increases the stiffness between the
implant and the surrounding bone (Davies, 2003; Berglundh et al., 2003; Abrahams-
son et al., 2004). When parts of the interface start to achieve a fully bonded situation
the average bonding degree of the whole interface (Figure 6) starts to increase more
slowly, although locally, in regions that are not osseointegrated yet, it may increase
faster. At the end of the simulation, the implant stability was fully achieved both
experimentally and computationally.

In the present paper, we predicted resonance frequencies between 2112 Hz and 4476
Hz, values which are within the range of variation of the experimental results de-
scribed by Huang et al. (2005). Computational and experimental values resulted
very close, and in general a good agreement between the finite element results and
the in vivo measurements was detected during the whole simulation period. We
can observe that, during the first two weeks, the osseointegration rate is very slow
increasing posteriorly until reaching the stabilized state. This corresponds to the ini-
tial inflammatory phase, where no deposition of new bone takes place. This clearly
demonstrates the dependency of the osseointegration rate on the osseointegration
degree. This is included in the model by means of the linear dependence of the os-
seointegration rate α̇ on the osseointegration degree α (see equation (1)), so that
in the initial healing period, when α is low, the osseointegration rate is also low.
The value of ν, parameter which controls the rate of osseointegration, was modi-
fied to fit the experimental results with enough accuracy (ν = 7.0 10−4mm−1s−1).
Probably, other phenomenological laws, also able to predict the temporal evolution
of the osseointegration rate, could have been proposed with a similar performance.
Therefore, predicting only the global stiffness evolution is not sufficient and further
experimental data are required in order to provide more information about the os-
seointegration process. Indeed, the spatial distribution of bone ingrowth along the
interface could be a useful complementary information that could help in the hard
task of experimental validation of this specific numerical model as previously per-
formed by Moreo et al. (2007b) where they compared the spatial distribution of the
bonding degree with clinical observations. But for the dental analysis performed, no
experimental works involving temporal evolution of the mechanical properties of the
bone-implant interface and histology results could be found by the authors. Despite
all aforementioned causes of discrepancy between the experimental and computa-
tional results, the main features of the evolution of the bone-implant behaviour were
successfully reproduced, including the different stages of the healing period as well
as the 2-fold to 3-fold increase in resonance frequency after 12 weeks obtained in the
experiments.

The present model results in an improvement with respect to previous computational
simulations on dental implant stability, although the model also presents some limi-
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tations. Several experimental studies have been performed in order to determine the
mechanical characteristics of the bone-implant interface along the shear direction
(Sφballe et al., 1992a,b, 1993; Müller et al., 2006), but few data do exist related to
the normal direction (Lin et al., 1998). Therefore, the mechanical properties present
a wide range of variation, and in the proposed model the most representative values
were considered for shear (Müller et al., 2006) and normal (Lin et al., 1998) direc-
tions. Surface treatment also plays an important role in the bone tissue response at
the implant surface (Kasemo and Lausmaa, 1994) not only regarding the mechanical
properties but also concerning the physico-chemical interactions between living bone
tissue and the implant material. Moreo et al. (2007b) performed a sensitivity anal-
ysis on the mechanical properties of the interface concluding that high differences
were found regarding time to achieve stability. Moreover, no data were found in the
literature about the fatigue behaviour of the bone-implant interface, assuming a be-
haviour similar to bone-cement interfaces (Kim et al., 2004a,b). Moreo et al. (2007b)
also performed a sensitivity analysis on this factor concluding that the fatigue law
at the bone-implant interface did not influence significantly on the osseointegration
process. As the model proposes, a deterioration of the interface is very well possible
due to excessive implant loading (static or cyclic loading), although the effect of
remodelling (osteoclastic) activity has been neglected. The influence of the mass in-
corporated in the healing abutment was also analyzed although the results have not
been shown here. This parameter influenced only to the initial and final values of
the resonance frequency but not the trend of the time evolution. Several limitations
of the model are related to the material properties of the tibia used in the finite
element analysis due to their unknown value. The values used were obtained from
literature (Huang et al., 2002; Oosterwyck et al., 1998). The influence of this fact on
the resonance frequency and the osseointegration evolution is less important than
other factors.

Another assumption of the model is that the dental implant was modelled as a rod
neglecting the geometrical shape of the thread. This forced us to consider an initial
value for the bonding degree in order to take into account the primary stability due
to the contact between the bone and the thread of the implant. The value of the
initial bonding degree was chosen so that a good fit between the initial resonance
frequency obtained experimentally and computationally was achieved.

Another limitation of the model is related with the considered load values and rabbit
activities. We assumed mean values for the muscle forces and joint contact forces
and we summarized the behaviour of rabbits into three activities when they can
perform more different activities (Hansen and Berthelsen, 2000; Chu et al., 2004;
Gushue et al., 2005; Malaviya et al., 1998; Juncosa et al., 2003; West et al., 2004).
In order to improve these results and conclusions, a probabilistic methodology, as
the one proposed by Pérez et al. (2006), could be used. In this animal model, the
implant is not directly loaded along the implant axis, but only through joint and
muscles loading of the tibia. As it would be expected, stress transfer at the interface
is primary through tension and compression, but tangential tractions at the interface
are not negligible, since the stress state at the surrounding bone is quite complex.
Indeed, in some localized areas tangential displacements can determine the rate of
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osseointegration. Finally, the model proposed considers the evolution of the interface
from a strict phenomenological point of view and therefore it is particularly useful to
study the influence of mechanical factors on the osseintegration process. Biological
factors such as the vascularity of the surrounding bone, the presence of growth factors
at the surface of the interface that are released in a controlled way or the influence
of the surface finishing on the adsorption of proteins cannot be taken into account
with this model. A more mechanobiological approach, reflecting the actual biological
events that take place at the bone-implant interface (coagulation, release of growth
factors, cell recruitment, platelet activation, and differentiation, bone formation and
resorption) would be desirable (Davies, 2003; Berglundh et al., 2003; Abrahamsson
et al., 2004), although this approach would be much more complex, with a higher
computational cost and with many essential parameters still unknown.

In conclusion, we can summarize that the computational model proposed is a suc-
cessful tool in the simulation of living interfaces being able to reproduce the results
of a non-invasive technique such as resonance frequency analysis. It can be used to
study the influence of mechanical factors, such as the geometry and the mechanical
properties of the implant or the level of loading, on the osseointegration process of
non-cemented implants and therefore, can constitute a valid tool in the design of
these medical components.
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Figure 1. Constitutive model: (a) Normal direction; (b) Shear direction; (c) Stiffness vari-
ation [with permission from Moreo et al. (2007b)].
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Figure 2. (a) Finite element model of the tibia with the dental implant embedded proxi-
mally. The boundary and loading conditions are shown. (b) and (c) CT scan image of a
transversal plane where the position of the implant and the cortical and trabecular bone
can be observed.
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Figure 3. Computational simulation scheme. First, a healing analysis is performed during
one week and then the frequency of the system is evaluated. Twelve weeks of rabbit activity
have been simulated.
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Figure 4. First two bending moments of the implant-proximal tibia complex. (a) 2112 Hz
and (b) 2264 Hz.
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Figure 5. Healing curve plot of RF values predicted by the computational simulation.
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Figure 6. Evolution of the average osseointegration degree of the bone-implant interface
during healing.
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Parameter of the bone-implant interface

Parameter Value Reference

t0i Apparent strength (MPa) Normal 1.02 Lin et al. (1998)

Tangential 3.52 Müller et al. (2006)

K0i Initial linear stiffness (N/mm) Normal 2.045 Lin et al. (1998)

Tangential 6.135 Müller et al. (2006)

δci Maximum relative displacement (mm) Normal 1.0 Lin et al. (1998)

Tangential 1.148 Müller et al. (2006)

Gci Critical failure energy (N/mm) Normal 0.67 Lin et al. (1998)

Tangential 1.54 Müller et al. (2006)

B S-N law - Normal and tangential 12.58 Kim et al. (2004a,b)

C S-N law - Normal and tangential -13.43 Kim et al. (2004a,b)

ν Osseointegration rate (mm−1 s−1) 7.0 10−4 (Büchler et al., 2003)

δost Upper limit of the relative displacement under

which osseointegration takes place (µm) 50 Kienapfel et al. (1999)

Material properties according to Oosterwyck et al. (1998) and Huang et al. (2002).

Material Young’s modulus (MPa) Poisson coefficient Mass density (g/cm3)

Cortical bone 10000.0 0.32 2.0

Trabecular bone 100.0 0.32 0.3

Titanium 100000 0.32 4.5

Table 1
Parameters of the bone-implant interface model and material properties of the FE model.
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High activity (Locomotion)

Medial Lateral Quadriceps

Fx 0.0 0.0 16.1

Fy 0.0 0.0 16.1

Fz -77.1 -89.3 85.1

Medium activity (Maintenance + Investigate + Abnormal)

Medial Lateral Quadriceps

Fx 0.0 0.0 8.1

Fy 0.0 0.0 8.1

Fz -38.6 -44.7 42.6

Low activity (Resting time)

Medial Lateral Quadriceps

Fx 0.0 0.0 3.7

Fy 0.0 0.0 3.7

Fz -17.5 -20.3 19.3

Table 2
Force values (N) for the considered load cases (orientations are referred to the coordinate
axes in Figure 2).
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Chapter 5
A biological model for peri-implant bone

ingrowth

In this chapter a biologically-based mathematical model for the simulation of bone

healing around endosseous implants will be elaborated. In first place, we will justify

the need of a new model for the bone-implant interface. Then, we will review the

existing works in the literature dealing with the modelling of bone healing and will

introduce the approach adopted in this chapter. After a brief biological overview

on the biology of peri-implant bone healing, we will present the mathematical for-

mulation of the model and the scheme for its numerical resolution using the finite

element method. Next, two different simplified versions of the model will be pro-

posed, analysed and simulated in one dimensional domains. They will be followed

by finite element simulations in two dimensional dental implant geometries, where

the validity of the model will be assessed. As usual, we will finish the chapter with

a discussion on the results and needs of further refinement of the model.
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5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 The remaining task: a biologically sound based model

for the bone-implant interface

In order to achieve the main goal of this work, consisting in making a significant

progress in the modelling and simulation of interfaces in bone implants, it is ev-

ident that a (mechano)biological model for the bone-implant interface remains to

be developed. In Chapter 3 we could see how a purely phenomenological model

had important limitations and was not suitable for the study of certain elements

of influence. Actually, the model was restrained to analyse purely biomechanical

effects.

However, if attention is paid to the present research trends in the field of bone

implants, one rapidly realises that most lines of work cannot be reproduced in silico

with pure phenomenological models. Current implantology research is focused on the

design of devices that enhance and accelerate bone healing, lead to an interfacial ma-

trix with adequate structure and properties and therefore allow faster recuperation

and earlier loading of the implant (Puleo and Nanci, 1999). Different approaches

can be distinguished, but most of them are based on a proper modification of a cer-

tain property of the surface: physicochemical, morphological or biochemical. For

example, alterations in surface microtopography are used to influence cell and tissue

responses (Brunette, 1988; Hayakawa et al., 2002; Schierano et al., 2005).

Furthermore, biochemical modifications of the surface can also be designed with the

aim of controlling the biological reaction at the interface by means of the delivery of

specific molecules. This includes, for example, immobilisation of proteins or peptides

on the surface of the biomaterial or controlled release of osteogenic growth factors

(Lind et al., 1996; Lind, 1998; Elmengaard et al., 2005; Oates et al.,

2007) and the coating of implant surfaces with minerals, such as calcium phosphate

(Hayakawa et al., 2002). Other surface modifications are designed to improve the

wear and corrosion resistance of the implant and give rise to chemical modifications

of the outer layer that can modify the inflammatory macrophage response (Vallés

et al., 2006) or the production of local factors (Vallés et al., 2008). It is clear
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as well that further progress within these techniques is still needed and this demands

deeper knowledge of the biological cascade associated to early bone healing around

the implant, which cannot be acquired with simple phenomenological models.

Figure 5.1: SEM micrographs of titanium (cpTi) surfaces with different microto-
pographies (taken from Park et al. (2001)): (a) Dual acid-etched, (b) 320 grit met-
allographic grinding paper abraded, (c) machined, (d) mirror-like polished. 2000x
magnification, bar=15 µm.

In addition, the convincing clinical achievements with high long-term success

rates shared by dental (Schmitt and Zarb, 1993; Naert et al., 2000; Haas

et al., 2002), hip (Inoue et al., 2000; Archibeck et al., 2001; Firestone

et al., 2007; Chambers et al., 2007; Ochs et al., 2007; Callaghan et al.,

2008), knee (van Loon et al., 2001; Baker et al., 2007; Trieb et al., 2008)

and in general by most types of bone implants, are not correlated with an equiv-

alent degree of understanding of the basic mechanisms of peri-implant bone heal-

ing. Actually, key information about the biomechanical and biological function of

bone implants is still lacking. As far as biomechanics is concerned, perhaps the

only well-established fact is the relation between excessive early micromotion and

the formation of a fibrous capsule instead of an osseointegrated interface (Pilliar

et al., 1986; Sφballe et al., 1992a,b; Brunski, 1999; Cullinane et al.,

2003). The information about the influence of the frequency, amplitude and type

of loading on new bone formation is nevertheless still incomplete, despite abun-

dant in vitro and in vivo experimental works (Szmukler-Moncler et al., 1998;

Pavlin and Gluhak-Heinrich, 2001). Regarding biology, the different phases

and most important concepts of peri-implant bone healing are currently well deter-

mined (Davies, 2003; Marco et al., 2005). However, important details about

the influence mechanisms of factors such as the implant material or surface micro-

topography still need further research and mathematical modelling and numerical

simulation can also provide some insight into these matters.
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5.1.2 Review of previous modelling works

There are a number of biological or mechanobiological models in the literature that

have been elaborated with the aim of simulating bone healing in different situations.

Most of them have been aimed at the study of fracture healing. We could cite in

this field the model of Shefelbine et al. (2005), which makes use of fuzzy logic

rules; Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen (2001), one of the first models con-

templating the influence of osteogenic and chondrogenic growth factors upon bone

regeneration; Geris et al. (2008a), which incorporates the effect of angiogenesis;

or the model of Gómez-Benito et al. (2005), where the growth of the callus

was successfully reproduced. The target of other works was the simulation of bone

regeneration inside an in vivo bone chamber (Geris et al., 2008b) or distraction

osteogenesis (Isaksson et al., 2007).

However, it is possible to find only a few works addressed to the study of peri-

implant endosseous healing (Geris et al., 2004; Andreykiv et al., 2005; Am-

bard and Swider, 2006; Liu and Niebur, 2007; Pérez and Prendergast,

2007). All these works consider in different depth several aspects of the biology of

bone healing around implants, but they do not contemplate, or they do it in a super-

ficial manner, the effect of the implant surface topography on biological processes.

Only in Andreykiv et al. (2005) the effect of friction due to the finishing of the

artificial component was taken into account, but exclusively affecting the mechan-

ical part of the model and not the biology, and in Liu and Niebur (2007) bone

ingrowth into a porous coated implant surface was simulated taking into account

the porosity of the surface in the geometric model.

5.1.3 Adopted approach for this chapter

The goal of this chapter is to propose a new biological model for the study of bone

ingrowth on endosseous implants that, by means of considering the main biological

interactions occurring between the tissue and implant, is able to reproduce several

significant features of the osseointegration process. Unlike other previous models

existing in the literature, ours will be focused on the early stages of bone healing,

taking into account immediate events upon implantation of biomaterials such as

platelet activation, what allows reproducing in a simple way the effect of surface

microtopography. Slower long-term processes, i.e. bone remodelling, are here con-

templated only in a simplified manner. This makes sense if one considers, first,

that much effort has already been devoted to the mathematical modelling of bone

remodelling (see Doblaré and Garćıa-Aznar (2005); Reina et al. (2007) and
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references therein); second, that it is reported that in many types of cementless bone

implants a majority of failures occur within the first year and implant loss is signif-

icantly lower in subsequent years (see, for example, Goodacre et al. (1999) for

the case of single unit dental implant restorations). This indicates that the critical

issue for this type of implants is the early bone healing and represents a difference

with other types of implants such as cemented hip prostheses, in which long-term

failure due to bone resorption caused by stress shielding or crack growth within the

cement mantle is a typical phenomenon (Bobyn et al., 1992). In order to validate

the model, two different strategies have been followed. In first place, computational

simulations using the finite element method have been performed, obtaining results

in qualitative agreement with experiments. In addition, mathematical analyses of

two different simplified versions of the model have been accomplished, from which

interesting conclusions about the global behaviour of the model can be drawn, that

are again in the line of what the experiments dictate.

We have specifically focused on the study of the effect of four important factors in

the clinical performance of bone implants: mechanical stimulation, type of host bone,

implant geometry and implant surface microtopography. The first one is clearly one

of the critical elements influencing bone healing around implants. Mechanics can

affect different aspects of the biology of bone formation (Brunski, 1999). In first

place, the migration of cells can be strongly altered by the stress-strain state of the

matrix (Mandeville et al., 1997; Beloussov et al., 2000), the level of damage

of the tissue (Gómez-Benito et al., 2005; Garćıa-Aznar et al., 2007), or its

composition and density (Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen, 2001; Geris

et al., 2008a). Next, the local mechanical environment is also a crucial factor

in determining cell and tissue differentiation during bone development and repair

(Cullinane et al., 2003). In this regard, there have been several efforts to de-

velop algorithms to describe how mechanical signals regulate tissue differentiation

(Carter et al., 1988; Prendergast et al., 1997; Claes et al., 1998; Gard-

ner et al., 2000; Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen, 2003; Gómez-Benito

et al., 2005) that have been subsequently applied to the theoretical study of frac-

ture healing and peri-prosthetic bone formation. These models allow distinguishing

between intramembranous ossification, endochondral ossification and fibrous tissue

formation. Finally, it is well known that moderate mechanical loading stimulates

various biological processes such as osteogenic cell differentiation (Carter and

Giori, 1991; Palma et al., 2005; Ignatius et al., 2005) and growth factor

secretion (Raab-Cullen et al., 1994; Yeh et al., 1994; Kobayashi et al.,

2000). In this work, however, we will consider for the sake of simplicity that the
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implant supports low or moderate mechanical loading, which is always stimulating

and favourable for ossification. Nevertheless, note that this particular situation is in

our opinion the most interesting one, since scenarios of excessive mechanical loads

are a priori known to be harmful for the osseintegration of an implant and must be

avoided. Under this simplifying condition the effect of mechanics on cell migration

is small and we can also assume that the predominant ossification type is intramem-

branous (Claes et al., 1998). This allows concentrating on the third effect of the

local mechanical state: the alteration of the rate of growth factor secretion and cell

differentiation.

With respect to the type of host bone, it is known that cortical bone enjoys

higher mechanical properties that trabecular bone, hence providing a better primary

stability for endosseous implants. Nonetheless, from a strict biological perspective

it is not incorrect to say that trabecular bone represents a superior tissue, since the

marrow that fills the pores of this type of bone is not only a source of progenitor

cells, precursors of osteoblasts, among other types of cells, but also contains a rich

vasculature necessary for angiogenesis. As it is remarked in Davies (2003), from

this standpoint it is not stunning the fact that trabecular bone remodels faster and

can lead to a faster peri-implant bone healing than cortical bone. Being this subject

quite complex, we will simply confine in this work to examining how the number of

osteogenic cells at the surface of the host bone can condition the osteoconduction

phase. This will be studied in parallel with the influence of mechanical stimulation

through the analysis of a simplified model.

Regarding geometry, we will show that the shape of an implant can affect the

formation of bone, not only by changing the stresses and strains of the surrounding

tissue, what has been experimentally verified (Vandamme et al., 2007), but also

by altering certain biological phenomena, such as growth factor diffusion or the

direction of cell migration.

Finally, we will also study the influence of the implant surface microtopogra-

phy, which is known to affect the velocity of osseointegration (Puleo and Nanci,

1999) as well as the propagation of the ossification front (Berglundh et al.,

2003).
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5.2 Brief biological overview of peri-implant bone

healing

It is the aim of this section to supply the reader with a very concise —therefore

incomplete— biological description of peri-implant bone healing, sufficient for the

modelling purposes of this work. For a detailed description of the process we refer

the reader to Davies (2003); Marco et al. (2005); Puleo and Nanci (1999);

Brunski (1999); Joos et al. (2006) and the extensive number of references therein,

from which the following description has been extracted.

In first place, the surgical procedure, necessary to drill a cavity in the host

bone and place the implant, leads to inevitable surgical trauma and damage to

blood vessels, followed by the filling of the bone cavity by blood. Immediately upon

placement, proteins from blood and tissue fluids are adsorbed to the surface of the

implant (Sela et al., 2007). Platelets become activated after contacting with the

surface (Nygren et al., 1997a,b) and release a number of growth factors, such as

platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and transforming growth factor beta (TGF-

β) among many others. These growth factors have been shown to stimulate the

migration and proliferation of bone marrow derived-cells as well as the proliferation

of human osteoblasts (Linkhart et al., 1996; Dimitriou et al., 2005; Kark

et al., 2006). Note that an increase in the implant surface microtopography with an

appropriate surface roughness can enhance protein adsorption, promoting platelet

adhesion and activation, eventually leading to an acceleration of the global healing

process (Park et al., 2001; Kikuchi et al., 2005). At the same time, a fibrin

network is formed through the process of hemostasis. Next, local ischemia due to

cessation of circulation gives rise to necrosis and a subsequent inflammatory reaction

is triggered. Both neutrophils and macrophages reach the site of injury along a

chemotactic gradient and are in charge of the removal of necrotic tissue. In parallel,

a new peri-implant vascular network starts to form by means of the well-known

mechanism of angiogenesis (Lakey et al., 2000).

After these initial events, osteogenic cells coming from the surface of the old host

bone migrate through the remnants of the clot towards the surface of the implant

and differentiate into osteoblasts, that will later synthesise bone matrix. This phase

can be enhanced by the presence of growth factors (Linkhart et al., 1996) and is

also influenced by the mechanical state of the tissue. Actually, moderate mechanical

stimulation of cells can enhance osseointegration (Rubin and McLeod, 1994) by

promoting differentiation of osteogenic cells into osteoblasts and increasing the se-

cretion of growth factors (Pavlin et al., 2000; Pavlin and Gluhak-Heinrich,
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Figure 5.2: Representation of the main events at the bone-implant interface (from
Puleo and Nanci (1999)): (a) Protein adsorption from blood and tissue fluids,
(b) protein desorption, (c) surface changes and material release, (d) inflammatory
and connective tissue cells approach the implant, (e) possible targeted release of
matrix proteins and selected adsorption of proteins such as bone sialoprotein and
osteopontin, (f) formation of lamina limitans and adhesion of osteogenic cells, (g)
bone deposition on both the exposed bone and implant surfaces, (h) remodelling of
newly formed bone.

2001), but excessive levels of tensile or deviatoric stresses can also induce the for-

mation of a not desirable fibrous tissue around the implant (Jones et al., 1995;

Jasty et al., 1997a). The global importance of this phase, sometimes referred to

as osteoconduction, is crucial and has been highlighted in Davies (2003). It is

necessary at this point to remark that new bone always grows by apposition, that is,

by deposition of matrix on a preexisting surface. Since osteoblasts become trapped

in the own matrix that they secrete and are no longer able to move, becoming os-

teocytes, formation of new bone on a surface clearly depends on the continuous

migration of osteogenic cells to the surface which differentiate into osteoblasts and

secrete bone matrix. Hence the importance of the osteoconduction phase.

When the osteogenic cells reach the implant surface and differentiate, a new

phase starts where bone matrix formation is accomplished by osteoblasts. Usually,

rapid woven bone formation takes place first to restore continuity, even though its

mechanical properties are lower than those of lamellar bone due to the random ori-

entation of collagen fibers (Probst and Spiegel, 1997). Woven bone is eventually

replaced by mature lamellar bone in a final bone remodelling phase that takes place

at a considerable slow rate compared to the previously mentioned events. One final

consideration should be done that refers to the place where bone is laid down. Until

the moment we have assumed that new bone forms first on the implant surface. In
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this case osteogenesis proceeds from the implant to the host bone and is described

as contact osteogenesis (Davies, 2003). However, that is only the first possi-

bility since bone can also be deposited directly on the surface of the host bone in

the peri-implant site. Note that in this case osteoconduction is not so critical since

bone surfaces constitute a source of osteogenic cells that now do not have to migrate

until reaching the implant. In this second case osteogenesis proceeds from the host

bone towards the implant, that now becomes surrounded by bone, and is therefore

designated as distance osteogenesis (Davies, 2003). Rough implant microtopog-

raphy has been found experimentally to enhance osteoconduction and, therefore,

contact osteogenesis. On the other hand, distance osteogenesis can be expected

with polished surfaces and cortical host bone (Berglundh et al., 2003).

5.3 Mathematical model

As in previous chapters we adopt a continuum approach and, consequently, are

interested in the spatio-temporal evolution of the volumetric concentration of each

specie, which is modelled according to the fundamental conservation law already

presented in (4.4).

The different variables of the model can be classified into three groups: cell

densities, growth factor concentrations and matrix volume fractions:

• We have considered three different types of cells: platelets, osteogenic cells

and osteoblasts, whose respective densities will be denoted by c, m and b. The

explicit inclusion of platelets is new in this kind of applications and, as will be

shown later, is necessary to account for the early stages of bone healing.

• A wide diversity of growth factors and other signalling molecules are known to

play a role in the mediation of bone healing mechanisms (Dimitriou et al.,

2005), but a model in which a large number of them were individually taken

into account, as well as being extremely complex and confusing, would be

completely impractical due to the lack of quantitative experimental results

needed to fit the parameters. This is why we have preferred to gather all the

growth factors into two generic types: the first one, with concentration denoted

by s1, corresponds to the release of activated platelets (PDGF, TGF-β, etc.),

whereas the second one, s2, represents the set of signalling molecules secreted

by osteogenic cells and osteoblasts (BMPs, TGF-β superfamily, etc.).
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• The extracellular matrix can be composed of three different structures: first,

the fibrin network, whose volume fraction is denoted by vf , that is assumed to

be the only starting component since we do not address the problem of coag-

ulation; second, woven or inmature bone, vw, that is laid down by osteoblasts

and, third, lamellar or mature bone, vl, that comes from remodelling of woven

bone.

Finally, the concentration of adsorbed proteins, p, appears in the equations but

is not a model variable since its value is assumed to be known a priori as a function

of the microtopography of the implant surface. It reaches its maximum value at the

surface of the implant and decreases very fast as we move away from it, taking a

zero value in the rest of the domain (Nygren et al., 1997a).

5.3.1 Cell densities

We can particularise the evolution of each cell population density as follows:

Platelets, c(x, t)
∂c

∂t
= ∇ · [Dc∇c−Hcc∇p]− Acc (5.1)

The contribution to the cell flux is random dispersal. Thus it has been here

modelled as a first approximation by a linear diffusion term, with coefficient Dc, and

a cellular adhesion term to the implant surface. Platelet adhesion has been found

experimentally to depend on the microtopography of the surface that alters the

concentration of adsorbed proteins to the implant surface (Nygren et al., 1997a;

Park et al., 2001). Therefore, it has been modelled as a linear “taxis” term,

depending on the gradient of p with coefficient Hc. A high platelet concentration is

assumed at the beginning and thus the only kinetic term comes from cell removal

due to inflammatory mechanisms with linear rate Ac.

Osteogenic cells, m(x, t)

∂m

∂t
= ∇ · [Dm∇m−m(Bm1∇s1 + Bm2∇s2)]

+

(
αm0 +

αms1

βm + s1

+
αms2

βm + s2

)
m

(
1− m

N

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Proliferation

− αmbs1

βmb + s1

m

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Differentiation

− Amm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Death

(5.2)
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Osteogenic cell flux comes from random cell movement that can be biased by

the presence of growth factors. Mathematically this is modelled by means of linear

diffusion, with coefficient Dm, and linear chemotaxis along gradients of the growth

factors s1 and s2 with coefficients Bm1 and Bm2 (Dimitriou et al., 2005; Kark

et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006; Fiedler et al., 2006). For the kinetics, there

is a proliferative term consisting of a logistic growth with a natural linear rate αm0

that can be enhanced by the presence of s1 and s2 (Kark et al., 2006); phenotypic

differentiation into osteoblasts is stimulated by growth factor s1 (Linkhart et al.,

1996; Dimitriou et al., 2005); and natural cell death is assumed to be produced

with a linear rate Am.

Osteoblasts, b(x, t)
∂b

∂t
=

αmbs1

βmb + s1

m− Abb (5.3)

Osteoblasts remain on the surface of the bone matrix they are secreting (Davies,

2003) and therefore we can assume that there is no flux of this cellular type. The

kinetics has a source term of differentiation from the osteogenic phenotype and a

decay term representing differentiation into osteocytes with a linear rate Ab.

5.3.2 Growth factors concentration

Now we present the equations that characterise the evolution of each growth factor

concentration: in first place, s1, secreted by platelets, and, next, s2, secreted by

osteogenic cells and osteoblasts.

Generic growth factor 1, s1(x, t)

∂s1

∂t
= ∇ · [Ds1∇s1] +

(
αc1p

βc1 + p
+

αc2s1

βc2 + s1

)
c− As1s1 (5.4)

Random dispersal of the growth factor is modelled with a linear diffusion term

with coefficient Ds1. The first kinetic term takes into account the secretion of s1

by platelets (Bolander, 1992; Bostrom, 1998) that depends on the degree of

activation. Platelet activation in turn is assumed to be fostered by the concentration

of adsorbed proteins p and the own growth factor s1 (Park et al., 2001). There

is also a natural decay of the growth factor with rate As1.
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Generic growth factor 2, s2(x, t)

∂s2

∂t
= ∇ · [Ds2∇s2] +

αm2s2

βm2 + s2

m +
αb2s2

βb2 + s2

b− As2s2 (5.5)

The structure of the equation is completely equivalent to the one of s1, although

in this case there are two source terms corresponding to the secretion of s2 by

osteogenic cells and osteoblasts. This secretion is enhanced by the own growth

factor s2 (Linkhart et al., 1996; Dimitriou et al., 2005).

5.3.3 Matrix volume fractions

Finally, the evolution of the volume fractions of each component of the matrix are

shown below:

Fibrin network volume fraction, vf (x, t)

∂vf

∂t
= − αws2

βw + s2

bvf (1− vw) (5.6)

Initially the whole volume between bone and implant is assumed to be filled with

a fibrin network and vf takes value 1. Therefore the only kinetic term comes from

partial substitution of the fibrin network by woven bone matrix, that is, secretion of

new bone by osteoblasts, stimulated by s2 (Rosier et al., 1998). Additionally, it is

reasonable to consider that the rate of bone secretion takes its maximum value when

there is no formed bone (vf = 1) and decreases as the fibrin network is substituted

progressively by bone, until reaching a null value when vw = 1.

Woven bone volume fraction, vw(x, t)

∂vw

∂t
=

αws2

βw + s2

bvf (1− vw)− γvw(1− vl) (5.7)

Woven bone formation is taken into account by the first term, that was explained

in the previous paragraph and describes the formation of woven bone that replaces

the initial fibrin network. The second term is a very simple way of considering

remodelling of woven bone into lamellar bone.
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Lamellar bone volume fraction, vl(x, t)

∂vl

∂t
= γvw(1− vl) (5.8)

Finally, the only contribution to the evolution of lamellar bone comes from re-

modelling of woven bone.

5.4 Finite element formulation

In the following, we shall illustrate the derivation of a finite element formulation

for the numerical resolution of Eqs. (5.1)-(5.8). In the sequel we will consider as

primary scalar unknowns of the problem the density of platelets c, osteogenic cells

m and osteoblasts b, the concentration of growth factors s1 and s2 and the volume

fractions of fibrin network vf , woven bone vw and lamellar bone vl. We will denote

by φ a generic primary unknown of the problem, so that φ = c, . . . , vl, and d will

stand for the vector of unknowns, that is, d = (c,m, b, s1, s2, vf , vw, vl)
>.

For simplicity, we will assume without loss of generality that the boundary con-

ditions correspond to zero flux along the whole contour ∂Ω of the domain Ω and that

∇p · n = 0 on ∂Ω, being n the outward normal vector to the domain. In addition,

we will consider for the moment generic initial conditions, i.e. d(x, 0) = d0(x).

5.4.1 Weak form of the problem

The finite element discretisation of the above equations requires their reformulation

in weak form. To this end, Eqs. (5.1)-(5.8) are tested respectively with test functions

δc, δm, δb, δs1, δs2, δvf , δvw and δvl, obtaining the following weak form of the

system:

∫

Ω

δc
∂c

∂t
dV +

∫

Ω

∇δc · (Dc∇c−Hcc∇p) dV = −
∫

Ω

δcAcc dV (5.9)

∫

Ω

δm
∂m

∂t
dV +

∫

Ω

∇δm · [Dm∇m−m (Bm1∇s1 + Bm2∇s2)] dV =

=

∫

Ω

δm

[(
αm0 +

αms1

βm + s1

+
αms2

βm + s2

)
m

(
1− m

N

)
− αmbs1

βmb + s1

m− Amm

]
dV

(5.10)
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∫

Ω

δb
∂b

∂t
dV =

∫

Ω

δb

(
αmbs1

βmb + s1

m− Abb

)
dV (5.11)

∫

Ω

δs1
∂s1

∂t
dV +

∫

Ω

∇δs1 ·Ds1∇s1 dV =

=

∫

Ω

δs1

[(
αc1p

βc1 + p
+

αc2s1

βc2 + s1

)
c− As1s1

]
dV

(5.12)

∫

Ω

δs2
∂s2

∂t
dV +

∫

Ω

∇δs2 ·Ds2∇s2 dV =

=

∫

Ω

δs2

(
αm2s2

βm2 + s2

m +
αb2s2

βb2 + s2

b− As2s2

)
dV

(5.13)

∫

Ω

δvf
∂vf

∂t
dV =

∫

Ω

δvf

[
− αws2

βw + s2

bvf (1− vw)

]
dV (5.14)

∫

Ω

δvw
∂vw

∂t
dV =

∫

Ω

δvw

[
αws2

βw + s2

bvf (1− vw)− γvw(1− vl)

]
dV (5.15)

∫

Ω

δvl
∂vl

∂t
dV =

∫

Ω

δvl γvw(1− vl) dV (5.16)

5.4.2 Temporal discretisation of the problem

To discretise in time the set of governing equations we will use the same scheme of

Section 4.3 based on the generalised trapezoidal method of Hughes (2000). The

reader is referred to that previous section for more details.

5.4.3 Spatial discretisation of the problem

We will make use of the same spatial interpolation scheme based on the finite element

method which was used in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. We will just remember that within

this approach the domain Ω is discretised into nel elements Ωe, with Ω = ∪nel
e=1Ω

e.

The primary unknown fields and their derivatives are thus interpolated within an

element in terms of the nodal values through shape functions. Following a Bubnov-
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Galerkin approach, these same shape functions are also used for the elementwise

interpolation of the test functions:

φh|Ωe = Nφφ
e, δφh|Ωe = Nφδφe φ = c, . . . , vl

∇φh|Ωe = ∇Nφ φe, ∇δφh|Ωe = ∇Nφ δφe φ = c, . . . , vl

(5.17)

where φe = ce, . . . ,vl
e are column vectors of nodal values of the primary unknowns

at element e and Nφ = Nc, . . . ,Nvl
are matrices of element shape functions, that is,

Nφ =
[
N1

φ, . . . , Nnen
φ

]
φ = c, . . . , vl (5.18)

with N i
φ the shape function associated to element node i for the interpolation of

variable φ and nen the number of element nodes.

Substituting (5.17) into the semi-discrete system and choosing appropriately the

arbitrary coefficients δφe of the test functions, one can finally arrive to an algebraic

set of nonlinear equations which is sufficient to determine the nodal values of the

primary unknowns and can be written in the form

Fint

(
Dn+1,

Dn+1 − D̃n+1

α∆t

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fint

n+1

= Fext(Dn+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fext

n+1

(5.19)

being Dn+1 and D̃n+1 the global column vector of nodal values of the primary un-

known fields at time tn+1 and the corresponding predictor value, respectively. They

are computed from element contributions, viz.,

Dn+1 =

nel

A
e = 1

de
n+1 (5.20)

D̃n+1 =

nel

A
e = 1

d̃e
n+1 (5.21)

Herein, de
n+1 and d̃e

n+1 stand for the element column vectors counterpart of Dn+1

and D̃n+1, with expressions:
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de
n+1 =

[
ce

n+1, . . . ,vl
e
n+1

]>
(5.22a)

d̃e
n+1 =

[
c̃e

n+1, . . . , ṽl
e
n+1

]>
(5.22b)

The internal and external global force vectors Fint
n+1 and Fext

n+1 also come from the

assembly of element contributions:

Fint
n+1 =

nel

A
e = 1

f int,e
n+1 (5.23)

Fext
n+1 =

nel

A
e = 1

f ext,e
n+1 (5.24)

which in turn have the following block structure:

f int,e
n+1 =

[
f int,e
c,n+1, . . . , f

int,e
vl,n+1

]>
(5.25a)

f ext,e
n+1 =

[
f ext,e
c,n+1, . . . , f

ext,e
vl,n+1

]>
(5.25b)

The element contributions to the block components in the vectors above are

given in Appendix B.

5.4.4 Linearisation of the problem

The solution to the problem (5.19) is obtained by means of an iterative Newton-

Raphson procedure, totally equivalent to the one adopted in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

We recall that within this approach the equilibrium equation is replaced by its linear

approximation, what ultimately leads to the following system that must be solved

every iteration within each increment until convergence is reached:

K
∣∣(k)

n+1
∆D

∣∣(k+1)

n+1
= Fext

∣∣(k)

n+1
− Fint

∣∣(k)

n+1
(5.26)

where K is the global tangent matrix, defined as
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K
∣∣(k)

n+1
= Kint

∣∣(k)

n+1
−Kext

∣∣(k)

n+1
=

∂Fint
∣∣(k)

n+1

∂D
∣∣(k)

n+1

−
∂Fext

∣∣(k)

n+1

∂D
∣∣(k)

n+1

(5.27)

The internal and external global tangent matrices, Kint and Kext, are computed

in practice from the assembly of element contributions:

Kint
∣∣(k)

n+1
=

nel

A
e = 1

kint,e
∣∣(k)

n+1
(5.28)

Kext
∣∣(k)

n+1
=

nel

A
e = 1

kext,e
∣∣(k)

n+1
(5.29)

which in turn have the following block structure:

kint,e
∣∣(k)

n+1
=




kint,e
cc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 kint,e
mm 0 kint,e

ms1 kint,e
ms2 0 0 0

0 0 kint,e
bb 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 kint,e
s1s1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 kint,e
s2s2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 kint,e
vfvf 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 kint,e
vwvw 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 kint,e
vlvl




(k)

n+1

(5.30)

kext,e
∣∣(k)

n+1
=




kext,e
cc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 kext,e
mm 0 kext,e

ms1 kext,e
ms2 0 0 0

0 kext,e
bm kext,e

bb kext,e
bs1 0 0 0 0

kext,e
s1c 0 0 kext,e

s1s1 0 0 0 0

0 kext,e
s2m kext,e

s2b 0 kext,e
s2s2 0 0 0

0 0 kext,e
vfb 0 kext,e

vfs2 kext,e
vfvf kext,e

vfvw 0

0 0 kext,e
vwb 0 kext,e

vws2 kext,e
vwvf kext,e

vwvw kext,e
vwvl

0 0 0 0 0 0 kext,e
vlvw kext,e

vlvl




(k)

n+1

(5.31)
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The element contributions to the block components in the matrices above are

given in Appendix B.

In the finite element simulations carried out in this chapter, two-dimensional

quadratic Serendip eight-noded quadrilateral elements were used. Although it is in

principle possible to choose different expansions for each of the primary variables,

we applied an equal order interpolation technique for all of them, which proved to

yield reasonable results. The time integration parameter α was taken equal to 1,

what is equivalent to use a backward Euler integration scheme.

5.5 Analysis and simulation of a first simplified

model

The full model described in the previous section collects the main mechanisms of

peri-implant bone healing. However, its theoretical analysis is far from being trivial

so to gain further insight into the dynamic behaviour of the model, the influence of

certain parameters and its ability to reproduce the different states of bone healing

we propose a simplified model, which retains the essential features of the full system.

The nondimensionalised equations of the reduced model read as follows (see the

Appendix C for details on the nondimensionalisation)

∂m

∂t
= ∇ · [Dm∇m−mBm2∇s2] +

σ

(
1 +

αms2

βm + s2

)
m(1−m)− (αmb + Am)m

︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(m,s2,b)

(5.32a)

∂s2

∂t
= ∇ · [Ds2∇s2] +

α2s2

β2 + s2

(m + b)− As2s2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(m,s2,b)

(5.32b)

∂b

∂t
= αmbm− Abb︸ ︷︷ ︸

h(m,s2,b)

(5.32c)

The reduced model considers therefore only two cellular types, osteogenic cells,

m, and osteoblasts, b, and one generic growth factor, s2, secreted by both types of

cells. Flux and kinetic terms are the same as in the full model, but without influence

of the growth factor s1. Moreover, for simplicity, the stimulating effect of s2 on the
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secretion of s2 by osteoblasts and osteogenic cells has been assumed to be the same

for both cellular types. Clearly, due to these simplifications, this reduced version of

the model is able to reproduce only the invasion of the cavity between host bone

and implant by osteogenic cells and the subsequent differentiation of these cells into

the osteoblastic phenotype, but not the deposition of bone matrix or the effect of

platelet activation. Thus, this model corresponds with the osteoconduction phase,

which is the most important and determinant phase in bone healing (Davies, 2003),

since the following stages of bone formation and remodelling critically depend on

the speed of osteogenic cell migration and the level of cell density achieved after

osteoconduction. Observe that the exclusion from the reduced model of platelets

and their associated growth factor prevents us from contemplating the effect of

surface microtopography.

Under these assumptions, it is possible to study analytically the stability of

the different homogeneous steady states of the model and the possible existence of

travelling wave-like solutions.

5.5.1 Existence and stability of homogeneous steady states

Homogeneous steady states (fixed points) of the model will be denoted by z∗ =

(m∗, s∗2, b
∗) and verify f(z∗) = g(z∗) = h(z∗) = 0, where f , g and h are the reaction

terms of Eqs. (5.32). Note that, formally, this simplified model is similar to the one

proposed in Dale et al. (1995) and Olsen et al. (1996) for the study of wound

healing disorders and presents equivalent mathematical properties. Here, however,

we have focused on performing a systematic study of all the possible travelling wave

solutions that can appear depending on the parameter values and initial conditions.

First, we will present the different steady states that the system can exhibit.

Note that not all of them exist for all parameter values. In particular, we show

in Appendix C that a variable χ = α2(1 + αmb/Ab) can be defined in terms of

some model parameters, that, as sequentially increased, determines the existence

and stability of steady states and, therefore, the qualitative dynamics of the system.

Next, we will classify this dynamical behaviour into three different regimes, each of

them with a rich biological interpretation.

The main results regarding existence, stability and biological interpretation of

steady states are listed below (more details can be found in the Appendix C):

Chronic non healing state zt = (0, 0, 0) With no cells or growth factor, this steady

state exists for all parameter values and represents a situation of chronic ab-

sence of bone formation, only possible in the case of specific pathologies. This
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situation is of little relevance for the purposes of this paper and therefore this

state will be forced to be unstable by imposing σ > Am+αmb (see Appendix C).

Low density state z0 = (m0, 0, b0) In this case there is a concentration of osteogenic

cells m0 = 1 − (Am + αmb)/σ and a proportional number of osteoblasts

b0 = m0αmb/Ab but no growth factor. Biologically it can be interpreted as

a low stimulated situation in the sense that the absence of growth factor is

caused by a low value of its secretion rate α2. This absence of s2 leads to a

small value of the osteogenic cell rate proliferation, what in turn degenerates

in low concentrations of m and b in the steady state. Formation of new bone

would be certainly possible in this situation, but with a low rate, since the

velocity of bone matrix secretion depends on the concentration of osteoblasts,

which in this case is not high. This steady state exists with realistic (posi-

tive) values for m0 and b0 if and only if σ > Am + αmb, what was assumed

as a global condition in the previous paragraph, and is stable if and only if

0 < χ < χ(2) = As2β2/m0.

High density states z± = (m±, s2±, b±) This pair of steady states only exists when

χ > χ(1) (where χ(1) < χ(2)). The analytical expressions for χ(1) and z± are

not simple and can be found in Appendix C. In this case it is possible to

show that z+ is stable whereas z− is unstable. However, when χ > χ(2), z0

becomes unstable, z− takes negative values and hence only z+ is biologically

relevant. Clinically, the stable state z+ is very attractive since high values of

osteoblast density and growth factor concentration ensure a high rate of bone

matrix deposition. These results are summarised qualitatively in Fig. 5.3.

It is clear that the number of homogeneous steady states, as well as their sta-

bility —and therefore the qualitative behaviour of the solutions of the model—,

can be determined in terms of the above introduced bifurcation parameter χ. In

addition, χ enjoys a very interesting physical interpretation. Remember that no

mechanical variables have been introduced in the model, but one can envisage how

mechanical loading would alter certain parameter values. Following this reasoning,

it is acceptable to assume that moderate mechanical loading would essentially stim-

ulate two biological phenomena: osteogenic cell differentiation into the osteoblastic

phenotype (Carter and Giori, 1991; Palma et al., 2005; Ignatius et al.,

2005) and growth factor secretion (Raab-Cullen et al., 1994; Yeh et al., 1994;

Kobayashi et al., 2000). Mathematically this would result in an increase of αmb
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and α2, respectively, and a subsequent increase of χ. Therefore, χ can be interpreted

to some extent as a measure of the degree of cell stimulation by mechanical loading.

However, remember that the model is only valid in the case of low or moderate

load, since any attempt of simulating bone healing under high mechanical stimula-

tion requires the consideration of endochondral ossification and fibrous tissue for-

mation, what has not been contemplated here. So being rigorous, χ increases with

the mechanical stimulation under low or moderate loads (the case of interest in this

work), due to the raise of αmb and α2, but decreases under severe loading (Fig. 5.4),

due to an increase of Ab (osteoblasts die under excessive load) and a decrease of

αmb (osteogenic cells do not differentiate into osteoblasts, but into chondrocytes or

fibroblasts).

Figure 5.3: Phase space diagrams of the simplified model in the m − s2 plane.
Biologically realistic steady states are depicted with circles, filled in the stable case
and void in the unstable one. (a) χ ∈ (0, χ(1)) (b) χ ∈ (χ(1), χ(2)) (c) χ ∈ (χ(2),∞)

Considering that within the range of validity of the model χ increases with the

mechanical stimulation, the qualitative dynamical behaviour of the system can then

be classified into three different regimes depending on the value of χ, assuming that

the rest of parameters keep constant (see Fig. 5.3):

Poor mechanical stimulation regime χ ∈ (0, χ(1)) In this situation z0 is the glob-

ally stable steady state and new bone formation will take place at a very slow

rate. This corresponds to the clinical situation in which osseointegration takes

a long time to be achieved.

Intermediate mechanical stimulation regime χ ∈ (χ(1), χ(2)) In this case two

locally stable states z0 and z+ exist, each one with its own region of attraction.
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Figure 5.4: Qualitative dependence of χ on the level of mechanical stimulation. The
model is only valid in the low-moderate loading case and must be considered only
as a rough approximation in the case of severe loading.

A forced perturbation, in the form of an initial or a boundary condition, can

cause the system to move to one or other of the stable states. Obviously, from

the point of view of peri-implant bone healing, z+ is the desirable situation.

Formally, the transition from the first to this second regime corresponds to a

saddle-node bifurcation (Strogatz, 2001), leading to the appearance of z±.

High mechanical stimulation regime χ ∈ (χ(2),∞) Here z+ is the stable state

and corresponds to the well-known clinical situation in which an adequate

mechanical stimulation enhances bone ingrowth and osseointegration of the

implant. The transition to this third regime from the second one takes place

now through a transcritical bifurcation (Strogatz, 2001).

5.5.2 Travelling wave solutions

It is of remarkable interest the study of the eventual existence of travelling wave

type solutions, that is, waves between two steady states that propagate spatially

with constant velocity and shape. Formally this kind of solutions are of the form

z(x, t) = Z(r), where r = x− at and a is the wave velocity (see Murray (2005) for

a description of travelling wave analysis). Again, only the main results will be here

presented and the reader is referred to Appendix C for details of the mathematical

analysis.
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Poor mechanical stimulation regime χ ∈ (0, χ(1)) It can be shown that in this

interval a travelling wave from zt to z0 does exist. A lower bound for the wave

speed is found analytically, namely a ≥ a
(1)
min = 2

√
Dm[σ − (αmb + Am)]. In

the simulations shown below, it will be found that the numerically evaluated

wave speed compares well with this minimum value a
(1)
min. This also holds true

for the rest of travelling waves described below.

Intermediate mechanical stimulation regime χ ∈ (χ(1), χ(2)) The same trav-

elling wave from zt to z0 also appears in this regime, with the same bound for

the wave speed. Further, a second travelling wave joining z0 with z+ can also

develop, with no analytic lower bound for the wave velocity. Note that there

is no travelling wave solution joining directly the states zt and z+.

High mechanical stimulation regime χ ∈ (χ(2),∞) The number of possibilities

is greater in this interval. In first place, a travelling wave solution from zt to

z0 also exists, now with the condition for the wave speed a ≥ max{a(1)
min, a

(2)
min},

where

a
(2)
min = 2

√
Ds

(
χm0

β2

− As2

)
(5.33)

Next, the travelling wave joining z0 with z+ also appears, in this case with

the restriction for the wave speed a ≥ a
(2)
min. Finally, the steady states zt and

z+ are now connected by a third travelling wave type solution, with a lower

bound for the velocity equal to a
(1)
min.

5.5.3 Numerical simulation of the simplified model

Armed with the knowledge of the main features of the simplified model thanks

to the mathematical analysis described above, we now investigate numerically the

possibilities of travelling wavefronts depending on different mechanical conditions,

characterised in this approach by χ. For this purpose, the nondimensionalised sys-

tem described by Eqs. (5.32) has been solved using the Matlab solver pdepe in the

one dimensional domain x ∈ [0, 100], being x the nondimensional space variable.

We can think of this domain as the space between the host bone and the implant.

Hence, one of the ends of the domain, say the left one, stands for the surface of

the bone while the right one stands for the surface of the implant. As stated be-

fore, with this simplified model we are able to reproduce only the osteoconduction

phase. The initial conditions must therefore account for the situation before this

phase has started, that is, no osteoblasts, a low concentration of growth factor s2 in
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the whole domain and a low concentration of osteogenic cells near the surface of the

host bone and null in the rest. We remark that the number of cells at the surface of

bone must be interpreted in terms of the type of the host bone: a high osteogenic

cell density will be characteristic of trabecular bone while cortical bone will offer a

lower number of cells. Zero flux boundary conditions have been considered at both

ends, representing the impossibility of cells and growth factors to migrate though

the surface of the implant of the bone. The results of the numerical simulations

for three different sets of parameter values χ = 1.5, 3.0, 7.5, corresponding to the

three different regimes of the model and to different initial conditions are shown in

Figs. 5.5-5.9.

Figure 5.5: Numerical solution of the model given by Eqs. (5.32) in the poor me-
chanical stimulation regime χ = 1.5. (a) Phase portrait with the trajectory of the
travelling wave. Nondimensionalised values of (b) osteoblast concentration b and
(c) osteogenic cell concentration m. Growth factor concentration s2 is not shown
since it decreases to zero within the first increments of the simulation and remains
constant from that moment. Wavefronts travel from left (surface of the host bone)
towards the right (surface of the implant) at constant speed. Solutions are shown at
successive time intervals t = 0, 10, 20, . . . , 150. Nondimensional parameters are as
follows: Dm = Ds2 = 1.0, Bm2 = 0, σ = 1.5, αm = βm = 2.0, Am = 1.25, αmb = 0.1,
As2 = 0.5, αm2 = 0.5, βm2 = 1.0, Ab = 0.05. Critical values of bifurcation parameter
χ are χ(1) ' 2.08 and χ(2) = 5.0. All the parameters except αm2 take the same value
in Figs. 5.5-5.9.

For the set of parameters chosen in Fig. 5.5, the system lies in the low mechanical

stimulation regime. After an initial transient period, wavefronts for m and b develop,

acquire constant shape and move along the domain with constant speed towards the

right, that is, from the host bone towards the implant surface. This corresponds to a

travelling wave from the unstable steady state zt to the stable steady state z0. Note

that the concentration of the growth factor rapidly tends to zero and remains there

during the rest of the simulation. This could be expected since this travelling wave

lies in the s2 = 0 plane in the phase diagram (see Fig. 5.3a). In a biological context,
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this represents the invasion of the cavity between bone and implant by cells, that

is, the osteoconduction phase.

Figure 5.6: Numerical solution of the model given by Eqs. (5.32) in the intermedi-
ate mechanical stimulation regime χ = 3.0, αm2 = 1.0. (a) Phase portrait with the
trajectory of the travelling wave. Nondimensionalised values of (b) osteoblast con-
centration b and (c) osteogenic cell concentration m. Growth factor concentration
s2 is not shown since decreases to zero within the first increments of the simulation
and remains constant from that moment. Wavefronts travel from left (surface of the
host bone) towards the right (surface of the implant) at constant speed. Solutions
are shown at successive time intervals t = 0, 10, 20, . . . , 150.

With equivalent initial conditions, a very similar result is obtained in the inter-

mediate mechanical stimulation regime and is shown in Fig. 5.6. However, with the

same parameter values as in Fig. 5.6, if the initial conditions at one of the ends of

the domain —the host bone end—, are in the attraction region of the steady state

z+ —a high density of osteogenic cells—, the behaviour of the solution is markedly

different, as can be seen in Fig. 5.7. In this case we prescribe as initial condition a

high concentration of both osteogenic cells and growth factor in the neighbourhood

of the left end. This causes the formation of a first wavefront between zt and z0

and, immediately later, a second one between z0 and the high cell concentration

state z+. Biologically this also represents the characteristic cell migration of the

osteoconduction phase, but now leading to a very high cell density compared to the

results of Figs. 5.5-5.6, what, from the point of view of peri-implant bone ingrowth

formation, is very attractive. However, note that the second wave speed is much

slower compared to the first one, so the desirable final state z+ is reached after a long

healing period. Note also that the development of a single travelling wave between

zt and z+ is not possible, since this trajectory does not exist in the phase diagram

of this regime. The osseointegration velocity is therefore limited in this case by the

small second wave speed that does not have any analytical lower bound.
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Figure 5.7: Numerical solution of the model given by Eqs. (5.32) in the intermedi-
ate mechanical stimulation regime χ = 3.0, αm2 = 1.0. (a) Phase portrait with the
trajectory of the travelling waves. Nondimensionalised values of (b) osteoblast con-
centration b, (c) osteogenic cell concentration m and (d) growth factor concentration
s2. Two travelling fronts develop, one from zt to z0, highlighted with arrow 1, and
next, after the first one has fully developed, a second one from z0 to z+, highlighted
with arrow 2. Solutions are shown at successive time intervals t = 0, 10, 20, . . . , 150.

Figure 5.8: Numerical solution of the model given by Eqs. (5.32) in the high me-
chanical stimulation regime χ = 7.5, αm2 = 2.5. (a) Phase portrait with the tra-
jectory of the travelling wave. Nondimensionalised values of (b) osteoblast concen-
tration b, (c) osteogenic cell concentration m and (d) growth factor concentration
s2. Wavefronts travel from left (surface of the host bone) towards the right (surface
of the implant) at constant speed. Solutions are shown at successive time intervals
t = 0, 10, 20, . . . , 150.
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Figure 5.9: Numerical solution of the model given by Eqs. (5.32) in the high mechan-
ical stimulation regime χ = 7.5, αm2 = 2.5. (a) Phase portrait with the trajectory
of the travelling waves. Nondimensionalised values of (b) osteoblast concentration
b, (c) osteogenic cell concentration m and (d) growth factor concentration s2. Two
travelling fronts develop, one from zt to z0, highlighted with arrow 1, and next, after
the first one has fully developed, a second one from z0 to z+, highlighted with arrow
2. Solutions are shown at successive time intervals t = 0, 10, 20, . . . , 150.
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Figure Mechanical Osteogenic cell density Solution Final
stimulation regime at the host bone end type state

5.5 Low Irrelevant Single front z0

5.6 Intermediate Low Single front z0

5.7 Intermediate High Double front z+

5.8 High High Single front z+

5.9 High Low Double front z+

Table 5.1: Summary of the different initial conditions and mechanical stimulation
regimes considered in the simulations.

The most desirable situation is shown in Fig. 5.8, corresponding to a direct and

fast travelling wave between zt and z+. Clearly this is possible thanks to two aspects:

first, the parameter values place the system now in the high mechanical stimulation

regime, where z0 and z+ do not compete for regions of attraction since z0 is now

unstable (remember Fig. 5.3c); and, second, the initial concentration of osteogenic

cells at the host bone end is relatively high. This is important because otherwise

a two-wavefront-type solution would emerge again, as is shown in Fig. 5.9. In this

latter case, after the propagation of the first wavefront, the solution in the whole

domain corresponds to the unstable state z0, so spontaneously a second travelling

wave leading to the invasion of the domain by a high cell density is formed. Note

that this solution, although slower than the one of Fig. 5.8, is still very attractive,

since it is considerable faster than the invasion in Fig. 5.7 and does not require initial

conditions close to z+. In this case it could be said that the adequate mechanical

stimulation compensates the poor source of osteogenic cells.

5.6 A second simplified model

In the previous example substantial information about the influence of mechanical

loading and the density of cells at the surface of the host bone on the migration

of osteogenic cells could be extracted from the analysis and simulations. However,

the volume fractions of the components of the matrix were not taken into account

so we could not examine the way new bone is formed. In this section, we propose

another simplified model in which growth factors and platelets are neglected with the

purpose of simply exploring the shape of the ossification front. From the experiments

it is well known that either the implant becomes surrounded by an ossification front

coming from the host bone (distance osteogenesis) or new bone forms first on the

implant surface and the front propagates from there towards the inside of the cavity
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between the host bone and the implant (contact osteogenesis). The aim of this

section is to study how the composition of the matrix is altered as the ossification

front crosses a region of the cavity, independently of the type of osteogenesis we are

considering.

The reduced model that we suggest retains the equations for the osteogenic cells,

m, and osteoblasts b, as well as the volume fractions of the components of the matrix:

the fibrin network, vf , woven bone, vw, and lamellar bone, vl. All the terms that in

the original model depended on the concentration of growth factors have been here

considered constant, no chemotactic effects have been contemplated and platelets

have not been taken into account. With these simplifications, the reduced model in

nondimensional form reads as

∂m

∂t
= Dm∇2m + σm(1−m)− (αmb + Am)m (5.34a)

∂b

∂t
= αmbm− Abb (5.34b)

∂vf

∂t
= −αwbvf (1− vw) (5.34c)

∂vw

∂t
= αwbvf (1− vw)− γvw(1− vl) (5.34d)

∂vl

∂t
= γvw(1− vl) (5.34e)

(5.34f)

The kinetics of the equations is now much simpler than in the previous section,

so the analysis is in comparison greatly simplified. We will skip all the mathematical

details and will focus only on the small number of results that we need.

Denoting the homogeneous steady states by z∗ = (m∗, b∗, v∗f , v
∗
w, v∗l ), we find

two of them of interest: z∗0 = (m0, b0, 0, 0, 1) and z∗t = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0), where m0 =

1 − (αmb + Am)/σ and b0 = αm0/Ab and we are assuming that σ > αmb + Am so

that m0 is positive and physically realistic. The first state, z0, represents a situa-

tion in which the composition of the matrix corresponds to pure lamellar bone. It

is therefore the result of the whole bone healing process. On the other hand, zt

stands for the situation that appears just after implantation, where the extracellu-

lar matrix is composed only of a fibrin network and there are no osteogenic cells

or osteoblasts. Using standard techniques (Murray, 2005) it is possible to show
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that a travelling wave can develop between zt and z0 with minimum wave speed of

2
√

Dm[σ − (αmb + Am)].

Figure 5.10: Evolution of the density of osteogenic cells, m, and osteoblasts, b.
Wavefronts travel from left (surface of the host bone) towards the right (surface of
the implant) at constant speed. x denotes the distance to the surface of the host
bone. Nondimensional parameters are as follows: Dm = 1.0, σ = 2.5, Am = 1.25,
αmb = 1.0, Ab = 0.5, αw = 1.0, γ = 0.25.

Following the same procedure as in the previous example, we now solve numeri-

cally the system of Eqs. (5.34) in a one dimensional domain x ∈ [0, 100] that can be

thought as the cavity between the implant and the host bone. Again the left end

of the domain represents the surface of bone whereas the right one stands for the

surface of the implant. Zero flux boundary conditions are applied to both ends. We

will try to reproduce the propagation of the ossification front in a case of distance

osteogenesis, so the initial conditions will consist in a low concentration of osteogenic

cells near the surface of bone and null in the rest of the domain, a null concentra-
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tion of osteoblasts and a matrix composed exclusively by fibrin. The results of the

numerical simulation are shown in Figs. 5.10-5.11.

Figure 5.11: Evolution of the composition of the matrix: volume fractions of fibrin,
vf , woven bone, vw and lamellar bone, vl. Wavefronts travel from left (surface of the
host bone) towards the right (surface of the implant) at constant speed. x denotes
the distance to the surface of the host bone.

In the figures we clearly appreciate the early formation, development up to a

constant shape and propagation at a constant velocity of the ossification front.

Observe the shape of the cellular waves (Fig. 5.10): they are very similar and only

differ in the fact that the osteoblast wave is slightly delayed with respect to the one

of osteogenic cells. This is obvious since the only source of osteoblasts is precisely

the differentiation from the osteogenic precursor. One might intuitively expect a

greater delay between the two moving fronts of cells, but this result is realistic if

one considers that cell differentiation is a very fast process (Bailón-Plaza and
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van der Meulen, 2001) compared to the time scale of the invasion of the cavity

by cells.

Some conclusions can also be inferred from the interpretation of Fig. 5.11. Note

that the profiles of the volume fractions along the ossification front have a very par-

ticular shape. In first place, ahead of the front (on the right side of it in Fig. 5.11,

since the wave propagates from left to right) the composition of the matrix cor-

responds to pure fibrin. Far behind the front (on the left side), the composition

corresponds to lamellar bone. This is an area that has already been crossed by the

ossification front. Between these areas there is a transition region where the volume

fraction of woven bone reaches a maximum. Hence, the profile of woven bone corre-

sponds to a propagating pulse which is notably asymmetric, since the ahead (right)

front is markedly steeper than the rear (left) one. This is again in agreement with

the basis of bone healing since the processes that take place in the head front of the

pulse (cell differentiation, laying done of bone matrix) are quite fast compared to

the speed of remodelling, that occurs at the rear tail of the pulse. Observe that at

any particular instant of time the deposition of bone is localised in the small region

in the front part of the wave.

5.7 Numerical simulation of bone ingrowth around

a dental implant: influence of surface micro-

topography

As discussed several times in this work, the use of endosseous dental implants in clin-

ical dentistry and maxillofacial surgery has expanded during the last two decades.

Additionally, the amount of experimental work devoted in recent years to the study

of bone ingrowth around implants has been mostly carried out with dental implants,

what facilitates the task of modelling. However, from the point of view of math-

ematical modelling, qualitative comparisons between predictions and experimental

results are many times the only way of validating biological mathematical models.

In any case, these two factors, the growing utilisation of dental implants and the

relative abundance of experimental results, at least compared to other types of bone

implants, have inclined us to perform numerical simulations of bone healing around

dental implants as a way to further validate the model. In this example we have

focused on the analysis of the influence of the implant surface microtopography on

the propagation of the ossification front.
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5.7.1 Description of the simulation

As a first approach, we propose a simple two dimensional simulation in a domain

that reproduces the cavity between the host bone and the walls of the thread of a

screw-shaped dental implant (see Fig. 5.12). In particular, we have chosen a typi-

cal implant geometry characterised by a thread with inclined walls. The equations

have been solved with two different levels of concentration of adsorbed proteins:

p=0.5 µg/mm−2 at the surface of the implant, simulating the case of a high mi-

crotopography surface implant, and 0.1 µg/mm−2, in the case of an implant of low

surface microtopography. These values fall within the range of experimental mea-

surements of plasma proteins adsorption on titanium surfaces (Sela et al., 2007)

and were imposed at the nodes belonging to the surface of the implant. Moreover, p

was assumed to decrease linearly with the distance to the implant surface, reaching

value zero at a distance of 0.2 mm. In the rest of the domain situated farther than

0.2 mm, p took value zero. The reason to carry out simulations with two different

values of protein adsorption lies in the fact that we want to show the ability of the

model to reproduce one of the most relevant features of peri-implant bone healing,

which is the difference between contact and distance osteogenesis depending on the

implant surface properties, a matter of the utmost importance in the design of new

models of implants. We recall here that implants with surfaces characterised by a

high microscopic roughness tend to enhance the formation of bone on the surface

of the implant, as opposed to polished or low microtopography implants, where the

front of ossification typically moves forward from the host bone towards the implant

(Berglundh et al., 2003; Davies, 2003).

As initial conditions, we have considered a concentration of 2.5x108 platelets/ml,

being this high value characteristic of blood (Ganong, 2005), and residual concen-

trations of osteogenic cells and osteoblasts of 103 cells/ml. Both growth factors are

also present at the initial time at a very low concentration of 1 ng/ml. Zero flux

boundary conditions have been applied for all the species of the model at the surface

of the implant and the host bone, except for the concentration of osteogenic cells,

that was fixed to 2x105 cells/ml at the surface of bone during the first 14 days. The

healing period that was simulated consisted of twelve months, more than sufficient

in clinical practice to obtain a full osseointegration of the implant and achieve a

high degree of remodelling of woven bone into lamellar bone.

The full model has been numerically solved by means of the finite element

method, using second order spatial interpolation with eight-node Serendip elements,

a generalised trapezoidal method for the integration of temporal derivatives (Hughes,
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: (a) Ground section of an endosseous screw-shaped implant placed in
the mandible of a dog. Cavities confined by the walls of the thread and the host
bone can be easily appreciated (from Berglundh et al. (2003)). (b) Sketch of one
of the cavities, where the computational domain of our simulations is highlighted.

2000) and a Newton-Raphson implicit scheme with full linearisation of the residual

vector for the treatment of the nonlinearities (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000).

This formulation has been implemented in an UEL subroutine of the commercial

software ABAQUS 6.6 (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., 2006). Model pa-

rameter values were estimated from the literature as discussed in detail in the next

section.

5.7.2 Model parameters value estimation

The parameter values were derived from the literature when possible and estimated

when no relevant data were available:

• Platelets : A value of 1.365x10−2 mm2/day was taken for the diffusion coef-

ficient Dc from Goldsmith and Turitto (1986) and Goodman et al.

(2005). Assuming that after one month of healing, only a residual fraction of

10% of the initial concentration of platelets remains, the cell decay rate Ac

was estimated as 0.067 day−1. The “taxis” parameter Hc was determined by

means of numerical simulations so that a 4-fold increase in the concentration
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of platelets at the surface of the implant was obtained when the microtopog-

raphy was changed from low to high, which is in the range of the experimental

observations (Park et al., 2001; Kikuchi et al., 2005). This procedure

led to a value of 0.333 mm4/(day µg) for Hc.

• Osteogenic cell flux : A value of 0.133 mm2/day was taken for the diffusion coef-

ficient Dm, in the order of magnitude of other computational works (Bailón-

Plaza and van der Meulen, 2001; Gómez-Benito et al., 2005; Geris

et al., 2008a) and within the range of 10−8-10−10 cm2/s, obtained experi-

mentally for most of types of cells (Gruler and Bültmann, 1984; Friedl

et al., 1998; Maini et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2007). Several experimental

studies have investigated the chemotactic effect on osteogenic cells migration

(Fiedler et al., 2004, 2005, 2006; Lee et al., 2006). For example, Lee

et al. (2006) reported up to a 1.7-fold increase in cell speed thanks to this

effect. Rough estimates based on these data suggest values for the chemotactic

coefficient in the order of 1 mm2day−1(ng/ml)−1. Accordingly, Bm1 and Bm2

were estimated as 0.667 and 0.167 mm2day−1(ng/ml)−1, respectively.

• Osteogenic cell and osteoblast kinetics : The rate of cell proliferation can be esti-

mated from various experimental works (Izadpanah et al., 2006; Mareddy

et al., 2007) between 0.3 and 0.5 day−1. Moreover, Farré et al. (2007)

reported a half reduction in the doubling time of human bone marrow-derived

mesenchymal stem cells in cell proliferation experiments, what suggests that

the natural cell proliferation rate can be doubled on account of the presence of

growth factors. This led us to use values of 0.25 day−1 both for αm0 and αm.

Based on geometrical constraints, Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen

(2001) derived a value for the limiting cell density N of 106 cells/ml. Based on

the typical lifespan of mesenchymal stem cells (Izadpanah et al., 2006), a

value of 2x10−3 day−1 was determined for Am. Quantified rates of cell differen-

tiation are not available and in the absence of experimental data a sensitivity

analysis was performed. A value of 0.5 day−1 for αmb was found to yield results

in agreement with the experimental temporal evolution of the process. Just

like in other computational studies (Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen,

2001; Geris et al., 2008a), it was assumed that relatively low values of

growth factor concentrations are sufficient to have a significant effect. There-

fore, concentrations of 10 ng/ml were used for βm and βmb in this work. A

similar strategy was used in the rest of equations where similar terms appeared.
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Finally, a rate of 6.67x10−3 day−1 was used for Ab, related to cell death and

differentiation into osteocytes.

• Growth factors : The estimation of Ds1 and Ds2 has been done on the same

basis as in Bailón-Plaza and van der Meulen (2001) and Geris et al.

(2008a). Basically, the reasoning is based on the fact that the diffusion coeffi-

cient of a substance in aqueous solution can be determined from its molecular

weight (Vander et al., 1998). This procedure leads to values for the dif-

fusion coefficients in the order of magnitude of 10−8 cm2/s. Furthermore, we

have taken into account that the growth factor s1 migrates essentially through

the remnants of the blood clot and the early granulation tissue, whereas the

growth factor s2 has to diffuse through the already forming bone matrix, that

has a higher density and thus offers a greater resistance to the diffusion. Based

on these considerations, values of 0.3 and 0.1 mm2/day were taken for Ds1 and

Ds2, respectively. Growth factors involved in bone healing have in vivo half-

lives in the order of 1 hour (Coffey et al., 1990; Dasch et al., 1989;

Edelman et al., 1993). Accordingly, values of 10 day−1 were used for As1

and As2. No experimental data were available on the secretion rates of growth

factors, so a range of values was explored numerically and values of 6.67x10−5,

10−5, 2.5x10−3 and 2.5x10−3 ng/ml day−1(cells/ml)−1 were finally chosen for

αc1, αc2, αm2 and αb2, respectively. βc1 was estimated as 0.1 µg/mm2, so

that, with the low microtopography surface, the rate of secretion of s1 depen-

dent on the concentration of adsorbed proteins p was half of the maximum

value. Finally, βc2, βm2 and βb2 were chosen as 10 ng/ml, based on the same

considerations of the osteogenic cells kinetics terms.

• Bone formation: In Schenk and Hunziker (1994) it is reported that woven

bone filled small holes drilled in rabbit cortical bone six weeks after surgery.

Assuming that bone healing in bone-implant gaps proceeds as in the small

holes, which is quite reasonable from the examples of the literature (Brunski,

1999), and that the approximate ratio in the bone healing time between rab-

bits and humans is 1:3 (Roberts, 1988), we should expect a value of vw

close to 1.0 after 18 weeks of healing. Rough estimates based on Eq. (5.6)

contemplating this data suggest values of αw in the order of magnitude of

10−6-10−7 day−1 (cells/ml)−1. A value of 10−7 day−1 (cells/ml)−1 was chosen

for αw and 10 ng/ml for βw. γ was determined by means of numerical simula-

tions, as the value that led to an almost full remodelling, vl ' 0.9, after 1 year

of healing period.
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5.7.3 Results

Figure 5.13: Density of platelets c (x109 cells/ml) 1 day after placement of the
implant in the case of an implant with (a) high microtopography and (b) low mi-
grotopography.

Figure 5.14: Concentration of growth factor s1 (x100 ng/ml) after 14 days in the
case of an implant with (a) high microtopography and (b) low microtopography.

From the results of the simulations, we must highlight in first place the substan-

tial difference early found in the density of platelets c and the concentration of the

growth factor s1 depending on the microtopography. Fig. 5.13 shows that only one

day after implantation the high concentration of adsorbed proteins on the surface

of the high microtopography implant leads to an increase in the number of platelets

near the surface, compared to the situation of a low microtopography implant, where

the density of platelets is almost uniform. Actually, an almost 4-fold variation in
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the concentration of platelets at the very surface of the implant was obtained be-

tween the two types of surfaces, what corresponds with the range of experimental

observations (Park et al., 2001; Kikuchi et al., 2005). This increase in platelet

concentration and activation triggered by the concentration of adsorbed proteins

leads to not only a higher concentration of s1 after 14 days of healing, but also to

a gradient of this growth factor, being its concentration markedly higher near the

implant surface and decreasing as we move away (see Fig. 5.14a). On the other

hand, a low surface microtopography does not favour the formation of this gradient,

as we appreciate in Fig. 5.14b, where a variation of only 10% is obtained along the

whole cavity.

Figure 5.15: Temporal evolution of the density of osteogenic cells m (x106 cells/ml)
for both types of implants: rough (high microtopography) and polished (low micro-
topography).

It is evident that this early discrepancy between the two types of implants will

strongly condition the subsequent healing phases, since, for instance, the migration

and invasion of the cavity between bone and implant by osteogenic cells is stimulated

by the gradient of s1 and their proliferation fostered by the level of concentration

of the growth factor. Differences in the migration of osteogenic cells can be appre-

ciated in Fig. 5.15. After only 3 days we observe that in the case of a rough (high

microtopography) implant the density of osteogenic cells is particularly high near

the surface, due to the high concentration of the growth factor s1 at the surface,

while in the case of the polished (low microtopography) implant a propagating front

of cells is moving away from the surface of the host bone. After 7 and 14 days
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this trend continues: cells invade the cavity from the host bone with the polished

implant and from both the host bone and the surface of the implant with the rough

implant. Note that in the third and fourth weeks the number of osteogenic cells

ceases raising, since they start differentiating into osteoblasts.

Figure 5.16: Temporal evolution of the volume fraction of lamellar bone around an
implant with a high surface microtopography.

In Figs. 5.16 and 5.17 the temporal evolution of the volume fraction of lamel-

lar bone has been depicted. Note again that significant differences appear between

the two microtopographies. In the case of the rough implant (Fig. 5.16), we ob-

serve that the model predicts the formation of new bone from the surface of the

implant towards the inside of the cavity (contact osteogenesis). This phenomenon

is especially clear during the first month after implantation, since it is in this period

when a more pronounced gradient in the volume fraction of lamellar bone develops.

It is noteworthy that an ossification front also propagates from the surface of the

peri-implant bone directed to the implant surface, since the surface of bone is in
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Figure 5.17: Temporal evolution of the volume fraction of lamellar bone around an
implant with a low surface microtopography.

any case an important source of osteogenic cells. This second mechanism leads to a

more constant and slow bone ingrowth. We could say that contact osteogenesis is

responsible for the very early formation of new bone on the surface of the implant,

what ensures a fast mechanical stability and prevents at the same time the forma-

tion of a fibrous capsule, but it is the host bone, acting as a source of osteogenic

cells, that guarantees the full ossification of the chamber between bone and implant

by means of distance osteogenesis. The coexistence of these two ossification mecha-

nisms was observed experimentally in a rough SLA implant surface by Berglundh

et al. (2003) and is evident in our simulations from the observation of the results

of Fig. 5.16 after one and two months of healing. With respect to the time needed

to achieve full osseointegration, almost the whole chamber is filled with a volume

fraction of lamellar bone greater than 0.8 after four months, increasing this value to

0.875 after six months and 0.95 after the whole year.
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In the case of the low microtopography implant, the features of the ossification

process are noticeably different. In first place, the mechanism that inevitably prevails

is distance osteogenesis, as shown in Fig. 5.17 after healing periods of two weeks

and one month. Observe that the rate of bone formation during this initial phase

is appreciably slower than in the previous situation. Actually, the volume fraction

of lamellar bone after one month reaches a value of 0.3 at the surface of bone,

whereas with the rough implant values of 0.5 were already obtained along the whole

surface of the implant at that very moment, what is in agreement with experimental

observations of Puleo and Nanci (1999), where a difference of ∼30% in the rate

of bone formation was found between contact and distance osteogenesis. Another

interesting issue is the fact that the fraction of bone is now quite uniform along

the chamber, what can be explained by the absence of contact osteogenesis, that

clearly leads to a more uneven distribution. Finally, the global levels of lamellar

bone volume fraction achieved after four, six and twelve months are in general

terms comparable to the obtained with the high microtopography implant, although

smaller in all cases by a 5-10% fraction.

5.8 Numerical simulation of bone ingrowth around

a dental implant: influence of implant geom-

etry

5.8.1 Description of the simulation

In this section we are going to present the results of numerical simulations of bone

ingrowth around a screw-shaped dental implant characterised by threads with in-

clined walls and longitudinal grooves of circular section (see Fig. 5.18), geometry

proposed by some manufacturers as an innovative way to enhance the formation of

new bone and achieve a better interlock between bone and implant (Hall et al.,

2005). We intend to explore the effect of these grooves and investigate if the model

provides any clue about the role of this particular implant geometry in peri-implant

bone formation.

All the details of the simulation have already been described in detail in Sec-

tion 5.7 and are here briefly discussed. The computational domain is two dimensional

and is shown in Fig. 5.18. Two different values of the density of adsorbed proteins

at the implant surface have been considered: p = 0.5µg/mm−2, simulating the case

of a high microtopography implant, and p = 0.1µg/mm−2, in the case of an implant
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: (a) Sketch of the insertion of a screw-shaped dental implant in a
drilled cavity of bone, where the computational domain of the simulations is high-
lighted. Note the grooves at the walls of the thread (b) Early deposition of
bone matrix inside a Beautiful Teeth NowTM dental implant of Nobel Biocare
(http://www.nobelbiocare.com).

of low surface microtopography (Sela et al., 2007). Initial conditions of 2.5x108

platelets/ml, 103 osteogenic cells/ml and 103 osteoblasts/ml were imposed for the

cellular densities and a very low concentration of 1 ng/ml was considered for both

growth factors. Zero flux boundary conditions were applied for all the species of the

model at the surface of the implant and the host bone, except for the concentration

of osteogenic cells, that was fixed to 2x105 cells/ml at the surface of bone during the

first 14 days. A total healing period of 12 months was simulated. All the consider-

ations concerning the numerical method and the values of the model parameters of

Section 5.7 also apply here.

5.8.2 Results

In first place, note that as early as four days after implantation significant dif-

ferences in the concentration of the growth factor s1 secreted by platelets appear

between the two types of microtopographies (Fig. 5.19). In the rough implant (high

microtopography) s1 reaches a value ∼50% greater than in the polished one (low

microtopography), and additionally a marked gradient of the concentration devel-
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.19: Concentration of growth factor s1 (x100 ng/ml) after four days in the
case of an implant with (a) high microtopography and (b) low microtopography.

ops, being higher near the implant surface. However, more important than this

discrepancy, originated from the different types of surface roughness and already

detected in the example of Section 5.7, is the effect of the geometry of the grooves

upon the concentration of s1. Note that the highest value of s1 is reached near the

implant surface inside the grooves and it is also there where a more abrupt gradient

in the concentration is obtained. This could be expected just by the geometry of

the surface: the greatest rate of growth factor secretion will appear next to the

surface, since it is there where platelets are activated thanks to the presence of ad-

sorbed proteins. Hence s1 will diffuse from the surface towards the interior regions

of cavity, but clearly the curvature of the surface at the grooves is responsible for

a concentrating effect, so the growth factor tends to accumulate inside the grooves.

This fact strongly conditions the posterior behaviour of osteogenic cells in several

ways. In first place, the migration of osteogenic cells is affected by chemotaxis, so

they will preferentially move along gradients of the growth factor, that is, inside the

grooves. Furthermore, the rate of cell mitosis and differentiation is also enhanced

by the local level of s1. In conclusion, we can expect that a higher density of os-

teogenic cells will be early achieved inside the grooves, particularly in the case of the

high microtopography surface implant, where the effects of grooves will obviously be

more pronounced, and that these cells will differentiate there into the osteoblastic

phenotype at a faster rate.
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Figure 5.20: Temporal evolution of the volume fraction of lamellar bone around an
implant with a high surface microtopography.

The foremost effect of this altered migration, proliferation and differentiation of

cells inside the grooves can be noticed in the formation of bone. In Figs. 5.20 and 5.21

the temporal evolution of the volume fraction of lamellar bone has been represented

for a rough and a polished implant, respectively. First, remark that again the

characteristic contact osteogenesis with initial formation of lamellar bone on the

implant surface occurs with the rough implant, while with the polished implant

distance osteogenesis predominates and a well-defined ossification front propagates

in this case from the surface of the surrounding host bone inside the cavity. This

is not a new result, since in Section 5.7 the ability of the model to reproduce the

influence of surface microtopography on the pattern of bone formation was already

evaluated. Nevertheless, what must be here highlighted is the early deposition
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of bone inside the grooves, significantly remarkable in the rough implant. From

Fig. 5.20 we deduce that the grooves have a stimulating effect on bone formation,

that can be particularly appreciated after 1 and 2 months of healing, when the

volume fraction of lamellar bone is greater inside the grooves compared with the

rest of the cavity (compare with Fig. 5.18b). In the case of the polished implant,

this effect also appears after the second month of healing, but its magnitude is lower,

as could be expected. The temporal evolution of the global level of bone formation

is similar to the results obtained with the flat walled-implant, that were within the

range of experimental results.

Figure 5.21: Temporal evolution of the volume fraction of lamellar bone around an
implant with a low surface microtopography.
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5.9 Discussion

5.9.1 General comments

A biological model able to reproduce several important features of peri-implant bone

formation has been developed in this chapter. We have demonstrated by means of

mathematical analysis and numerical simulation that the model yields results in

qualitative agreement with the experimental evidence when different key factors are

contemplated: surface microtopography, mechanical stimulation, type of bone and

implant geometry, what gives an indication about the global validity of the model.

As the most important novel feature in comparison with other similar models,

we must emphasise the inclusion of the platelet cellular type and the associated

secreted signalling molecules. This enables a careful examination of the early stages

of osseointegration and a study of the influence of implant surface properties on the

whole process of bone healing. In particular, we have focused on the influence of

surface microtopography, which has been found experimentally to be a determinant

factor upon osteogenesis (Lossdörfer et al., 2004) and had not been consid-

ered in previous mechanobiological models of peri-implant bone ingrowth. Its effect

has been taken into account in an indirect way, by means of considering the de-

pendence of platelet activation and aggregation on the density of adsorbed plasma

proteins on the implant surface, which is determined a priori as a function of the

microtopography. Although other possibilities could be proposed for this aim, this

one stands out because of its conceptual simplicity and the abundant information

regarding the relation between surface topography and protein adsorption existing

in the literature.

In second place, it has been shown in the finite element simulations of Sections 5.7

and 5.8 that the model is in agreement with the most important well-established

concepts of endosseous healing (Davies, 2003): bone matrix is synthesised only by

osteoblasts; bone only grows by apposition, that is, by deposition of matrix on a

preexisting surface; and bone matrix has no inherent capacity to grow. The first

feature is automatically satisfied from the consideration of Eq. (5.7), where the

formation of new woven bone depends on the density of osteoblasts b. The other

two can be verified from the results of the simulations where there is always an

ossification front towards the implant or coming from its surface, but never isolated

islands of newly formed bone emerge.

Next, we would also like to underline that the results of the model are in agree-

ment with the clinical observations in terms of time needed to achieve the different
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levels of osseointegration. In this regard, we must admit that a detailed quantita-

tive validation of the temporal evolution of the different biological processes was not

possible, mostly due to the lack of experimental data and to the inherent variability

of the speed of each process, what translates into significant differences between

the available experimental works. However, to show that the results fall within the

physiological range, we can cite the results of Sennerby et al. (1993), where the

first signs of hard tissue formation were noticed after one week and that the whole

process of remodelling was completed six weeks to three months after insertion of

the implants in rabbits. In Roberts (1988) it is established that the approximate

ratio in the bone healing time between rabbits and humans is 1:3, therefore the pre-

dictions of our model for bone ingrowth at humans seem to be within the expected

interval.

It is also interesting to discuss the different phases of peri-implant bone healing

that have been considered in the model. The first one in the temporal cascade of

biological events that follow the placement of an endosseous implant is hemorrhage

and formation of a blood clot. This has not been considered explicitly in the model,

since the starting point for the simulations is the already formed fibrin network. We

think nevertheless that this simplification does not take away significant predictive

capabilities from the model. Activation of platelets and the subsequent release of

growth factors play, on the contrary, a major role in the model and their inclu-

sion has been evidently justified by the results, as discussed before. The following

event in the sequence would be inflammation that again has been neglected in this

work. The reason is that the main result of this biological process, that is, clot

and necrotic tissue demolition, is not easy to model theoretically, while at the same

time is not essential for a correct simulation of the following healing phases. In

parallel to inflammation, angiogenesis takes place and it is necessary as the only

means of providing nutrients supply to the peri-implant healing compartment. In

Shefelbine et al. (2005) and Geris et al. (2008a), the role of angiogenesis

in bone fracture healing was considered. In the present contribution, by not mod-

elling it, we are implicitly assuming that it always occurs successfully. However, it

is true that the formation of a new vascular network can be influenced by implant

surface properties (Matsuo et al., 1999), although few experimental data exist

and the understanding of the biological mechanisms that regulate this influence is

still reduced, what makes very difficult the modelling task. This remains being a

limitation of the model and constitutes a future line of research.

The next three phenomena, osteoconduction, new bone formation and bone re-

modelling, are not only crucial in the whole process of peri-implant bone ingrowth,
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but also critical in the more general field of bone healing and regeneration (Davies,

2003), and have been considered in detail in the model, especially the two first ones.

The main limitation of the model is the no inclusion of mechanical effects. Bone

remodelling depends indeed on mechanical loading, but, as discussed in the Intro-

duction, this phase is not usually the critical point for the clinical result of dental

implants. Some authors have considered that the speed and direction of cell migra-

tion can also be affected by the damage of the tissue (Gómez-Benito et al., 2005;

Garćıa-Aznar et al., 2007) and by the mechanical stress of the surrounding tis-

sue, what was taken into account in Chapter 4. In our case, however, we consider

more important the chemotactic effect of growth factors and therefore neglect these

mechanical influences. Furthermore, osteogenic cell differentiation can also be in-

fluenced by the mechanical state of the tissue, in addition to growth factors. The

assumption that these cells always differentiate into the osteoblastic phenotype is

not true under high deviatoric or tensile loading, where endochondral ossification

of fibrous tissue formation can appear (Claes et al., 1998). This is usual in

cases with early excessive mechanical loading of the implant and hence the valid-

ity of the model is restricted to scenarios of moderate loading. However, we think

that it is much more interesting to study how bone ingrowth can be enhanced in a

favourable situation, rather than focusing on a very extreme situation due to severe

early mechanical loading, scenario that a priori is well known to be harmful for the

osseointegration of an implant and must be avoided in any case.

Next, we discuss in depth the results obtained with the model when each of the

contemplated factors of influence was studied: surface microtopography, mechanical

stimulation, type of host bone and implant geometry.

5.9.2 Influence of surface microtopography

In the finite element simulations of Sections 5.7 and 5.8 we could see how the model

was able to reproduce the two basic ways osteoblasts have to lay down new bone

matrix around endosseous implants: distance and contact osteogenesis. This dis-

tinction goes back to Osborn and Newesely (1980) and its reproduction is a

very desirable property of any mathematical model for bone ingrowth around im-

plants. Our model specifically predicts the predominant laying down of new bone on

rough implant surfaces and on the surface of the host bone in the case of implants

with a low microtopography, which agrees with the experimental observations (see

Berglundh et al. (2003) and references therein). To the author’s knowledge, this

is the first time that this feature has been simulated by a model of this type.
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5.9.3 Influence of mechanical stimulation and type of host

bone

With respect to the influence of mechanical loading, there is extensive experimen-

tal evidence in the literature about the beneficial effects of moderate early loading

in bone healing around implants and in fractures of long bones (Goodship and

Kenwright, 1985; Goodship et al., 1998; Case et al., 2003; Vandamme

et al., 2007). Under low or moderate loading the assumption that the predomi-

nant pathway conducting to the formation of new bone consists in intramembranous

ossification is reasonable, what allowed us to propose a simplified model (Section 5.5)

in which only osteogenic cells, osteoblasts and a generic growth factor were repre-

sented to reproduce the crucial phase of osteoconduction. A mathematical analysis

of the model permitted to address in detail the stimulating effects of mechanical

loading on the migration of osteogenic cells. The main biological conclusion that

could be drawn from this analysis is that the speed of propagation of the osteogenic

cell front, as well as the level of osteoblast concentration that can be achieved at

the end of the osteoconduction phase, critically depend on the degree of mechanical

stimulation of the cells and initial density of osteogenic cells at the surface of the

host bone. For instance, an initial high concentration of osteogenic cells or growth

factors at the surface of the host bone, typical of trabecular bone, does not guarantee

a fast invasion of the cavity between bone and implant by cells if they lie under very

reduced mechanical loading. However, the migration of cells will be fostered if they

are sufficiently stimulated mechanically. In addition, in this second case (interme-

diate or high mechanical stimulation regime), the density of osteogenic cells at the

surface of the bone does play an important role, since the final state achieved at the

end of osteoconduction as well as the speed at which this state is reached critically

depend on the initial number of cells. This density in turn varies with the type of

bone. Trabecular bone, although distinguishable by their inferior mechanical prop-

erties compared to cortical bone, is a rich source of osteogenic cells, that are derived

from both the endosteal trabecular surfaces and the marrow that fills the pores of

the bone tissue. Therefore, assuming that the density of trabecular bone where an

implant is going to be placed is high enough to provide sufficient mechanical stabil-

ity, peri-implant bone healing can evolve rapidly compared to a scenario in which

the macroarchitecture of the host bone is cortical. This was designated by Davies

(2003) as “the paradox of poor quality bone”. Nevertheless, note that a region of

trabecular bone with excessive low density and poor mechanical properties is not

adequate for the placement of an implant since its primary stability is compromised,
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what can lead to the appearance of excessive micromotions and the development of

a fibrous capsule. This is usually the origin of higher failure rates of dental implants

in the posterior maxilla (Palmer, 1999).

The influence of the number of osteogenic cells of the host bone upon the ve-

locity of the osteoconduction phase is intuitive, but not the effect of mechanics. It

is accepted that the local mechanical environment has an impact on cell differenti-

ation —actually, it is a well-established fact from many experimental works found

in the literature— but here we show that in addition it can certainly affect the

migration of cells, what is generally not taken into account in modelling works and

can compromise the posterior events of bone healing. Note the significant implica-

tions of this result for the design of new implants. The effectiveness of a certain

implant design conceived with the aim of improving osseointegration, for example,

a modification of the implant surface, can be markedly dwarfed only due to a poor

mechanical stimulation. Moreover, clinical tests of the same type of implant can

lead to contradictory results and great variations in the velocity of osseointegration

if the mechanical conditions are not analogous. These results stress the need of a

deeper quantitative knowledge of the effects of amplitude and frequency of loading

on cell behaviour and, consequently, emphasise the importance of a careful design

of implant geometry, since it can strongly influence the mechanical state of the

surrounding tissues.

5.9.4 Influence of implant geometry

Another objective of this chapter was to examine the effect that the macroscopic

geometry of an implant can exert on the deposition of bone around it. In particular,

we decided to find out if the model was able to explain the early formation of

bone that has been observed experimentally inside macroscopic grooves located at

the surface of the threads of dental implants (Hall et al., 2005). By means of

numerical simulations (Section 5.8) we showed that the model indeed predicted this

preferential formation of new bone in the grooves in agreement with the experimental

results and offered a simple explanation: the shape of the grooves promotes the

concentration inside of them of growth factors and signalling molecules secreted

by platelets, so they become a primary site of migration for osteogenic cells where

additionally their differentiation into osteoblasts and the laying down of bone matrix

are fostered. This opens a new line of research focused on the study of the influence

of the shape of the threads of dental implants on the biological processes of bone

healing. In sight of our results, it would especially interesting to perform a systematic
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analysis on the shape of the grooves, in order to obtain the optimised geometry and

disposition of them that leads to a faster osseointegration.

5.9.5 Further lines of research

The extreme complexity of the biology of bone healing has forced us to make im-

portant simplifications in order to obtain a tractable model. This is why there is

a number of lines of research that need to be to explored to augment the range of

application of the model:

• To couple the biological model developed herein with the balance of linear

momentum and an adequate constitutive mechanical model for the ECM.

• To incorporate a differentiation law in the model in terms of mechanical and

biochemical factors that allowed simulating endochondral ossification or fi-

brous tissue formation.

• To simulate the restoration of the vascular network and study its influence on

the whole bone healing process.

• To explore more refined possibilities of taking into account implant surface

properties, not only regarding microtopography, but also surface electrical

charge, surface functionalisation, etc.

• To introduce more realistic remodelling laws depending on the mechanical

condition of the bone.
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